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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions to the examiners proposed report were filed by com

plainant and defendants and defendants replied The case wasorally
argued Our findings are those recommended by the examiner

By complaint filed May 13 1937 as amended complainant Port of

Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau a corporation formed to promote
the commerce of the Port of Philadelphia Pa alleges that a wharf

age charge of 50 cents per ton established by defendants on May 10

1937 applicable to all import and export freight handled over defend

ants piers at Philadelphia not transported by railroad subjects such

freight to undue prejudice and disadvantage and the collection of the

charge constitutes unjust and unreasonable regulations and practices
in violation of sections 16 and 17 respectively of the Shipping Act
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702 UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

1916 It is further alleged that the assailed regulations and practices
are detrimental to the Port ofPhiladelphia in violation of section 8 of
the Merchant Marine Act 1920 Reparation on behalf of importers
and exporters is sought Defendants are The Philadelphia Piers
Inc which operates piers owned by the United States under a lease
from this Commission and the Baltimore Ohio Railroad Company
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company and Reading Company owners

or operators of railroad piers
D Scrivanich Company and Pennsylvania Motor Truck Asso

ciation Inc intervened at the hearing in support of the complainant
PennsylvaniaDixieCement Corporation Lone Star Cement Corpora
tion Hercules Cement Corporation Nazareth Cement Company and

Lehigh Portland Cement Company intervened in support of defend
ants without contesting our jurisdiction William S Scull Com

pany intervened to oppose ourjurisdiction G Coe Farrier Naviga
tion Commissioner of theDelawareRivera State officer appeared for
the same purpose

Prior to December 1936 export and import freight moved over the
defendants piers free of any wharfage charges At that time tho rail
road defendants issued tariffs to become effective February 1 1937
naming wharfage charges and filed them with the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission This
led to protest before the Interstate Commerce Commission followed

by voluntary cancelation of the tariff and litigation in the Pemisyl
vania courts the Director of Wharves Docks and Ferries of Phila

delphia claiming jurisdiction Because of this litigation defendants

reserve the point of jurisdiction Defendants to the extent they own

or operate wharves and piers in connection with interstate or foreign
waterborne commerce wholly exclusive of rail transportation are

other persons subject to the act as defined in section 1 thereof
The wharfage charges in issue are for top wharfage described in

Pennsylvania Railroad notice dated May 6 1937 as follows

On import and export freight placed on this pier on or after the effective date
of this notice a top wharfage charge of 25cents per 100 pounds will be assessed

when such freight is transported to or from the pier otherwise than in railroad

service

The minimum charge will be 50 cents per shipment The freight delivered to
the pier by one shipper or received from the pier by one consignee in any one day
will be considered a single shipment for the purpose of applying the minimum

top wharfage charge
The provisions of this notice are effective beginning May 10 1937 at 12 01 a m

Such notices were posted at defendants piers on or about May 6
1937 The act does not require operators of piers and wharves to file
their rates and scheduleswithus nor is there any statutory require
ment governing the time of notice of their charges
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Complainantstestimony consists largely of a history of the assailed

charges description of the location and facilities of defendants

wharves as well as all the other wharves and port facilitiesofPhila

delphia a review of the volume and kind of commodities moving in

and out of the port for a period of years and a summary of the steam

ship lines serving the port Itis testified that the Port of Philadelphia
covers 38 miles on the west side of Delaware River and on both sides

of the Schuylkill River within which are 224 piers wharves and bulk

heads with a total berthing capacity ofabout 196000 lineal feet The

ownership of these docking facilities is said to be as follows The city
owns 40 including 9 at Hog Island the United States owns 25 includ

ing 17 at the Navy Yard railroads own or control 62 and 97 are

privately owned or operated About half of the piers are served by
railroad facilities The municipal piers make a wharfage charge of

10 cents per ton as well as a dockage charge With the exception of

Philadelphia Piers Inc defendants do not maintain dockage charges
against vessels using their facilities and no wharfage is collected by
defendants on coastwise and intercoastal traffic The record indicates

that steamship lines in foreign commerce do not pay defendants for

wharfage and that their rates for transportation do not include ter

minal service such as wharfage According to reports made by cer

tain steamship companies to complainant about 72056 tons of freight
were charged the assailed wharfage rate by defendants between May
10 and August 1 1937

Complainants case rests largely on the assertion that the assailed

charges will drive import and export business away from Philadel

phia in favor of competing ports particularly New York N Y A

large importer of wool who is president of the Philadelphia Wool

and Textile Association testified that he has advised shippers at world

ports to route shipments to Philadelphia through New York to save

the wharfage charge if the transportation rate is not greater He did

not know the rate on wool from New York to Philadelphia Witness

for the S S White Dental Manufacturing Company exporters from

New York and Philadelphia asserts that the wharfage charge causes

shipments from Philadelphia to move through New York for export
However the cost of transportation from Philadelphia toNew York

is admittedly higher than the cheapest available transportation from

this companysplant in Philadelphia to the piers there plus wharfage
charges A steamship agent states that he has been advised by three

companies one in Trenton N J and two in Philadelphia that they
will not use Philadelphia because of the wharfage charge An im

porter of cement was obliged to cancel contracts and testified that he

is exporting secondhand automobiles from Philadelphia through
New York to avoid wharfage This evidence is not persuasive that

IUSMC
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the charges in issue result in appreciable diversion of traffic to the

prejudice of the port of Philadelphia or to importers or exporters
there

The charges are further assailed on the ground that they discrim
inate between shippers by rail and those using other forms of trans

portation This contention overlooks the fact that the rail rates in

clude compensation for use of terminal facilities General testimony
to the effect that wharfage charges are a burden on foreign commerce

is not proof of their unlawfulness Neither does the fact that wharf

age is charged on foreign and not on domestic freight constitute undue

prejudice to theformer in the absence of a showing of a competitive
relation and an injurious effect op the traffic prejudiced and advantage
to the traffic preferred No such showing is made on this record

Defendants maintain they are entitled to compensation for the use

of their private piers and show that the average cost per ton of freight
handled over their piers is 57 cents They stress the fact that the
wharves are specially built for railroad service and have depressed
tracks and other facilities not adaptable for truck use In recant

years the volume of motor vehicle transportation has increased to
such an extent that about 60 percent of all freight handled over

defendants wharves moves by truck causing congestion and inter
ference to railroad operation and necessitating increased policing of

traffic on wharves Defendants call attention to the fact that similar

wharfage charges are in effect at other ports such as Boston Mass
and Baltimore Md The evidence as to wharfage charges at the port
of New York is conflicting but it is clear that the Pennsylvania main
tains a wharfage charge of 5 cents per 100 pounds at its Jersey City
pier on import and export freight transported otherwise than in rail
service None of the other defendants handles foreign shipments at
New York

We find that defendants wharfage charges have not been shown to
be unduly prejudicial that the practice of making the charge is not

unreasonable and that the charges and practice assailed are not detri
mental to the Port of Philadelphia An order will be entered dismiss

ing the complaint
X U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 19th day of

January A D 1938

No 446

PORT OF PHILADELPHIA OCEAN TRAFFIC BUREAU

v

THE PHILADELPHIA PIERS INC ET AL

This case being at issue upon complaint and answers on file and

having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full in

vestigation of the matters and things involved having been had and

the Commission on the date hereof having made and entered of

record a report stating its conclusions and decision thereon which

report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That the complaint in this proceeding be and it is

hereby dismissed

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd W C PEET Jr
Secretary
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orally argued The findings recommended by the examiner are

adopted herein The two cases involve similar issues were heard

together and will be disposed of in one report Defendants2in both

cases are the same except that Southgate Norfolk Pier Incorporated
is not a defendant in No 442

Complainant in No 437 is a common carrier by water operating
between the Port of Hampton Roads Virginia and James River

points in Virginia Complainant in No 442 is an interstate common

carrier of property by motor vehicle Defendants are engaged at

the Port of Hampton Roads in the business of furnishing wharfage
and other terminal facilities for traffic transported by railroad river
canal highway and ocean carriers Norfolk Tidewater Terminals
Inc and LambertsPoint Terminal Corporation are agents for rail
roads serving Hampton Roads ports as respects rail traffic inter

changed with ocean carriers over these defendants terminals The

charges regulations and practices assailed relate to the transporta
tion of traffic by water carriers subject to the Shipping Act 1916 as

amended and are not in connection with traffic moving over joint
waterandtruck routes

Each defendant except Southern Railway Company admits that
it is an other person as defined by Section 1 of the Shipping Act
1916 and subject to regulatory provisions of that Act as amended
Defendant Southern Railway Company contends that its terminal
facilities are subject solely to the jurisdiction of the Interstate Com
merce Commission Section 1 paragraph 3 of the Interstate Com
merce Act defines the term railroad to include among other things
all terminals and terminal facilities of every kind used or necessary
in the transportation of property designated in such Act Defendant

urges that Section 33 of the Shipping Act 1916 which prohibits con

struction of any provision of the Shipping Act to affect the power or

jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission removes any
basis upon which our jurisdiction might rest Apart from provid
ing terminal facilities for its rail traffic defendant Southern Railway
Company is engaged in the business of furnishing wharfage and
other terminal facilities in connection with common carriers by water

subject to the Shipping Act 1916 as amended on traffic transported
exclusively by water or by water and truck Defendantsbusiness in
relation to the latter traffic is separable from its function as a rail

carrier and in our view is not a matter as to which the mandate of
Section 33ofthe Shipping Act 1916 is applicable

Complainants allege that defendants charges regulations and
practices for and in connection with services incident to interchange

9 Norfolk Tidewater Terminals Inc LambertsPoint Terminal Corporation Southern
Railway Company Southgate Norfolk Pier Inc

1 TTCMr
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of interstate and foreign traffic between their boats and trucks on

the one hand and ocean carriers on the other subject them to undue

prejudice in violation of Section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 as

amended and that said regulations and practices are unjust and

unreasonable in violation of Section 17 of that statute Prior notice

by defendants of the changes in the assailed charges regulation and

practices effective April 1 1937 is indicated to have been furnished

complainants and all others interested in such changes Without

passing here upon the adequacy of such notice we desire to make the

observation that ample notice should be given of rate changes by
other persons subject to the Act Charges will be stated in cents

per 100 pounds
The grievance of both complainants is that on certain railborne

freight interchanged with ocean carriers over defendants piers the

defendants charge for pier usage and for unloading out of or loading
into railroad car is 1 cent while on complainants respective freights
interchanged with ocean carriers the defendants exact higher charges
for alleged less or comparable service further that longer freetime

periods are accorded rail freight than are allowed complainants
freights Additionally complaint is made in No 442 that defendants

charge for service on its truck traffic is greater than their charge for

service rendered in connection with river traffic of complainant in

No 437 and that defendants in effect refuse it the privilege of un

loading and loading its trucks to reduce the amount of such charge
Defendants charges on rail traffic vary from 1 cent to 5 cents de

pending upon the rail point of origin or destination and the nature

of the freight The charge is designed to compensate defendants for

use of the pier handling and checking the freight for responsibility
for the freight while in defendants custody and for proportionate
share of cost of upkeep of terminal property and of administration

and supervision The rail freight as to which the 1 cent charge
applies originates at or moves to points on the Virginian Railway
and Norfolk Western Railway It comprises less than 1 percent of

the total tonnage of railborne freight interchanged with ocean car

riers over defendants piers Such total tonnage greatly exceeds the

tonnage ofboat and truck traffic so interchanged
On all freight received from or delivered to complainant Buxton

Lines boats and boats of all other river and canal carriers dWend
ants assess a charge of 2 cents The service for which this 4ehare
is exacted does not include unloading or loading the boat Otherwise

defendants service and expense in connection with this boat traffic

are in nature the same as those on rail traffic On all freight re

ceived from or delivered to complainant Hampton Roads Transpor
1 U S MC
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tation Company and all other truck carriers defendants assess a

charge of35 cents for pier usage and truck unloading or loading
The service and expense involved are in nature the same as those

on rail traffic This charge of 35 cents applies whether or not de
fendants unload or load the truck Accordingly practically all of
such handling is performed by defendants

On behalf of complainant in No 442 testimony of the VirgiDia
Carolina Peanut Association is that on shipments of peanuts by rail
from Suffolk Virginia interchanged to ocean lines over defendants

piers defendants applicable charge is 1 cent as compared with the

charge of 35 cents which the associations members pay on their
truckborne shipments of that commodity from the same point of

origin further that the higher charge is applied to its members
truck shipments notwithstanding the desire of such members to

perform the truck unloading and thereby reduce the amount of such

charge The applicable rail rate plus defendants 1 cent charge is
105cents per 100 pounds The associationsmembers transport their

shipments in their own trucks and by unregulated contract motor
carriers at privately negotiated rates The highest of the contract
truck rates referred to is 6 cents per 100 pounds which with de
fendants charge equals 95 cents The associationswitness affirms
the superiority of the contract truck transportation of peanuts over

any rail transportation thereof in that trucks are available at all
times for loading at the Suffolk plants and the truck time of two

hours to Norfolk is considerably less than the time required for
rail transportation No showing is made that competitors of the
associationsmembers use the rail transportation concerned or that
complainant Hampton Roads Transportation Company carries any
of such members shipments

An exporter of logs testified that defendants 35 cent charge on

truck traffic resulted in loss of a contract of sale of logs in France
and caused diminished profits on other sales made by the witness
No showing is made that the logs of competitors of the witness ever

moved or now move by rail to defendants piers Complainant
Hampton Roads Transportation Company has never carried any of
witness shipments

A witness for the Transportation Corporation of Virginia a truck

carrier testified that defendants 35centcharge for truck unloading
and pier usage has caused it to lose to rail carriers the transportation
of export cigarettes from WinstonSalem North Carolina to the
Port ofHampton Roads Defendants charge for car unloading and

pier usage on export cigarettes from WinstonSalem when received
from rail carrier is 35cents

i U SK C
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Defendant Norfolk Tidewater Terminals leases the terminals it

operates from the United States of America through this Commis

sion Complainant in No 442 alleges breach by this defendant of

its lease 8 in that at several terminals in Norfolk no truck loading or

unloading charge is assessed Defendants breach of lease if any
is not determinative of the issues in No 442 Whether complainant
uses the several terminals indicated whether complainantscompeti
tors do so the mannerof handling truck traffic at these terminals and

other details pertinent to such issues are not disclosed
Defendants testify that unlike rail freight in many instances boat

freight must be checked by the piece In the case of many carloadlot

commodities a checker is estimated to check from five to ten times

more rail than boat freight in a like period of time On much bulk

carload freight such as wood pulp no checking is required Boat

freight remains on defendants piers a substantially longer time than

rail freight and defendants responsibility for the former is accord

ingly greater Unloading and loading of the boats of complainant
Buxton Lines and other small vessel carriers is materially different

from the unloading or loading of railroad cars It involves a steve

doring rather than an ordinary handling operation and the record

indicates that it would be undesirable and impracticable for defend

ants to perform such service

The average weight of freight discharged from or loaded into a

truck is from 21 to 3 tons as compared with the average weight of

freight discharged from or loaded into a railroad car or from 25 to

30 tons Unloading or loading this greater volume of rail freight is a

continuous and direct operation as contrasted with the multiple oper
ations for a similar amount of truck freight Truck arrivals at de

fendants piers are at all hours of the day and night without notice

to or control by defendants This frequently necessitates rearrange
ment of defendants gang schedules and the calling of workmen to

whom 4 hours of wages must be guaranteed No similar situation in
this regard is shown as respects rail or boat traffic More checking is

required in connection with truck traffic than in relation to rail traffic

Pier wear and damage incident to truck traffic is greater than in con

nection with rail or boat traffic Claims for damage to cargo are

attributed to truck movements on piers Defendants men unload or

load a truck in from 30 minutes to one hour Prior to April 1 1937
when defendants charge on truck traffic was 1 cent and the truck

driver or driver and helper performed the unloading and loading this

3 Article V providing that in ali cases the rates for berthage dockage and wharfage
shall conform with rates charged for similar services at other docks wharves or water
terminals in the harbor of Norfolk

IUSMC
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handling time was from 2 hours to 3 hours Unloading and loading
by truckmen resulted in confusion and congestion on the iers and

impeded terminal operations Since the date referred to the number
of claims for damage to pier cargo has decreased Defendant Southern

Railway Company does not permit trucks on its piers Truck freight
is received or delivered by this defendant on platform It inshore end

of pier and conveyed by it between platform and shipside location
an average distance of 400 feet I

By the tariffs of the rail carriers serving the Port of Hampton
Roads freetime allowances on traffic interchanged in the port be

tween them and ocean lines vary from 2 to 15 days dependent upoll
origin or destination of the traffic In most instances these freetime

allowances are either 5 days or 7 days All such allowances are fixed

by the railroads in relation to competitive freetime conditions at

North Atlantic ports Rail traffic is switched by the railroads be

tween their yards and defendants piers upon defendants orders and
at defendants convenience As defendants thus have control of the

time such traffic shall remain on theirpiers no necessity exists for pre

scription by them of freetime allowance periods on that traffic The

actual time rail freight occupies their piers is frequently less than 1

day On boat and truck traffic defendants have fixed a period of 5

days exclusive of Sundays and holidays during which such traffic

is allowed to remain on their piers before storage charges areassessed

Whereas 48 hours is testified to be adequate for purposes of inter

change both boat and truck traffic use the greater portion of the 5

days free time

The circumstances and conditions attending defendants terminal

services on the rail boat and truck traffic concerned in these cases are

substantially dissimilar This dissimilarity warrants corresponding
dissimilarity of charge regulation and practice Complainants do

not show that defendants different charges regulations and practices
assailed fail fairly to correspond to the different circumstances and

conditions involved or that defendants regulations and practices in

question are not appropriate and justified
We find that defendants charges regulations and practices have

not been shown to subject complainants to undue prejudice in viola

tion of Section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended and that

defendants regulations and practices have not been shown to be

unjust or unreasonable in violation of Section 17 of that Act An

order dismissing the complaints will be entered
IU S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 19th day of

January AD 1938

No 437

BuxToN LINES INCORPORATED

IV

NORFOLK TIDEWATER TERMINALS INCORPORATED ET AL

No 442

HAMPTON ROADs TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

IV

NORFOLK TIDEWATER TERMINALS INCORPORATED ET AL

These cases being at issue upon complaints and answers on file and

having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full investi

gation of the matters and things involved having been had and the

Commission on the date hereof having made and entered of record

a report stating its conclusions and decision thereon which report is

hereby referred to and made a part hereof
It is ordered That the complaints in these proceedings be and they

are hereby dismissed

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd W C PEET Jr
Secretary
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No 4141

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS AND BOSTON PORT AUTHORITY

V

COLOMBIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC ET AL

Submitted September 13 1987 Decided January 20 1938

Defendants rates on green coffee in bags from ports in Colombia South Amer

ica to New York N Y and Boston Mass found to be unduly preferential
and prejudicial and unjustly discriminatory

Defendants found to be operating under unapproved agreements for the trans

portation of green coffee in bags from ports in Colombia South America

to New York N Y and Boston Mass which are unduly preferential and

prejudicial unjustly discriminatory unfair and detrimental to the com

merce of the United States to the extent that they make provision for the

rates herein condemned

Pooling agreement between members of the East Coast Colombian Steamship
Lines Conference and O S K Line found to be inoperative and ordered

canceled

Addendum to Association of Nest Coast Steamship Companies agreement dis

approved as unjustly discriminatory unfair and detrimental to the com

merce of the United States Modification of the agreement approved

Johnston B Campbell Richard Parkhurst Walter W McCoubrey
Paul A Dever Maurice M Goldman and Raymond E Sullivan for

complainants and protestants
Frank S Davis John J Halloran Samuel Silverman Walter W

Ahrens H J Wagner S H Williams and R H Horton for various
interveners

Roscoe H Hupper Burton H White and Kurt Lindenberg for

certain defendants

1 This report also embraces No 94 Boston Port Authority v Colombian Steamship
Company Inc et al No 183 Commonwealth of Massachusetts v Same and No 422
In the Matter of Modification of and Addendum to Association of vest Coast Steamship

Companies Conference Agreement
1 U S M C 711
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions were filed to the report proposed by the exaiiner and

the cases were orally argued Our conclusions differ in some respects
from those recommended by the examiner

Complainants in Nos 94 183 and 414 are protestants in No 422
and defendants 2 in No 414 include all defendants in Nos 94 and 183

and applicants for approval of the modification and addendum in No

422 The Maritime Association of the Boston Chamber of Commerce
Foreign Commerce Club of Boston Inc Boston Coffee Brokers Asso

ciation DwinellWright Company Economy Grocery SoresCorpora
tion Stanley W Ferguson Inc Port of Philadelphia Ocean Traffic

Bureau Norfolk PortTraffic Commission Joint Executive Tnswlspor
tation Committee of Philadelphia Commercial Organizations and

the Port of New York Authority intervened

Colombian Steamship Company Inc Panama Mail Steamship
Company and United Fruit Company comprise the membership of

the East Coast Colombian Steamship Lines Conference hereinafter

called the East Coast Conference hich functions ill the trade from

Puerto Colombia and Cartagena Colombia South America to

United States North Atlantic ports The remaining defendants ex

cept Osaka Shosen Kabiishiki Kaisha hereinafter called 0 S K
Canadian Government Merchant Marine Ltd and Montreal Alis
tralia New Zealand Line Ltd hereinafter called the Manz Line con

stitute the Association of West Coast Steamship Companies This

association hereinafter called the West Coast Confereiice functions

in the trades from Pacific ports of Colombia to Atlantic Gulf and

Pacific ports of the United States and other destinations Agree
ments of the members of these conferences have been filed and ap
proved under section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

Complainants allege that in addition to the approved conference
agreements there are other agreements or arrangements between de
fendants which have not been filed and approved that defendants
pursuant to agreement maintain contract rates on green coffee in

bags from Colombian ports to Boston Mass which are200 per net

s Colombian Steamship Co Inc PanRina Mail Steamship Co Grace Line United
Fruit Co Canadian Goernment Merchant Marine Ltd Canadian National Steamships
Osaka Shosen Kabushiki Kaisha O S K Line Montreal Australia New Zealand Line
Ltd Grace Line Inc Grace Line Corapania Chilena de Navegacion Interoceanica
Chilean North American Line Compagnie Generale Transatlantique French Line
Deutsche DampfsehiffahrtsGesellschaft Kosmos Kosmos Line Elliot Shipping Land
Co Inc Elliot Line HamburgAmerikanisebe Packetfahrt ActienGesellschaft Ham
burgAmerican Line Norddeutscher Lloyd North German Lloyd Pacific Steam Navi
gation Co and Koninklijke Nederiandscbe Stoomboot Maatschappij Royal Netherlands
Steamship Co

IUSMC
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ton higher than those which they maintain on coffee from the same

ports to New York N Y that said rates are unduly preferential and

prejudicial and unjustly discriminatory in violation of sections 16

and 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 and that the agreements are unjustly
discriminatory and unfair and operate to the detriment of the com

merce of the United States We are asked to require the defendants to

remove the discrimination alleged Except as otherwise specified rates

will be stated in amounts per net ton Rates of the East Coast Con

ference are9 to New York and 11 to Boston Those of the West

Coast Conference are 11 to New York and 13 to Boston

New York has the direct service of East Coast Conference members

from Puerto Colombia and Cartagena hereinafter referred to as East

Coast ports andthe direct service of Grace Line Inc from the Pacific
Coast of Colombia hereinafter called the West Coast Also Grace

Line Inc and other members of the West Coast Conference serve

New York from the West Coast by transshipment to members of the

East Coast Conference at Cristobal C Z pursuant to arrangements
made for through carriage

Boston has no direct service from Colombia In the latter part of

1931 and early 1932 vessels of the Canadian Government Merchant

Marine Ltd lifted coffee at Buenaventura for Boston as well as New

York but some time during 1932 discontinued loading at that port

Likewise vessels of O S K prior to June 1936 called at Puerto

Colombia and took on coffee for both Boston and New York but since

then such service has not been operated O S K and the Manz Line
successor to the Canadian Government Merchant Marine Ltd now

participate in the transportation of Colombian coffee as oncarriers

from Cristobal where vessels of the latter en route from Australia and

New Zealand and vessels of the former en route from China and Japan
receive it from conference members pursuant to arrangements made

for through carriage to Boston

On coffee to Boston transshipped at Cristobal 9 of the rate from

the East Coast ports and transfer charges at Cristobal are divided

equally between the originating and delivering carriers and the dif

ferential of 2 per ton accrues to the latter On coffee to Boston

from the West Coast out of 11 of the rate the originating carrier

receives 66 percetor 726 and pays the transfer charges at the

Canal while the delivering carrier receives 34 percent or 374
and the differential of 2 It is due to the fact that the additional

revenue represented by the amount of the differential accrues to tho
Manz Line and O S K that they carry coffee to Boston They do

not transport coffee to New York because according to the record
their share of the rates to New York would not be acceptable to them

IU S M C
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Complainants contend that the differential shuts coffee out of Boston
which would normally move through that port

Standard Brands Inc and Chase Sanborn Coffee Company
Boston import about 30000 bags

3 of Colombian coffee annually
which is distributed to their coffee plants in the immediate vicinity
of Boston They testify that Colombian coffee imported for dis
tribution to interior points moves through New York because of the
2 differential Their Brazilian coffee shipped to the interior on

which the rate to Boston is the same as to New York moves through
the former port

Reid Murdoch Company has its principal place of business in

Chicago and a branch at Somerville Mass It has no office or plant
in New York This firm imports between 4000 and 5000 bags of
Colombian coffee through the port of Boston annually Because of
the 2 differential all Colombian coffee imported for delivery at

Chicago is routed through New York Its representative states

that it would be a distinct advantage to the company to be able to

import its Chicago coffee through Boston instead of New York
because a part of a shipment could then be taken off at Boston and
the remainder sent on to Chicago
DwinellWrightCompany whose principal place of business is in

Boston imports about 20000 bags of Colombian coffee per year
and is in competition with roasters at New York Unless it sells
at the same price as its competitors it does not make the sale With
out the differential this companysrepresentative states it would bet
in better position to meet the competition from New York and in
crease its business Defendants emphasize the fact that Colombian
coffee is used as a blend with Brazilian coffee on which Boston

enjoys a parity of rates with New York and assert that the differ
ential could not have any considerable effect on the sale of Colombian
coffee landed at Boston According to the record however a frac
tion of a cent per pound of coffee is a vital factor in determining
whether there will be a profit or loss

Stanley W Ferguson Inc Boston imports approximately 60

percent Brazilian and 40 percent Colombian coffee It imported
about 2000 bags of Colombian coffee in 1934 and competes prin
cipally with New York jobbers Its president testified that busi
ness cannot be done wherever there is a disparity of rates against
his companyscoffee and that the differential limits the extent of
the firmsjobbing territory

Economy Grocery Stores Corporation South Boston has ap
proximately 453 stores scattered throughout New England It im

A bag of coffee weighs about 154 pounds
IU S M0
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ports about 18000 bags of coffee per year approximately 65 percent
of which is Brazilian and 35 percent Colombian Its competitors
receive their coffee through New York Its comptroller testified

that the margin of profit on coffee is exceedingly small and that it

must either absorb the difference in freight rates or lose the business

Gerard LaCentra a broker and president of the Boston Coffee

Brokers Association testified that the 2 differential limits the dis

tribution of coffee from Boston and that if there were a parity of

rates as between Boston and New York many more shipments of

Colombian coffee NYould move through the former port for the jobbing
trade Testimony of the vice president of C H Sprague Son
Inc operator of American Republics Line of the director of the

Massachusetts WarehousemensAssociation and president of Mer

chants Warehouse Company and of the agent at Boston for Dollar

Steamship Line is that the differential prevents coffee from entering
the port of Boston

For the first 10 months of 1936 Colombian coffee imported through
Boston amounted to 5872 tons as against 99803 tons imported through
New York However Boston imports have steadily increased since

1932 as follows 1932 2787 19335639 1934 71582 19358485 and

first ten months of 1936 5872 tons The record warrants the conclu

sion that the rate of increase would probably have been higher were it

not for the differential in question
Defendants position is that the differential is justified by transfer

and handling charges at the Canal whichoncarriers to New York

must absorb because of competitive conditions which do not affect

transportation to Boston and the cost of transporting coffee from

New York to Boston which is absorbed by such defendant carriers as

land coffee at New York and forward it to Boston The transfer and

handling charges at the Canal exceed 250 per ton and the rate on

coffee from New York to Boston is 21 cents per 100 pounds
There is no transshipment of coffee from the East Coast ports des

tined to New York Direct service especially when more frequent
and faster than transshipment service ordinarily increases the value

of the service to the shipper When Boston had direct service by
O S K from Puerto Colombia the East Coast Conference which
then as now fixed and controlled the rates of O S K as well as its

members established a 2 differential Boston over New York It is

apparent that defendants existing alignment in controversy fails

adequately to reflect the value of the service from East Coast ports
On coffee from the West Coast defendants contend that the lower

rate to New York than to Boston is due to the competitive action

of the transshipping lines meeting the direct service As the direct
service referred to is by Grace Line Inc that defendant is in the
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anomalous position of claiming its transshipment rate is depressed
because of its own action Moreover the members of the West Coast
Conference have the power to initiate and enforce changes in rates

applying over direct as well as transshipment routes Defendants

first ground of defense is untenable
Boston is a port of call of both O S K and the Manz Line The

fact that carriers serving New York do not call at Boston does not

justify requiring those carriers that do call at that port to make a

higher charge While there have been instances where O S K has

transshipped at New York Colombian coffee consigned to Boston a

witness in charge of its inward freight department testified that its

recent practice has been to transship only in cases of emergency
We find that the rates assailed are and for the future will be

unduly preferential and prejudicial and unjustly discriminatory to

the extent that they are and for the future may be higher to Boston

than to New York

We further find that Colombian coffee transshipped at Cristobal
moves over through routes and at joint rates participated in by de

fendants pursuant to agreements within the purview of section 15 of

the Shipping Act 1916 Copies or memoranda of such agreements
have not been filed and approved Defendants argue that such filing
and approval is not necessary inasmuch as the carriers forming the

through routes do not compete with each other for the traffic to be

moved thereover They take the position that section 15 was not

intended to embrace other than matters that were really competi
tive With this view we do not agree Copies or memoranda of they

agreements in question should have been filed Therefore all action

thereunder results in violation of section 15 To the extent that they
snake provision for the rates herein condemned they are found to be

unduly preferential and prejudicial unjustly discriminatory unfair
and detrimental to the commerce of the United States

On August 4 1933 when O S K was operating a direct service

from Puerto Colombia to the North Atlantic it entered into an agree
ment with members of the East Coast Conference under which it

would receive a percentage ofl the earnings of the parties thereto

from the coffee carried in the trade and would cooperate with and

maintain the rates and regulations of the conference This agree
ment was approved November 25 1933 and was supplemented by an

agreement approved June 5 1934 Since vessels of O S K stopped
calling at Puerto Colombia the agreement of August 4 1933 as sup

plemented has been inoperative No objection is made to its

cancellation

There remain for consideration a modification of acid an addendum

to the West Coast Conference agreement which are the subject of the
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proceeding in No 422 The modification proposes to amend the lan

guage of the agreement describing the trades covered thereby and to

change the wording of a provision in the agreement for arbitration
No evidence was directed against it and apparently there is not now

any objection to its approval It will be approved
The addendum has reference to paragraph 20 of the agreement

which reads in part as follows

20 The Association shall agree as to the naming of Terminal and Post

Terminal ports of the United States also as to the naming of Cocarriers from

Cristobal andor Balboa to United States ports when business is transshiped
at these ports and shall also agree on the division of the through rates and

arbitraries together with rules and regulations regarding transshipment charges
at Cristobal andor Balboa

The terminal ports named in the addendum are New York on the

Atlantic Coast New Orleans Galveston and Houston on the Gulf

Coast and Los Angeles Harbor and San Francisco on the Pacific

Coast Boston Baltimore and Philadelphia are named as post
terminal ports on the Atlantic Coast and San Diego Astoria Port

land Seattle and Tacoma on the Pacific Coast Can clean coffee

from Buenaventura however San Diego Portland Seattle and

Tacoma would be accorded terminal rates Arbitraries which would

accrue entirely to the delivering carriers are provided for to the

other postterminal destinations

The provision for terminal rates on coffee to postterminal ports on

the Pacific Coast is said to be due to directlinecompetition from the

East Coast of Colombia coffee being the principal commodity and

moving through ports on both the East and West Coasts of that coun

try In fixing rates to the Gulf the chief consideration is direct

service or the possibility thereof There is no such service to New

Orleans There was at one time and in the opinion of one of de

fendants witnesses the possibility of direct service being resumed is

fairly active Owing to this possibility the rate on coffee to New
Orleans is no higher than to Galveston or Houston We cannot say
on this record that the establishment or resumption of direct service

to Boston is not equally possible Indeed defendants assert that the

direct service of O S K from Puerto Colombia to Boston has been

merely suspended
The addendum further provides that throughbilling arrangements

shall be maintained by West Coast Conference members only with

such other lines as are listed as recognized cocarriers to the Atlantic
Gulf and Pacific Coasts of the United States The purpose of the

provision is said to be to support those lines which have been in the

trade and have maintained service during lean times The effect
however would be to exclude others entitled to participate in the
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traffic Although it is stated that there are not many other carriers

docking at Cristobal and ordinarily interested in the trade those that

are in the trade are entitled to fair treatment

Furthermore the addendum would limit cocarriers other than

West Coast Conference members to particular ports of destination

For instance O S K would no longer be permitted to participate in

the traffic to Boston being restricted to the ports of Baltimore and

Philadelphia A witness in charge of the inward freight department
of O S K asserted that it did not like to be limited to specific ports
that the restriction was not justified and that O S K would not

consent to it Members of the conference according to the terms

of the addendum would at all times be recognized as accredited cocar

riers to all ports
There is a further provision thatcocarriers shall guarantee that

they will accept traffic at Balboa orCristobal on through bills of lading
issued at Colombian Pacific and Ecuadorian ports from member lines
of the West Coast Conference only and that they shall agree to accept
traffic from nonconference lines as local cargo only from Canal Zone

ports at recognized local tariff rates To approve this provision
would be to sanction control by the conference of traffic moving over

routes in which none of its members participates
We find that the addendum is unjustly discriminatory and unfair

as between carriers and ports and if carried into effect would operate
to the detriment of the commerce of the United States

An appropriate order will be entered
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ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 20th day of

January A D 1938

No 94

BOSTON PORT AUTHORITY

V

COLOMBIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC ET AL

No 183

COM1VfON1VEAL7H OF MASSACHUSETTS

IV

COLOMBIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC ET AL

No 414

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS AND BOSTON PORT AUTHORITY

IV

COLOMBIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC ET AL

No 422

IN THE MATTER OF MODIFICATION OF AND ADDENDUM TO ASSOCIATION OF

WEST COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANIES CONFERENCE AGREEMENT

These cases being at issue upon complaints and answers on file with

the Department of Commerce of the United States or having been

instituted by the Commission on its own motion without formal plead
ing and having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and

full investigation of the matters and things involved having been
had and the Commission pursuant to the authority vested in it by



the Merchant Marine Act 1936 having taken over the powers and

functions theretofore exercised by the Department of Commerce as

the successor to the powers and functions of the United States Ship
ping Board and the Commission on the date hereof having made

and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and decision
thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That the defendants herein according as they par

ticipate in the transportation be and they are hereby notified and

required to cease and desist on or before Mardi 25 1938 and there

after to abstain from publishing demanding or collecting for the

transportation of green coffee in bags from points in Colombia South

America to Boston Massachusetts rates which exceed those on like

traffic from the same points of origin to New York N Y
It is f2crther ordered That the agreement dated August 4 1933 and

approved November 25 1933 as Conference Agreement No 1263 as

supplemented by Conference Agreement No 1265approved June 5
1934 be and it is hereby disapproved and canceled
It is further ordered That the modification dated March 18 1936

of Association of West Coast Steamship Companies Agreement
Agreement No 33021 be and it is hereby approved and

It is further ordered That the addendum dated March 18 1936 to
Association ofWest Coast Steamship Companies Agreement Agree
ment No 33022be and it is hereby disapproved

By the Commission
SEAT Sgd W C Per JR

Secretary
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No 102

AwtSTRONG CORK COMPANY ET AL

V

AMERICANHAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY ET AL

Submitted October 4 1937 Decided March 4 1935

Defendants tariff provision for mixedcarload rates on shipments of floor cov

eriugs with roofing and building materials from California ports to ports
in Oregon and Washington found undnlc prejudicial and unreasonable
and ordered cancelled

E G iedle and Frank M Chandler for certain complainants and

intervener Bird Son Inc

Joseph J Geary for defendants

A IV Brown for intervener The Paraffin Companies Inc

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions were filed by complainants and an intervener to the

examinersreport Our conclusions differ from those recommended

by the examiner

Complainants 1 alleged by complaint as amended that defend

ants 2 tariff provision3 permitting felt base floor coverings and

linoleum floor coverings described as Floor Covering asphalted
printed or not printed hereinafter called floor coverings to be

shipped from California ports to ports in the States of Oregon and

Complainants are Armstrong Cork Company CertainteedProducts Corporation Congo
leumNairnInc Delaware Floor Products Inc ElRey Products Company JohnsManville

Corporation Pioneer Paper Company Sandura Company Inc and SloaneBlabon Corpo
ration

2Defendants are AmericanHawaiian Steamship Company Chamberlin Steamship Com

pany Ltd Hammond Shipping Company ChristensonHammond Line Luckenbach Steam

ship Company Inc Luckenbach Gulf Steamship Company Inc McCormick Steamship Com

pany Nelson Steamship Company Pacific Steamship Lines Ltd and Williams Steamship
Corporation Nelson and Williams have discontinued operations

3Item 1333 of Pacific Coastwise Freight Tariff Bureau Minimum Rate List No 3

1 U S 11 C
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Washington in mixed carloads with roofing and building materials
hereinafter called building materials in quantities not exceeding
fifteen percent of the total weight of the shipment or of the minimum
carload weight when the minimum is greater than the actual weight
at the straightcarload rates applicable on building materials is

unduly preferential and prejudicial allows transportation of prop
erty at less than defendants regular rates and is unjust and un

reasonable in violation of sections 16 and 18 of the Shipping Act
1916 The principal issue however is whether the mixedcarload

rates used only by intervener The Parafliine Companies Inc are

unduly preferential and prejudicial Complainants seek an order

requiring defendants to withdraw the abovementioned mixing priv
ilege and to establish lawful rates rules and practices for the fu
ture Rates will be stated in cents per 100 pounds

Some of the complainants manufacture floor coverings and the
others building materials The Parafiine Companies Inc herein
after referred to as Parafline and Bird Son Inc interveners in
support of defendants and complainants respectively make both
lines of products The plants of Paraffine and complainants manu

facturing building materials are in California Those of complain
ants manufacturing floor coverings are located on the Atlantic sea

board whence their products are shipped in carload quantities to

warehouses of their own or to jobbers on the Pacific coast There

they are distributed in lessthancarloadlots chiefly from San Fran

cisco California in competition with Paraffines plant at Emeryville
California located on the east side of San Francisco Bay and with
each other A witness for SloaneBlabon stated that they ship floor

covering in lessthancarload lots on practically every vessel leaving
San Francisco to Portland and Seattle Certainteed has a manu

facturing plant at Richmond Calif During the four months

period March through June 1937 that complainant shipped by
water 837 tons or 64 carloads of building materials from San Fran
cisco to Portland and Seattle upon which the freight charges totaled

430605 The volume shipped by other parties of record is not

shown but it is clear that there is a substantial and regular move

ment of floor coverings and building materials from San Francisco

to Puget Sound and Columbia River ports Parafline alone is able
to ship building materials and floor coverings in mixedcarloadquan
tities from San Francisco under the assailed mixing provision

Floor coverings and building materials are merchandized through
different retail outlets are used for different purposes and are

totally different in nature except that there is a slight similarity in
the process of manufacturing the base for felt base floor coverings
and asphalt saturated building and roofing paper The latter is less
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susceptible to damage than the former hasagreater weight density
and is lower in value According to figures of record floor coverings
weigh from 22 to 47 pounds per cubic foot and have a value of
from 10 cents to 208cents per pound whereas asphalt saturated
felt paper weighs 60 pounds per cubic foot and has a value of 25

cents per pound Other roofing and building papers and asphalt
shingles weigh 50 pounds per cubic foot and have a value of 2 cents

per pound Wallboard weighs 35 pounds per cubic foot and has a

value of 45 cents per pound Floor coverings are rated fourth class
carload minimum weight 30000 pounds and second class less than

carload in western classification whereas building materials are

rated fifth class class C and class D carload minimum 30000
36000 and40000 pounds and third and fourth class less than carload

Commodity rates apply on these materials in carload and lessthan

carload quantities from San Francisco to Portland and Seattle The

carload rates on floor covering ana building materials from San Fran

Cisco to Portland are 35 and 23 cents respectively The lessthan

carload rate on floor coverings from and to the same points is 60

cents To Seattle they are uniformly 5 cents higher
The privilege of shipping floor coverings in mixed carloads with

building materials at the straight carload rates applicable on the

latter is said to have had its origin in tariffs of carriers by water

operating between San Francisco and southern California ports to

meet unregulated truck competition Prior to May 22 1933 there

was no limitation either in the tariffs of the intrastate carriers or of

defendantson the quantity of floor coverings that might be mixed with

building materials On that date the Railroad Commission of the

State of California decided tha intrastate carriers in order to re

move discrimination should be required to restrict their building
materials item so as to include not to exceed fifteen percent of floor

coverings at the building materials rate Defendants in the instant

case thereupon put the restricted mixture privilege into effect as

did their railroad competitors
As heretofore observed complainants distributing floor coverings

from San Francisco ship only in lessthancarloadlots They point
out that the mixing provision enables Paraffine to use the weight of

floor coverings to make up the required minimum weight for a car

load of building materials and thereby secure for the transportation
of floor coverings the 23cent carload rate applicable on building
materials from San Francisco to Portland a lower rate than floor

covering competitors can enjoy even if they shipped in carload quan
tities They urge that this is in direct contravention of rule 10 of
the governing classification which provides for mixedcarload ship
ments at the straightcarload rate applicable on the highest classed
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or rated article contained in the mixed carload and the highest car

load minimum weight provided for any article in the carload They
contend that such a rule should be observed if any mixture of these
commodities is proper An examination of the applicable tariff
reveals that the specific mixture provision in issue is an exception to

the general mixing rule published in the same tariff The latter

provides that when articles named in different rate items in the tariff

are shipped in mixed carloads the rates to be applied shall be the

carload rates applicable to each article and the minimum carload

weight will be the highest provided for any of the articles in the
carload This rule which differs materially from Rnle 10 of the

Classification would govern if the specific mixture risle in issue
were to be cancelled

Complainants testify that the mixing provision places them at a

disadvantage with Paraffine their competitor For example on

4500 pounds of floor coverings moving from San Francisco to Port
land at the lessthancarloadrate of 60 cents the total transportation
charge would be 27 whereas Paraffine by mixing that quantity of
floor coverings with building materials for the purpose of making a

carload of30000 pounds may move the floor coverings at a rate of 23

cents amounting to1035 This means according to complainants
that on a rug weighing 37 pounds and valued at 420 at San Fran
cisco Paraffine realizes a saving through the difference in transporta
tion charge of about 14 cents per rug The market price at Portland

or Seattle is fixed by the trade on a zone basis and therefore the dif

ference in transportation costs must be borne by complainants in the

selling of the goods at prices observed by complainants and Paraffine
in Oregon and Washington According to complainants this freight
rate saving amounts to added profit either to Paraflne or its dis
tributors One witness testified that although no specific instance

could be shown complaints are being received from distributors in

Oregon and Washington that Paraffine is underselling the market

prices Whether or not that is true the rate situation opens the door

to that possibility Complainants shipping floor coverings do not

object to paying higher rates on that commodity than those which

apply on building materials They maintain that the mixing provi
sion assailed is without precedent in either coastwise or intercoastal

trades and state they would be satisfied with 4 mixture subject to

rule 10 of the classification

However complainant certainteedmanufacturing building mate

rials at Richmond and shipping from San Francisco to Columbia
River ports in competition with Paraffine and other shippers ob

jects to the mixture on any basis Its witness states that the mix

ture of nonanalogous and unrelated articles is unique and without
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precedent in defendants tariffs Although Certainteedand Paraffins
ship building materials at the same rates the former is required to

ship 30000 pounds whereas Paraffine can load only 25500 pounds plus
4500 pounds of higher rated floor coverings at the 23cent carload

rate and at the same time effect a saving of 37 cents per 100 pounds
on the floor coverings that being the difference between the 60cent

lessthancarloadrate on floor coverings and the 23cent carload rate

on building materials San Francisco to Portland This saving rep
resents 24 percent of the 69 freight charge for a carload of building
material Reducing this figure to savings on roofing per carload

shipped in this manner this complainant shows that Parafiine saves

more than 65 cents per hundred pounds on the 25500 pounds of
roofing thus reducing the transportation cost to 165cents per 100

pounds
Defendants offered no evidence in defense of the assailed mixture

but they called attention to the fact that competing rail carriers

serving Pacific Coast ports including San Francisco Portland and

Seattle have a similar provision in effect through fourth section
relief authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission and main

tain that cancellation of the mixedcarload rates in question would

place them at a disadvantage in competing for traffic unless their

railroad competitors amended their tariffs so as not to reduce the

existing differentials As we understand the order in Pacific Coast

Fourth Section Applications 165 IC C 373 as modified the rail
carriers were authorized to establish a rule similar to the one in

question to meet water competition Upon cancellation of the rule

by defendants the rail carriers would undoubtedly be required to

take similar action

Complainants do not ask for a reduction in their rates They seek

merely to have the preference removed under which Paraffine is en

abled to ship the same commodities in the same quantities from and

to the same points over the same carriers at substantially lower rates

There is no convincing evidence of record that the undue advantage
in rates accorded Paraffin is justified when measured by transporta
tion standards That such advantage in rates results in distinct bene
fit to Paraffine can not be doubted It affords that company ap op

portunity to gain success over and injure its competitors And when

its competitors are charged higher rates on like traffic for service of

the same value they are being subjected to undue prejudice The

language of section 16 forbidding any undue or unreasonable prej
udice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever is specifically di

rected against undue preference and every other form of unjust dis

crimination against the shipping public
1 U S M C
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The complaint alleges that the mixing rule and resulting rates con

stitute a violation of section 18 of the act No evidence was presented
with respect to the reasonableness of individual rates but there re

mains for consideration the question of whether the mixing provi
sion is an unreasonable regulation or results in an unreasonable prac
tice Tariff provisions should be responsive to the requirements of

the general public Complainants and interveners are the major
producers of floor coverings and building materials in the United

States The evidence clearly shows tLat there is no general demand

for the assailed tariff provision one company alone using it The

general mixing provision contained in rule 10 of the governing classi

fication originated in railroad transportation and has had the sanc

tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission over a long period of

years The general rule of defendants also is of long standing
Where the specific provision differs from the general mixing rule

maintained by defendants special justification for it should be shown
particularly where as here the provision was established for the

benefit of one shipper and results in rate disparity and disadvantages
hereinbefore detailed Such justification has not been shown

We find that the assailed mixing provision is and for the future

will be unduly prejudicial to complainants and unduly preferential
of their competitors in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act
1916 We further find that the mixing provision constitutes an un

just and unreasonable tariff rule and results in an unreasonable prac
tice in violation of section 18 of that act An appropriate order will

be entered
1 U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISION
held at its office in 11Tashington D C on the 4th day of March

A D 1938

No 102

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY ET AL

V

AMERICANHAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY CHAMBERLIN STEAMSHIP

COMPANY LTD HAMMOND SHIPPING COMPANY CHRISTENSONHAM

MOND LINE LUCIiENBACH STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC LUCKENBACH
GULF STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC MCCORMICK STEAMSHIP COMPANY
AIND PACIFIC STEAMSHIP LINES LTD

This case being at issue upon complaint and answer on file with the

United States Shipping Board and having been duly heard and
submitted by the parties and full investigation of the matters and

things involved having been had and this Commission pursuant to

the authority vested in it by the Merchant Marine Act 1936 having
taken over the powers and functions theretofore exercised by the De

partment of Commerce as the successor to the powers and functions
of the United States Shipping Board and the Commission on the
date hereof having made and entered of record a report stating its
conclusions and decision thereon which report is hereby referred to

and made a part hereof
It is ordered That the above named defendants be and they are

hereby notified and required to cancel the mixing provision under
which defendants permit less than carload quantities of floor cover

ings to be shipped from California ports to ports in the States of

Oregon and Washington in mixed carloads with building materials
at the rates applicable on building materials in carloads effective on

or before April 20 1938 upon not less than 10 days filing and post
ing in the manner required by law

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd W C PEET JR
Secretanj
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No 322

SEGREGATION PRACTICES AND CHARGES OF INTERCOASTAL CARRIERS

No 459

EASTBOUND INTERCOASTAL SEGREGATION RULES AND CHARGES

Submitted January 24 1938 Decided March 29 1988

Common carriers by water not obligated to deliver shipments in parcel lots by

submarks or according to kind of commodity or by size brand grade
or other designation Such delivery is an extraordinary delivery privilege
or facility granted or allowed in connection with transportation requiring
publication in intercoastal tariffs In respect to westbound shipments and

in connection with eastbound shipments in certain instances respondents
practices found inviolation of their tariff rules

Practice of certain respondents in snaking deliveries by kind size brand and

grade without charge while assessing a charge for parcellot deliveries by
submark was and is unduly preferential and prejudicial

Provisions of socalled segregation rule for eastbound application published and

filed by respondents other than Shepard Steamship Company requiring
detailed declarations in sbipping instructions and bills of lading found

ambiguous in respect to submarked shipments and susceptible to misinter

pretation but such requirements when applicable alike to all classes of

shipments not unlawful
Assessment of a charge in addition to published transportation rate for piling

shipments on carrierspier according to detailed bill of lading designations
when shippers or consignees do not request or receive parcellot delivery
by submarks or by other designations found unreasonable

Exceptions to the application of the charge on shipments routed to points
beyond via a rail or water route delivered to theoncarrier as one lot under

one general shipping mark found unduly preferential and prejudicial
In respect to delivery privileges accorded rule further found unduly preferential

of mixed shipments and unduly prejudicial to straight shipments
Just and reasonable rule for application to eastbound and westbound trans

portation recommended in lieu of present rules herein condemned

Harry S Brown and H G de Quevedo for respondents Ameri

canHawaiian Steamship Company Arrow Line Sudden Chrls
tenson CaliforniaEastern Line States Steamship Company
Calmar Steamship Corporation Dollar Steamship Lines Inc Ltd
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Grace Line Panama Mail Steamship Company Luckenbach Gulf

Steamship Company Inc Luckenbach Steamship Company Inc

McCormick Steamship Company Weyerhaeuser S S Co Inc
Panama Pacific Line American Line S S Corp The Atlantic

Transport Co of West Virginia and Quaker Line Pacific Atlantic

Steamship Company Thoimas F Lynch and Charles S Belsterling
for Isthmian Steamship Company Otis Shepard E J Martin and

D M Dysart for Shepard Steamship Company Joseph J Geary
and E A Read for Swayne Hoyt Ltd Managing Owners Gulf
Pacific Line and Gulf Pacific Mail Line Ltd

LZ Whitbeck and W E Aebischer for The Great Atlantic and

Pacific Tea Co Irving F Lyons and L R Keith for California

Packing Corporation Santuel D Jones and Charles Pascarella for

Francis H Leggett Co JS Bartley for The Campbell Soup Co
George 0 Tong for Minnesota Valley Canning Company and Blue

Mountain Canneries Inc Joseph A Tapee and L W Bernhardt for

Austin Nichols Co Inc M S Griffin for Seeman Brothers Inc
DeWitt C Reed for New York Wholesale Grocers Association E E

Wilson for General Foods Corporation Sanford Peters for Trans

portation and Warehousing Service Edwin G Wilcox and Irving
F Lyons for Canners League of California and Dried Fruit Associa

tion of California John V Gregg for Kings County Packing Co
Roland Brierie for Paul BrieriesSons Emile L Schoenmehl for

himself John Dupwy for Dupuy Storage Forwarding Corp
Daniel J Sellen for Backer Green C M Fraering for Fraering
Brokerage Co Inc W S Hickerson Jr for Hickerson Importing
Company

Charles R Seal for Baltimore Assn of Commerce H J Wagner
for Norfolk Port Traffic Commission H V C Wade for Richmond

Chamber of Commerce John M Lent for Port of Philadelphia
Ocean Traffic Bureau E H Thornton and Louis A Schwartz for

New Orleans Joint Traffic Bureau Edwin G Wilcox for San Fran

cisco Chamber of Commerce T G Diffgirding for Oakland Chamber
of Commerce C 0 Burgin for Stockton Port District and Stockton

Traffic Bureau W G Stone for Sacramento Chamber of Com

merce John P Ventre for Howard Terminal J F Vizzard for

DraymensAssociation of San Francisco

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION
No 322 is an investigation into eastbound and westbound segrega

tion practices of intercoastal carriers

No 459 is a proceeding initiated by our order entered October 14
1937 suspending until February 17 1938 the operation on eastbound
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traffic of tariff rules charges and practices with respect to segrega
tion by carriers other than Shepard Steamship Company operating
from Pacific to Atlantic and Gulf ports of theUnited States

The two cases were heard together at New York N Y New

Orleans La and San Francisco Calif No 459 will be considered

first The rules involvedIwhich are identical and for convenience
referred to hereinafter as Rule 2 g Application of Rates and

Rule 54 Segregation Charges are as follows

RULE 2 GAPPLICATION OF RATES

Except as otherwise provided for in this tariff 1 rates named in this

tariff apply only on shipments from one shipper forwarded on one ship cov

ered by one bill of lading from one loading terminal at one loading port
consigned to one consignee at one discharging terminal at one discharging
port 2 not more than one arrival notice one delivery order and one

freight bill will be issued to cover each shipment 3 each freight bill must

be paid in full in a single payment by either the shipper or the consignee 4
carriers will not act directly or indirectly as agents of shippers or consignees
in the assembling or distribution of freight by signing separate receipts for

parts of a single shipment when such separate receipts are in the name of

more than one shipper or by any other means whatsoever

RULE 54 SEGREGATION CHARGES

This rule shall apply only where specific reference is made hereto in any
individual item of this tariff When the carload rate is applied to a shipment
of any commodity named in such rate item of this tariff and the shipment
consists of 1 more than one commodity or 2 one or more commodities

bearing more than one brand submark or other identifying mark or 3
more than one grade kind size or shape or kind size or shape of package
shipper must indicate in shipping instructions and the carrier must indicate

on the bill of lading each separate commodity or brand submark or other

identifying mark grade kind size or shape or kind size or shape of package
with the separate weights for each description The shipment will be sorted

and delivered by the carrier in accordance with the bill of lading and there

shall be assessed against the shipment the following additional charges see
Exception

When shipment consists of

2 of any of the above add 1 cent per 100 pounds to the rate

8 of any of the above add 1Y2 cents per 100 pounds to the rate
4 of any of the above add 2 cents per 100 pounds to the rate

5 of any of the above add 2cents per 100 pounds to therate

6 of any of the above add 3 cents per 100 pounds to the rate

7 of any of the above add 312 cents per 100 pounds to the rate

8 of any of the above add 4 cents per 100 pounds to the rate

9 of any of the above add 412 cents per 100 pounds to the rate

10 or more of the above add 5 centsper100 pounds to the rate

1 Rules 2 g and 54 of Alternate Agent Joseph A Wells Tariff S B I No 7 Rule
19 of Calmar Steamship Corp Tariff S B I No 6 Rules 2 3d par and 20A of Agent
J PWilliams Tariff S BINo 3

1 U S M C
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ErcsprioNr2These additional charges do not apply when in accordance with

proper instructions in writing received prior to arrival of vessel at port of dis

charge the carrier delivers the shipment as one lot under one general shipping
mark to go forward via a route involving a rail haul and no sorting by the

carrier or at the carriers expense is performed in order to effect such delivery
and secure receipt therefor

Rule 54 applies principally to canned goods dried fruit and related

articles which with lumber and lumber products constitute the bulk

of the eastbound movement

Prior to February 17 1938 the eastbound rules except those appli
cable to the Gulf provided that rates applied only to shipments bear

ilg a conllnoll shipping17
mark covered by one bill of lading from one

consignor to olle consignee Segregation charges applied only for

delivery by subharks 5 cents per 100 pounds when notice was given
prior to shipsarrival and 10 cents thereafter Due to encourage
ment by some of respondents shippers in a large measure defeated

the application of this rule through the device of describing their

shipments by kind size brand or grade rather than bysubmark

The eastbound tariff ofGulf Carriers provided that

a Pool car shipments will be segregated and delivered in accordance with

the bill of lading or riders

b Bill of lading ill show only one shipper and one consignee

c Freight charges must be prepaid in full by the Billed Shipper or col

leetfdin full from the Billed Consignee only one collection of freight charges
willbe made on any one carload shipment

cd Carriers will riot 4wx as forwarding agents The forwarding of sublots

to destination beyond thePtof Discharge must be arranged for by the Shipper

Consignee or their Agent
e Carrier will when requested b the shipper indicate on the Bdll of

Larding or hiders the number of packages of each mark brand or size and

shipments will be segregated by the carrier and delivered accordingly

Contentions of the various parties will serve to clarify the follow

ing discussion Shippers do not always know in what inanner con

signees will request delivery Respondents contend therefore that

carriers must prepare for parcellot delivery by sorting and piling
all shipments on the pier according to detailed designations They
also desire the protection afforded by detailed description of ship
ments in the adjustment of loss and damage clainis on mixed ship
melslts since they assert that in the absence of such description settle

ments are usually based on the highest valued article in the shipment
Furthermore it is stated that special delivery service requires addi

tional pier space and extra labor for sorting piling and checking
deliveries Protestants do not object to payinent of a reasonable

charge when segregation is requested but they contend that ordinary
delieryshould be made at the transportation rate

2On Gulf intercoastal traffic the additional charges do not apply on

via a eonnectine water or rail routebevond the Gulf
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Canned goods dried fruit and related articles move in 1 straight
shipments of one kind of only one size brand or grade 2 mixed

shipments of two or more kinds with one or more brands sizes or

grades of each kind and 3 pool car shipments which may contain

a individual lots for various buyers consigned as one shipment by
a canner or a packer to a broker for distribution the shipment may

contain one or more kinds and one or more sizes brands or graces
b individual lots for one buyer from more than one packer or can

ner assembled and shipped by an agent of the buyer or a forwarder
or a terminal which may or may not contain more than one kind and

more than one size brand and grade of each kind and c individual

lots submarked for various buyers from various packers or canners

assembled and shipped by a terminal or consolidator in its own name

to an agent for distribution

Prior to February 17 1938 shipments were described in bills of

lading in the following manner 1 Total number of cases of canned

goods or dried fruit the weight and a general shipping mark 2
as just stated but with added submarks either on the bill of lading
or on a rider attached thereto and 3 with the number of packages
of each kind size brand and grade on the bill of lading or on a rider

attached the total weight of the shipment and a general shipping
mark In some instances bills of lading contained notations that no

segregation is required On shipments consigned to brokers wherein

a sight draft is attached to the original bill of lading and sent to

a bank for collection notations appear which permitted inspection
without surrender of the bill of lading In compliance with buyers
demands this type of shipment was usually described in detail Many
consignees use the piers as warehouses from which they make distri

bution of orders to numerous buyers This requires carriers to make

delivery of shipments by kind size brand grade submarkor other

designation in parcel lots Also shipments are removed to ware

houses from which deliveries are made

When a shipment arrives at a loading pier on the Pacific Coast a

delivery ticket describing the load or lot is presented the cargo is
checked and a dock receipt is issued to the shipper by the carrier

A copy is retained for the preparation of the bill of lading and

another copy is placed on the shipment where it remains untlthe

shipment is loaded Each shipment is ordinarily piled in one place
on the pier according to kind size brand grade or submark but

it is not unusual that large shipments are piled in several places
Shipments are also loaded direct to the vessel from cars steamers
and barges A loading chart is prepared prior to loading showing
where each shipment is to be stowed a copy of which when the ship
sails is forwarded to each port of discharge Each shipment is

stowed as a unit in one hatch whenever possible but frequently large
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shipments are stowed in two or more hatches It often happens that

even small shipments will become mixed in onehatch

Copies of bills of lading and loading chart are received at ports
of discharge before the vessel arrives Notices of arrival delivery
orders and sorting lists are then prepared and a place on the pier
is marked for each shipment When the vessel is discharging a clerk

in each hatch supervises the stevedores At North Atlantic ports
an attempt is made to sort by general shipping mark in the hatch
but complete sorting even to this extent is not always possible Sort

ing by sizes brand grade or submark takes place upon the pier as

cargo comes from the sling but sometimes shipments are bunched

in one pile by general shipping mark and sorted when discharging
bas been completed When a shipment is discharged from more than

one hatch portions may be placed in the loft or at one or more places
on the lower deck and later assembled

At New York local consignees usually take delivery by truck

When the bill of lading calls for canned goods or dried fruit the

cargo is placed in one pile without sorting but when described in

detail it is sorted Shipments loaded into rail cars for switching to

a warehouse are not sorted Local shipments are delivered to trucks

and lighters at ships side without sorting
Shipments moving on by rail from New York usually are delivered

to lighters moored on the opposite side of the pier across from the

ship or directly to rail cars Ordinarily they are placed within one

hundred feet of the lighter but when discharge is from more than

one hatch portions may be placed at several places on the pier and

either the different portions must be consolidated in one pile or the

lighter moved nearer to each pile Shipments delivered to lighters
rarely are sorted and the tally is by number of cases and general
shipping mark This operation frequently takes place while the ves

sel is discharging There is less congestion on the pier less pier
labor is required and delivery is accomplished in a much shorter

time than when made to trucks

Shipments also move beyond a port by truck When routing in

structions are not received prior to discharge freight is placed in

one pile conveniently located for either truck or lighter delivery
Sorting may be performed later but if not requested delivery is

made from one pile by general shipping mark Transit time to

some inland points is less than if shipments move by rail It was

said that while the differential between the rail and truck rates does

not warrant exclusive use of trucks the addition of a 5cent sorting
charge to the truck rate would cause the discontinuance of truck

routings
It will be seen that respondents generally do not sort lighter de

liveries that shipments moving beyond by truck have not always
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been sorted and that local shipments have not been sorted if the

bill of lading did not contain detailed designations Shepard
Steamship Company not involved in No 459 sorts its shipments
irrespective of the nianner of delivery It stated that a shipment
billed as canned goods and delivered by general mark need not

be sorted and that detailed designations are not necessary in the

ordinary course of business All respondents state that sorting is

necessary to effect delivery in parcel lots Shepard finds it more

economical to sort a shipment during discharging operations
In certain mixed shipment of canned goods as for instance pow

dered milk in barrels kegs and cans there is a natural separation
of the various containers when they are placed upon the pier In

according mixture privileges carriers should and according to

Shepard usually do consider the nature of the commodity the size
of packages in which shipments are ordinarily made and also other

pertinent factors

At New Orleans shipments move beyond via rail barge and river

steamer and deliveries generally are made by general shipping mark
but the greater number of shipments are for delivery to local con

signees At least 50 per cent of the latter are delivered in parcel
lots and in some instances the number of deliveries in A single ship
ment leave been greater than at New York Sorting in the hatch
other than by general shipping mark is performed but in the in

terest of despatch when cargo is moving rapidly shipments are

dumped on the wharf by the general mark and sorted later accord

ing to bill of lading designations Brokers and wholesale grocers
at this port also use warehouses for sorting shipments although
in instances they have requested and received parcel lot delivery
Local brokers compete with brokers at inland points located on

rail and water routes Shipments to inland brokers are exempted
from the payment of the charge which the rule imposes upon the

local broker

Protestants admit there have been numerous deliveries but they
contend that an excess of 10 deliveries of one shipment is unusual

Analysis of an exhibit introduced by respondents serving Atlantic

ports shows that in 825percent of a total of 400 shipments made

during a3month period there were no more than 10 deliveries of

any shipment Of 3000 shipments of canned goods and 1000 ship
ments ofdried fruit transportated to Atlantic and Gulf ports during
a 12month period 77 and 83 percent respectively required no more

than 10 separations on the pier Respondents testified that a ship
ment required as many separate piles as there were kinds sizes
brands grades or submarks Ilowever the exhibit above mentioned
shows that while shipments contained as many as 48 different kinds

1 T T CMr
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sizes brands grades or stibmarks no shipment was placed in more

than five piles on the pier and only a few shipments were placed in

more than three piles
Respondents load eastbound cargo and discharge westbound cargo

not only at piers at San Francisco but also at East Bay terminals of

the Board of Port Commissioners of the Port of Oakland Howard

Terminal and Encinal Terminals These terminals charge respond
ents dockage and in addition a service charge which varies accord

ing to the commodity handled In effect the terminal acts as agent
for carriers in the receipt and delivery of shipments the services

performed being identical with those which respondents perform
for themselves at San Francisco

The terminals also offer to shippers a pool shipment or forwarding
service through which small shipments called enclosures are con

solidated into carload quantities which then move from one consignor
to one consignee at the carload rate Bills of lading may be issued

in the name of the terminal as both the shipper and the consignee
or in the name of persons for whom it makes the consolidation Such

shipments from Howard Terminal are submarked but shipments
from Encinal to certain ports are described by kind size brand or

grade and consigned to its own agent at each port When consigned
to an agent notices of arrival are sent by the agent who handles other

minor details in connection with the distribution Shipments of

Encinal to other ports have been consigned in care of the steamship
company Bill of lading description is by submark and freight is

partly prepaid the balance being collected by the carrier In addi

tion to a fee for issuing enclosure receipts the terminals collect car

loading and car unloading charges the California State toll and on

shipments to certain ports a charge of 5 cents per 100 pounds said to

be a sorting or segregation charge On shipments to Atlantic Coast
ports delivered by submark the charge is turned over to the carrier
on other shipments it is divided between the terminal and its local

representative but the extra sorting upon the pier and the service

ofparcellotdelivery when performed is by the carrier

Westbound segregation practices involved in No 322 will be con

sidered next Generally speaking the rules of respondents provide
that rates apply only when shipment is made by one shipper on one

bill of lading under one shipping mark to one consignee Restric

tions in the tariff of Gulf respondents permit application of rates to

shipments received from not more than two shippers andor from
not more than two shipping points A charge of 10 cents per 100

pounds applies for deliveries by other than one shipping mark Re

spondents engage in the practice of delivering shipments to more

than one person in numerous parcel lots by kind size brand grade
ti Tr n r r
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submark or other designation They fully recognize such service

is without tariff authority but state that consideration is being given
to the publication of a rule for westbound application

In contrast to eastbound traffic which is confined to relatively few

commodities moving in large volume the traffic westbound is highly
diversified and there is a greater volume of less than carload ship
ments Shipments by forwarders usually include numerous small

lots of articles such as toys chain store goods and general mer

chandise submarked for individual buyers and even though the bill

of lading names only oiae consignee delivery frequently is made by
subinarkto the owner of each lot Deliveries also are made to con

signee and to others in parcel lots by submarks and by kind size

brand grade or other designation of commodities such as drugs and

chemicals canned goods and tires and tubes

Shipments moving beyond the port are not sorted at the trans

shipment point unless it is requested by the connecting carrier At

San Francisco consignees frequently refuse to take delivery unless

shipments aresorted Other consignees do not require such service

Practices in handling westbound cargo are not materially different

from those hereinbefore discussed in the eastbound trade Stoage
problems generally are more difficult of solution due in part to the

varied nature of the shipments
The practice of respondents operating between Atlanticand Pacific

Coast ports prior to February 17 1938 of making parcellot de

liveries of eastbound shipments by kind size brand or grade or

designations other than by submark was prohibited by tariff rule

and was unlawful Shepard is still observing such practice Tile

Game practice of Gulf respondents in respect to deliveries of east

bound shipments except those in poolcars was unlawful for the

reason stated above A similar practice of all respondents now in

effect in respect to vestbound shipments whether delivery be by sub

mark or other designation also is in contravention of their tariff and

is unlawful

The services performed by terminal companies on eastbound ship
ments for which a charge of 5 cents per 100 pounds is collected in

cludes the mailing of arrival notices The mailing of arrival notices

to the consignee shown in the bill of lading is clearly a duty of the

carrier for which an extra charge is not proper and since the actual

sorting and delivery of shipments upon which the charge is assessed

is performed by the carrier there appears a lack of any service by
these agencies which would warrant its collection Other than for

deliveries at Atlantic Coast ports by submarks there is no tariff
authority for such a charge Under section 2 of the Intercoastat

Shipping Act 1933 the duty of publishing filing and posting all
stieli charges rests upon respondents
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The practice of respondents operating to Atlantic Coast ports
in making deliveries prior to February 17 1938 by kind size brand
and grade with charge while at the same time collecting a charge
for parcellotdeliveries by submarkwas unduly preferential to con

signees or other persons who received such deliveries by other than

submark and unduly prejudicial to those who took delivery by sub

mark in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 Re

spondents admit this urging that Rule 54 will remove such unlawful

ness as to eastbound transportation
Requirements of carriers in respect to bill of lading descriptions

must be of general application to all classes of shippers and ship
ments otherwise undue preference and prejudice will result It

apparently is the intent of respondents that all shipments must

be similarly described but the rule does not state whether the con

tents of each lot in a poolcar shipment submarked must also be

described in detail It is not clear whether each submarked lot

must also be separated by kind size brand or grade and if so

whether charges shall be assessed in accordance with the rule For

these reasons the rule is ambiguous and therefore unlawful

When delivery is made to a lighter railcar barge river steamer
or truck for movement beyond the port the shipment ordinarily
is checked by the intercoastal carrier by number of cases or packages
and general shipping mark and there is no detailed sorting by any
carrier other than by Shepard A charge is imposed upon deliveries
to trucks but there is no charge when shipments are delivered to

other conveyances There is also a similarity of treatment in de

liveries to a lighter whether for local delivery or for a rail haul
but the charge applies only upon the local delivery In this respect
the rule is unduly prejudicial and preferential

The rule also requires the payment of charges by local consignees
who perform their own sorting or who employ warehouses to per
form that service at places other than the piers and who are willing
to take delivery of their shipments by general shipping mark with

reasonable despatch within free time It forces those who have
no need for and who do not request parcellotdelivery to contribute

to the expense incident to such delivery when it is requested and

performed In this respect the rule is unjust and unreasonable

No charge willbe assessed against a straight shipment of one kind
and which consists of only one size brand or grade in fact under
Rule 2 g such a shipment could not lawfully be delivered in parcel
lots either with or without charge But apparently it is respondents
intention to continue parcellotdeliveries for as announced by coun

sel upon the assessment of a charge under Rule 54 any number of

parcellotdeliveries of a single shipment will be made To accord a

1 U S M C
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greater privilege to a mixed shipment than is accorded to a straight
shipment would constitute undue preference and prejudice in viola

tion of Section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 The conclusion there

fore is inescapable that unlawfulness may result under the tariffs as

they are now published
The rule applies to shipments discharged at all Atlantic and Gulf

ports Respondents presented no testimony regarding operating con

ditions at ports of discharge other than New York and New Orleans
Protestants however presented testimony concerning conditions at
other Atlantic and Gulf ports showing that in many instances the

charge would apply on shipments that required no sorting as for in

stance where deliveries are made in one lot by general shipping mark

and where the cargo is transferred to local warehouses for sorting
It is reasonably clear from protestants testimony that the rule as it

is now published gives little if any consideration to the manner in
which shipments are handled at the ports named above and that its

operation will be unjust and unreasonable
Protestants direct attention to court decisions which require mer

chandise to be placed on the pier properly separated so as to be open
to inspection by the owner That there is such an obligation upon a

carrier is not open to question but the service required is not the

separation of individual shipments but a separation of each shipment
from the general mass of cargo

Respondents contend that to perform parcellot delivery in the

most economical manner requests for such delivery must be antici

pated and that additional work is performed at the port of loading
and also in the hatch when discharge commences and in the place
ment at place of rest on the pier But it was not stated what addi

tional work was performed over and above that necessary in the

ordinary handling of cargo The record is not convincing that there

is any substantial amount of additional labor performed until cargo
is hoisted out of the ship to the pier

Shipments are tallied when received from the shipper and are

checked against the bill of lading when delivery is made at the port
of discharge This check is made for the carriersprotection as

assurance that delivery is being made of the entire bill of lading
quantity Some sorting on the pier also is necessary to insure proper

delivery of mixed shipments These services performed for the

convenience of the carrier in effecting normal delivery should be

included in the published rate

Subject to clarification to meet objections hereinbefore mentioned
requirements for uniformity and more detailed descriptions in ship
ping instructions and bills of lading do not appear unreasonable
Such detailed designations will unquestionably operate as an aid

US M
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to carriers in making proper delivery in accordance with their tar

iffs and also as protection against unjust claims Respondents have

referred to the necessity of the rule to properly check lost and dam

aged goods that they may avoid settlements based on the highest
valued article in a shipment But in view of the manner in which

shipments are delivered to lighters barges river steamers rail cars
and trucks for movement beyond ports difficulties in this respect will

still continue Designations of the nature required of themselves
do not constitute either a request for special sorting on the pier or

an indication of the manlier in which consignee will take delivery
In this connection provisions of the Harter Act the Bills of Lading
Act and other statutes should be construed as imposing upon carriers

minimum not maximum requirements
A carrier may not be required to perforin extra handling on the

pier or extraordinary delivery of one shipment to numerous persons

in parcel lots but it may engage therein upon proper tariff authority
and for reasonable compensation Parcellot delivery may require
somewhat different handling on the pier than is ordinarily the case

but it is improper to assess any part of the cost thereof against a

consignee who does not request or receive extraordinary delivery
No evidence was introduced in justification of the measure of the

various charges Gulf respondents referred to the constantly ad

vancing wage scales for stevedores and for pier labor but labor costs

are incurred in ordinary loading and unloading operations and it

is not possible upon this record to determine what proportion may
be properly applied to special sorting or extraordinary delivery serv

ices A scale of charges for parcellot deliveries based upon pier
labor alone is open to question in fact protestants claim that basis

is unreasonable on the theory that the sorting service is not reason

ably related to the service of delivery There is some merit in that

contention since for two sortings he charge would be 1 cent per 100

pounds or approximately 20 cents per ton Yet any number of

deliveries might be made without charge At San Francisco it was

testified that the extra cost of checking parcellotdeliveries on west

bound traffic was 30 cents per ton and of piling canned goods on the

pier by kinds sizes brand grade or submark was 66 cents a ton

It is doubtful that costs in the Gulf or on the Atlantic seaboard are

sufficiently lower to successfully defend even the minimum charge
under the rule Shippers of enclosures in pool shipments protest the

sliding scale on the ground that buyers want to know their actual

delivered costs This is not possible when the total number of sort

ings which the entire shipment will require is unknown to either

shipper or consignee In general we are of the opinion that all
costs involved in the service should be reflected in the charge But

1 TT 9 M C
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since the principal justification for any charge lies in the special
delivery facilities the charge should be based on the service of

delivery and irrespective of the number of deliveries a uniform

charge should be made No objection was interposed to the 5cent

charge in effect prior to February 17 1938

Little objection was offered to Rule 2 g The only shipper re

questing its suspension withdrew its objection thereto at the New

York hearing This rule has not been shown to be unlawful

For the reasons stated above we find 1 that Rule 2 g and
rules similar thereto published by Calmar Steamship Corporation
and on behalf of Gulf respondents are not unlawful and 2 that

Rule 54 and rules similar thereto published by Calmar Steamship
Corporation and on behalf of Gulf respondents are unduly preju
dicial and unduly preferential and unreasonable in violation of sec

tions 16 and 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 respectively
We further find 1 that the practice of respondents as more

fully described herein in according segregation service in violation

of their tariffs was and is unlawful and 2 that the practice of

respondents operating to Atlantic coast ports in making deliveries

by kind size brand and grade without charge while assessing a

charge for parcellotdeliveries by submark was and is unduly pref
erential and prejudicial in violation of section 16 of the afore

mentioned Act
An order will be entered requiring respondents in No 322 to cease

and desist from the aforementioned practices found unlawful and

requiring respondents in No 459 to cancel their rules with respect to

segregation of eastbound shipments referred to herein as Rule 54

We will not prescribe a rule at this time but will leave the record

open for a period of 60 days from the date of the order herein to

afford respondents an opportunity to publish and file a rule covering
segregation of eastbound and westbound intercoastalshipments which

should read substantially as follows

This rule shall apply only where specific reference is made thereto

in any individual item of this tariff The contents of all shipments
must be declared by the shipper in detail in shipping instructions
and by the carrier on bills of lading by stating
a The number of packages or other unit in the shipment

b The general shipping mark and also the various submarks if packages
contain submarks
c The weight of each commodity or kind and

d If there are different commodities or kinds sizes brands grades or

other identification of packages the number of packages and the weight of

each such commodity or kind size brand grade or other identification of

package
IUSMC
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No charge other than the published rate will be assessed on ship
ments consigned to persons located at the port of discharge when

delivery of the shipment either in single or parcel lots is made to
one consignee by general shipping mark and number of packages or

other unit Upon specific request in writing received from the ship
per orconsignee prior to the arrival of the vessel at port ofdischarge
delivery will be made to either one or more than one person in single
or parcel lots by designations enumerated above other than general
shipping mark and number of packages or other unit in which event

the shipment will be sorted and piled upon the pier according to

the designations named in the request and a charge of cents

per 100 pounds upon the entire billed weight of the shipment will

be applied in addition to the transportation rate Note A similar

provision may be published to authorize single or parcellotdelivery
upon requests received subsequent to arrival of the vessel

No additional charge will be assessed on shipments moving beyond
the port of discharge by truck rail car lighter vessel or other con

veyance when delivery of the entire shipment is made to theoncarrier

by general shipping mark and number of packages or other unit
provided that upon specific request in writing from the shipper or

consignee special delivery by other than general shipping mark and

number of packages or other unit will be performed in which event

a charge of cents per 100 pounds upon the entire billed weight
of the shipment will be applied in addition to the transportation rate

1 US M0
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RESPONDENTS rN NO 459

Alameda Transportation Co Inc

AmericanHawaiian Steamship Company

Arrow Line Sudden Christenson

Babbidge Holt Inc

Bay Cities Transportation Company

The Border Line Transportation Company
The California Transportation Company
Calmar Steamship Corporation
ChristensonHammond Line Hammond Shipping Co Ltd Managing Agents

Coastwise Line Columbia Basin Terminals

The ConsolidatedOlympic Line Consolidated Steamship Companies Olympic

Steamship Company Inc

Crowley Launch Tugboat Co

Dollar Steamship Lines Inc Ltd

Erikson Navigation Company

Freighters Inc

Grace Line Panama Mail Steamship Company

Gulf Pacific Mail Line Ltd

Haviside Company
Isthmian Steamship Company

A B Johnson Lumber Company
Luckenbach Gulf Steamship Company Inc

Luckenbach Steamship Company Inc

McCormick Steamship Company

Marine Service Corporation
Northland Transportation Company

Panama Pacific Line American Line Steamship Corporation and The Atlan

tic Transport Company of West Virginia

Puget Sound Navigation Company
Puget Sound Freight Lines

Quaker Line PacificAtlantic Steamship Co

Richmond Navigation Improvement Co

Roamer Tug Lighterage Company

Sacramento San Joaquin River Lines

Schafer Bros Steamship Lines

Shaver Forwarding Company
Skagit River Navigation Trading Company
States Steamship Company CaliforniaEastern Line

Sudden Christenson
Swayne Hoyt Ltd Managing Owiiers Gulf Pacific Line

Weyerhaeuser Steamship Company

RESPONDENTS IN NO 822

All respondents in No 458 are respondents in No 322 except those designated

by asterisk above The following carriers are also respondents in No 322

Agwilines Inc
America Transportation Company
American Foreign Steamship Corporation
The Bull Steamship Line



California Steamship Company
Chamberlin Steamship Co

Fay Transportation Company
Hammond Shipping Company fkl Managing Agents CbristensonHammond

Line
Hammond Steamship Company Ltd

Inland Waterways Corporation
Jones Towboat Company
Los AngelesLong Beach Despatch Line

Los Angeles Steamship Co

Marine Service Corporation
Merchants Minerstransportation Company
Mississippi Valley Barge Line Company
Nelson Steamship Company
New York New Jersey Steamboat Company
Pacific Coast Direct Line Inc

Pacific Steamship Lines Ltd

Sacramento Navigation Company
Salem Navigation Company
San DiegoSan Francisco Steamship Co

Shepard Steamship Company
Williams Steamship Corporation Dissolved



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 29th day of

March A D 1938

No 322

SEGREGATION PRACTICES AND CHARGES OF INTERCOASTAL CARRIERS

No 459

EASTBOUND INTERCOASTAL SEGREGATION RULES AND CHARGES

It appearing That pursuant to orders dated October 28 1935
and October 14 1937 this Commission entered upon hearings con

cerning the lawfulness of segregation practices rules and charges
of respondents named in Appendix Aherein having by the latter

order which involved the lawfulness of schedules enumerated and
described therein suspended the operation of said schedules until

February 17 1938
It further appearing That a full investigation of the matters and

things involved has been made and that the Commission on the
date hereof has made and filed a report containing its conclusions
and decision thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a

part hereof
It im ordered That the respondents in No 322 be and they are

hereby notified and required to cease and desist on or before May
28 1938 from practices herein found unlawful and
It is further ordered That the respondents in No 459 be and they

are hereby notified and required to cancel effective on or before

May 28 1938 the schedules found unlawful herein upon notice to
this Commission and to the general public by not less than one days
filing and posting in the manner prescribed in section 2 of the Inter
coastal Shipping Act 1933

By the Commission
SEAL Sgd W C PEErJr

Secretary



UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

No 182

IN THE MATTER OF FARES AND CHARGES FOR TRANSPORTATION BY WATFat

OF PASSENGERS AND BAGGAGE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND

PuERTo RICO AND PRACTICES RELATING THERETO

Submitted March 16 1938 Decided April 5 1938

Petition to discontinue proceeding granted

Roscoe H Hupper Burton H White E M Bull James E Light
C F Heitmann J B Maloney Jameg G Banward J P Cabe
James H Condon K F Burley and Joseph Mayper for respondents

William Cattron Rigby and Hugh C Smith for Government of
Puerto Rico

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

This investigation was instituted upon representations of the Gov
ernment of Puerto Rico that passenger fares and baggage charges of

respondents for transportation between the United States and Puerto
Rico were unduly prejudicial and unreasonable and that tours were

conducted through agreements understandings or otherwise in such
manner as to subject the ports of Puerto Rico and persons located
therein to undue prejudice in violation of the Shipping Act 1916

All carriers operating between continental ports of the United
States and Puerto Rico in regular or cruise service were named

respondents At the hearing it was disclosed that allegations of
unlawfulness under section 18 of the act were directed primarily
against the service to and from New York N Y of the principal
respondent The New York and Porto Rico Steamship Company in

Aktiebolaget Svenska Amerika Linien Anchor Line Henderson Brothers Limited
The Atlantic Caribbean Steam Navigation Company Baltimore Insular Line Inc
BullInsular Line Inc Canadian Pacific Steamships Limited Compagnie Generale Trans
atlantique CosulichSocieta Triestina di Navigazione Cunard White Star Limited
HamburgAmerikanische Packetfahrt Actien Gesellschaft ItaliaFlotte Riunite Cosulich
Lloyd SabaudoNavigazione Generale Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc McCormick Steam
ship Company The New York and Porto Rico Steamship Company N V Nederlandsche
Amerikaansche StoomvaartMaatschappi3 HollandAmerika LIJn Norddeutscher Lloyd
United States Lines Company and Waterman Steamship Corporation

1 U S MC
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that the class of vessel operated the accommodations and service

thereon generally were inferior and inadequate when considered in

relation to the fares charged Failure to accord cruise fares to

persons desiring to visit Puerto Rico only whereas such fares were

published covering cruises to Santo Domingo via San Juan P R
was advanced in support of the allegations under section 16 of the

act

Developments subsequent to hearings have resulted in a decision by
The New York and Porto Rico Steamship Company to place an

additional vessel in service This vessel when placed in operation
will substantially improve the character of the service offered to the

public In view of this counsel for that respondent filed a petition
that the proceeding be discontinued without prejudice which was

concurred in by counsel for the Government of Puerto Rico An

order discontinuing the proceeding will be entered
1 U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 5th day bf

April A D 1938

No 182

IN THE MATTER OF FARES AND CHARGES FOR TRANSPORTATION BY

WATER OF PASSENGERS AND BAGGAGE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
AND PIIERTO RICO AND PRACTICES RELATiNGf THERETO

Hearings having been held in this proceeding and subsequent
thereto the principal respondent having filed a petition requesting
that the case be discontinued which was concurred in by counsel

for the Government of Puerto Rico and the Commission on the

date hereof having made and entered of record a report stating
its conclusions and decision thereon which report is hereby referred
to and made a part hereof

It i8 ordered That the petition be and it is hereby granted with

out prejudice to any subsequent regulatory proceeding upon com

plaint or otherwise involving the same or related issues and that

thisproceeding be and it is hereby discontinued

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd W C PEST Jr

Secretary
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No 453

AMERICAN NORIT COMPANY

V

AaWILINES INC CLYDEMALLORY LINES

Submitted February 1 1938 Decided April 19 1938

Rates on activated carbon from Jacksonville Fla to New York N Y found

unreasonable Reparation awarded

S S Eisen for complainant
J T Green and H L Walker for defendant

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION
No exceptions were filed to the report proposed by the examiner

His findings in substance are adopted herein

By complaint filed August 13 1937 complainant corporation al

leges defendantsrates charged on carload shipments of activated

carbon moving from Jacksonville Fla to New York N Y within

two years next preceding filing of the complaint were unreasonable

in violation of section 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 Reparation only
is sought Emergency charges assessed in addition to the freight
rates Nvere not assailed Rates will be stated in cents per 100 pounds

Activated carbon produced at complainants plant at Jacksonville
is a granulated and powdered processed charcoal used for decoloriz

ing filtering deodorizing and purifying purposes and as ali ab

sorbent It is shipped in multiplewallpaper bags burlap bags and

iron drums it is not subject to pilferage and no loss and damage
claims in connection with its transportation have been made against
defendant Activated carbon in carload lots is valued at 85 per ton
F 0 B Jacksonville and competes with mineral earth blacks manu

factured at and shipped from Marshall Tex activated charcoal

from Marquette Mich activated charred wood pulp from Tyrone
Pa and with similar commodities manufactured at various places
throughout the United States
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The shipments here considered were made August 18 1935 August
21 1935 December 5 1935 February 13 1936 and April 23 1936 re

spectively They weighed 32480 pounds 35525 pounds 36676
pounds 30450 pounds and 34510 pounds respectively Charges
were collected in the sum of 80382 Defendantssixthclass rate
carload minimum 30000 pounds was applicable it being 47 cents

Until March 2 1936 when it was increased to 48 cents Complain
ant testified these rates seriously handicapped it in marketing its

product in the principal consuming markets located in Official Classi
fication territory as its principal competition was from producers at

Marshall Teg and Marquette Micll from which points the rail

rates to the common markets were a much lower percentage of first

class than the eater rates from Jacksonville Negotiations with

defendant resulted in establishment of a specific commodity rate of

40 cents from Jacksonville to New York effective July 1 1936 to

which basis complainant seeks reparation
In addition to showing the voluntary rate reduction and as sup

port for its contention that rates on the full sixthclass basis were

Unreasonable complainant compared the assailed rates with those

contemporaneously maintained by defendant oil other commodities

subject to Southern Classification ratings of sixthclass or higher
but for which rates lower than sixthclass were provided between

Jacksonville and New York Its testimony that the movement of

activated carbon compares favorably with the movement of the

compared commodities was not disputed The following table of

rates is representative of the aforementioned comparisons

Commodity I Rate I Value I Density I Revenue

Dollars Pounds per Per cubic
Cents per ton cubic foot foot

Baking or yeastpowder 34 360 37 0126
Blacking or shoe dressing 44 366728 30 132

Paper boxes other than corrugated SD 283LJ 7380 786 022

Candy or confectionery 383W2 400460 3140 137

Chicory 383J 160 34 131

Coffeeroasted 44 286426 26 114
Iron and steelarticles 28M 58 93 41 117

Soap soap powder cleaning scouring or wasbing
compoundsdry 29 66 192 47 139

47 141
Activatedcarbon 48 85 30 144

40 120

On 13 of the compared commodities the value averaged 22930 per
ton and the revenue per cubic foot produced by the rate thereon

averaged 99cents

1The rate of 48 cents was applied on the shipment made February 13 1936 As this
rate vas not effective until March 2 1986 the shipment was charged a rate in excess of
the maximum rate filed with the Commission

1 U S M C
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Defendant showed the history of the controversy resulting in

establishment of the commodity rates and argues that as the present

sixthclassallrail rate from Jacksonville to New York and the present
railwater rate applicable via Norfolk Va are 80 cents and 72 cents

respectively the rates of defendant for allwater movement are and

were reasonable even under the sixthclass rate in effect prior to

July 1 1936
The voluntary reduction of a rate without other supporting facts

and circumstances does not warrant the inference that the rate prior
to the reduction was unreasonable but here complainant did not rely
solely upon such reduction The record discloses that the full sixth

class rates of 47 cents and 48 cents on activated carbon a commodity
with no disclosed undesirable transportation characteristics and

valued at approximately 37 percent of the average of the 13 compared
commodities referred to upon which lower rates applied produced
a revenue per cubic foot in excess of that from the rate on each of

such commodities except one and approximately 142 percent of the

average revenue derived from such commodities
We conclude and decide that the rates assailed were unreasonable

to the extent they exceeded 40 cents We find that complainant made

the shipments as described and paid and bore the charges thereon
that it has been damaged thereby in the amount of the difference

between the charges paid exclusive of emergency charges and those

which would have accrued at the rate herein found reasonable and

that it is entitled to reparation in the sum of 12526
An appropriate order will be entered
1 U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS
SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 19th day of
April A D 1938

No 453

AMERICAN NORIT COMPANY

V

AGWILINES INC CLYDEMALLORY LINES
This case being at issue upon complaint and answer on file and

having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full inves
tigation of the matters and things involved having been had and the
Commission on the date hereof having made and entered of record
a report stating its findings of fact conclusions and decision thereonwhich report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That defendant Agwilines Inc ClydeMallory
Lines be and it is hereby authorized and directed to pay unto

complainant American Norit Company of Jacksonville Fla on or
before 30 days from the date hereof the sum of 12526as reparation
on account of unreasonable transportation charges collected on five
carload shipments of activated carbon from Jacksonville Fla to
New York N Y on or about August 18 1935 August 21 1935
December 5 1935 February 13 1936 and April 23 1936 respectively

By the Commission
SEAL Sgd W C PEST Jr

Secretary



UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

No 457

IN RE LAWFULNESS OF PAYMENTS TO SHIPPERS BY WISCONSIN

MICHIGAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY THROUGH AUToMOTIvE DEALERS

TRANSPORT COMPANY

Submitted March 28 1938 Decided July 7 1938

Payments to shippers of automobiles by Wisconsin Michigan Steamship

Company through Automotive Dealers Transport Company found to be

an unjust device to obtain transportation by water at less than the rate

which rvould otherwise apply As question is now moot proceeding dis

continued without prejudice to rights of parties in any subsequent

proceeding

Ralph H Hallett and Edward B Hayes for the Commission

George H Parker for Nicholson Universal Steamship Company
intervener

T H Spence for respondents
REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION
This proceeding was instituted by the Commission on its own

motion to determine 1 the lawfulness under the Shipping Act
1916 as amended of payments made by respondents Wisconsin

Michigan Steamship Company hereinafter called W and M Auto

motive Dealers Transport Company hereinafter called A D T and

Michigan Dock Corporation to certain shippers of automobiles over

the allwater route from Detroit Mich to Milwaukee Wis in

consideration for the giving of all or a portion of such persons ship
ments to W and M A D T and Michigan Dock Corporation in

violation of sections 14 and 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended
2 whether respondents have entered into an agreement or agree
ments and operated thereunder in violation of section 15 of that act
3 and whether respondents are engaged in transportation without

observing the provisions of section 18 of the act Nicholson Uni
versal Steamship Company intervened at the hearing in opposition
to respondents

W and M a common carrier by water in interstate commerce on

the Great Lakes has owned and operated vessels on Lake Michigan
744 1 U S M 0
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for a number of years transporting freight and passengers including
automobiles motor trucks and trailers between Muskegon Mich
and Milwaukee In 1935 it entered into arrangements with Great

Lakes Transit Corporation and bulk cargo private vessels for the

transportation at a specified compensation of automobiles over the

allwater route from Detroit to Milwaukee on vessels operated by
them Prior to April 1 1937 George W Browne traffic manager

of the automotive division of W and M solicited transportation
of automobiles for W and M at a salary of 7500 a year plus
commissions of about 3900 on the 1936 business the commissions

representing 50 percent of the net carrier revenue on automobiles

In 1936 W and M handled 5260 automobiles over the allwater

route from Detroit to Milwaukee Great Lakes Transit and Nichol

son Universal compete with W and M for this business

During January and February 1937 Mark T McKee president of

W and M and Browne conceived the idea of forming a corporation
to increase the volume of automobile shipments over W and M
the stock of which was to be owned in part by them and the balance

sold to automobile dealers in or near Milwaukee and on February
23 1937 the A D T was organized with authorized capital stock

of 500 shares of 5 percent preferred stock par value of 10 and 250

shares of common stock par value 100 Preferred and common

stock had equal voting power Mark T McKee George W Browne
A J Rettig T H Spence Harry Dahl Frank J Edwards and

Read E Widrig were elected directors McKee Browne Rettig and

Spence are connected with W and M in the respective capacities of

president traffic manager of the automotive division treasurer and

attorney The remaining three directors are automobile dealers in

Milwaukee McKee is also a director of respondent Michigan Dock

Corporation which operates a wharf at Detroit used by Great Lakes

Transit W and M and other water carriers Michigan Dock

Corporation subscribed to all of the preferred stock The original
subscriptions to common stock were as follows McKee 53 shares
Browne 15 shares Dahl 10 shares Edwards 15 shares Widrig
4 shares and Spence Enright and Dietrich 1 share each Enright
and Dietrich are clerks in Spences law office and signed the articles
of organization Their shares were later taken by Widrig and Rettig
All but 15 shares of McKeesstock was to be sold to automobile

dealers who had previously indicated a desire to become stockholders

Only 20 percent of the value of the subscriptions were called for

payment On March 16 1937 the following were elected officers

of the company by the board of directors McKee president Browne
vice president Spence secretary and Rettig treasurer The officers
drew no salaries
I U S M C
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The board of directors immediately approved a form of contract
to be entered into between A D T and automobile dealers providing
that 1 the shipper agrees to ship exclusively through the new

corporation during the summer shipping seasons of 1937 1938 and

1939 estimating the number of automobiles to be shipped in 1937
2 the shipper reserves the right to use other means of transporta
tion in any case where prompt service is desired and where A D T

is unable to provide such service within a reasonable time 3
A D T agrees to accept for shipment on standard bills of lading
all automobiles offered for shipment by the shipper and to provide
facilities for handling and transportation from Detroit to Milwaukee
to arrange for insurance against fire and theft collision and the

hazards of transportation and to deliver all such shipments to the

shipper or his order at Milwaukee 4 the rates to be charged for

transportation are to be the minimum going rates at the time of

shipment and 5 the contract is not to be subject to cancellation by
either party except for breach of a material covenant by the opposite
party

Officers of the company were authorized to enter into this contract
on behalf of the company and to negotiate with W and M for the

handling of automobile shipments to Milwaukee by the allwater

route from ports in Michigan including terminal handling insurance
and other incidents of transportation with the understanding that

a written contract with W and M would be submitted to the board
of directors No such contract in writing with W and M wasmade
before operations began and so far as the record shows no agree
ment withWandMwas ever approved by the board of directors

Selling of DT stock 4o automobile dealers and solicitation
of automobile transportation began at once Every subscriber to

stock was required to sign acontract providing for exclusive hand

ling of shipments as herein described The amount of stock issued
to any one dealer was based on the probable number of automobiles
which the dealer would ship One share of stock in practically
every instance was issued for every 200 automobiles estimated to be

shipped in 1937 although witnesses for respondents deny that it was

so planned Certain dealers desired to buy more stock but were

denied that privilege The plan was to have automobile dealers
purchase stock since that would induce them through the payment of
dividends to use the facilities of the company

On May 21 1937 a memorandum agreement between A D T and
W and M was executed in the form of a letter from Louis N Biron
vice president and general manager of W and M to McKee who

accepted it for A D T acting as its president It provided that
A D T was to receive fees from W and M for the solicitation of

1 US M C
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automobile traffic on the basis of325 per automobile when the rate

is 12325 plus onehalf of the amount of the rate in excess of 12
and 325 less onehalf of the difference between the rate and 12
when the rate is less than 12 It provided that expenses incurred

by W and M for dockage and storage charges at Milwaukee for

clerical hire terminal expenses telephone and telegraph storage
insurance solicitation and other expenses would be billed by
W and M to A D T which would reimburse W and M for its

expenses The arrangement also included provisions for the use of

bulk freight steamers other than those of Great Lakes Transit Cor

poration The fees of the A D T in such cases were to be the net

remaining balance between the applicable rate of 12 and the follow

ing deductions 6 per automobile to be paid for charter 11712
for dockage at Detroit and 20 cents per 100 cargo insurance on

insured value of automobile Dockage and storage charges at Mil

waukee on automobiles transported by bulk carriers were to be billed

by W and M to A D T which would reimburse W and M for

such expenses There is no evidence of record that Biron was au

thorized to make an agreement on behalf of bulk carriers Testi

mony of record indicates that the agreement between W and M

and the bulk carriers was in the nature of an oral general under

standing It was understood by the agreement between A D T

and W and M that disbursements incurred by W and M for diver

sions over other lines of automobile traffic solicited by A D T would

be billed by W and M to A D T which would reimburse W and M

for such disbursements It was further understood and stipulated
that claims for loss and damage paid by W and M on automobile

traffic upon which AD T receives fees would be billed by W and M

to A D T which would reimburse W and M for such disbursements

It might be inferred from these agreements that A D T per
formed or assumed common carrier service or obligations On the

contrary the evidence shows that its only activity was that of selling
its own stock to automobile dealers and soliciting automobile traffic

through Browne It published no tariffs of rates as required by
section 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 owned no property had no

paid employees and took no part in accepting routing carrying
or delivering shipments Its activities were carried on in the offices

of W and M or Spence On the other hand the W and M filed

its rates with the Commission issued its standard bills of lading to

shippers billed shippers for and collected the freight charges Being
so situated A D T required no capital upon which to start opera
tions The 5000 paid for preferred stock by Michigan Dock Cor
poration through McKee was immediately invested in 5 percent bonds

1U S M C
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of Sand Products Corporation of which McKee is vice president and

Rettig secretary
Between April 16 and May 23 1937 shipments of 1389 auto

mobiles on 19 vessels were made netting A D T about 322336
This sum represented the difference between the 12 rate charged
shippers by W and M for transportation and the charge of 865

per carpaid to Great Lakes Transit for use of its vessels by W and M

after deducting charges for wharfage insurance and other services
assumed by W and M On May 23 1937 the board of directors

authorized a dividend of 30 per share to be paid to stockholders of

record as of June 1937 and the dividend was paid Some of the

dividend checks were photographed and displayed by Browne to

prospectiv purchasers of stock as an inducement to buy stock and

sign exclusive shipping contracts On August 5 1937 the board

of directors had another meeting at which time it was reported that

between May 24 and June 30 1072 cars had been handled upon which

the company realized a profit of143254 Another dividend of

30 per share was immediately declared and paid
The testimony of members of the board of directors and stock

holders of A D T revealed a lack of knowledge as to the purposes

and functions of A D T and the relation between A D T and

W and M Some testified that the source of revenue was the dif

ference between a socalled wholesale rate and retail rate Others
stated that the sole purpose of the corporation was to create com

petition in the carriage of automobiles between Detroit and Mil

waukee although it was admitted that the corporation did not cause

other than existing steamship facilities to enter the trade Others

asserted that the purpose of the corporation was to maintain a

contact with automobile shippers who during the winter patronized
W and M in the service between Milwaukee and Muskegon
It is admitted that W and M secured no revenue from the trans

portation of automobiles via the allwater route and that A D T

received fees on all automobiles shipped over that route on W and M

bills of lading whether or not they were solicited by Browne During
Brownes illness for about two months employees of W and M did

the soliciting of automobiles although A D T collected fees for the

tonnage thus originated
It is clear from the foregoing that A D T was neither a common

carrier a forwarder nor a bona fide soliciting agent It was a

dummy corporation promoted by officers and agents of W and M

through which certain shippers who were owners of stock were given
rebates in the form of stock dividends as an inducement to ship over

W and M The practice enabled such shippers to secure trans

portation at rates less than the rates which would otherwise apply
IU S M C
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unjustly discriminated against shippers who were required to pay
the regular tariff rate for the same service and constituted unfair

competition with other carriers engaged in the same trade

On September 13 1937 Great Lakes carriers including a repre
sentative of W and M reached an understanding or agreement to

increase the rate on automobiles from Detroit to Milwaukeefrom

12 to 15 per automobile Although the increased rate went into
effect on October 1 1937 no agreement or understanding was filed
with the Commission as required by section 15 of the Shipping Act
1916

According to affidavits filed by Spence after the hearing A D T
has surrendered its charter refunded all payments for stock and all
dividend payments have been returned by the stockholders to

W and M It is urged therefore that without admitting any vio
lation of law if the action of respondent should be deemed unlawful
the situation has been rectified by leaving all parties as thoigh
no corporation had been formed While this action restores the

status quo of all parties involved it does not correct the injury to

competing shippers or to competing steamship lines The record
is convincing that respondents officers proceeded without due regard
to the provisions of the Shipping Act 1916 The Commission re

gards any such form or device by which any part of the freight
rate paid for transportation is refunded to shippers as a violation of
law which cannot be too strongly condemned

We find that payments to shippers of automobiles by W and M

through A D T was an unjust device or means to obtain trans

portation ofproperty by water at less than the rates or charges which
would otherwise apply and was unduly preferential in violation of
section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 We further find that this
form of rebate is not a deferred rebate within the purview of section
14 of the act We further find that failure to file for approval pur
suant to section 15 the agreement between W and M and Great
Lakes Transit providing for the carriage of automobiles between

Detroit and Milwaukee during 1935 and 1936 as well as the under

standing or agreement arrived at by the Great Lakes carriers pro
viding for increased rates on automobiles between Detroit and Mil

waukee effective October 1 1937 resulted in a violation of that
section

Since the A D T is no longer in existence payments made for

stock have been refunded rebates inade in the form of dividends
have been repaid and the practices found to be unlawful have been

discontinued orders for the future are unnecessary An order dis

continuing the proceeding will be entered without prejudice to rights
of parties in any subsequent proceeding

1 U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS
SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 7th day of

July A D 1938

No 457

IN RE LAWFULNESS OF PAYMENTS TO SHIPPERS BY WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY THROUGH AuTOMOTIvE DEALERS
TRANSPORT COMPANY

It appearing That on October 1 1937 the Commission entered an

order in the aboveentitled proceeding instituting a proceeding of

investigation into and concerning the lawfulness of respondents pay
ments refunds or remittances to certain persons of their lawful rates
and charges in consideration for the giving of all or a portion of such
persons shipments of automobiles to respondents and assigning this

proceeding for hearing
It further appearing That such investigation and hearing having

been had and the Commission having on the date hereof made and
filed a report containing its findings of fact and conclusions thereon
which said report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof
Itis ordered That this proceeding be and it is hereby discontinued

without prejudice to any decision or finding which may be made
in any subsequent proceeding

By the Commission
SEAL Sgd W C PEET Jr

Secretary
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No 465

IN THE HATTER of DOLLARMATSON ARErrprs Nos 125 AND

12531

Submitted July 13 1938 oridod Augtast J 1938

Agreement regulating competition found detrimental to did oonunvrfeOf the

United States

Herman Phleger and James 8 Moore Jr foi Matson Naviga
tion Company Matson Navigation Corporation Ltd anIOceaiiie

Steamship Company
Keith R Ferguson for the Robert Dollar Company Dollar Steam

ship Line American Mail Line Ltd and Dollar Steamshil Lines
Iiic Ltd

RalpltHHallett and David F Scoll for Tnireci States Maritime
Commission

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

This proceeding was instituted to deteruiine whetlneri pproval
heretofore given tinder Section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 to an

agreement dated April 23 1930 between the Dollar interests acid the
Matson interests concerning their Hawaiian mid tramsPacific trade
should be continued A proposed report was issued to which excep
tions were filed by Matson and the case vas orally argued Our con

clusions differ in some respects from those recommended in that

report
Under the terms of the agreement Matson has agreed not to eiigage

in service between mainland ports of the Uniteit States and ports
in Asia the Philippine Islands or Guam except for cruise ships to

the Orient and the now discontinued Oceanicand Oriental service
It ha also agreed not to act as agent for any Steamship company
operating to the Orient Dollar has agreed that while emithitling
Honolulu T H as a way port of call on voyages to the Far East
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it would neither solicit Hawaiian traffic nor act as agent for any

line in such service and that it would not engage in service between

Continental United States and Australia New Zealand Fiji or

Samoa Dollar has further agreed to act as agent for Matson for

all Hawaiian traffic carried in its vessels except what it handles

for Matson at its request to observe Matsonstariffs as minima and

to pay Matson 50 percent of its gross receipt on Hawaiian business
The agreement is to remain in effect until April 23 1940 and there

after until such dine as a majority of arbiters appointed under it

shall decide that the necessity therefor has ceased to exist The

parties also have agreed to assist each other in the respective trades

in which they operate
When this agreement was entered into there were five American

flag lines operating between Pacific coast ports of the United States

and Hawaii Matsonsservice to and from Puget Sound and Cali
fornia ports the Los Angeles Steamship Company to and from

California ports the Oceanic Steamship Company owned by Matson
calling at Hawaii en route to and from Australasian ports the

Oceanic and Oriental Navigation Company in which Matson owned

a onehalf interest and Dollar which stopped at Honolulu in its

transPacific and roundtheworld services The vessels of the Ca
nadian Australasian Line and theCanadian Pacific also stopped at

Honolulu en route from Vancouver B C to their respective foreign
ports of destination

In 1931 the Los Angeles Steamship Company was merged with

Matson and in 1937 the Oceanic and Oriental service was discon

tinued so that at the present time excepting occasional tramp serv

ice Dollar is Matsonsonly American flag competitor from the

Pacific coast The Canadian Australasian and Canadian Pacific lines

are still in operation These lines draw a part of their passenger
traffic from points along the border in the United States How

ever both of them together carried only 10148 and 10144 passen

gers respectively to and from Hawaii during the period from 1930

to 1936 inclusive

The roundtheworldservice of Dollar was inaugurated in 1924

with fortnightly railings westbound beginning and terminating at

San Francisco DollarstransPacific service between San Fran

cisco and ports in Japan China and the Philippine Islands was

inatuniratedin V26 Passenger vessels operated by Dollars prin
cipal foreignflag cornpetitors step at the Hawaiian Islands Be

cause the Islands are attnactive to passengers doubtless some of the

longhaul lnisiiess would be lost to Dollar if it did not make this

strop Naturally it also accepts such traffic to and from Honolulu
as is offered and for which space is available
xvsMc
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The Matson service between the Pacific coast and the Hawaiian

Islands was inaugurated in 1891 by Captain Matson first with sail

ing ships and later with steamships Since the establishment of the
Matson Navigation Company in 1901 there has been no interruption
of service to and from the Islands and with each advance in facili
ties for ocean transportation vessels operated on the route have been

improved or replaced by new vessels especially designed for the
trade Fifteen Island ports are served with eight sailings from San
Francisco and six from Los Angeles each month and a triweekly
service from Puget Sound Other sailings are made as required par
ticularly of lumber carriers and sufficient suitable tonnage is avail

able at all times to handle estimated peak demands In addition
Matson has established direct and through transshipment services to

Atlantic coast ports of the United States via the Panama Canal

Matson carries over 98 percent of the freight to and from Hawaii
and U S Pacific coast ports Its dominant position in the trade
has been fostered by extensive advertising the establishment of
modern hotels and recreational facilities on the Islands and in no

small degree by its intercorporate relations with the principal Island
commercial interests who control the production and shipment of

sugar and pineapples the principal products of Hawaii Directors
of Matson are either directors or officers of other Hawaiian inter

ests and vice versa

During the first 11 months of 1937 Matson carried 18446 persons
to and 18134 persons from the Islands In the same period it trans

ported 806164 tons of cargo westbound including 200878 tons of

lumber and 933843 tons of cargo eastbound including 545237 tons

of raw sugar 7045 tons of refined sugar 249165 tons of pineapples
and 82927 tons of molasses in bulk Dollar carries some traffic to
and from the Islands but in the seven years from June 1930 to

October 1937 it carried only 11107 passengers to Hawaii and 9102
passengers on return voyages to the Pacific coast In the same period
it carried 64289 tons of cargo to the Islands from the mainland and

6347 back It carried 98 passengers and 5686 tons of cargo during
this 7year period at the request of Matson The record does not

show the amount of freight carried by the Canadian lines to and from
Hawaii and Vancouver but according to Matsons own exhibits the

largest number of passengers carried by either of these lines in any
one year was3220 passengers by the Canadian Australasian Line in
1936 and this appears to have been an unusually large number for
this line

In July 1929 Matson put into operation a direct San Francisco
Manila service which offered serious competition to Dollars slower
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service via Japan and China for which the latter held an ocean

mail contract In explanation of this competition Matsonswitness

stated that the company was merely endeavoring to serve Hawaiian
interests which had acquired an interest in sugar production in the

Philippines although no corroborative evidence was introduced to

prove this assertion Matson made application to have its direct

route certified for an oceanmailcontract under title IV of the Mer

chant Marine Act 1928 Certification was granted over the pro
test of Dollar who to protect itself inaugurated a parallel direct

service Before the final date for submitting oceanmail bids the

agreement under consideration was entered into and the direct

Manila service withdrawn Neither of the parties submitted ocean

mail bids and it is evident that such a service could not have been

profitably operated without a subsidy The events which surround

the making of the agreement thus contradict Matsonssubsequent
explanation and under the circumstances it would appear that
Matsonsdirect Manila service was intended only as a threat to Dollar

Matson admits that Dollarspayments of 50 percent of its gross
revenues was designed to make the Hawaiian business unattractive
and this is further evidenced by the fact that while the freight and

passenger rates established by Matson which Dollar had to com

ply with under the agreement have not been appreciably increased

since the agreement went into effect operating costs have gone up

considerably The rates on general cargo remained constant from

1926 to 1937 being changed in the latter year from 575 per ton

to 675 per ton Passenger fares were decreased from 1932 to

1935 and were then restored to the 1930 level On the other hand it

was stated that since the maritime strike in 1934 operating costs

of combination passenger and freight vessels in this trade have

increased approximately 35 percent and stevedoring costs have in

creased 100 percent These increases affected alike both Dollar and

Matson

While the agreement provides that Dollar shall not solicit pas

senger or freight traffic between Pacific coast ports and the Hawaiian

Islands Dollar being primarily interested in the longhaul traffic

to the Orientand beyond rather than in Hawaiian business has never

solicited such traffic On the other hand the Hawaiian trade is

Matsonsprimary interest The natural diversion of their spheres
of operations has tended therefore to diminish competition between

them The agreement is a farreaching attempt to continue this

noncompetitive status in perpetuity Paragraph 7 provides that

This agreement shall remain in full force and effect for ten years from the
date hereof and thereafter until such time as a majority of the arbitrators
IUS M C
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appointed as hereinabove provider shall decide that the nPeessity therefor
or desirability of this agreement as measured by the conditions existing at

thetime it was made shall have ceased to exist

Both parties have thus signed away for all time their right to with
draw from the arrangement

Agreements restricting competition should of necessity be of

definite duration and for relatively short periods so that the parties
and the Commission may have an opportunity from time to time

to observe the impact of changed conditions on their undertakings
In the present instance both the situation of the parties and the

conditions in the trade have altered considerably since 1930 Sec
tion 605 c of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 as amended by
imposing restraints against the duplication of services by subsidized

lines takes away from the the parties their opportunity to compete
with one another in their respective foreign services thus destroying
the underlying consideration for the agreement Matson further

more absorbed the one remaining competitor beside Dollar which

operated in the HawaiianCalifornia trade It has entered into

agreements with other carriers stabilizing the service to other United
States ports It has extended its control of Hawaiian traffic by in

creasing the number of its contracts with Island shippers By effec

tive advertising and extensive development of Hawaiian attractions
it has linked its name with the Island in the minds of the traveling
public

At the time the agreement was made Dollar received oceanmail

pay under its contract route F O M 25 with the Postmaster Gen
eral based upon the distance from San Francisco to Manila via

Honolulu The mileage payments for the distance from San Fran

Cisco to Honolulu which Dollar received from the Post Office De

partment constituted a subsidy to Dollar not enjoyed by those Mat

son ships which ran only in the Hawaiian trade However this

subsidy was withdrawn when the oceanmail contracts were ter

minated by the Merchant Marine Act 1936 therefore the necessity
of payments from Dollar to offset this advantage no longer exists

The present subsidy which Dollar receives specifically eliminates

any compensation on the San FranciscoHonolulu portion of its

transPacific service in accordance with the provision of the Mer

chant Marine Act 1936
As pointed out in another part of this report Matson offers as its

reason for inaugurating the direct Manila route that it wanted

to serve Hawaiian interests who were then interested in Philippine
sugar production Since that time the record shows that such

Hawaiian interests in the Philippines have dimnished and in addi

tion sugar imports from the Philippines have become restricted by
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law so that whateier opportunities of developing trade with the

Philippines which are allegedly given up by Matson in considera

tion for theagreeinent have substantially disappeared
As pointed out elewhere there is evidence from which the Com

mission may conclude that 50 percent of the gross tariffs which Dollar

retains is not now compensatory for the Hawaiian voyage As stated

by the Department of Commerce in Seas Slipping Co v American

South A f i un LbeInc et al 1 U S S B B 568 at 583

If the existeneo of the agreement were the cause of the low rates the De

partmentscourse of action would be reasonably clear Whatever their immedi

ate effect rat unremunerathe or noncompensatory are in the long run

detrimental to our commerce for our commerce embraces not only cargo moving
but the instrumentalities employed in moving such cargo Both complainant
and one of the defendants American South African Line are part of the

American Merchant marine and section 1 Merchant Marine Act 1920 con

tains in admonition that in the administration of the shipping laws there be

kept always in view the policy of the United States to do whatever may be

necessary to develop and enewirage the maintenance of an adequate privately

owned merchant marine

The evidence is conclusive and Matson admits that it has a monop

oly of the United States Pacific coastHawaiian trade In the regu
lation of Conference Agreements under section 15 the policy of both

the United States Shipping Board and of the Department of Com
merce was to discourage agreements which established a monopoly in

favor of a competitor Eden Minting Company v Bluefield Fruit

Steagn hp Co 1 U S S B B 41 Intercoastal Rate on Silica Sand

front Balthnore HagTlaqul 1 U S S B B 373 375 Intercoastal

Investigatiov1935 1 U S S B B 400 Gulf Intercoastal Con

tract Rates 1 U S S B B 524 529 As stated in Intercoastal

IeWgation 1935 1 U S S B B 4001 at 456

The prohibition of discrimination means among other things that no

difference or distinction shall be made in rates that coerce the public to employ
one competitor to the exclusion of another or deprive one competitor of

business which under freedom of selection by the public would be given to it
and thus Create a monopoly in favor of another competitor

That section 15 confers authority to regulate competition between

carriers in accordance with the needs of the service was stated by
the U S Stiprenie Court in the case of Swayne Hoyt Ltd et al v

United States 300 U S 2971 305

We think there was evidence from which the Secretary could rea

sonably conclude that there was little need for a contract rate system to

assure stability of service On the other hand there was substantial

evidence from which the Secretary could infer that the contract rate system
would tend to give to the Conference carriers a monopoly by excluding com

petition from new lines
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The agreement under consideration produces an effect in the Ha
waiian trade which is closely analogous to that which the Depart
ment of Commerce declaredwasunlawful when it disapproved con

tract rates in the intercoastal trade Gulf Intercoastal Contract lutes
supra In the latter case the respondents endeavored to shut out
certain competitors through the medium of contract rates In this

case Matson seeks to discourage its only competitor by exacting 50

percent of that competitorsgross revenue The distinction if any is
one of degree only

We view the exemption granted by section 15 as a means of regu

lating competition in order to eliminate ratecutting and other
abuses which are harmful to shipper and carrier alike Nothing in

the record indicates that either of the parties ever threatened such
abuses On the contrary it appears that Matson dominates the trade
sufficiently to be able to discourage competition from any source

The argument that Canadian competition threatens the stability of
the U S Pacific coastHawaiian service is a specious one If the

Canadian lines are a real threat to Matson service the remedy lies in

an agreement with them rather than the one under consideration

Under the circumstances the maintenance of an adequate and re

liable steamship service between Hawaii and the Pacific coast does
not depend upon the continuance of this agreement in its present
form

Dollarswitnesses uttered certain general statements and conclu

sions to the effect that Dollar is satisfied with the agreement Upon
this basis Matson urges that the Commission should not modify
or disapprove it The mere fact that the parties are satisfied with

an agreement vests no right to a continuance of approval Whenever

it appears to the Commission that approval is contrary to the public
interest it will be withdrawn Respondents err in assuming that

there is a presumption in their favor arising from the fact of ap
proval which can only be rebutted by an overwhelmingly proof of

wrongdoing When the Commission finds sufficient evidence upon
which to base a judgment that continued performance of the agree
ment would be contrary to the provisions of the Shipping Act it

has a duty under the statute to disapprove the agreement notwith

standing a previous approval It is of no particular consequence
that the facts upon which disapproval is based existed at the time

the agreement was approved or came into being later If it were

otherwise it would be impossible for a carrier shipper or port to

prove that an agreement which had been approved by the Com
mission violated the provisions of the Shipping Act unless changed
conditions could be shown
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The Commission finds that the agreement is detrimental to the

commerce of the United States and in violation of section 15 of

the Shipping Act 3916 as amended This finding is without preju
dice to the right of the parties to file an agreement consistent with
this decision for approval under section 15 An order cancelling
Agreement No 1253 and forbidding the parties from making further

payments thereunder will be entered

MORAN Commissioner dissenting
The majority find the agreement in question violative of section 15

of the Shipping Act 1916 As Iread that section it is violated only
when parties carry out an agreement before it is approved or after it

is disapproved by the Commission The agreement here has been

approved
Of the various grounds set out in section 15 upon which we are

to base our disapproval of an agreement the majority select only
one namely a finding of detriment to our commerce So we may
assume that the agreement is not unjustly discriminatory or unfair
as between carriers shippers or ports nor in violation of the act
At least there is no basis of record for a different assumption Mat

son wants the agreement continued and Dollar testified it was a

beneficial arrangement No passenger shipper or representative of

any shipping interests complained of the agreement dpubtless on

account of the adequate service at reasonable rates shown of record

to have resulted from such agreement
Ifind great difficulty in following the reasoning of the majority

to the conslusion that the agreement is detrimental to commerce but

it seems to be 1 that there never was any reason for the agree

ment in the first instance or now 2 that it has given Matson a

monopoly in its trade and 3 that it results in the dissipation of

Dollarsrevenue

It is said Matsons Manila service was inaugurated merely as a

threat and then the astonishing statement is made that it wouldnt

have been profitable any way This speculation totally ignores the

fact of record which is omitted from the report that Matson had

completed eight voyages and the gross revenue thereon had increased

from 17000 on the first voyage to 54000 on the last It should be

emphasized in this connection that the major consideration moving
from Matson namely its withdrawal from the Oriental trade was

rendered immediately and its position in such trade given up in

reliance upon the agreement cannot now be restored

The majority conclude that the agreement establishes a monopoly
in favor of Matson and therefore is detrimental to commerce Mat

sonsmonopoly if any was there before the agreement was made and
disapproval of the agreement will not remove it This socalled mo
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nopoly has none of the obnoxious features condemned in the cases

cited in the report There is no coercion of the public to employ
Matsons services to the exclusion of those of Dollar Furthermore
Dollar does not and has never solicited the Hawaiian trade But

there is no monopolyMatson does not control all the traffic and can

not so long as the competition of Canadian lines is present Grant

ing however thereismonopolies regulated under the shipping laws

is one of the most important principles underlying section 15 There

fore the monopoly cannot be detrimental here

Then is the alleged dissipation of Dollarsrevenue detrimental to

commerce Admittedly noncompensatory rates are indirectly detri

mental to our commerce for they weaken the instrumentalities em

ployed therein The report in stating that Dollarsshare of the

revenue is noncompensatory brushes aside the unmentioned fact of

record thatthe amount retained by Dollar from freight and passenger
revenue respectively covers the cost of loading and unloading cargo
and the cost of carrying passengers A pertinent question here is

How much did the consideration which Dollar received for this con

tribution of 50 percent strengthen it in the Oriental trade The

record shows but the report does not reveal that Dollar has received

3313357 on traffic carried at Matsonsrequest and703165 on ac

count of local passengers to the Orient on Matsonscruise vessels

In addition Dollar admits that through Matsonsinfluence it has
secured a passenger business between Manila and Honolulu said to

have resulted in substantial amounts also freight business attributed

to cooperative acts on the part of Matson produces in excess of

100000 annually If speculation is in order How much of this

business could Matson deprive Dollar of if it chose to enter into

transshipping agreements with foreign lilies which it refrains from

doing pursuant to the agreement Certainly the strength of Dollars

position in its trade would not have been enhanced if Matson had

elected to remain therein as a competitor Whether Dollarsposition
on the whole is better or worse for the agreement is one of those

imponderable questions to which the record offers no accurate solution
Dollarscontinued acquiescence in the agreement and the undoubted

advantages of the arrangement convince me that there are no grounds
at least upon this record to condemn it as being detrimental to

Dollar

Far from being detrimental to our commerce the agreement in

my judgment has been beneficial Commerce is best served by fre

quent dependable and adequate service at reasonable rates The facts

of record make it abundantly clear that the effect of the agreement
has been the maintenance of an improved service through the elim
inationofruinous competition in the respective trade areas served by
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Dollar and Matson and there is no complaint as to the reasonableness

of their rates It is to be assumed that when the agreement was ap

proved in 1930 it was not detrimental to commerce In the entire

absence of any showing of substantially changed conditions or cir

cumstances since then and in the absence of complaint from any
source regarding the propriety of the agreement we are not justified
now in my opinion in reaching a different conclusion
Iagree with the conclusion of the report in respect to paragraph

7 of the agreement
Iam authorized to state that CoMmissioNER WrLBY concurs in this

dissent
1 U SM C
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ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS
SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 17th day of

August A D 1938

No 465

IN THE MATLER or DOLLARMATSON AGREEMENTS Nos 1253 AND

12531

This case instituted under section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916
having been duly heard and full investigation of the matters and
things involved having been had and the Commission on the date

hereof having made and entered of record a report stating its con

clusions and decision thereon which report is hereby referred to and
made a part hereof

It is ordered That Agreement No 1253 as amended be and it is

hereby disapproved and the parties thereto are hereby forbidden
from snaking further payments thereunder

By the Commission

SEAL Signed RUTH GREENE
Assistant Secretary
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No 485

INTERCOASTAL JOINT RATES VIA ONCARRIERS

Submitted September 8 1938 Decided September 9 1938

Schedules proposing changes in application of through routes and joint rates

for intercoastal transportation of freight from Atlantic to Pacific coast ports

not justified Suspended schedules ordered cancelled and proceeding discon

tinued without prejudice to the flling of new schedules in conformity with

the views expressed herein

M G deQuevedo for Intercoastal Steamship Freight Association

carriers except Isthmian Steamship Company and for Luckenbach

Gulf Steamship Company Inc E J Karr for Calmar Steamship
Corporation F E Lovejoy for Puget Sound Freight Lines Puget
Sound Navigation Company Skagit River Trading Transportation
Company and Border Line Transportation Company Allan P

Matthew and F W Mielke for California Transportation Company
and Sacramento San Joaquin River Lines Inc W G Westman

for Crowley Launch Tugboat Company C L Meek for Bay
Cities Transportation Company respondents

H S Brown and W M Carney for Intercoastal Steamship
Freight Association William C McCulloch for Port of Vancouver
Wash Ralph L Sheperd for Portland Traffic Association Markell

C Baer for Board of Port Commissioners Port of Oakland Calif
W G Stone for Sacramento Chamber of Commerce interveners

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions were filed by respondents members of the Inter

coastal Steamship Freight Association other than Isthmian Steam

ship Company to the report proposed by the examiner The findings
recommended by the examiner are adopted herein

1 U S M C
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By schedules filed to become effective May 11 1938 respondents
proposed to change by qualification their existing schedules govern

ing the application of through routes and joint rates provided there

in for the intercoastal transportatioh of freight from Atlantic to

Pacific coast ports By its order of May 10 1938 the Commission

suspended the operation of the proposed schedules until September
11 1938

Respondent canal lines transship Atlantic coast cargo destined to

Pacific coast ports other than their principal Pacific coast terminal

ports at such latter ports under through route and joint rate arrange

ments with river and other oncarriers In some instances cargo

destined to an intercoastal terminal port is transshipped under like

arrangement with an oncarrier Both of the suspended schedules

involving these transshipments 2 consist of a rule providing that

Joint through rates named in this tariff are applicable only when the route

of the participating oncarrier is available If such route is not available

charges will be collected on basis of the rate of the initial carrier to the port

of transshipment and cargo will be held at such port for disposition by con

signor consignee or the owner of the goods as the case may be All charges

accruing after discharge of the goods at the port of transshipment shall be

for account of cargo

Respondent canal lines concede that the wording of the rule is open
to improvement for purposes of clarification By the word route

as used therein is meant service They express willingness to amend

ment of the rule to definitely provide that oncarrier service Will not

be deemed unavailable without notice to that effect They explain
that in the event the rule is operative the charges which would be

assessed and the rules and regulations determining the assessment

of such charges would be those applicable under the tariff at the

transshipment port as for cargo billed and destined thereto These

charges rules and regulations might be different from those ap

plicable at the original destination port They assert that the pro

posed rule would not become operative in any instance until at least

AmericanHawaiian S S Co Arrow Line Sudden Christenson Babbidge Holt

Inc Bay Cities Transportation Co Berkeley Transportation Co Border Line Transporta

tion Co California Eastern Line Inc California Transportation Co Calmar S S Cor

poration ChristensonHammond Line Coastwise Line ConsolidatedOlympic Line Crowley

Launch Tugboat Co Dollar S S Lines Inc Ltd Erikson Navigation Co Panama Mail

S S Co Isthmian S S Co A B Johnson Lumber Co Luckenbach Gulf S S Co Inc

Luckenbach S S Co Inc McCormick S S Co Marine Service Corporation Northland

Transportation Co Pacific Coast Direct Line Inc Panama Pacific Line Puget Sound

Navigation Co Puget Sound Freight Lines PacificAtlantic S S Co Richmond Navigation

Improvement Co Roamer Tug Lighterage Co Sacramento San Joaquin River Lines

Inc Schafer Bros S S Lines Shaver Forwarding Co Skagit River Navigation Trading

Co States S S Co Sudden Christenson

Designated Joseph A Wells Alternate Agent Third and Fourth Amended Pages No 75

to SBINo 6 and Calmar Steamship Corporation Second Amended Page No 112 to SBI

No 5
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the expiration of the freetime period applicable at the transship
ment port This freetime period might be different from that ap
plicable at the original destination port Their position is that in the
interest of shippers they intend the rule for application without
freetime restriction so that more than the freetime period applic
able at the transshipment port could be extended by them in any
given case which might seem to warrant extension

These respondents explain that the purpose of the suspended
schedules is to obviate loss of revenue by them and difficulties which
they expect to encounter due to strikes and strike conditions to on

carrier vessel accident or breakdown abandonment of service by an

oncarrier or other similar oncarrier circumstance Their position
is that the schedules prescribe a rule for automatic rather than op
tional application to be used by them in emergency situations only
They direct attention to provisions of somewhat similar import in the
form of liability clauses contained in their bills of lading and in
the bills of lading of other carriers and to their inherent right of

embargo They show interruptions to various of the transshipment
services involved due to stevedore and other strikes as having oc

curred from May 8 to July 28 1934 December 1 to December 14
1934 December 5 1934 to January 2 1935 on May 1 1935 from
July 2 to October 4 1935 November 7 to December 10 1935 Decem
ber 3 1935 to April 20 1936 October 25 1936 to February 8 1937
anti from October 29 1936 to February 24 1937 During these
periods and during additional interruptions due to strike conditions
Atlantic coast cargo was forwarded from the transshipment port
to destination at the expense of the canal carrier by truck or rail
at rates higher than the oncarrier division of the through joint
rate In some instances consignees took delivery of their cargo at the
transshipment port Throughroutetransportation of Atlantic coast
cargo to San Diego by transshipment at Los Angeles Harbor asdis
continued in 1936 due to labor difficulties ofoncarriers This dis
continuance waseffected by schedule cancellations pursuant to the
Commissions tariff regulations

At the hearing no opposition to the suspended schedules was pre
sented Chamber of Commerce representatives appearing as wit
nesses described them as unobjectionable reasonable and fair consid
ering emergency transshipment problems likely to be met Further
testimony of such representatives and on behalf of oncarriers was
that no shipper objections thereto had come to their knowledge and
that through route and joint rate transportation in the qualified
maiiner provided for by the schedules would be more desirable than
if no through routes and joint rates existed On brief the Port of
Oakland Calif states the position that oncarriage of intercoastal
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cargo to shallowwater ports such as Sacramento Calif at the rate

applicable to San Francisco is unlawful under the Intercoastal Ship

ping Act and as the suspended schedules are in effect amendatory
of existing schedules providing such rates they and the schedules

they propose to modify should be ordered cancelled This inter

vener states however that it offers no objection to the suspended
schedules per se and that as such they are meritorious The law

fulness ofoncarriage to shallowwater ports is not in issue in this

proceeding
The suspended schedules manifestly do not publish with desirable

certainty the rates which under all circumstances would be appli
cable in that in the event of interruption to oncarrier service the

consignorsor consigneestransportation cost to the port of original
destination would be more than the through joint rate provided for

by the tariff It is equally manifest however that the existing
through routes and joint rates are to be accepted as beneficial to the

shipping public and that by the suspended schedules respondents
are endeavoring to perserve the utmost of such service consistent

with economy of management Public hearing for the purpose

among other things of recording reaction to the schedules by the

shipping public which pays the transportation cost was duly con

ducted at Seattle Wash Portland Ore San Francisco and Los

Angeles Calif and at New York N Y Although the hearing at

such places was widely publicized as indicated above no objection
to the schedules was voiced by anyone of the description referred to

Upon the instant record the continued maintenance of the through
routes and joint rates concerned subject to such interruptions as may

be due to oncarrier strikes vessel accident or breakdown and other

similar strictly emergency oncarrier situations is in the public
interest

It does not follow however that the suspended schedules have

been justified They do not specify that the charges to be assessed

and the rules and regulations determining such charges are those

applicable at the port of transshipment They contain no reference

to free time notwithstanding respondents intention that periods
comparable in character to free time are to elapse between arrival

of the cargo at the transshipment port and assessment of storage
or other terminal charges In both of these respects the schedules

fail to comply with the requirement of section 2 of the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 1933 that schedules shall specify all terminal or other

charges privileges allowed and any rules or regulations which

change affect or determine the charges or the value of the service

rendered Further under respondents interpretation of the sched
ules in connection with free time the allowance of different periods
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as between different consignees would effect inequality of treatment

as between shippers and permit undue preference and prejudice
in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 Additionally
under respondents interpretation the schedules would be operative
in the event of abandonment of oncarrier service for any reason

although such schedules are proposed to meet emergency situations

Testimony on behalf of canal respondents contains general assertions

of disappearance ofoncarriers overnight and assumptions that

during the voyage of a canal carrier to the Pacific coast oncarriers

will decide to go out of business Upon the record the reality as an

emergency situation of discontinuance by an oncarrier of its busi

ness enterprise is not shown nor is it apparent why such discon

tinuance generally infrequent and foreknowledged cannot be made

by cancellation of the particular through route and joint rates in the

normal manner prescribed by our tariff regulations The schedules

should provide for notice to consignee or the person to whom notice

of arrival would be issued in the event the goods were delivered at

the billed destination of interrupted oncarrier service due to on

carrier strike vessel accident or breakdown or other similar on

carrier emergency situation and that the goods will be held for dis

position by him at the transshipment port
A revision of the rule concerned which would remove the objections

instanced above and carry out as far as may be the purpose of re

spondents is as follows

Through jcint rates named in this tariff are applicable except when service

of the participating oncarrier has due to strike vessel accident or breakdown
or other similar emergency situation been interrupted In the event of such

interruption the consignee or the person to whom notice of arrival would be

issued in the event the gcods were delivered at the billed destination will be

mailed arrival notice in which specific reference will be made to the existence

of the oncarrier emergency situation and to this rule and upon expiration of

the freetime period applicable to cargo billed to the transshipment port as

final destination the goods will be held at the transshipment port for disposition
by the consignee consignor or owner thereof as the case may be Rates
charges rules and regulations applicable to such goods will be those applicable
under this tariff to cargo billed to the transshipment port as final destination

We fund that the suspended schedules have not been justified An
order will be entered requiring their cancellation and discontinuing
this proceeding without prejudice to the filing of new schedules

in conformity with the views expressed herein
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ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME CioMMIssION held

at its office in Washington D C on the 9th day of September
A D 1938

No 485

INTERCOASTAL JOINT RATES VIA ONCARRIERS

It appearing That by order of Dlay 10 1938 the Commission
entered upon a hearing concerning the lawfulness of the regulations
and practices stated in the schedules enumerated and described in

said order and suspended the operation of said schedules until Sep
tember 11 1938
It further appearing That a full investigation of the matters and

things involved has been had and that the Commission on the date

hereof has made and filed a report containing its conclusions and de

cision thereon which said report is hereby referred to and made a

part hereof
It is ordered That the respondents herein be and they are hereby

notified and required to cancel said schedules on or before September
11 1938 upon notice to this Commission and to the general public
by not less than one daysfiling and posting in the manner prescribed
in section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 as amended and

that this proceeding be discontinued

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd W C PEET Jr
Secretary
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No 338

AMES HARRIS NEVILLE COMPANY ET AL

V

AMERICANHAIVAIIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY ET AL1

Submitted April 20 1938 Decided August 5 1988

Anyquantity rate on cotton piece goods and cotton factory products from Atlan

tic and Gulf ports to Pacific ports not shown to be unduly prejudicial or

unreasonable Complaint dismissed

F A Jones V O Conaway and Benjamin S Cooper for com

plainants and interveners except American Cotton Manufacturers

Association and Cannon Mills Company
Joseph J Geary and M G de Quevedo for defendants except Isth

mian Steamship Company and Nelson Steamship Company
James A Russell for Nelson Steamship Company

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

PY THE COMMISSION

Complainants exceptions to the examinersproposed report on fur

ther hearing were not seasonably filed and were rejected Our con

clusions are those recommended by the examiner in that report

Complainants and interveners are dealers manufacturers jobbers
wholesalers and distributors of cotton piece goods and cotton factory
products

The complaint alleges that defendants anyquantity rate on cotton

piece goods and cotton factory products hereinafter referred to as cot

ton piece goods from Atlantic and Gulf ports to Pacific ports is

American Line Steamship Corporation The Atlantic Transport Company of West

Virginia Calmar Steamship Corporation Dollar Steamship Lines Inc Ltd Gulf Pacific

Mail Line Ltd Isthmian Steamship Company Luckenbach Gulf Steamship Company
Inc Luckenbach Steamship Company Inc McCormick Steamship Company Nelsoln

Steamship Company not operating PacificAtlantic Steamship Co Quaker Line
Panama Mail Steamship Company Grace Line States Steamship Co California
Eastern Line Sudden Christenson Arrow Line Swayne Hoyt Ltd Gulf Pacific

Line Weyerhaeuser Steamship Co Pacific Coast Direct Line Inc Williams Steamship

Corp now dissolved
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unduly prejudicial and unreasonable in violation of sections 16 and
18 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended Rates will be stated in
amounts per 100 pounds

In lieu of the assailed anyquantity rate of 90 cents2 complainants
originally sought a carload rate of 65 cents minimum weight 24000
pounds and a lessthancarload rate of115 In their brief on fur
ther hearing they suggest a carload rate of 75 cents preferably 70

cents minimum weight 24000 pounds with a spread of not less than

25 cents below the contemporaneous lessthancarloadrate They do
not contend that the assailedanyquantity rate when applied to less

thancarload shipments is unduly prejudicial or unreasonable

In his proposed report on the original bearing the examiner con

cluded that no undue prejudice had been shown to exist to which no

exception was taken by complainants He also recommended that

the anyquantity rate of 90 cents be found unreasonable and that for

the future rates of 75 cents carload minimum 24000 pounds and

115 for lessthancarload quantities be prescribed as reasonable max

ima American Cotton Manufacturers Association representing a

membership of more than 700 textile mills and Cannon Mills Com
pany an operator of 20 plants intervened and filed exceptions Also
thirteen of the seventeen defendants excepted and petitioned for a

further hearing which was granted
From January 1 1935 through October 2 of that year defendants

rates on cotton piece goods were on a carload and lessthancarload

basis8Complainants compare the increases on cotton piece goods on

October 3 1935 with the increases on other commodities which prior
to that date were accorded the same lessthancarload rate of 875
cents The average increase in the lessthancarload rates was 20

cents and the carload rates 25cents The 90cent anyquantity rate

on cotton piece goods represents an increase of 1613 percent over the

former carload rate and 285 percent over the former lessthancar

load rate whereas increases on 569 other rate items averaged 603

percent over the carload and 1504percent over the lessthancarload
rates On all commodities accorded carload rates from 60 to 68

cents minimum weight 24000 pounds the average increase in carload
rates effective October 3 1935 was 16 percent and in lessthancar

load rates 222percent as compared with the 1613 percent and 285

percent increases respectively on cotton piece goods
The 50cent spread between the carload rate of 65 cents and less

thancarload ratb of115 originally sought by complainants would

provide a carload rate 565percent of the lessthancarload rate

8 Increased to 95 cents effective June 15 1937
8 Carload 75 cents minimum weight 10000 pounds lessthancarload 875cents
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Complainants compare these rates and the difference of 50 cents with

the average spread of 705 cents and the percentage relation of 476

percent between carload and lessthancarload rates on all items ac

corded carload rates ranging from 60 to 69 cents with the same mini

mum weight A summary of all items with 24000 pounds minimum

shows an average spread of 68 cents between carload and lessthan

carload rates and an average percentage carload of lessthancarload

rates of 557percent Other evidence shows an average spread of 80

cents or a ratio of 538percent between all carload and lessthancar

load rates The anyquantity rate of 90 cents is with one exception
lower than each lessthancarload rate exhibited by complainant

The measure of defendants rate on cotton piece goods is dependent
to a considerable extent upon those maintained by transcontinental

rail lines having railandwater routes as their competition is directly
with those lines Allrail rates from principal producing centers in

New England and the South are1925 minimum weight 24000 pounds
and 3515 lessthancarload The most important competitive rates

are those of 163 same minimum and 3515 lessthancarload for

waterrail service jointly maintained by the Morgan Line and the

Southern Pacific Railroad Company and by the ClydeMallory Line in

conjunction with the Atchison Topeka Santa Fe Railroad The

Morgan Linesservice is approximately 10 and 11 days from New

New York and slightly less from South Atlantic ports to Los Angeles
and San Francisco as against21 and 22 days via the intercoastal lines

Defendants also are in competition with several consolidators who

maintain on cotton piece goods rates of190to Los Angeles and 200

to San Francisco from North and SouthAtlanticports including store

door delivery marine insurance and all terminal costs The greater

portion of the cotton piece goods which defendants carry originates at

distances ranging from 150 to 300 miles from the ports and must bear
in addition to their rates the cost of transportation to the port insur

ance wharfage and other charges At defendants calculation the cost

of shipping cotton piece goods from South Atlantic ports via inter

coastal lines to store door in Los Angeles approximates 147

Defendants analysis of complainants exhibit comparing the as

sailed rate with rates on various commodities shows the latter rates

are depressed because of competitive conditions When cost of trans

portation to and from the ports insurance wharfage and other

charges are added to the intercoastal rates it is apparent the latter

are intended to meet carrier competition or to enable shippers lo

cated near the ports to move their traffic in competition with pro

ducers closer to the consuming points
1 U S MC
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The usual basis of rate publication in steamship operation is an

amount per cubic foot or per 100 pounds whichever produces the

higher revenue to the carrier Other than in the coastwise and inter
coastal trades no instance is disclosed where rates are published by
steamship companies on the carload and lessthancarloadbasis De
fendants stress that in water transportation a shipper of a carload

quantity of cotton piece goods does not load nor does the consignee
discharge the cargo as in railroad transportation where loading by
the shipper and unloading by the consignee justify in part a differ
ence between carload and lessthancarload rates According to de

fendants their stevedoring cost is on a perton basis and it makes no

difference whether a shipment consists of 10 tons or 1 ton so far as

the carriersstevedoring cost per ton is concerned
Most of the cotton piece goods moving over defendants lines is in

small quantities For example during the first 9 months of 1935 the
Atlantic defendants except two lines carried 50274 shipments aggre
gating 28377877 pounds and averaging 564 pounds each and 807
carload shipments weighing19902129 pounds averaging24661 pounds
each Inthesame period in 1936 there were67203 shipments aggregat
ing44227396pounds and averaging 658 pounds as compared with 227

shipments totalling 8952622 pounds of more than 24000 pounds
each The fact of this movement of cotton piece goods in small quan
tities is highly important in relation to complainants exhaustive com

parisons with commodities to which carload and lessthancarloadrates

apply Itis well established that on certain classes of traffic where the

prevailing shipping quantity is small anyquantity rates rest upon
sound public policy in that they counteract atendency tow and monopoly
by enabling thesmall shipper to compete on equal terms with powerfd
competitors Under such circumstances the Shipping Act does not

require maintenance by carriers of rates predicated upon a quantity
condition which most shippers are not prepared to meet and the fact
that carload quantities are offered for shipment does not furnish

ground for attributing unlawfulness to theanyquantity rate applied
thereto

In addition to the undue prejudice which complainants allege re

sults from defendants applying the same rate on large as on small

consignments of cotton piece goods complainants contend that such
rate is unduly prejudicial when compared with defendants carload
rate of 65 cents minimum weight 24000 pounds on paper towels and

toweling Their evidence on this point is addressed to showing that
the use of cotton toweling in office buildings railroad stations and
other public places is being steadily displaced by paper toweling
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The record is persuasive that the rate on paper toweling is influenced

by rail competition furthermore that factors other than thecost of

transportation such as the relative cheapness of paper toweling and

restrictions on the use of the common towel may reasonably account

for the substitution of cotton toweling by paper toweling
Upon this record we find that theanyquantity rate assailed has not

been shown to be unduly prejudicial in violation of section 16 of the

Shipping Act 1916 as amended or unreasonable in violation of sec

tion 18 of that act The complaint will be dismissed

1US M C
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ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 5th day of

August A D 1938

No 338

AMEs HARRIs NEvnjz COMPANY ET AL

V

AMERICANHAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY ET AL

This case being at issue upon complaint and answer on file with

the Department of Commerce of the United States and having been

duly heard and submitted by the parties and full investigation of the

matters and things involved having been had and this Commission
pursuant to the authority vested in it by the Merchant Marine Act
1936 having taken over the powers and functions theretofore exer

cised by the Department of Commerce as the successor to the powers
and functions of the United States Shipping Board and the Com

mission on the date hereof having made and entered of record a

report stating its conclusions and decision thereon which report is

hereby referred to and made a part hereof
It is ordered That the complaint in this proceeding be and it is

hereby dismissed
By the Commission

SEAL Sgd RUTH GREENE
Asst Secretary
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UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

No 476

WESTBOUND INTERCOASTAL RATESATLANTIC PORTS TO VANCOUVER
WASHINGTON

Submitted August 27 1948 Decided August 29 1938

Proposed cancellation of irtercoastal through routes and joint rates to Van

couver Wash justified Suspension orders vacated and proceeding dis

continued

N G deQuevedo for Intercoastal Steamship Freight Association

carriers except Isthmian Steamship Company respondents
Wm C McCuIloch T A HaXowzber F G Pender for Port of

Vancouver Wash protestant
Philip H Carroll for Pacific Coast Association of Port Authori

ties Ernest Gribble for Pacific Coast Association of Port Authori

ties and Northwest Rivers Harbors Congress R D Lytle for

North Pacific Millers Association and Ralph L Shepherd for Port

land Traffic Association interveners

REPf RT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE CiOMMISSION

Exceptions to the examinersproposed report were filed by prot
estant Port of Vancouver Wash The findings recommended by
the examiner are adopted hereirlProtestantsrequest for oral argu
ment before the Commission is denied

By schedules filed to become effective April 30 1933 and later
respondents 1 proposed to cancel their through routes and joint rates

American Hawaiian S S Co Arrow Jine Sudden Christenson Babbidge Bolt

Inc Bay Cities Transportation Co Border Line Transportation Co California Eastern

Line Inc California Transportation Co Calmar S S Corp ChristensonHammond
Line Coastwise Line ConsolidatedOlympic Line Crowley Launch Tugboat Co Dollar

S S Lines Inc Ltd Erikson Navigation Co Freighters Inc Panama Mail S S Co
Isthmian S S Co A B Johnson Lumber Co Luckenbach Gulf S S Co Inc Lticken

bach S S Co Inc McCormick S S Co Marine Service Corp Northland Transportation

Co Pacific Coast Direct Line Inc PanamaPacific Line Puget Sound Navigation Co

Puget Sound Freight Lines PacificAtlantic S S Co Richmond Navigation Improve
ment Co Roamer Tug Lighterage Co Sacramento San Joaquin River Lines Inc
Shafer Bros S S Lines Shaver Forwarding Co Skagit River Navigation Trading Co

States S S Co Sudden Christenson
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for transportation of freight from Atlantic coast ports to Van

couver Wash Upon protest by the Port of Vancouver the opera
tion of the schedules Was Suspended until August 30 1938

Under existing schedules on file service to Vancouver is provided
for by respondent canal carriers direct or by respondent canal lines

and respondent oncarriers by transshipment at Portland Oreg or

other Pacific coast ports at rates which are the same in amount as

those applicable to Portland and other Pacific coast terminal ports
If the cancelations become effective Vancouver cargo from Atlantic
coast will be discharged by resporiclent canal lines at Portland
and there held for further transportation to Vancouver at the ex

pense of consignee consignor or owner of the cargo as the case

in ay be

From January 1 1936 through May 1938 11 respondent canal

lines carried a total of 1212 tons of cargo from Atlantic coast

destined Vancouver Of this tonnage respondent AmericanHa

waiian carried 739 tons of which approximately 206 tons trans

ported on three different voyages were consigned to a paper bag
company which has since removed from Vancouver In tbo fiscal

year ended June 30 1937 a total of 13 tons of miscellaneous cirga
was discharged by direct call of respondent canal lines at Vancouver

During the 6 months ended December 31 1937 3774tons of At

lantic coast cargo were transshipped on the Pacific coast to that

port or an average for the 10 transporting canal lines of 377tons

The largest amount of this cargo on any one voyage was 912toi1S

transshipped at Portland on August 4 1937 which was consigned to

the paper bag company above referred to and the smallest amount

was 27 pounds The volume of westbound cargo to Vancouveri

from Atlantic coast does not warrant the shifting of canal vessels

from Portland to that port and practically all of such cargo is

accordingly traiissbipped Indication is that in the past some west

bound Vancouver cargo was transshipped by canal respondents at

Pacific coast poets other than Portland As of the present time
however there is no evidence of any moveinent of transshipped Van

couver cargo except through Portland
On direct calls on eastbotuld voyages durhig 1934 1935 and 1936

the tonnages of cargo lifted by canal lines at Vancouver for At

lantic coast were 6002 2853591 and 19463 respectively For the

fiscal year ended Jule 30 1937 27997 tons were loaded by canal

respondents at that port for Atlantic coast destinations Some of

these direct calls were at lumber wllarves a mile or more distant

from the Vancouver general cargo terminals Upon arrival of canal

respondents vessels at Portland westbound cargo is discharged
whence their vessels proceed to Puget Sound ports wliere they are
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completely discharged and eastbound loading is begun They then

return to Columbia River where eastbound loading is continued

This order of procedure and variations thereof distinguishing be

tween westbound discharge and eastbound loading are testified by
all witnesses for respondent canal lines to be required by their

schedules and by operating conditions and to make it impracticable
for them to discharge westbound cargo at Vancouver at Ube time

eastbound cargo is there loaded

Transshipping arrangements between respondent canal lines and

the respondent barge carriers operating out of Portland at through
joint rates were first entered into in the latter part of 1934 at the

request of the barge carriers with the expectation of increased

tonnage to Vancouver During the last several years however the

amount of such tonnage has declined and operating costs have

steadily increased to the point where according to one canal re

spondent the transshipping cost has in many cases equaled the

revenue received for the carriage from the Atlantic coast The tes

timony of each of the witnesses of the canal respondents is to the

effect that developments have proved the transshipping arrange
ments to have been illadvised and unprofitable

Numerous instances are shown where Vancouver consignees have

elected to take delivery at Portland and transport their cargo by
truck at their own expense to their places of business Some have

given standing orders that their shipments be delivered to them by
the canal lines at Portland The expense to consignee of this truck

storedoor delivery is slightly more than the expense of trucking the

cargo from the Vancouver terminals and the delay to their ship
ments incident to transshipment is obviated This truck haul from

Portland to Vancouver is approximately 8 miles as compared with

the barge distance of from 14 to 16 miles No Vancouver consignees
appeared at the hearing

The two barge oncarriers operating out of Portland 2 pick up
and transport Vancouver cargo upon call of the canal respondents
A minimum of 20 tons of cargo is said to be necessary to make

profitable the operation of a barge trip from Portland to Van

couver Due to the small amount of westbound Vancouver cargo
the barge operators rarely transport such cargo by barge Prac

tically all of it is forwarded by them in hired trucks at the barge
lines expense The barge oncarriers stevedore and boatmen ex

penses have doubled during the past 4 years and wages paid by
them to navigators and engineroom personnel have increased from

30 to 40 percent in the last 3 years Both oncarriers are faced also

2 Shaver Forwarding Co and The Columbia Tugboat Co Roamer Tug Lighthouse Co
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with other increased operating costs since the transshipping arrange
ments with the canal lines were entered into and demonstrate that

in view of the Vancouver tonnage decline the westbound trans

shipment service is conducted by them at a loss

Protestant port of Vancouver shows that it is a deepwater port
with modern and ample marine terminal facilities On intercoastal

westbound cargo moving over its wharves it collects a minimum

wharfage charge of 50 cents per ton and other charges for transfer

and storage Protestant does not dispute that the westbound inter
coastal tonnage is insufficient to justify calls by the respondent canal

lines at its terminals nor any of the facts presented by respondents
respecting the small volume of westbound cargo as a whole re

spondents increased operating costs and their lack of profit Its

position is that as respondents voluntarily established the existing
through routes and joint rates to Vancouver they should not be

cause of unsatisfactory volume of cargo and lack of profit thereon
be permitted to discontinue the service Its objection to the sus

pended schedules is in no particular predicated upon the fact that

they propose discontinuance in one direction only Discontinuance

to Vancouver and continuance to other ports protestant urges
would subject it to undue prejudice and unreasonableness in viola

tion of sections 16 and 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended

Cargo or other conditions at the other ports alluded to are not

shown Protestantstestimony is that Vancouver although in

another State is really a suburb of Portland and that in connec

tion with westbound intercoastal traffic it is not in any substantial

competition with Portland nor is any competition by Vancouver

with any other port claimed No facts bearing upon unreasonable

ness in the event the suspended schedules become effective are pre
sented by protestant

Protestant requests us to order permanent cancelation of the sus

pended schedules without prejudice to filing by respondents of new

schedules effecting horizontal increases in present rates to Van

couver Portland Seattle San Francisco and other Pacific coast

ports together with appropriate pooling as between the canal re

spondents of existing traffic and services westbound to Vancouver

No facts are furnished by it however as a basis for increased rates

to the other ports referred to or as respects the various origins of

westbound Vancouver cargo at Atlantic ports separately served by
the respondent canal lines

Upon brief the canal respondents question our jurisdiction under

any circumstances to order cancelation of the suspended schedules

involved in this proceeding Their argument in this relation refers
to the absence of any provision in the Shipping Act 1916 as
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amended similar to paragraph 18 of section 1 of the Interstate Com

merce Act Notwithstanding such absence pertinent provisions of

the Shipping Fitt to which respondents are amenable are absolute

For example section 16 of that act forbids respondents without

qualification to subject any locality or description of traffic to any
undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect
whatsoever Whenever in a given case the facts show undue and un

reasonable prejudice and disadvantage it is our duty under the act
to order its removal

In the instant proceeding no facts are disclosed which tend to

prove that the proposed discontinuance of rates or services will re

sult in undue or unreasonable prejudice vaid disadvantage The

record amply supports respondents position that cancelation of the

through routes and joint rates to Vancouver concerned are justified
We find that respondents schedules have been justified An order

will be entered vacating the orders of suspension and discontinuing
this proceeding

a Making unlawful the abandonment of existing rail transportation service unless and
until authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission

1 U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 29tH day of

August A D 1938

No 476

VESTBOUND INTERCOASTAL RATEsATLANTIC PORTS TO VANCOUVER
WASHINGTON

It appearing That by its orders of February 25 1938 Marcli 8

1938 and April 26 1938 the Commission entered upon a heariri0

concerning the lawfulness of regulations and practices enumerated

and described in said orders and suspended the operation of said

scledules until August 30 1938
Itfitrther appearing That a full investigation of the matters and

things involved has been had alid that the Commission on the date

hereof has made and filed a report containing its findings of fact

and conclusions thereon which report is hereby referred to and

made a part hereof and has found that the schedules tinder sus

pension have been justified
It is ordered That the orders heretofore eiitered in this proceeding

suspending the operation of said schedules be and they axe hereby
vacated and set aside as of this date and that this proceeding be
and it is hereby discontinued

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd W C PEET Jr

secretary



UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

No 495

IN THE MATTER OF AGREEMENT NO 6510

Submitted August 22 1938 Decided November 3 1938

Agreement as submitted not tfue and complete as required by section 15 Ap

proval withheld unless and until supplemented in accordance with views

herein expressed

M G deQuevedo for applicants members of Intercoastal Steam

ship Freight Association and Luckenbach Gulf Steamship Co Inc
J P OKelley for applicants Swayne Hoyt Ltd Gulf Pacific

Line and Gulf Pacific Mail Line Ltd Barry C Ames for Missis

sippi Valley Barge Line Co and W G Oliphant for Inland Water

ways Corporation interveners

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMissioN
This proceeding was instituted by the Commission on its own

motion to determine whether Agreement No 6510 dated June 17
1938 between the members Of the Intercoastal Steamship Freight
Association on the one hand and members of the Gulf Intercoastal

Conference on the other should be approved under section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1916 With minor exceptions this agreement is
identical with Agreement No 5630 between the same parties ap

proved January 9 1937 which expired July 9 1938 A term of 1

year is provided with privilege of renewal such renewal to be

approved under section 15

Mississippi Valley Barge Line Co and Inland Waterways Corpora
tion intervened at the hearing

The agreement establishes procedure for keeping each group of

carriers informed of the changes which the other proposestomake

in its rates rules and regulations Objections may be filed by one

group to changes proposed by the other to be considered at joint
1 U S M C 775
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meetings of representatives of each group The representatives of

each group then report to their conference and the group proposing
the changes then takes such action as their judgment dictates with

like freedom in the opposing group to determine whether they will

make similar changes It is further provided that either group may

request a meeting to consider matters of dispute involving the gen
eral policies of the two groups The purpose of this arrangement is

to maintain wherever practicable simultaneous publication of the

same porttoport rate by each group on all intercoastal traffic includ

ing such terminal practices rules and regulations at ports served by
each group as will insure harmony of rates

Under paragraph 7 an imaginary line is drawn beginning at Michi

gan City Ind and ending at Cincinnati Ohio Territory east of the

line is deemed to be naturally tributary to ports served by the Atlan

tic port group and territory west of the line is deemed to be natur

ally tributary to Gulf ports Points on the line and as to steel

sheets only Middletown Ironton and Portsmouth Ohio and Ash

land Ky adjacent to the line are designated as common to both

groups It is agreed that traffic originating south and southeast of

Cincinnati shall flow through its natural port as determined by the

applicable inland railrate structure Applicants state this line de

picts generally the line which at the time the first agreement was

entered into represented a natural division of territory as between

Atlantic and Gulf port groups because of the then existing inland

rate structure that from experience during the existence of Agree
ment No 5630 the natural flow of traffic was not materially affected
and that under the subject agreement no reason exists to believe there

will be a different effect in the future than in the past
At a hearing held at New Orleans in May 1937 upon complaint

of Inland Waterways Corporation regarding Agreement No 5630 in

which the Mississippi Valley Barge Line Co intervened stipula
tions as to the interpretation to be placed upon the agieement were

entered into stating in part that

1 There should be a parity of rates wherever practicable as between Gulf

and Atlantic ports and that there should be no adjustment of defendants

porttoport rates which would disturb the flow of merchandise through the

cheapest gateway considering the rail rates the railbarge or barge rates from

and to Gulf ports so long as the latter rates are maintained on the customary

relation to corresponding allrail rates

2 Gulf lines may establish railbargeocean or bargeocean rates necessary

to meet transcontinental rail competition when there is a bona fide movement

to or from the territory naturally tributary to Gulf ports notwithstanding

such rates might incidentally draw tonnage from a territory declared to be

naturally tributary to Atlantic ports

The complaint was thereupon withdrawn and the proceeding dis

missed Inland Waterways Corporation v Intercoastal Steamship
1US M C
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Freight Association et al1 U S M C 653 Applicants state the sub
ject agreement is to be interpreted in the same manner as the prior
agreement

Interveners are fearful the agreement as drawn will adversely af

fect their stated right to traffic to and from points naturally tributary
to routes established by them and that through the equalization of
inland rates by the shrinkage of porttoportrates by Atlantic port
carriers it will operate to prevent their participation in traffic on

through routes at joint rates established in connection with Gulf
applicants They also object to the concluding sentence of para

graph 7 relating to traffic south and southeast of Cincinnati concern

ing which applicants agree the flow to the ports shall be governed
by the applicable railrate structure contending that consideration
should be given to barge and railbarge rates when maintained on

the recognized standard differential basis underallrail rates Their

objections in effect are that the agreement is not specific enough
and does not sufficiently restrict competition between the two groups
of carriers Applicants witnesses take the position they were not

authorized to change the language of the agreement in any respect
They state interveners should view the agreement in the light of

what has transpired in the past and that in the absence of any show

ing that it has operated unfairly to them no reason exists which will
warrant disapproval There is nothing to prevent shippers from

selecting the carrier they wish to patronize or the route by which

their shipments shall move irrespective of their location Interven

ers present their objections solely through counsel with no factual

evidence to show that the prior agreement has been or that the subject
agreement if approved will be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as

between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between

exporters of the United States and their foreign competitors or

that it will operate to the detriment of the commerce of theUnited
States or otherwise be in violation of the act

Paragraph 8 provides that

No rates rules or regulations shall be made by either party to this agreement
to draw traffic originating from or destined to territory herein deemed to be

tributary to the ports served by the other party

By the above stipulation numbered 2 there is freedom in Gulf
carriers to establish joint rates with inland carriers to meet transcon

tinental rail competition It is conceivable that such competition
may exist both to and from points east of the imaginary line and

south of Cincinnati The stipulation therefore operates as an ex

ception to paragraph 8 and is in conflict therewith The record also

indicates notwithstanding the first stipulation hereinbefore set forth
a reluctance on the part of applicants in respect to points south and
IUSMC
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southeast of Cincinnati to accord equal recognition to rail rail bargee
and barge rates if such rates reflect established differentials when

considering porttoport rate adjustments A somewhat similar sit

uation exists in respect to points in territory allotted to each group

The stipulation however is specifically stated to reflect the manner

in which the agreement will be interpreted The stipulation is thus

in conflict with the agreement
Under the circumstances here outlined there appears little if any

benefit to either group in the establishment of the imaginary line

An agreement for parity of rates with proper restrictions against
reductions designed to equalize inland rates to and from competitive
ports may have a stabilizing influence in that such agreements tend

to prevent unwise and disastrous ratecutting practices But all

such agreements should be complete especially as to matters of sub

stance and the language used should be so clear as to eliminate

all necessity for any interpretation as to the intent thereof

We find that the agreement dated June 17 1938 to which has

been assigned Agreement No 6510 does not reflect the true and

complete agreement of the parties as required by section 15 It

therefore will not be approved but the record will be held open for

60 days to permit the parties to file a new agreement which wi1L

record the complete agreement and intention of the parties
1USMC
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No 469

LEATHER SUPPLY CO INC AND MAX SCHECHTER DOING BUSINESS AS

SUPREME STOOL COMPANY
V

LUCKEN13ACH STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC

Submitted October 8 1988 Decided November 10 1938

Rate on artificial or imitation leather properly applied on pyroxylin coated
cotton cloth finished to simulate leather Complaint dismissed

ArtAur H Glanz and Clarence F Avey for complainants
M G de Quevedo for defendant

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions were filed by complainants to the examiners proposed
report The findings recommended by the examiner are adopted
herein

By complaint filed December 30 1937 it is alleged that between
December 9 1935 and September 21 1936 on shipments of coated
cotton fabrics from Philadelphia Pa to Los Angeles Harbor and
San Francisco Calif defendant assessed the rate of190 per 100
pounds applicable on artificial or imitation leather instead of the
rate of 90 cents per 100 pounds applicable on pyroxylin coated cotton

cloth in violation of section 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 and of
section 2 of the Intercodstal Shipping Act 1933 There is neither

allegation nor proof that the rate of190was unreasonable or preju
dicial Reparation is asked Rates will be stated in amounts per
100 pounds

During the period referred to in the complaint pyroxylin coated
cotton cloth was one of a number of commodities classified as Dry
Goods in Item 800 of defendantstariff the rate thereon being 90
cents Contemporaneously artificial or imitation leather not rubber
ized or rubber coated fabric was one of several commodities com

1 U S MC 779
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prising Item 846 of the tariff the rate thereon being190 Effective

December 20 1936 pyroxylin coated cotton cloth was eliminated from

Item 800 and transferred to Item 846 at the190 rate

The commodity which is the subject of thin proceeding is cotton

cloth coated with a chemical compound called pyroxylin Metal

plates are impressed onto the coating before it has hardened to pro

duce the effect of leather grain Known in the trade as leatherfab

ric it is obtainable in various colors weights and qualities and com

petes with leather Complainants attorney admitted that the fabric

looks like imitation leather and samples introduced in evidence by
him unmistakably have the appearance of leather The bills of lad

ing covering the shipments prepared by defendant from information

furnished by the shipper describe the commodity as artificial leather

Samples of pyroxylin coated cotton cloth used in the manufacture

of luggage were introduced in evidence by defendant to demonstrate

the general type of material embraced within the tariff classification

of that commodity These samples differ materially from and could

not be confused with artificial or imitation leather Complainants
attorney recognizes that showet curtains tablecloths window cur

tains and a number of other commodities in everyday use are gen

erally pyroxylin coated for waterproofing and various other pur

poses to increase their durability
Generically the material involved is pyroxylin coated cotton cloth

but the fact that it is further processed to give the effect of leather

removes it from the general classification and subjects it to the rate

applicable on artificial or imitation leather

On this record complainants have failed to show that the com

modity shipped was improperly classified The complaint will be

dismissed
1 U SM C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 10th day of

November A D 1938

No 469

LEATHER SUPPLY CO INC5AND MAX SCHECHTER DOING BUSINESS AS

SUPREME STOOL COMPANY
IV

LUCKENBACH STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC

This case being at issue upon complaint and answer on file and

having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full investi

gation of the matters and things involved having been had and the

Commission on the date hereof having made and entered of record

a report stating its findings of fact conclusions and decision thereon
which report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That the complaint in this proceeding be and it is

hereby dismissed

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd RUTH GREENEy

458342 0 42 63
Assistant Secretary
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No 436

DANT RUSSELL INC

V

AMERICANHAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY ET AL1

Submitted April 25 1938 Decided November 10 1938

Defendants rates on pressed wood insulating board from Portland Oreg to

Atlantic and Gulf ports of the United States found not unreasonable or

unduly prejudicial Complaint dismissed

William P Ellis for complainant
M G de Quevedo and W M Carney for defendants other than

Isthmian Steamship Company Swayne Hoyt Ltd and Gulf
Pacific Mail Line Ltd

Joseph J Geary for defendants Swayne Hoyt Ltd and Gulf
Pacific Mail Line Ltd

Thomas L Philips for The Celotex Corporation intervener

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions were filed by defendants other than Isthmian Steam

ship Company and by intervener to the report proposed by the ex

aminer complainant replied and the case was orally argued Our

conclusions differ from those recommended by the examiner

By complaint filed April 19 1937 complainant a corporation sell

ing wallboard under the trade name FirTex alleges that de

AmericanHawaiian Steamship Company Arrow Line Sudden Christenson Cal
mar Line Calmar Steamship Corporation Dollar Steamship Lines Inc Ltd Grace
Line Panama Mail Steamship Company Isthmian Steamship Company Luckenbach

Steamship Company Inc McCormick Steamship Company Panama Pacific Line Ameri
can Line Steamship Corporation and The Atlantic Transport Company of West Virginia

Quaker Line PacificAtlantic Steamship Co States Steamship Company CaliforniaEast
ern Line and Weyerhaeuser Steamship Company in the PacificAtlantic trade and Gulf

Pacific Mail Line Ltd Luckenbach Gulf Steamship Company Inc and Swayne Hoyt

Ltd Managing Owners Gulf Pacific Line in thePacificGulf trade
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fendants ownersrisk carload rates on pressed wood insulating board
hereinafter called wallboard from Portland Oreg to Atlantic and

Gulf ports of the United States of 60 cents and 62 cents per 100

pounds respectively minimum 24000 pounds were and are unduly
prejudicial and unreasonable in violation of sections 16 and 18
respectively of the Shipping Act 1916 A rate of 40 cents for the

future and reparation are sought The Celotex Corporation inter
vened after the hearing

Complainantswallboard is manufactured from wood pulp the

wood being sawmill refuse and second growth forest wood It is
marketed throughout the United States at 33 per thousand square
feet of12inch board in competition with eastern wallboards par

ticularly wallboard from New Orleans selling at the same prices
The eastern States are the heaviest consumers of wallboard From
1934 to 1936 inclusive shipments of wallboard from New Orleans to

Atlantic ports ranged from 13374 tons to 23701 tons per year while
during the same period complainantsshipments to the same ports
were from 69 tons to 854 tons per year

Complainants evidence of unreasonableness is based on compari
sons of the westbound intercoastal rates on wallboard and the east

bound intercoastal rate on wood pulp board from Portland to At
lantic ports At the time of hearing defendants westbound owners
risk carload rate on wallboard was 45 cents minimum 40000 pounds
and their carriers risk rate was 50 cents minimum 40000 pounds
Complainant urges that there are no material differences in trans

portation of wallboard westbound compared with eastbound traffic
and therefore that the eastbound rate should be no higher than
that westbound stressing the point that the volume moving eastbound
is greater than that westbound There are no figures of record
showing the westbound tonnage but it was shown that wallboard
moves from New Orleans to the Pacific coast Complainant also
showed that defendants tariffs provide for application of westbound
rates on commodities moving eastbound where no eastbound rates
are provided It assails the publishing of rates on wallboard under
the trade name FirTex in the absence of which the westbound
rate on wallboard would apply to the eastbound movement It of
fered examples of various commodities regularly moving eastbound
and westbound at the same rates Transcontinental rail rates on

wallboard moving east or west are the same except that to certain
territories the eastbound rail rates are lower

Defendants assert that the westbound rate was established for the
movement of wallboard manufactured at Lockport N Y which is
not competitive with complainantsproduct and also claim that the

1USMQ
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westbound rate is depressed It was testified by their witness that

this rate is contained in the PacificAtlantic lines roofing item and

that the rates in that item were originally made and still are on a

competitive basis with the allrail rate on roofing from Cincinnati
Ohio which is 90 cents They asserted that wallboard at one time
was included in the allrailroofing item and is there now for mixed
carload purposes the straightcarload rate being 91 cents They
stated further that the low rate from New Orleans was established
to meet an allwater rate from Cincinnati

Comparison is made by defendants of the revenue yielded by the
assailed rates with the revenue from the principal commodities mov

ing from Portland to Atlantic and Gulf ports These commodities
are canned goods hides and skins wheat flour dried fruits wool
lumber and paper The rates on these commodities the minimum

weights not appearing of record range from 325 cents free of
inandoutexpense for wheat to 110 for wool Stowage factors

range from 41 cubic feet per net ton for wheat to 166 cubic feet

per net ton for wool and the revenue per cubic foot therefrom ranges
from 116cents per cubic foot on lumber to 266cents per cubic foot
on dried fruits Wallboard stows from 119 to 122 cubic feet per ton

and yields about 10 cents per cubic foot The volume of movement

of the commodities named by defendants for the fiscal year ended

June 30 1936 as shown in the record ranged from 514 gross tons of
canned fish to 210898 gross tons of lumber and logs

Recognizing the relatively low revenue yielded by the rates partic
ularly as compared with a revenue of 116cents per cubic foot on

lumber and after giving due consideration to the comparability of
the westbound 45cent rate on wallboard particularly the lack of
an appreciable volume of movement thereunder and the influence of

rail competition affecting its establishment and upon the record as

a whole we are unable to find that the assailed rates are unreasonable

The allegation ofundue prejudice is not supported by any evidence

that the lower westbound rates have injured complainantsbusiness
We find that the rates assailed have not been shown to be un

reasonable or unduly prejudicial An appropriate order will be
entered dismissing the complaint
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ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS
SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 10th day of

November A D 1938

No 436

RANT RussELL INC

V

AMERICANHAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY EVAL

This case being at issue upon complaint and answers on file and

having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full

investigation of the matters and things involved having been had
and the Commission on the date hereof having made and entered of

record a report stating its conclusions and decision thereon which

report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof
It is ordered That the complaint in this proceeding be and it is

hereby dismissed

By the Commission

SEAL Sgd RutH GREENS
Assistant Secretary
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No 447

TRISTATE WHEAT TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL AND FARM RATE COUNCIL

v

ALANEEDA TRANSPORTATION CO INC ET AL1

Submitted April 25 1938 Decided Yovember 10 1988

Rate applicable to intercoastaltransportation of bulk wheat found unreasonable

but not unduly prejudicial or preferential Reasonable maximum rate pre

scribed Rules and regulations in connection with such transportation not

shown to be unlawful

Arthur M Geary for complainants
Ralph LShepherd and William C McCulloch for interveners

M G de Quevedo and Joseph J Geary for defendants

REPORT OF THE COrzMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions to the examinersproposed report were filed by inter

veners and defendants and complainants replied One intervener

Alameda Transportation Co Inc AmericanHawaiian Steamship Company America

Transportation Co Arrow Line Sudden Christenson Babbidge Holt Inc Bay

Cities Transportation Company Border Line Transportation Company California Steam

ship Company The California Transportation Company Chamberlin Steamship Co Ltd

ChristensonHammond Line Hammond Shipping Company Ltd Managing Agents
Crowley Launch Tugboat Co Dollar Steamship Lines Inc Ltd Erikson Navigation

Company Freighters Inc Grace Line Panama Mail Steamship Company Haviside

Company elimnated from tariff Isthmian Steamship Company A B Johnson Lumber

Co Jones Towboat Company Luckenbach Gulf Steamship Company Inc Luckenbach

Steamship Company Inc McCormick Steamship Company Marine Service Corporation

Northland Transportation Company Pacific Steamship Lines Ltd The Admiral Line

Panama Pacific Line American Line S S Corp The Atlantic Transport Co of West

Virginia Puget Sound Freight Lines Puget Sound Navigation Company Quaker Line

PacificAtlantic Steamship Co Richmond Navigation Imp Co Roamer Tug

Lighterage Company Sacramento San Joaquin River Lines Inc Schafer Brothers

Steamship Lines Shaver Forwarding Company San DiegoSanFrancisco Steamship Co

Skagit River Navigation Trading Company States Steamship Company California
Eastern Line Sudden Christenson Weyerhaeuser S S Co Inc Shepard Steamship

Company Calmar Steamship Corporation Bulk Carriers Corporation service discon

tinued Gulf Pacific Mail Line Ltd Los Angeles Steamship Company Swayne Hoyt

Ltd Managing Owners Gulf Pacific Line The River Lines Operated by the California

Transportation Company and the Sacramento San Joaquin River Lines Inc
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and defendants orally argued the case Our conclusions differ in

some respects from those recommended by the examiner

Complainants associations of wheat growers and shippers in Wash

ington Oregon Idaho and Montana allege by complaint filed July
12 1937 as amended that defendants rates charges rules and regu
lations on brain moving from Pacific ports to Atlantic and Gulf ports
are unreasonable in violation of section 18 unduly prejudicial to grain
growers and shippers and unduly preferential to flour and flour

shippers in violation of sections 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act 1916
as amended Lawful rates charges rules and regulations are sought
Section 17 concerns foreign commerce and is without application in

this proceeding
North Pacific Millers Association and Portland Traffic Association

intervened in the interest of having the same rates prevail on wheat

as on flour
Wheat moves intercoastally in a large steady volume in individual

shipments of as much as 2500 tons The total movement in the
fiscal year 1936 amounted to approximately 100000 tons from the
Pacific Northwest to Atlantic and Gulf ports 10 to 15 percent of
which was sacked wheat sold as feed Wheat is shipped both in
bulk and in bags

The time required for loading bulk wheat at Portland Oreg
ranges from 200 to 600 tons per hour per hatch in contrast with 22
tons an hour for general cargo including flour The rate of discharge
of bulk wheat at Atlantic ports ranges from 300 tons per day per
hatch to 15000 bushels an hour

Generally the assailed rates are 650 per net ton on bulk wheat
rWnimum 500 tons and 41 cents per 100 pounds on bagged wheat
minimum 50000 pounds effective in June 1937 Afterthe complaint
was filed Shepard increased its rates which were then 5 on bulk

wheat and 30 cents on bagged wheat to 650 and 40 cents respec

tively effective July 17 1937 Loading trimming and discharging
expenses are for account of cargo and the owner stands the risk of

damage shrinkage deterioration sweat or decay The shipper fur

nishes cloth if separation of bulk wheat is desired The rate on bulk

wheat is free in and out the shipper paying the cost of loading
and unloading

Complainants contend that because they are obliged to bear the

expense of loading and unloading bulk wheat the rate should be

reduced sufficiently to reflect such expense They urge that since

the carrier bears such expense estimated to be 180 per ton in con

nection with flour on which the rate is 660per ton the rate on bulk
wheat should be 660less180 or 480 The reasonableness of the
flour rate is demonstrated according to complainant by the fact
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that it is not competitively depressed and is properly adjusted to
the industry having been applied on about 296000 tons of flour

shipped in the fiscal year 1936 Complaint points out that the in
creases on bulk wheat in June and July 1937 amounted to 18 percent
whereas those on flour amounted to only 10 percent

Defendants urge that no reduction is justified by the fact that

handling expenses are borne by the shipper inasmuch as they are

more than offset by the extracosts of the special service accorded bulk
wheat The transportation is from private mills to private elevators
characterized by defendants as a service from and to shippers and
receiversown back yards Extraordinary expenses incurred in
the carriage of bulk wheat include cost of lining the hold of the

vessel shifting vessels between their regular berths and private ele

vators which necessitates extra pilotage charges overtime in handling
general cargo to permit shifting the shifting of other cargo to load
wheat with due regard to the stability and safety of the vessel loss
of time at ports cleaning the hold and fumigation of vessels because
of weevils Losses are occasionally incurred by shippers lastminute
cancellation of options for space The following tabulation illus
trates the range of these items of expense in so far as they appear
of record and their application to a minimum quantity of 500 tons
of bulk wheat

Lining hold 2140 centston105 150
Pilotage 1060 10 60

Travel time grain gang 2 2
Running lines 10 10

Cleaning hold 16 cents ton80 80

Fumigating 16 cents ton 80

Shifting and pilotage at destination 10250 10 250

217 632

These costs on a per ton basis range from 43 cents to 126 De

fendants upon exceptions refer to numerous other items of expense
not shown of record a few of which may be allocable to carriers
cost of transporting wheat but most of which are also incurred in
the carriage of general cargo They submit that in view of the

diversified operations of defendants it is difficult if not impossible to

allocate with any degree of certainty the exact cost of performing the

service accorded bulk wheat
The following table is a comparison of the assailed rates with rates

on principal commodities moving in volume in the eastbound inter

coastal trade prepared from evidence submitted by the defendants
from which they argue that the earnings on bulk wheat are too low

when compared with the revenues yielded by the other commodities
1 U S M C
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Commodity Value Rate Stevedoring
loading

Stowage
factor

Gross
revenue

Per ton Per ton
of2000 of2000 Cubic feet Per cubic

pounds poundI per ton foot
Wheatbulk 3600 650 42 0155
Wheatsacked 820 50 164

Lumber 2350 932 100 80 1165

Woodpulp 345700 650 125 50 1300
Flour 5784 4660 100 50 132

Wrappingpaper 18250 1130 200 70 161
Wool 55600 32360 200 145 163

Printingpaper 9660 1130 130 65 174
Cannedgoods 15352 1140 125 55 207

Driedbeans 1140 140 55 207

Driedfruit 1360 140 50 272

Greenhides 20462 1100 125 40 275

I The value of wheat is theaverage ofexhibited prices received by farmers at local markets in Washington
Oregon Idaho and Montana for the first 7 months of 1937 Values of other commodities are from oem
plainants exhibit of freight revenue and valueof commodities transported on classil steamrailways Iiithe
United States calendar year 1933

2 Stevedoring rates for discharging not shown of record
3 Shippers expense
4 Increased to700pernet ton effective Aug 31 1938
6 Testified to be undulydepressed by rail competition

In connection with defendants contention that they offer a spe
cial service in the carriage of bulk wheat it should be noted that

the private mills and elevators served are named in their tariffs and

thus are their regular berths for loading and discharging wheat

The shifting of defendants vessels to pick up or unload general
cargo is not an uncommon practice See Alternate Agent Wells

Eastbound Tariff SBINo 7 page 158 ff Particularly this is true
as to lumber which is loaded at many berths in small quantities and

discharged in like manner Eastbound Transportation of Lumber
etc 1 U S M C 646

Wheat is substantially less valuable than flour While it is impos
sible to determine from the record the cost of the respective services

accorded the two commodities it appears reasonably certain that it

costs less to transport bulk wheat than it does flour Considering all

the facts of record including the comparisons of other rates on

principal commodities with somewhat similar transportation char

acteristics moving in the eastbound trade as illustrated in the above

table we conclude that a rate of 6 per net ton would be a maximum

reasonable rate on bulk wheat in minimum quantities of 500 tons

In view of the recent increase in the rate on flour and the fact
that the reasonableness of the 660 rate on flour is not in issue it

should be understood that we are not here prescribing a differential
of 60 per net ton between bulk wheat and flour

The basis of complainants allegation that the existing relation

ship between the rates on flour and bulk wheat is prejudicial to the

latter commodity is not clear The extent of competition if any
between the commodities is not demonstrated and there is no proof
that the rate situation has in any manner operated to complainants
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disadvantage in marketing wheat Intervening flour interests con

tend that rates on wheat and flour should be on an exact parity
because a lower rate on wheat would enable southeastern mills to

secure northwestern wheat and market the flour at a price advantage
over flour from the northwest But as stated in Gulf Westbound

Intercoastal Sonya Bean Oil Meal Bates 1 U S S B B 554 5605 we

have no authority to adjust rates primarily to protect an industry
from domestic competition

There is relatively little evidence bearing upon the lawfulness of

the rate on sacked wheat Sacked wheat is not competitive With

bulk wheat and the volume of its movement is slight compared with

that of flour and bulk wheat We are not prepared on this record

to condemn as unlawful the rate on sacked wheat

Complainants on brief advocate no change in the present rules

and regulations applicable on wheat except for a suggested minor
correction of Item 514 of Agent Williams Eastbound Tariff SBI
No 3 which permits the vessel to unload on overtime at ships
discretion and shippers expense There is testimony that this creates

uncertainties as to shippers costs and discrimination against bulk

wheat since other commodities on the ship probably may and could

be discharged on straight time But there is no evidence that the

rule operates to unduly prefer or prejudice any person locality or

description of traffic
We find that the assailed rules and regulations applicable to trans

portation of wheat and the assailed rate on sacked wheat have not

been shown to be unlawful that the rate assailed on bulk wheat is

not unduly and unreasonably prejudicial and preferential in viola

tion of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended but is and

will be unjust and unreasonable in violation of section 18 to the
extent it exceeds or may exceed 6 per net ton minimum 500 net tons

An appropriate order will be entered
1 U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington DC on the 10th day of

November A D 1938

No 447

TRISTATE WHEAT TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL AND FARM RATE COUNCIL

v

ALAMEDA TRANSPORTATION CO INC AMERICANHAWAIIAN STEAM
SHIP COMPANY AMERICA TRANSPORTATION Co ARROW LINE
SUDDEN CHRISTENSON BABBIDGE HOLT INC BAY CITIEs TRANS

PORTATION COMPANY BORDER LINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
CALIFORNIA STEAMSHIP COMPANY THE CALIFORNIA TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY CHAMBERLIN STEAMSHIP CO LTD CHRISTENSONHAM
MOND LINE HAMMOND SHIPPING COMPANY LTD MANAGING

AGENTS CROWLEY LAUNCH TUGBOAT CO DOLLAR STEAMSHIP
LINES INC LTD ERIIisoN NAVIGATION COMPANY FREIGHTERS
INC GRACE LINE PANAMA MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY ISTHMIAN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY A B JOHNSON LUMBER Co JONES TOW

BOAT COMPANY LUCKENBACH GULF STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC
LIICKENBACH STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC MCCORMICK STEAMSHIP
COMPANY MARINE SERVICE CORPORATION NORTHLAND TRANSPORTA

TION COMPANY PACIFIC STEAMSHIP LINES LTD THE ADMIRAL

LINE PANAMA PACIFIC LINE AMERICAN LINE S S CORP THE

ATLANTIC TRANSPORT CO OF WEST VIRGINIA PUGET SOUND FREIGHT

LINES PUGET SOUND NAVIGATION COMPANY QUAKER LINE
PACIFICATLANTIC STEAMSHIP Co RICHMOND NAVIGATION IMP

Co ROAMER TUG LIGHTERAGE COMPANY SACRAMENTO SAN
JOAQUIN RIVER LINES INC SCHAFER BROTHERS STEAMSHIP LINES

SHAVER FORWARDING COMPANY SAN DIEGOSAN FRANCISCO STEAM
SHIP CO SKAGIT RIVER NAVIGATION TRADING COMPANY STATES
STEAMSHIP COMPANY CALIFORNIAEASTERN LINE SUDDEN
CHRISTENSON WEYERHAEUSER S S CO INC SHEPARD STEAMSHIP
COMPANY CALMAR STEAMSHIP CORPORATIONS GULF PACIFIC MAIL

LINE LTD LOS ANGELES STEAMSHIP COMPANY SWAYNE HOYT
LTD MANAGING OWNERS GULF PACIFIC LINE THE RIVER LINES

OPERATED BY THE CALIFORNIA TRANSPORTATION COMPANY AND THE

SACRAMENTO SAN JOAQUIN RIVER LINES INC

This case being at issue upon complaint and answers on file and

having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full



investigation of the matters and things involved having been had
and the Commission on the date hereof having made and entered

of record a report stating its conclusions and decision thereon which

report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof
It is ordered That the defendants herein be and they are hereby

notified and required to cease and desist on or before December 31
1938 and thereafter to abstain from publishing demanding or col

lecting for the transportation of wheat in bulk minimum 500 net

tons from ports on the Pacific Coast of the United States to ports
on the Gulf and Atlantic coasts of the United States a rate in excess

of600 per net ton

By the Commission

SML Sgd RuTw GREENE
Assistant Secretary
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No 448

THE CELOTER CORPORATION

IV

MOOREMACH GULF LINES INC AND PANATLANTIO STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION

Submitted July 20 1938 Decided November 17 1988

Rates on wallboard from New Orleans La to Atlantic ports found unreasonable

butnot otherwise unlawful Rates for the future prescribed
Rates on scrap paper from Atlantic ports to New Orleans found not unreasonable

or otherwise unlawful

ThommLPhilip8 and Williams V Webb for complainant
S D Piper and J H Rauhmman for interveners on behalf of com

plainant
Robert E Quirk for defendants
Arthur EDHerete and Harry McCall for interveners on behalf of

defendants

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION
Exceptions were filed by complainant and defendants to the report

proposed by the examiner Defendants replied and the case wasorally
argued Our conclusions differ somewhat from those of the examiner

Complainant manufactures wallboard at Merrero La within the

switching district of New Orleans La It alleges that defendants

porttoportrate between New Orleans and Atlantic ports of 87 cents

per 100 pounds minimum 86000 pounds on wallboard northbound
and 27 cents per 100 pounds minimum 24000 pounds on scrap paper

southbound effective July 10 1987 are unreasonable and unduly
prejudicial in violation of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended that

such rates were published pursuant to an agreement not filed with the

1 U S M a 789
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Commission in violation of section 15 of the act and that defendant

PanAtlanticssplitdelivery charge of 25cents per 100 pounds effec
tive September 1 1937 unreasonably increases the base rates under

attack Certainteed Products Corporation and New Orleans Joint
Traffic Bureau intervened in support of complainant Seatrain Lines
Inc and Southern Pacific Company Southern Pacific Steamship
LineMorganLine intervened in support of defendants No evidence

was offered in support of the alleged violation of section 15 Rates

will be stated per carload inamounts per 100 pounds
Complainantswallboard is manufactured frorn processed bagasse

or spent sugar cane and scrap paper The delivered price ofwallboard

at destination is 33 per 1000 square feet It stows from 98 to 112

cubic feet per ton loss and damage claims are negligible and the

movement is regular having increased from 7195 tons in 1932 to

16843 in the first eight months of 1937

In Commodity Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports IU S M C

642 we approved certain rate increases on commodities transported
between United States ports on the Gulf ofMexico and United States

ports on the Atlantic Coast northof and including Norfolk Virginia
The approved increases became effective July 10 1937 The increases

on wallboard northbound and on scrap paper southbound were 31 and

8 percent respectively The average increase on all affected commodi

ties was approximately 225percent Since the increases in that case

involved both porttoport rates and joint railandwater rates filed

with the Interstate Commerce Commission both Commissions heard

the cases jointly on the same record Approval by the Maritime Com
mission was based on carriers evidence of rising costs of operation
and the need for additional revenue and was without prejudice to the

rights of shippers to adduce further evidence of unreasonableness

This case was brought pursuant to that ruling
As evidence of the unreasonableness of the 37cent rate on wallboard

complainant showed that the ratio of the freight rate to the value of

the commodity has increased from 48percent in 1927 to842percent at

the present time an increase of more than 60 percent It also urges a

comparison with defendants 23cent rate on pulpboard However as

stated in FirTex Insulating Board Co v Luckenbach S S Co 1

U S S B 258 insulating board which is competitive with complain
ants product and pulpboard are not comparable

The record shows that while defendants charged complainants 37

cents for shipments from New Orleans to Atlantic ports their rate was

only 32 cents minimum 50000 pounds on traffic originating at Laurel
Miss 146 miles northofNew Orleans for shipments from New Orleans
to the same destinations Similarly defendants charged a rate of 27

1 U S M c
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cents minimum 505000 pounds on shipments originating at Laurel

and destined to inland points beyond Atlantic ports while the corre

sponding rate from New Orleans to the same destinations was 30

cents minimum 36000 pounds The rail rate from Laurel to New

Orleans is 13 cents

Aftef the hearing in this case the rates on wallboard and scrap paper

were further increased effective April 4 1938 The scrap paper rate

was increased to 30 cents minimum 24000 pounds The rate on wall

board for direct porttoport movement was increased to 41 cents
minimum 36000 pounds and the rate to inland points beyond Atlantic

ports was increased to 33 cents Likewise the porttoport rate on

wallboard originating at Laurel was increased to 35 cents and the rate

to inland points beyond Atlantic ports to 30 cents

Defendants seek to draw favorable comparisons between the wall

board rate and their northbound rates on other commodities such as

a rate of 23 cents on pulpboard which has a stowage factor of 98 33

cents on cotton stowage factor 132 40 cents on green salted hides
stowage factor 48 and 41 cents on canned goods stowage factor 54

Defendants absorb 3 cents of the charge for trucking wallboard from

plant to dock and a 34 of a cent tollage charge They point out also

that wallboard requires twice as much time to unload as general
cargo

Scrap paper sold for prices ranging from650to 1450a ton during
the period from January to September 1937 It is shipped in bales

weighing about1000 pounds each and moves to complainantsplant in

defendants vessels in substantial volume ranging from 6398 tons in

1932 to 29708 tons in the first 8 months of 1937

Complainantsevidence intended to establish the unreasonableness

of the 27cent rate on scrap paper is limited substantially to a com

parison with the northbound rate of 23 cents on pulpboard wrapping
paper and paper bags The stowage factors of the commodities thus

compared are 98 75 and 103 respectively while for scrap paper it is

112 In answer defendants compare the scrap paper rate with a

number of other southbound rates ranging from 3212 cents on iron

and steel to 41 cents on canned goods and roofing material

The remainder of defendants evidence as to the reasonableness of

the scrap paper rate except as to the need for more revenue relates

to absorptions the service rendered the cargo and its desirability
Defendants absorb a tollage charge at New Orleans of 34 of a cent a

drayage charge of412 cents and stacking and other charges amount

ing to 1 cents at New York There are also other expenses such as

approximately 7 cents a ton for recoopering cleaning ship after re

moval of paper which averages 5 to 7 cents a ton on the total amount
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carried and the cost of weighing the bales Defendants assist in un

loading trucks at the wharf provide board dunnage and to avoid

breakage and facilitate unloading leave rope slings around the last
bales loaded Broken bales average from 1 to 15 percent of total

shipments
As in Commothty Bates Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports supra

defendants rely principally on their need for additional revenue to

justify the rates under consideration From the time PanAtlantic
started operation in September 1933 to December 31 19341 it incurred
a net loss of9222882 In 1935 it earned a profit of 1112501 in

1936 a profit of6601604 and in the first 6 months of 1937 showed a

net loss of367787 It is urged that since 1933 crewswages have
increased approximately 20 percent subsistence 16 percent wages for
wharf clerks about 48 percent fuel oil 10 percent repairs 10 percent
and charter hire 67 percent Material costs have increased 35 percent
since 1934 rope alone having increased 55 percent since 1933 The
new social security tax is pointed out as another item which increases

costs PanAtlanticsvessels were built in 191820and soon will be
in need of major repairs Mooremack showed a profit of 1458401 in

1933 a net loss of1857699 in 1934 a net loss of 2949414 in 1935
a profit of235005 in 1936 and a net loss of5053019for the first 6
months of 1937 Its vessels were built in 1919 and 1920

While the increases authorized in Co7nmodity Bates Between Atlan
tic and Gulf Port8 supra weregranted in recognition of the carriers
revenue needs such increased costs of operation must be fairly dis
tributed over all cargo transported The record shows that the dis

proportionate increase in wallboard rates is not justified A rate of
35 cents which defendants now charge for the same transportation of
wallboard originating at Laurel would more nearly harmonize with
the increases of rates made on other commodities The rate on scrap
paper on the other hand is not shown to be unreasonable

Complainant seeks to establish that the rates under consideration
are unduly prejudicial by comparing the rate on wallboard with the

23cent rate on pulpboard and by pointing out that scrap paper bears
the same rate as baled rags valued at 28 per ton There is no proof
that competition exists between the compared commodities or that
the allegedly preferential rates have had any injurious effect upon

complainantsbusiness
The assailed splitdelivery charge applies only upon request of

shipper or consignee for splitdelivery service Complainant does not

require the service and offered no evidence as to the lawfulness of the

charge
Upon this record we find that the porttoport rate on wallboard

from New Orleans to Atlantic ports is and for the future will be
I TT sM C
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unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds or may exceed 35 cents but

that it is not otherwise unlawful We further find that the rate on

scrap paper has not been shown tobe unlawful
As stated the 37cent rate on wallboard was increased after the

hearing to 41 cents or approximately 10 percent Counsel for de

fendants stated at the argument they were unwilling that the issue as

to the lawfulness of the increased rate be considered upon this record
Therefore our findings are based strictly upon the record as made and

no opinion is expressed as to the propriety of the 10 percent increase

An order will be issued herein prescribing a rate of 35 cents oil wall

board for the future without prejudice to defendants right to file a

petition to vacate the maintenance feature of the order should they
desire to adjust the 35cent rate in line with the increases made effec

tive April 4 1938
1 U S M O



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION
held at its office in Washington D C on the 17th day of November
A D 1938

No 448

THE CELOTEx CORPORATION

V

MOOREMACH GULF LINES INC AND PANATLANTIC STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION

This case being at issue upon complaint and answers on file and
having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full investi
gation of the matters and things involved having been had and the

Commission on the date liereof having made and entered of record
a report stating its findings of fact conclusions and decision thereon
which said report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof
It is ordered That the abovenamed defendants according as they

participate in the transportation be and they are hereby notified and
required to cease and desist on or before December 23 1938 and
thereafter to abstain from publishing demanding or collecting for
the transportation of wallboard from and to the points designated in
the next succeeding paragraph hereof rates which exceed those pre
scribed in said paragraph
It is further ordered That said defendants according as they par

ticipate in the transportation be and they are hereby notified and
required to establish on or before December 23 1938 upon notice to
this Commission and to the general public by not less than 30 days
filing and posting in the manner prescribed in the Intercoastal Ship
ping Act 1933 as amended and thereafter to maintain and apply to
the porttoport transportation of wallboard from New Orleans La
to Atlantic ports rates which shall not exceed 35 cents per 100 pounds

By the Commission
SEAL Sgd RUTH GREENE

Assistant Secretary



UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

No 474

RELIANCE MOTOR CAR COMPANY ET AL

y

GREAT LAKES TRANSIT CORPORATION

Submitted September 19 1938 Decided November 22 1988

Section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended requires that complaints which

seek reparation be filed and sworn to within 2 years after the cause of

action accrues Such complaints not meeting this requirement barred

Complaint dismissed for lack of jurisdiction

Edward F Sowrey for complainants
Frank W Sullivan for defendant

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE COMMISSION

Exceptions were filed by the complainants to the report proposed
by the examiner The findings recommended by the examiner are

adopted herein
The complaint as amended filed February 16 1938 alleges that

the rate assessed and collected by defendant on shipments of auto

mobiles from Detroit Mich to Duluth Minn is unjust and unreason

able in violation of section 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended

An award of reparation with interest is requested
The shipments were delivered on various dates during 1923 In

formal unverified complaints 1 covering them were filed in 1925 and

were handled under the Rules of Practice in effect at that time

Neither the informal complaints nor the present formal complaint
indicates the dates on which the charges in question were paid Some

of the informals were subsequently verified within 6 months after

1458 to 470 inclusive 473 to 476 inclusive 478 to 484 inclusive 487 to 494 Inclusive

503 to 507 inclusive 515 to 518 inclusive
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informal adjustment was denied but more than 2 years after cause

of action accrued

Defendants answer to the complaint and its motion to dismiss
filed simultaneously raise a question of jurisdiction which parties
have submitted for determination on brief without an oral hearing

The question presented is whether under section 22 of the Ship
ping Act 1916 as amended it is essential that complaints be sworn

to within 2 years from the time cause of action accrues to vest juris
diction in this Commission Section 22 provides in part
That any person may file with the Board a sworn complaint setting forth any

violation of this Act by a common carrier by water or other person subject to

this Act and asking reparation for the injury if any caused thereby
The Board if the complaint is filed within two years after the cause of action

accrued may direct the payment on or before a day named of full reparation
to the complainant for the injury caused by such violation

On this question the complainants cite U S v Memphis Cotton

Oil Co 288 U S 62 and Gri n v United States 13 Ct Cl 257

The Memphis case involved a claim to recover overpayment of taxes

The statute named the period within which such claims must be filed
while the treasury regulations required that the facts in support
thereof be filed under oath The claim although presented within
the statutory period was not verified in accordance with the treasury

regulations The allowance of the claim by the Court of Claims was

upheld by the Supreme Court The right of a governmental body to

waive its rules and regulations differs materially from its right to

waive provisions of an act conferring upon it jurisdiction of the

subject matter This distinction is clearly outlined by the court

when it says

The line of division must be kept a sharp one between the function of a statute

requiring the presentation of a claim within a given period of time and the

function of a regulation making provision as to form The function of the

statute like that of limitations generally is to give protection against stale

demands The function of the regulation is to facilitate research

This holding was reaffirmed in U S v Garbutt Oil Co 302 U S
528

The Griffin case was an action in the Court of Claims filed within

the statutory period but not verified until after the expiration there

of Objection was made that the petition was not verified as required
by section 12 of the Act of March 3 1863 12 Stat L 765 which

provided That any petition filed under this act shall be verified by
the affidavit of the claimant This act was amendatory to

the Act of February 24 1855 10 Stat L 612 which established the

Court of Claims and conferred upon it general jurisdiction It was

held that verification after the expiration of 6 years did not defeat

the jurisdiction of the court The decision is based upon the fact

IIT CMV
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that the act of 1855 conferred general jurisdiction on the court and
that of 1863 was not essential thereto In this respect the act of

1863 differs from the Shipping Act 1916 without which the Com
mission would have no jurisdiction in the premises Further the

court held that the amendatory act did not specify the time within

which verification should be made stating that if it had required
the verification of the petition before or at the time of its being filed

there would be a better foundation for the objection It is to benoted

that the defendant filed a general traverse in this case and so waived

the verification

The Shipping Act 1916 is one without which the Board now the

Commission would have no jurisdiction in the premises When such

is the case requirements of the act must be strictly complied with

E B of C Iv C N W U S 19 Ct Cl 35 The same holding
is found in Botany Mills v U S 278 U S 282 citing Raleigh
Gaston Railroad Co v Reid 13 Wall 269 where it was held that
when a statute limits a thing to be done in a particular mode It
includes a negative of any other mode

It is necessary for an administrative body to comply strictly with

an act of Congress delegating to it jurisdiction over any given field

As a general rule when jurisdiction is conferred by statute every
act necessary to such jurisdiction must affirmatively appear If the
statute is not complied with jurisdiction does not exist If one of

the mandates of the statute is that complaints brought under it be

sworn to when filed one that is not so sworn to is not such a com

plaint as the statute requires and is not therefore sufficient to give
to the Commission jurisdiction of the subject matter Section 22

clearly requires that a complaint be sworn to when filed and the

Commission has no power to waive this requirement See Muir

Sinith Co et al v Great Lakes TransitCorp 1 U S S B 138
The Rules of Practice of the United States Shipping Board in

effect at the time the informal complaints were filed provided in

part as follows

Claims for reparation filed with the Board more than 2 years after the

freight charges have been paid on the shipment involved will be rejected as

barred by the statute of limitations Where a claim for reparation has been

submitted to the Board informally and the complainant has been notified that

such claim can be determined only on the formal docket formal complaint
shall be filed within 6 months from the date of such notification where the

expiration of such period is more than 2 years subsequent to the date on

which the cause of action accrued Otherwise the parties shall be deemed

to have abandoned their claims and formal complaints thereafter will not be

entertained

Complainants urge that the second and third sentences of the

above rule constituted authority by administrative sanction of it

1U S M C
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6months period in addition to the 2year period specified by the

statute and that due to these sentences those of the informal com

plaints which were verified and filed as formal complaints within
such6months additional period are to be considered as complying
with the statute Even though complainants interpretation of the

sentences referred to be accepted as correct it is clear that any such

extension was unauthorized and void The Shipping Board mani

festly had no authority to enlarge its statutory jurisdiction by adop
tion of a rule of the meaning contended for by complainants

We find that section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended
requires that complaints be sworn to when filed which filing must

occur within 2 years from the time the cause of action accrues in
order to enter an award of reparation Reparation on claims not

meeting these requirements is barred and with respect to such

claims the complaint is dismissed for lack of jurisdiction An appro
priate order will be entered

1 U S M C



ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS

SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 22nd day of
November A D 1938

No 474

RELIANCE MOTOR CAR COMPANY ET AL

11

GREAT LASES TRANSIT CORPORATION

This case being at issue upon complaint and answer on file and

having been submitted for determination on brief without oral hear

ing and full investigation of the matters and things involved having
been had and the Commission on the date hereof having made and

entered of record a report stating its findings of fact conclusions and

decision thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof
It i8 ordered That the complaint be dismissed with respect to all

claims for reparation which have not been filed under oath within 2

years from the time the cause of action thereon accrued

By the Commission

SEAT Sgd Rum GREExE
A88i8tant Secrretary



UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

No 499

EASTBOUND INTERCOASTALGULFSUGAR RATE

Submitted November 1 1938 Decided November 28 1988

Respondents having filed schedules canceling those suspended herein which

schedules were accepted for filing order of suspension vacated and proceed
ing discontinued

Ernest Holzborn and Joseph J Geary for respondents
W C Burger EH Burgess Charles Clark H H Larimore R S

Outlaw M G Roberts E A Smith H E Spencer C R Webber
Lawrence Chaffee Harry Wilson R IMiles J C Kuebert W L

Taylor William Oliphant J F Girault Edward Clemens Harry C

Ames E B de Villiers R D Reeves C F Dalberg P M Ripley
L F Daspit Rene A Stiegler W L Thornton Jr M G de Que
vedo Nuel D Belmap and William A Angus for protestants

Louis A Schwartz C A Mitchell and E H Thornton for New

Orleans Joint Traffic Bureau

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

BY THE CiOMMISSION
By schedules filed to become effective September 20 1938 respond

ents proposed to establish a rate on sugar in packages from United
States Pacific coast ports to United States ports on the Gtilf of Mex
ico of 225cents per 100 pounds minimum 500tons

Upon protests filed on behalf of numerous railroads intercoastal

steamship companies Inland Waterways Corporation Mississippi
Valley Barge Line Company and The Port of New York Authority
the operation of the proposed schedules was suspended until January
20 1939

The case was heard at New Orleans Lat on September 30 1938

Neither respondents nor protestants offered any evidence The New
798 1 U S MC
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Orleans Joint Traffic Bureau adduced evidence in support of its posi
tion that joint through rates and through routes should be estab

lished on sugar moving from the Pacific coast to interior points such
as Chicago Ill and St Louis Mo over intercoastal lines to New
Orleans thence barge rail andor bargerail lines based on differ

entials prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission under the

prevailing transcontinental allrail rates from the Pacific coast to the
same destinations In view of our conclusions herein no discussion
of this evidence is warranted Respondents moved to adjourn the

hearing for 30 days but the motion was denied On November 1
1938 respondents filed schedules effective December 2 1938 canceling
the suspended rate which schedules were accepted for filing By the

acceptance of such filing the question of lawfulness of the suspended
schedules becomes moot An order will be entered vacating the order
of suspension and discontinuing this proceeding
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ORDER

At a Session of the UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMIS
SION held at its office in Washington D C on the 23rd day of

November A D 1938

No 499

EASTBOUND INTERCOASTALGULF SuGi RAnz

It appearing That by order dated September 16 1938 this Com
mission entered upon a hearing concerning the lawfulness of the rates
charges regulations and practices in the schedules enumerated and
described in said order and suspended the operation of said sched

ules until January 20 1989
It further appearing That investigation of the matters and things

involved has been made and that said Commission on the date hereof
has made and filed a report thereon which report is hereby referred
to and made a part hereof and has found that the issue as to the

lawfulnessofthe schedules has become moot by the filing of schedules

canceling the suspended schedules which schedules were accepted for

filing
It ins ordered That the order heretofore entered in this proceeding

suspending the operation of said schedules be and it is hereby
vacated and set aside as ofDecember 2 1938 and that this proceeding
be discontinued

By the Commission
SEAL Sgd RUTSGREENE

A88i8tant Secretary
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Numbers in parentheses following citations indicate pages on which the particular subjects

are considered

ABSORPTIONS See also FREE TIME LOADING AND UNLOADING TARIFFS

ALLOWANCES

Absorptions of any charges whatsoever or the performance of any service

of any nature free of charge or otherwise is not legal in connection

with intercoastal transportation unless and until proper provisions have

been made in the carriers tariff Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400

449
Absorption by respondents is made of storage wharfage dockage handling

lighterage trucking and toll charges also they permit storage of

property load and unload lighters rail cars trucks and handle property
between such equipment and their vessels without proper tariff author

ity They also fail to collect charges for segregation heavy lifts or pool
cars in accordance with their tariff Each of them should be required
to cease and desist from such unlawful practices Id 462

Absorptions intended to attract traffic such as of charges for loading and

unloading rail cars or lighters or for other services which are not the

duty of the intercoastal carriers to perform are not lawful Id 468
Absorption of charges for loading or unloading rail cars or lighters or forany

service which it is not the duty of intercoastal carriers to perform clearly
results in unwarranted dissipation of revenue which is not sanctioned by
law Id 435436

Refusal to absorb wharfage charges state toll and war tax not shown to

have been unlawful Boston Wool Trade Association v General Steam

ship Corporation 49 52
Rules which do not disclose the cost of the service or the specific amount to

be absorbed clearly open the gate to rebates under preferences and

prejudices prohibited by law Intercoastal Rates of Nelson Steamship
Company 326 340

Rules which authorize services and facilities at no charge fail to recognize
the definite relationship between service and compensation which char

acterizes the business of common carriers and rules which do not disclose

the specific amount absorbed even if the charge is one that properly may
be absorbed defeat the legally established rate and unwittingly open the

door to rebates Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 414
Terminal charges of another carrier absorbed for the purpose of establishing

through rates for a through route is not provided for by law Id 440
Terminal charges at Oakland Calif are absorbed whether or not re

spondent calls direct at Oakland and if it elects to make delivery by
barge at that port it absorbs the cost thereof without specifying the

amount Also no limit is placed upon the amount of car unloading at

Philadelphia or top wharfage or car unloading at Baltimore oroncarrying

charges on shipments destined to Stockton or Sacramento absorbed by
respondent Respondentsrules in such connection are not in consonance

with law Id 419
1 U S M C 805
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ABSORPTIONSContinued

Unloading from rail cars drayage lighterage and floatage are not services
which fall upon respondents for they have no throughroutearrangements
or joint through rates with rail carriers This applies withequal force

as to loading rail cars use of such cars for which demurrage charges are

imposed by rail carriers and as to transfer of rail shipments from and

to respondents vessels Id 418
ACCOUNTS

The Board is not empowered to prescribe accounting rules and systems to be

observed by the carriers subject to its jurisdiction Increased Rates
1920 13 15

ADEQUACY OF SERVICE
Service that will fully meet the needs of the shipping public required

Id 18
Benefits to the shipping public arising from a more frequent and regular

service must be given consideration Atlantic Refining Company v Eller

man Bucknall Steamship Company 242 254
Proposed amendments to agreement No 2742 in essence required any party

seeking admission to the conference to make a showing that the require
ments of the trade justified the additional service of the type offered by
the applicant These proposed amendments were disapproved by the

Department Gulf Intercoastal Conference Agreement 322 324
Need for regular services of the best type of ships for each particular trade

was recognized by Congress in the preamble of the Merchant Marine Act
1920 which states that it is necessary for the proper growth of its for

eign and domestic commerce that the United States shall have a merchant

marine of the best equipped and most suitable types of vessels Section

7 of that act directs the Department to investigate and determine what

steamship services shall be established and the type size speed and

other requirements of vessels to be employed in such service and the

frequency and regularity of their sailings with a view to furnishing ade

quate regular certain and permanent services Section 19 Investigation
19435 470 497

Plea of redundancy of tonnage is not tenable under the provisions of law

applicable in this case American Caribbean Line Inc v Compagnie
Generale Transatlantique 549 551

Reasonable service to the public is expected to be furnished by carriers

maintaining through routes and joint rates Gulf Intercoastal Rates

To and From San Diego No 2 600 605
ADMISSION OF UNLAWFULNESS

Defendants admitted complainantsallegation of undue and unreasonable

preference prejudice and disadvantage Such an allegation however is

not proven by the mere admission of the carrier H Kramer Co v

Inland Waterways Corporation 630 633
ADVANTAGES See PREJUDIOE PROFIT TO SHIPPERS
ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisement of the minimum firstclass fare by the carrier should avoid any
statement that would be likely to lead prospective passengers to believe

that the accommodationsto be obtained are anything butwhat they actually
are Passenger Classifications and Fares American Line Steamship Cor

poration 294 303
1 U S M C
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AGENTS
Ticket agentsrelation to its principal is of a fiduciary nature As large

sums of money are handled by these agents the lines should be permitted
all possible latitude in the appointment and supervision in order to en

sure proper protection to themselves and to the public No duty rests

upon the lines to appoint all ticket sellers as their agents an it does not

appear that the public interest has suffered because of the lines refusal

to pay commissions to all licensees for tickets and orders purchased by
them The Shipping Act 1916 was not intended as a substitute for the

managerial judgment of carriers Joseph Singer v TransAtlantic Pas

senger Conference 520 523
AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 14A Sce also AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15

Complainant admitted to conference proceeding discontinued Dollar

Steamship Linesv P O Steam Navigation Co 262 263

Redundancy of tonnage pleaded is not tenable under the provisions of law

applicable to this case American Caribbean Line v Compagnie Generale

Transatlantique 549 551
Complainantsapplication for admission to the association is based on the

participation of a number of undisclosed transatlantic lines in a trans

shipment route substantially longer than the direct route observed by
conference lines with no restriction as to sphere of operations at Euro

pean terminal ports The members of the association operate direct trans

atlantic services with some limitation of sphere for each line at European
ports Such application therefore is not for admission on equal terms

with the members of the association in accordance with the letter and

spirit of the agreement as shown by the record in the proceeding Id

553
Exclusion from admission upon equal terms with all other parties to the

conference not shown Id 553
Petition to withdraw complaint of United States Lines Company and to

discontinue proceeding concerning agreement between Cunard White Star

Limited Bibby Line Limited British Burmese Steam Navigation Co

Ltd and Burma Steamship Co Ltd which was alleged to be in violation

of sections 14a and 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 granted United States
Lines Company v Cunard White Star Ltd 598 599

AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15 See also AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION

14A FOREIGN FLAG CARRIERS NONCOMPENSATORY RATES

In General

When a rate or rule is once adopted and one party to conference agree

ment consistently and selfishly refuses to cast its consenting vote

which would remove or change that rule or rate the conference to all

intents and purposes ceases to be voluntary Port Utilities Commis
sion of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 72

A too literal interpretation of the word every in section 15 to include

routine operations relating to current rate changes and other dayto
day transactions between carriers under conference agreements would

result in delays and inconvenience to both carriers and shippers
Section 15 Inquiry 121 125

The usual though not invariable practice followed by conferences of

sending the Board copies of minutes of their meetings and of circu

lars and tariffs as issued to members which contain references only
to routine arrangements for the carriers record and guidance and

1 U S M C
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AGREEMENTS UNDER S1rjCTION15Continued
In GeneralContinued

not imposed by iection 15 is not to be regarded as a filing under

section 15 but as information on conference activities Id 125
Agreements arrived at by conference carriers providing for fixing or

regulating transportation rates or fares and the other matters speci
fied in section 15 and agreements modifying or canceling such

agreements are to be distinguished from the routine of conference
activities Id 124125

In writing section 15 into the statute Congress gave sanction and

encouragement to conferences and the benefits that flow to ship
pers as a class from conferences are often as substantial as the

benefits accruing to the carrier members themselves It is the

Boards function to afford relief from actual not theoretical wrongs

and it should not disturb conference relationships without com

pelling reasons and a reasonable certainty that any cancellation or

modification of an agreement it might order under authority of

section 15 would be of practical benefit Rates in Canadian Cur

rency 264 281
Forwarders are subject to the Shipping Act 1916 and consequently

agreements between carriers and forwarders fall within the pur

view of section 15 thereof The agreements under consideration fail

to set forth precisely what the contemplated forwarding services are

Some of the services referred to in the record as sometimes falling
within the accepted meaning of forwarding are of a character which

properly cannot be performed by common carriers Gulf Brokerage
and Forwarding Agreements 533 534

Both complainant and one of the defendants are part of the American
merchant marine and section 1 Merchant Marine Act 1920 con

tains an admonition that in the administration of the shipping laws

there be kept always in view the policy of the United States to

do whatever may be necessary to develop and encourage the mainte
nance of an adequate privately owned merchant marine In de

termining whether a particular agreement should be disapproved
under authority of section 15 the Department must weigh all facts
involved in the light of this policy Had the power been given the

Department to compel complainant defendants and all other car

riers in the trade to raise their rates the situation is such that

that power would now be exercised Were the agreement under

consideration actually responsible for the low rates in the trade
the departmentscourse of action under existing power would also

be clear There is nothing in the record however to warrant the

conclusion that the agreement has brought about the unremunerative
rate level On the contrary the provision in the agreement requiring
unanimous consent for rate changes gives ground for concluding that
in the absence of the agreement the competitive situation would

have brought about a rate war at an earlier date than was the

case Seas Shipping Co v American South African Line 568 583

Competition
The Commission does not agree with the view that section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1936was not intended to embrace other than Mat
ters that were really competitive Commonwealth of Mass V

Colombian S S Co 711 716
1 U S MC
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AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15Continued

CompetitionContinued
Agreements restricting competition should of necessity be of definite

duration and for relatively short periods so that the parties and the

Commission may have an opportunity from time to time to observe

the impact of changed conditions on their undertakings Dollar

MatsQn Agreements 750 754
Section 605 c of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 as amended by

imposing restraints against the duplication of services by subsidized

lines takes away from the parties their opportunity to compete
withone another in their respective foreign services thus destroying
the underlying consideration for the agreement Id 754

That section 15 confers authority to regulate competition between

carriers in accordance with the needs of the service was stated by
the U S Supreme Court in the case of Swayne Hoyt Ltd et al

v United States 300 U S 297 305 We think there was

evidence from which the Secretary could reasonably conclude that
there was little need for a contract rate system to assure stability
of service On the other hand there was substantial evi

dence from which the Secretary could infer that the contract rate

system would tend to give to the Conference carriers a monopoly
by excluding competition from new lines Id 755

In the regulation of conference agreements under section 15 the

policy of both the United States Shipping Board and the Department
of Commerce was to discourage agreements which established a

monopoly in favor of a competitor Id 755
The agreement under consideration produces an effect in the Hawaiian

trade which is closely analogous to that which the Department of

Commerce declared was unlawful when it disapproved contract rates

in the intercoastal trades Gulf Intercoastal Contract Rates 1

U S S B B 524 In the latter case the respondents endeavored to

shut out certain competitors through the medium of contract rates

In this case Matson seeks to discourage its only competitor by
exacting 50 percent of that competitors gross revenue The dis

tinction if any is one of degree only Id 756
Conference Membership

The membership of the North Atlantic conferences is predominantly
foreign This foreign membership with votes outnumbering by far

those of the American members dominates the tripartite conference

and the rates applicable to American commodities moving in Amer

ican bottoms from American ports The result is effective control

by foreign lines of an extensive portion of the commerce and much

of the shipping of the United States Manifestly in view of the

responsibility imposed for the upbuilding of an American merchant

marine this situation calls for unequivocal action Port Utilities

Com of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 73
The proposed amendments to agreement No 2742 in essence required

any party seeking admission to the conference to make a showing
that the requirements of the trade justified the additional service

of the type offered by the applicant The proposed amendments

were disapproved by the Department on May 22 1934 Gulf Inter
coastal Conference Agreement 322 324
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AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15Continued
Conference MembershipContinued

Atlantic and GulfWest Coast of South America Conference agree
ment not shown to be unlawful and an order by the Department
requiring respondents to admit complainant to membership in the con

ference with a rate differential found not justified Wessel Duval

Co v Colombian S S Co 390 394
The circumstances recited warrant treating Arnold Bernstein Line

Red Star Linie G in b H and Arnold Bernstein as one for the

purposes of the case Thus to lend approval to the application of

Red Star Linie G in b H for membership in the conference as long
as Arnold Bernstein Line or Arnold Bernstein is a party to agree
ment No 1456 would be sanctioning two agreements under section

15 in conflict with each other contrary to public policy Applica
tion of Red Star Linie for Conference Membership 504 508

The application of Red Star Linie G in b H for membership in the

conference was denied upon opposition by Black Diamond Lines and

Compagnie Maritime Belge Lloyd Royal S A which urged the

provisions of agreement No 1456 For reasons set forth in the report
this position was justified Disapproval of agreement 1456 however
removes this barrier It is not apparent from the record whether

Red Star Linie G in b H is willing to join the conference as now

existing under the agreement approved on August 24 1935 If so

there willexist after the order in the proceeding and upon the record

before the Department no lawful reason for refusing its admission

to membership Id 508509
Defendants in denying formally complainantsapplication for partici

pation inthe conference did not furnish complainant with any reason

for such denial Seas Shipping Co v American South African Line
568 581

Defendants were justified in denying complainantsapplication for ad

mission to the conference unremunerative and noncompensatory
rates are detrimental to the commerce of the United States the

existence of such rates in the trade involved is not the result of

defendants agreement No 3578 and agreements Nos 3578 3578A
and 3578B fixing rates rotating sailings and pooling respectively
are not unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers and

do not operate to the detriment of the commerce of the United

States Id 584
The record discloses that although the Fabre Line has not operated

a vessel in the trade since June 1934 it has retained its member

ship in the conference and with the other defendants voted to

decline complainantsapplication Its right to vote which is ques

tionable is not in issue and is not therefore determined The point
here is that it is considered to be a regular carrier it the trade and

enjoys full and equal membership in the conference which com

plainant is denied Such discrimination is manifestly unjust

Phelps Bros Co v CosulichSocieta Triestina di Navigazione
634 640641

Complainant found to be entitled to membership in the Adriatic Black

Sea and Levant Conference on equal terms with each of the de

fendants and the conference agreement and contracts found to

result in unjust discrimination and to be unfair as between com
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AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15Continued
Conference MembershipContinued

plainant and defendants and to subject complainant to undue and

unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage Id 641
Since vessels of O S K stopped calling at Puerto Colombia the agree

ment of August 4 1933 as supplemented has been inoperative No

objection is made to its cancellation Commonwealth of Mass v

Colombian SS Co 711 716
Rates Routes Sailings Pooling

As the parties to the agreement are not in any way connected with
and do not exercise any control over the terminals at which lower

charges are assessed no discrimination is attributable to them so

long as they uniformly apply at their own terminals the charges
covered by their agreement Terminal Charges at Norfolk Va 357

358
As is required by section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 respondents

have filed copy of agreement entered into by them which has been

approved for the establishment of through routes to facilitate inter

coastal commerce from and to the points involved and for the estab

lishment of joint rates to apply thereon Intercoastal Rates To

and From Berkeley Etc 365 367368
Respondents rule in observance of which their refusal to rebill and

apply lower through rates on reshipping cargo is made not shown

to be violative of any provision of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended
or to be unfair or to operate to the detriment of commerce of the

United States within the meaning of section 15 of that act Pablo

Calvet Co v Baltimore Insular Line Inc 369 371
In the conference agreement as approved March 9 1934 there was no

provision for differential rates but members were advised by the

Department that the approval of the agreement without a provision
for a rate differential in favor of slow cargo vessels maintaining
direct service to ports covered by the agreement was without prejudice
to any action that the Department might take in the event that a

carrier operating such a service should seek admission to the con

ference Wessel Duval Co v Colombia SS Co 390 392

Under the prior conference agreement participated in by the com

plainant and most of the respondents in the proceeding a rate dif

ferential of ten 10 percent was allowed in favor of vessels oper

ated by complainant and certain other lines in the conference The

record shows that this differential was agreed to by the conference

to avoid a rate war and to preserve stability in the trade It is

also shown that the Brazil River Plate and Havana Steamship
conferences allow a differential as between cargo vessels and passen
ger vessels The facts and circumstances under which these par

ticular differentials came into existence are not shown but in any

event the establishment of a system of differential rates by voluntary
action of these groups of steamship lines does not create a precedent
insofar as the initiation of such a system by government decree

is concerned Furthermore the establishment by the conference in

volved of different rates for transshipment lines does not necessarily
require the establishment of the same or any differential as between

vessels affording direct service Id 392
1 U S M C
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AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION15Continued

Rates Routes Sailings PoolingContinued
The rate under attack was fixed by a group of carriers acting in con

ference relationship under an agreement which is lawful only when
and as long as approved by the Department under authority of sec

tion 15 of the Shipping Act An unreasonably high rate is clearly
detrimental to the commerce of the United States and upon a show

ing that a conference rate in foreign commerce is unreasonably high
the Department will require its reduction to a proper level If

necessary approval of the conference agreement will be withdrawn

Edmund Weil v Italian Line 395 398
The carriers have indicated their willingness to consider a reduction

in the rate if the complainant or anyone else will submit data indi

cating a reasonable possibility of developing business It is expected
that conferences will at all times give careful consideration to such

requests and supporting data Id 399
Agreement between Ericsson Line Inc and PanAtlantic Steamship

Corporation for establishment of through routes and joint rates on

general cargo between Baltimore Did New Orleans La Mobile
Ala and Panama City Fla transshiped at Philadelphia Pa or

Camden N J approved Agreeemnt Ericsson Line and PanAtlantic

SS Corp 513 515

Although all parties to the ratefixing agreement in the trade have

agreed to rotate sailings it is by no means necessary that this be

the case Rotationofsailing agreements like pools can and do

exist without being participated in by all members of the ratefixing

group to which such members are parties Seas Shipping Co v

American South African Line 568 580
Agreements providing for rotation of sailings such as agreement No

3578Aare valuable to both carriers and shippers The value of

such an agreement would be enhanced if participated in by all lines

in a trade but that is not to say that the mere failure to admit all

lines to participation warrants disapproval of the agreement Id

580

Pooling agreement setting forth formula whereby the parties thereto

apportion their combined revenue after certain specified deductions

not shown to be detrimental to the commerce of the United States
or otherwise of a character which the Department is permitted to

cancel or modify under authority of section 15 of the Shipping Act
1916 Id 580

Agreement providing for rotation of sailings not shown to be detrimen

tal to commerce or otherwise within that class of agreements which

section 15 of the Shipping Act authorizes the Department to cancel

Id 581
Colombian coffee transshipped at Cristobal found to move over through

routes and at joint rates participated in by defendants pursuant to

agreements within the purview of section 15 of the Shipping Act

1916 copies or memoranda of which have notbeen filed and approved
Copies or memoranda of the agreements in question should have been

filed Therefore all action thereunder results in violation of section
15 To the extent that they make provision for the rates con

demned they are found to be unduly preferential and prejudicial
1 U S M C
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AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15Continued
Rates Routes Sailings PoolingContinued

unjustly discriminatory unfair and deterimental to the commerce

of the United States Commonwealth of Mass v Colombian SS Co
711 716

Unlawful Unfair Detriment to United States Commerce

Tripartite arrangement or agreement between North Atlantic South

Atlantic and Gulf conferences and steamship lines operating from

ports on the North Atlantic South Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the

United States to foreign ports found unfair as between carriers and

detrimental to the commerce of the United States Port Utilities

Commission of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 78
Withdrawal of approval of Gulf Intercoastal Conference agreement

found not justified Gulf Intercoastal Conference Agreement 322

325
The record does not justify a finding by the Department that agree

ment No 3488 is violative of any provision of the Shipping Act 1916
Terminal Charges at Norfolk Va 357 358

Approval of agreement of respondents for the establishment and main

tenance of assembling and distributing charge will be withdrawn

Assembling and Distributing Charge 380 387
The right of the Department to disapprove any conference agreement

found detrimental to the commerce of the United States and the

prohibition under section 17 of the Shipping Act of rates unjustly
prejudicial to exporters of the United States as compared with

foreign competitors afford protection against the maintenance by a

conference of rates prejudicial to our exporters Section 19 Investi

gation 1935 470 492493
In the light of all the facts and circumstances of record it is clear

that agreement No 1456 as approved by the Board does not reflect

the present understanding of the parties As stated the agreement
was modified by the parties on June 6 1933 retroactive to January
1 1933 without approval as required by section 15 Although it is

contended section 15 has not been violated because actual money

transfers have not been made in excess of the amounts which would

be called for under the provisions of the unapproved modification
the fact remains that the agreement as approved is neither a true

copy nor a true and complete memorandum of the agreement between

the parties as it has existed since June 6 1933 Shortly after hear

ing a communication was received by the department from Arnold

Bernstein Line requesting that the attached minutes of the meeting
of June 6 1933 be filed with and approved by the Department of

Commerce United States Shipping Board Bureau The meeting re

ferred to is the one at which the modification was agreed to Such a

request filed by only one party to the agreement however is not a

proper filing under the requirements of section 15 Under the cir

cumstances approval of agreement No 1456 will be withdrawn Ap
plication of Red Star Line for Conference Membership 504 508

The West Coast of Italy and Sicilian PortsNorth Atlantic Range
Conference agreement not shown to be detrimental to the commerce

of the United States or to be in violation of the Shipping Act 1916

Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export SS Corporation 538
542
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AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15Continued

Unlawful Unfair Detriment to United States CommerceContinued
Modification No 3 of North Atlantic Continental Freight Conference

agreement found to be unjustly discriminatory and unfair as between

carriers and detrimental to the commerce of the United States

North Atlantic Continental Freight Conference Agreement 562 567
The conference agreement may continue in effect only so gong as it

has the approval of the Commission If because of defendants in

terpretation or application of its terms or for any other reason it

is found to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers
shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters from

the United States and their foreign competitors or to operate to the

detriment of the commerce of the United States or to be in viola

tion of the Shipping Act 1916 the Commission may disapprove cancel
or modify it If it be disapproved it will be unlawful for defend

ants to carry it out directly or indirectly inwhole or inpart Phelps
Bros Co v CoslichSocietaTriestina diNavigazione 634 636637

Defendants conference agreement and contracts with shippers entered

into pursuant thereto have not been shown to result in undue or un

reasonable preference or advantage to shippers who patronize defend
ants lines exclusively or to operate to the detriment of the commerce

of the United States Id 639
Complaint alleging agreement between members of the Intercoastal

Steamship Freight Association and Gulf Intercoastal Conference to

be unduly and unreasonably preferential and prejudicial and unjust
and unreasonable dismissed upon motion of complainant Inland
Waterways Corporation v Intercoastal Steamship Freight Assoc
653 655

Addendum naming terminal and postterminal ports providing that

throughbillingarrangements shall be maintained by conference mem

bers only with such other lines as are listed as recognized cocarriers

to the Atlantic Gulf and Pacific coasts of the United States limit

ing cocarriers other than conference members to particular ports of

destination and providing that cocarriers shall guarantee that they
will accept traffic at Balboa or Cristobal on through bills of lading
issued at Colombia Pacific and Ecuadorian ports from member lines

of the conference only and that they shall agree to accept traffic from
nonconference lines as local cargo only from Canal Zone ports at

recognized local tariff rates found to be unjustly discriminatory and

unfair as between carriers and ports and if carried into effect that

it would operate to the detriment of the commerce of the United

States Commonwealth of Mass v Colombian SS Co 711 718
On September 13 1937 Great Lakes carriers including a representative

of W and M reached an understanding or agreement to increase

the rate on automobiles from Detroit to Milwaukee from 12 to

15 per automobile Although the increased rate went into effect on

October 1 1937 no agreement or understanding was filed with the

Commission as required by section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

Payments to Shippers by Wis Mich SS Co 744 749
As stated by the Department of Commerce in Seas Shipping Co v

American South African Line Inc et al 1 U S S B B 568 at
583 If the existence of the agreement were the cause of the low
rates the Departments course of action would be reasonably clear

1 TTCMr
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AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION15Continued

Unlawful Unfair Detriment to United States CommerceContinued

Whatever their immediate effect rates unremunerative or non

compensatory are in the long run detrimental to our commerce for

our commerce embraces not only cargo moving but the instrumentali
ties employed in moving such cargo Both complainant and one of

the defendants American South African Line are part of the

American merchant marine and section 1 Merchant Marine Act 1920
contains an admonition that in the administration of the shipping
laws there be kept always in view the policy of the United States to

do whatever may be necessary to develop and encourage the main

tenance of an adequate privately owned merchant marine Dollar

Matson Agreements 750 755
When the Commission finds sufficient evidence upon which to base a

judgment that continued performance of the agreement would be

contrary to the provisions of the Shipping Act it has a duty under

the statute to disapprove the agreement notwithstanding a previous
approval Id 756

Agreement between members of the Intercoastal Steamship Freight

Association on one hand and members of the Gulf Intercoastal

Conference on the other found not to reflect the true and complete

agreement if the parties as required by section 15 Agreement No

6510 755 778
Agreement between members of the Intercoastal Steamship Freight As

sociation on one hand and members of the Gulf Intercoastal Confer

ference on theother found not to reflect the true and complete agree

went of the parties as required by section 15 Id 778
ALLOWANCES See also ABSORPTIONS

Protestants regard certain allowances and divisions granted by some of

the respondents out of their rate as an admission that such rate is not too

low For instance Calmar in its tariff SBINo 7 under the socalled

berthquantityallowance rule provides for reductions from the basic rate

on two berthings ranging from 50 cents to 352 for footage shipped
ranging from1100000 board feet to 5300001 board feet and over If

this is a legitimate inference to be drawn against Calmar it should not

be used to the disadvantage of other respondents who have not seen fit

to establish such a rule Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 608 617
Lumberberthquantityallowance rules found to contravene the provisions

of section 14 of the Shipping Act 1916 which forbids the making of any

unfair or unjustly discriminatory contract with any shipper based on

the volume of freight offered to be unduly and unreasonably preferential
of and advantageous to lumber shipped under the rules and shippers
thereof and unduly and unreasonably prejudicial and disadvantageous

to lumber moving over the lines of respondents which is not shipped
under the rules and the shippers of such lumber in violation of section

16 of the same act and to be violative of section 2 of the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 1933 in that they do not show definitely all the rates

and charges for or in connection with the transportation of eastbound
intercoastal lumber Transportation of Lumber Through Panama Canal

646 650
ANALOGY RULE OF See COMMODITY RATw
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ANYQUANTITY RATES See also PREJUDICE

It is well established that on certain classes of traffic where the prevailing
shipping quantity is small anyquantity rates rest upon sound public
policy in that they counteract a tendency toward monopoly by enabling
the small shipper to compete on equal terms with powerful competitors
Under such circumstances the Shipping Act does not require mainten

ance by carriers of rates predicated upon a quantity condition which

most shippers are not prepared to meet and the fact that carload quanti
ties are offered for shipment does not furnish ground for attributing
unlawfulness to the anyquantity rate applied thereto Ames Harris

Neville Co v AmericanHawaiian 765 768
ARRIVAL NOTICES

The mailing of arrival notices to the consignee shown in the bill of lading
is clearly a duty of the carrier for which an extra charge is not proper
Intercoastal Segregation Rules 725 733

ASSEMBLING AND DISTRIBUTING See DFmvERY AGREEMENTS UNDER

SECTION 15

BANKRUPTCY See PARTIES

BERTHING See also TERMINAL FACILITIES

If a carrier cannot secure berthing at its own terminal dock it may de

clare another dock at the same terminal port for a particular voyage

Cargo booked for the regular terminal docks is charged the tariff rates
but cargo originating at such temporary dock is charged an additional

1 per revenue ton It is clear that under this rule the use of temporary
docks is permitted for the convenience of the carrier and there seems

to be no persuasive reason that would authorize the carrier to maintain
what is in fact two sets of rates from the same dock on the same com

modity to the same destination Such a situation results in undue and

unreasonable preference and advantage to the shipper of the cargo

specifically booked for the carriers regular dock to the undue and

unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage of the other shipper Oakland
Chamber of Commerce v American Mail Line 314 316

Carriers are permitted by the rule to call for and load freight in any

quantity from one shipper or supplier at docks located in ports or places
other than the terminal ports listed in clause L Each carrier is also

permitted to make divisional rate arrangements equalizing direct load

ing at such ports or places by other conference members All such ship
ments are stated to be subject to additional rates in accordance with

the regular recognized cost of transferring cargo from nonterminal port
dock to the terminal dock of the carrier The quoted matter is ambig
uous and indefinite How the regular recognized cost is to be de

termined is not stated Between a given nonterminal port and a termi

nal dock there may be several methods of transportation with widely
varying costs Furthermore a conference carrier may serve several

terminal ports and it is not indicated to which of the several terminal

docks the recognized cost will be assessed Id 317
Although the carriers under the rule may call direct at nonterminal ports

for freight in any quantity from one shipper or supplier it is provided
that such cargo must be assessed on a minimum of 500 revenue freight
tons or 500000 revenue feet of lumber bolts cants piling poles andor
logs No such restriction however is placed on cargo moving from non

terminal ports under the divisional rate agreements permitted under the

rule to meet the competition of direct calls by conference members

rrcV0
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BERTHINGContinued
Vessels handling cargo by direct call at nonterminal ports from one

shipper or supplier subject to the minimum rate requirement set forth

above are permitted to accept any other additional cargo offering from

the same docks in any quantity in the same terms conditions and rates

provided in e 1 This provision of the rule is not free from

ambiguity It will be noted that while acceptance of additional cargo

is permitted the words same terms conditions and rates may mean

that for example a shipper or supplier other than the shipper or sup

plier of the first lot if offering 50 tons is assessed freight charges on

the basis of 500 tons What has been stated in respect of the 1 extra

on additional cargo from ducks within conference terminal ports other

than declared docks applies here with equal force Id 317318
BILLS OF LADING See also THROUGH ROUTES AND THROUGH RATES

Under the Harter Act it is the duty of carriers to issue ocean bills of

lading or equivalent documents as a part of their commoncarrier serv

ice Agreements regulating charges made for forwarding probably are

desirable but if such agreements are entered into they should state

clearly the forwarding services covered and should not include charges
by carriers forissuing ocean bills of lading or for performing other

services which it is a carriersduty to perform Gulf Brokerage and

Forwarding Agreements 533 534535

Requirements of carriers in respect to billoflading descriptions must be

of general application to all classes of shippers and shipments other

wise undue preference and prejudice will result Intercoastal Segrega
tion Rules 725 734

Subject to clarification to meet objections mentioned requirements for

uniformity and more detailed descriptions in shipping instructions and

bills of lading do not appear unreasonable Such detailed designations
will unquestionably operate as an aid to carriers in making proper

delivery in accordance with their tariffs and also as protection against
unjust claims Respondents have referred to the necessity of the rule

to properly check lost and damaged goods that they may avoid settle

ments based on the highest valued article in a shipment But in view
of the manner in which shipments are delivered to lighters barges river

steamers rail cars and trucks for movement beyond ports difficulties
in this respect will still continue Designations of the nature required
of themselves do not constitute either a request for special sorting on

the pier or an indication of the manner in which consignee will take

delivery In this connection provisions of the Hgrter Act the Bills of

Lading Act and other statutes should be construed as imposing upon

carriers minimum not maximum requirements Id 735736
BILLS OF LADING ACT

Provisions of the Harter Act the Bills of Lading Act and other statutes

should be construed as imposing upon carriers minimum not maximum

requirements Id 736
BROKERS AND BROKERAGE See also AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15

Brokers are not subject to the Shipping Act 1916 and consequently agree

ments between carriers subject to that act and brokers are not of the

character required to be filed under section 15 thereof However if

carriers enter into agreements with each other relating to their employ
ment of brokers such agreements must be submitted for the Departments
consideration The two conference agreements concerned already contain
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BROKERS AND BROKERAGEContinued
certain provisions relating to brokerage and any additional agreements
on this subject should be filed as modifications to such conference agree
ments Gulf Brokgrage and Forwarding Agreements 533 534

Although it may be proper for carriers to refuse to pay brokerage to any

broker who solicits for a competitor or receives brokerage from a com

petitor the Department will not approve agreements under which the

forwarder whether also a broker or not would refuse to handle as a

forwarder shipments as to which routing by a competing carrier has

been specified by the shipper Id 535
The agreements between certain carriers by water in foreign commerce and

other persons purporting to fix brokerage commissions and forwarding
charges cannot be approved Id 535

BULK See REASONABLENFBS

BURDEN OF PROOF See also EVIDENCE

An allegation that a rate is unjust and unreasonable puts the burden of

proving such unjustness and unreasonableness upon complainant Bon

nell Elec Mfg Co v Pacific SS Co 143 144
Where issue is raised as to the justness and reasonableness of rates and

a violation of the regulatory statute is charged the burden of proof mani

festly rests upon the complainant Atlas Waste Mfg Co v N Y

P R SS Co 195 197
On binder twine an increase of 3548 percent is proposed Protestant

offered little substantial evidence with respect to the reasonableness of

this rate On the other hand respondents offered no justification for

the increased rate and therefore have not borne the burden of justifying
it The increased rate should be canceled Commodity Rates Between

Atlantic and Gulf Ports 642 645
The 16cent rate voluntarily established and maintained for a period of

time exceeding two years was prima facie reasonable and a 56percent
increase therein must be justifled Sugar From Virgin Islands 695 697

CARGO SPACE ACCOMMODATIONS
Defendants found to have unfairly treated and unjustly discriminated

against complainant in the matter of cargo space accommodations due
regard being had for the proper loading of the vessels and the available

tonnage in violation of paragraph Fourth of section 14 of the Shipping
Act 1916 Hernandez v Bernstein 686 691

The publication and filing of a tariff imposes an obligation upon a carrier

to serve the ports or places named therein and a refusal to book cargo

if at the time space is available for the sole reason that more profitable
bookings are available elsewhere is not sanctioned by the Shipping Act

Sugar From Virgin Islands 695 698
CARLOADLESS CARLOAD See CONTRACTS WITH SHIPPERS

CHARGES DEFINED See also RATE DEFINED

Charges are the segregated items of expense which are to be demanded by
the carrier forany service in connection with transportation Intercoastal

Investigation 1935 400 431
CHARTER See COMPETITION CONTRACT CARRIER

CIRCUMSTANCES AND CONDITIONS See PROFIT To SHIPPERS SERVICE

SIMILARITY OF SERVICE
COLLECT CHARGES See PREPAYMENT OF CHARGES
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COMMERCE
The fact that incidentally a part of the through transportation from a

foreign country to a destination in United States was between ports
in the United States did not change the character of that portion from

foreign to interstate Boston Wool Trade Assoc v Oceanic SS Corpora
tion 86 87

If there is an original and continuing intention to ship goods by water

from one State of the United States to another by way of the Panama

Canal the commerce is intercoastal and its character as such is not

changed by the mere accidents or incidents of billing or number of lines

participating in the transportation It is well settled that the intention

of the shipper as to the ultimate destination at the time the cargo starts

is the test of its character though broken transported by more than

one carrier or moving on through or local bills of lading Intercoastal

Investigation 1935 400 440
Our commerce embraces not only cargo moving but the instrumentalities

employed in moving such cargo Seas Shipping Co v American South

African Line 568 583
Defendants are engaged in the transportation of property by water between

Manila Philippine Islands and the United States and in respect of such

transportation are common carriers by water in interstate commerce

Johnson Pickett Rope Co v Dollar SS Lines 585 585
The reasonableness of the truck rates between San Diego and Los Angeles

is a matter within the jurisdiction of the Railroad Commission of the

State of California Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego
No 2600 604

In the absence of a through route a movement on local bills of lading
between Los Angeles and San Diego becomes intrastate Any movement

between points within the same State is not subject to the Departments
jurisdiction unless it constitutes part of a throughroute movement in

interstate or foreign commerce Id 605
As stated by the Department of Commerce in Seas Shipping Co v Amer

ican South African Line Inc et al 1 U S S B B 568 at 583

our commerce embraces not only cargo moving but the in

strumentalities employed in moving such cargo DollarMat

son Agreements 750 755
COMMISSIONS See also AGENTS

Refusal by defendants to pay commissions to persons other than their
authorized agents on passenger tickets and orders for transportation
purchased for customers for passage on defendant lines between ports in

the State of New York and foreign countries does not result in unreason

able or undue preference or prejudice to such persons under sections

14 and 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 Joseph Singer v TransAtlantic

Passenger Conference 520 523
COMMODITY RATES See also CONSOLIDATED CLASSIFICATION VOLUME OF

TRAFFIC

Ordinarily taking article out of classrate basis and assigning commodity
rates to be charged thereon denotes a substantial movement of the com

modity and generally the commodity rate is somewhat lower than the

class rate which it displaces American Peanut Corporation v M M T
78 82

Classification ratings are generally the highest which a particular article
should bear under normal conditions and it may be stated as a matter

1 U S M C
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COMMODITY RATESContinued
of accepted principle that to assign an article a commodity rate which is

higher than its applicable class rate is indicative of some unusual cir

cumstance or circumstances incident to the transportation of that article

which specially justifies the increased rate Id 83
The classification rule of analogy does not apply to commodity rates

Firtex Ins Board Co v Luckenbach SS Co 258 259
Commodity rates must be applied strictly and are applicable only to such

articles as are clearly embraced within the commodityratedescription
Id 261

COMMON OWNERSHIP OR CONTROL
The circumstances recited warrant treating Arnold Bernstein Line Red

Star Linie G m b H and Arnold Bernstein as one for the purposes

of the case Application of Red Star Linie for Conference Membership
504 508

COMPETITION See also PROFIT TO SHIPPPERs AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15

In General
There is manifestly no provision of the Shipping Act which can be

construed to forbid a carrier to meet competition or to enlarge
the scope of its patronage and its volume of business If it can do so

without unfairness to those whom it serves Board of Commis

sioners Lake Charles v New York Porto Rico SS Co 154 156
The circumstance that complainant has confined its shipments to

respondents lines and that at the moment there appear to be no

carriers threatening the trades rate stability gives no assurance

to respondents that they may not at any time find a reverse situa

tion confronting them Operators of vessels in foreign commerce of

the United States may at any time and without warning be subjected

to severe competition by unregulated tramp vessels of any nation or

by vessels chartered by shippers with large quantities of cargo to

be transported The exigencies of ocean transportation and par

ticularly in a longvoyage trade such as concerned in the instant case

too frequently approach such a vital character that they cannot be

neglected by the vessel operator if he is to survive nor treated as

inconsequential by the Board in its determinations in complaint

proceedings W T Raleigh Co v Stoomvart 285 291292
In recent years the use of the practices set forth has become increas

ingly prevalent due apparently to the growing realization by foreign

flag operators of the vulnerability of our conferences which by the

Shipping Act 1916 are prohibited from using the deferredrebate

system employed almost universally in the export trades of other

countries as a protection against such competition Section 19

Investigation 1935 470 490
The need for regular services of the best type of ships for each par

ticular trade was recognized by Congress in the preamble of the

Merchant Marine Act 1920 which states that it is necessary for

the proper growth of its foreign and domestic commerce that the

United States shall have a rxierchant marine of the best equipped

and most suitable types of vessels Section 7 of that act directs

the Department to investigate and determine what steamship serv

ices shall be established and the type size speed and other require

ments of vessels to be employed in such service and the frequency

and regularity of their railings with a view to furnishing adequate
1 U S M C
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regular certain and permanent services The Americanflag lines

who have asked the Department to establish rules and regulations
under section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act were brought into

existence as a result of this mandate of Congress The ends sought

by this legislation cannot be achieved and this policy will be de

feated unless destructive methods of competition can be prevented
Id 497

The truck rates are described by protestant as being the result of

cutthroat competition The rail rates between Los Angeles and

San Diego are named in the railroad tariffs as truck competitive
rates It seems clear that they cannot be considered maximum rea

sonable rates Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego
600 604

It is true that the active market competition from other lumber

producing regions hasalimiting effect upon the value of the service

to protestants Furthermore the availability of relatively cheap rail

transportation and water transportation at lower charter rates tends

to lessen the worth of respondents services Just what weight
should be given to these factors is difficult to determine Eastbound

Intercoastal Lumber 608 621
Passenger Fares

There should be an effort to grade all fares so as to put them as

nearly as possible on a fair competitive basis considering the age

size speed and itinerary of the vessel the character of the accommo

dations and service offered the peculiar characteristics of theparticu
lar trade involved and the needs of thecarrier Passenger Classifica

tions and Fares American Line SS Corporation 294 304
If the experience of the respondent gained from more than five years

operation of its present vessels in the intercoastal trade prompts

that line to make changes in its passenger fares and classifications

applicable to these vessels the complaint of competing lines in the

same trade that they will be forced to reduce their fares to the

extent necessary to maintain the existing differentials does not

make out even a prima facie case of unreasonableness or unlawful

ness under the provisions of the Shipping Act 1916 Id 304
Even though some passengers may be diverted fromother lines in the

same trade that result in and of itself would not make the suspended
tariff unlawful Id 304305

Respondentsships involved in the proceeding are not in any way

competing in the transpacific trade and therefore the lawfulness

of the suspended tariff should not be tested by unsupported fore

casts of possible tumult and havoc in that trade Id 305

Carrier

Shippers need rate stability in order to conduct their business on

sound principles Destructive competition between carriers may

afford a temporary benefit to some of the shippers particularly in

terested but this does not compensate fo its fanreaching and

serious adverse effect upon the maintenance of an efficient merchant

marine with which the Department is charged by law The acts
which the Department administers frown upon destructive carrier

competition and the greater the danger in this respect the greater
TT Q AT n
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CarrierContinued
is the need for unswerving fidelity to the policy and primary pur
pose declared by law Intercoastal flat of Nelson SS Co
326 336

The Department should exercise all the powers at its command to pre
vent rate wars of the character evidenced and the bad effects upon

our commerce and upon carriers and shippers alike that inhere in

such wars Id 337
Respondents generally compete with each other and with rail carriers

This competition always intense and bitter has not been conducted

along lines of benefit to the general shipping public or to respond
ents themselves or to the maintenance of an adequate merchant

marine The trade is characterized by individualistic operations
and in their struggle for traffic respondents have gone beyond the

limits permitted by law Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 405
The law does not interfere with competition between carriers when

conducted along lawful lines but there is a limit when the law will

interfere and that is when competition becomes destructive and

wasteful Id 430
A modern efficient and economical intercoastal service is in the public

interest and any carrier offering it is entitled to all the protection
of law If the Department allows Shepard or any other carrier not

offering that kind of service to set the standard of competition and

permits it by means of tariff advantages such as Shepard claims to

itself to undermine carriers attempting to offer that kind of service
it would inevitably lead to the gradual but sure destruction of such

other carriers which is inimical to the declared policy of the law

Id 430431
The line between proper competition and improper competition must be

drawn at some place Id 468
The use of the cutrate methods prevents stability Furthermore

their effect is cumulative and sooner or later they result in com

plete demoralization of shipping conditions in the trades in which

they are used Section 19 Investigation 1935 470 491
Certainly the proper remedy for any unduly high rate is not cutthroat

competition that wrecks the entire rate structure Id 493
From the record in the investigation it is clear that there exist today

and have existed in the past conditions unfavorable to shipping in

the foreign trade arising out of and resulting from competitive
methods employed by owners andor operators of foreign countries

and that the effects of the worldwide depression upon our export
trade have been intensified by these competitive methods The fol

lowing practices arespecifically condemned as unfair and detrimental

to the commerce of the United States and the development of an

adequate American merchant marine 1 The solicitation or pro

curement of freight by offers to underquote any rate which another

carrier or carriers may quote 2 The use of rate cutting as a club

to compel other carriers to adopt pooling agreements rate differ

entials spacingofsailing agreements or other measures Id 498

It is evident from the report and the Department finds that foreign

flag nonconference carriers by open or secret solicitation of freight

on basis of rates lower by specific percentages or amounts than the
1 TT C M r
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established rates of other carriers American and foreign or on basis

of any rate that would attract business away from such other car

riers or by threatened rate reductions compel or seek to compel
such other carriers to adopt pooling ratedifferential or spacingof
sailing agreements on their qNn terms and have thus created condi

tions unfavorable to such other lines and to shipping in the foreign
trade These methods and practices of foreignflag nonconference

carriers the Department condemns as unfair Id 501
The rate established under the competitive pressure mentioned would

afford no criterion of a maximum reasonable rate for the services

in question Gulf Westbound Intercoastal Soya Bean Oil Meal

Rates 554 559
The Shipping Act recognizes that a carrier may reduce rates below

a fair and remunerative basis with the intent of driving a competi
tive carrier by water outof business without such action constituting
the operation of a fighting ship This is apparent when the fighting
ship prohibition in section 14 is compared with section 19 of that

act Seas Shipping Co v American South African Lines 568 579

Nothing in the Shipping Act prohibits carriers from using every legiti
mate means to wage economic warfare in their efforts to secure or

retain traffic The only weapon apparently used by defendants is the

reduction of rates to a level unremunerative for themselves as well

as for their competitors and this the statute does not prohibit
Id 584

However disastrous to all concerned a rate war in our foreign com

merce may prove the Congress has not given the Department the

power to terminate it Id 584
On coffee from the West Coast defendants contend that the lower rate

to New York than to Boston is due to the competitive action of

the transshipping lines meeting the direct service As the direct

service referred to is by Grace Line Inc that defendant is in the

anomalous position of claiming its transshipment rate is depressed
because of its own action Moreover the members of the West Coast
Conference have the power to initiate and enforce changes in rates

applying over direct as well as transshipment routes Common

wealth of Mass v Colombian SS Co 711 715716
Section 605 c of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 as amended by

imposing restraints against the duplication of services by subsidized

lines takes away from the parties their opportunity to compete
with one another in their respective foreign services thus destroying
the underlying consideration for the agreement DollarMatson

Agreements 750 754
Section 15 confers authority to regulate competition between carriers

in accordance with the needs of the service Id 755
We view the exemption granted by section 15 as a means of regulating

competition in order to eliminate rate cutting and other abuses

which are harmful to shipper and carrier alike Id 755

Prejudice Commodities Ports

It is manifest of record that no competition exists between wool and

boots and shoes cotton piece goods and iron and steel articles

1 U S M C
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It is therefore recognized that the rates on wool cannot be prej
udiced by the rates on the latter commodities Boston Wool Trade
Asso v M M T 24 30

There being no competition of importance between peanuts shipped
from two ports further consideration of claim of unjust prejudice
must be denied American Peanut Corporation v M M T 78 79

Regarding the issue of undue and unreasonable prejudice and disad

vantage the evidence of complainantswitness as to whether She

boygan and Milwaukee tanneries compete with complainant is in

direct conflict Upon the record therefore the allegation as re

spects section 16 is not sustained EagleOttawa Leather Co V

Goodrich Transit Co 101 102
Contention that arbitraries on cargo transshipped subject ports to

undue and unreasonable disadvantage is not supported in view of

slight amount of such cargo and practical competitive conditions

which respondents have to meet in order to participate in carriage

of the traffic Everett Chamber of Commerce v Luckenbach SS Co

149 152153
Carrierspractice to name tariff rates anIcharges lower by fixed per

centages than those of its competitors for like transportation in

intercoastal commerce between points on the Atlantic coast and

points on the Pacific coast results in undue and unreasonable ad

vantage to it and in undue and unreasonable prejudice anu aisad

vantage to the carriers named and is unjust and unreasonable

Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 462
The competition which a shipper faces is not limited to shipments mov

ing on the same vessel with his shipment and the possibilities of

discriminations preferences and prejudices are not removed by

giving the same rates to all shippers of the same commodity on the

same vessel Section 19 Investigation 1935 470 495
The competition met by protestants in the sale of soya bean oil meal

on the Pacific coast may be considered only in so far as it is a factor

affecting the value of the service to the shipper The Department
has no authority to reduce a rate primarily to protect an industry

from foreign or domestic competition Atchison T S F Ry Co v

Interstate Commerce Commission 190 Fed 591 That function lies

within the managerial discretion of the carrier Gulf Westbound

Intercoastal Soya Bean Oil Meal Rates 554 560
Undue prejudice or preference is not established by a mere showing of

lower rates on a competitive commodity There must also be a

showing of the character and intensity of the competition of the

specific effect of the rate relation on such competition and that the

difference has operated to shippers disadvantage in marketing the

commodity Johnson Pickett Rope Co v Dollar SS Lines 585 587
It is only in measuring value of service that consideration may be given

to the competition that protestants meet in the eastern markets with

lumber from Canada Russia the South and elsewhere because the

Commission has no authority to reduce a rate primarily to protect an

industry from foreign or domestic competition Eastbound Inter

coastal Lumber 608 620621
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Ordinarily under section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 there must be a

competitive relation between persons localities or traffic before un

due preference can arise and the undue prejudice must be of such

kind as will result in positive advantage to the one unduly preferred
Moreover it is essential to show the specific effect of the alleged pre

judicial rate or practice upon the flow of the traffic and the marketing
of the commodity ParafHne Companies v AmericanHawaiian SS

Co 628 629
As a general rule there must be a definite showing that thepreference

and prejudice complained of is undue and unreasonable in that it

actually operates to the real disadvantage of the complainant To do

this it is of primary importance that there be disclosed an existing
and effective competitive relation between the prejudiced and pre

ferred shipper H Kramer Co v Inland Waterways Corp 630

633
In order to establish undue preference undue prejudice of some other

shipper should be shown To do this it is of primary importance that

there be disclosed an existing and effective competitive relation be

tween the prejudiced and preferred shipper Phelps Bros Co v

Cosul ich 634 638
The basis of complainants allegation that the existing relationship be

tween the rates on flour and bulk wheat is prejudicial to the latter

commodity is not clear The extent of competition if any between

the commodities is not demonstrated and there is no proof that the rate

situation has in any manner operated to complainants disadvantage in

marketing wheat Intervening flour interests contend that rates on

wheat and flour should be on an exact parity because a lower rate on

wheat would enable southeastern mills to secure northwestern wheat

and market the flour at a price advantage over flour from thenorth

west But the Commission has no authority to adjust rates pri
marily to protect an industry from domestic competition TriState
Wheat Transp Council v Alameda Transp Co 784 787788

Complainant seeks to establish that the rates under consideration are

unduly prejudicial by comparing the rate on wallboard with the23cent

rate on pulpboard and by pointing out that scrap paper bears the

same rate as baled rags valued at 28 per ton There is no proof that

competition exists between the compared commodities or that the

allegedly preferential rates have had any injurious effect upon com

plainantsbusiness Celotex Corp v Mooremack Gulf Lines 789

792
COMPLAINTS See SHIPPING ACT 1916 REPARATION SEAL OF NOTARY PUBLIC

CONFERENCE Sec AGItmEuENTS UNDER SECTION 15

CONFISCATION
Unfavorable financial returns upon respondentsoperations as a whole can

not justify rates on leather if they are unreasonable and reduction of such

rates if by the usual tests they are found unreasonable is not confiscation

but is a proper exercise of the regulatory function EagleOttawa Leather

Co v Goodrich Transit Co 101 106
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CONGRESSIONAL DEBATES

Although senatorial discussions are perhaps not the approved source of

information from which to determine the meaning of the language of the

statute review of legislative expressions has been felt desirable in view

of importance of conclusions American Peanut Corporation v M M
T 90 94

CONSOLIDATED CLASSIFICATION See also COMMODITY RATEs

Classification ratings are generally the highest which a particular article

should bear under normal conditions and it may be stated as a matter of

accepted principle that to assign an article a commodity rate which is

higher than its applicable class rate is indicative of some unusual cir

cumstance or circumstances incident to the transportation of that article
which specially justifies the increased rate American Peanut Corporation
v M M T 78 83

By its express provision rule 34 of the official classification related to ship
ments loaded inor on cars In and of itself it was therefore in no re

spect applicable to porttoport shipments by water MuirSmith Co v

GLT Corporation 138 141
The Board found 1 U S S B 138 that rule 34 of the classification did not

apply to allwater shipments Oakland Motor Car Co v GLT Corpora
tion 308 309

The general mixing provision contained in rule 10 of the governing classiflca
tion originated inrailroad transportation and has had the sanction of the

Interstate Commerce Commission over a long period of years Armstrong
Cork Co v AmericanHawaiian 719 724

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
Decisions of the United States Supreme Court demonstrate the fallacy of the

contention that should continuance of differentials be countenanced such
action would be in contravention of article 9 section 1 of the Constitution
of the United States which prohibits preferring a port in one State over a

port inanother State Port Utilities Commission of Charleston v Carolina

Co 61 70
CONTRACT CARRIERS See also SHIPPING AcT 1916

Although the act does notdefine contract carriers this term includes every
carrier by water which under a charter contract agreement arrangement
or understanding operates an entire ship or some principal part thereof
for the specified purposes of the charterer during a specific term or for

a specified voyage in consideration of a certain sum of money generally
per unit of time or weight or both or for the whole period or adventure
described Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 458

It is hardly necessary to state that the provisions of the Intercoastal Ship
ping Act 1933 and those provisions of the Shipping Act 1916 governing
common carriers by water in intercoastal commerce also apply to con

tract carriers in intercoastal commerce Such provisions of law the

Department may not waive Id 458
The Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 does not differentiate contract from

common carriers Both are the same for all of its purposes It pro
hibits one and the other from engaging or participating in intercoastal
transportation unless all the rates charges rules and regulations have

been published and filed with the Department It cannot too strongly be

stressed that failure of a carrier whether contract or common to

properly publish and file its rates is as serious a violation of the act
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as Its failure to observe such rates after they have been published and

filed Id 461
Respondents have engaged or are engaged in transportation each as a con

tract carrier by water in intercoastal commerce without proper tariffs

on file with the Department in violation of section 2 of the Intercoastal
Shipping Act 1933 Id 463464

The filing requirement on contract carriers is imposed by the Intercoastal
Shipping Act 1933 which states that the term common carrier by
water in intercoastal commerce for the purposes of the act shall include

every common and contract carrier by water engaged in the transporta
tion for hire of passengers or property between one State of the United

States and any other State of the United States by way of the Panama
Canal The words contract carrier as there used have a meaning
In the absence of statutory definition a particular meaning has been

placed upon them by the report As to each case as it arises the ques

tion one of fact is whether the operations of the carrier fall within

the meaning given the words contract carrier From the charter

between The Union Sulphur Company and A C Dutton Lumber Cor

poration it is clear that in transporting the cargo of the latter company
The Union Sulphur Company falls within the meaning of such words
To follow the exceptions of The Union Sulphur Company and San Fran

cisco Chamber of Commerce would be the equivalent of saying that such
words are meaningless As long as they remain in the statute it is

the duty of every contract carrier to file tariffs as contemplated by the

act The filing of copy of the charter by the charterer does not satisfy
such filing requirement Id 468

CONTRACTS WITH SHIPPERS

In General

Whether an agreement was entered into its terms and other matters

looking to adetermination of the contractual relations and rights of
the parties pursuant to it are clearly not within Boardsjurisdiction
to consider Boston Wool Trade Assoc v Oceanic SS Co 86 89

Apparently if there is liability under the contract of afPreightment for
failure of defendants to furnish cargo space within the time agreed
upon any recourse of complainant is before a court of competent
jurisdiction Pacific Lumber Shipping Co v PacificAtlantic SS
Co 624 6271

To order cancellation of existing cannery contracts or the alteration
of the method of serving canneries was not deemed necessary or

expedient where approximately 50 percent of the Southeastern Alaska

business handled by the carriers was cannery business many of the
canneries were located at outoftheway points and steamers fre

quently made a detour of more than 20 miles waste Alaska Rate

Investigation 1 12
Tariffs

The law prohibits special arrangements between shippers and carriers
unless the terms thereof are fully disclosed in the tariff Inter
coastal Rate Investigation 1935 400 416

In paragraph 6 it is stated that the rate and carload minimum weight
shall not in any event exceed the rate and carload minimum weight
specified in the contract Such clause at law is deemed to have been

agreed to in contemplation of the powers of Congress to legislate
1 U S M C
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and of the Department to enforce the law The rate and minimum

weight in the tariff afford the only legal basis upon which freight

charges may be collected and any agreement to the contrary cannot

be sanctioned by the Department Id 455
As the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 requires the publication and

filing of all the rates charges rules acid regulations fcror in con

nection with intercoastal transportation from which a carrier may

not depart except after notice and in the manner prescribed by that

statute which affords shippers an opportunity to protest any such

change and as the Shipping Act 1916 prohibits all unreasonable rates

charges rules and regulations and condemns discriminations that

would give an undue preference or disadvaniage there is no need

for a shipper to make a special contract with a carrier in order to

entitle himself to intercoastal transportation for his goods at

the same rates and charges and under the same terms and condi

tions as the goods of his competitor are transported Id 456

Nothing in the acts has deprived carriers of the right to contract

and subject to the prohibitions mentioned they are free to make

special contracts looking to a legitimate increase of their business

If such contract is entered at law the parties may be taken to have

done so subject to possible changes in the published rates charges

rules and regulations in the manner fixed by the statute to which

they must conform Id 456
It cannot too strongly be stressed that the terms and conditions of the

tariff may not be waived or changed by private agreements with

shippers Id 456
In 1931 carriers were prohibited by section 18 of the Shipping Act 1916

from charging rates higher than those published and properly filed
but there was no specific prohibition against their making contracts

with shippers at lower rates In the cited case the court recognized
such contracts as not unusual and stated that the practice was then

well known C W Spence v PacificAtlantic SS Co 624 626
Lumberberthquantityallowance rules found to contravene the provi

sions of section 14 of the Shipping Act 1916 which forbids the making
of any unfair or unjustly discriminatory contract with any shipper
based on the volume of freight offered Transportation of Lumber

Through Panama Canal 646 630
Exclusive Patronage

The benefits which accrue to a common carrier if it may make lower rates

to those who ship by it exclusively areplain and that such a policy
may be advantageous to the carrier which practices it may be granted
but it has long since been recognized that those who conduct a public
employment must forego many methods of obtaining business and

holding it which are permissible in private enterprise Eden Mining Co
v Bluefields Fruit SS Co 41 44

In Menacho et al v Ward et al 27 Fed 529 the status of the common

law with respect to exclusivepatronage contracts by common carrier is

fairly represented It pronounces the commonlaw doctrine that such

contracts are lawful only in the event that they are made with a view

that in return for the lower rate the carrier shall receive from the

shipper regular consignments of freight or a given number of ship
s U S M C
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ments or a certain quantity of merchandise for transportation Id

44
Applicable to the case in hand is the language used in W U Tel Co V

Call Pub Co 181 U S 92 where the court said All individuals

have equal rights both in respect to service and charges Of course

such equality of right does not prevent differences in the modes and

kinds of service and different charges based thereon But that prin
ciple of equality does forbid any difference in charge which is not

based upon difference in service and even when based upon difference

of service must have some reasonable relation to the amount of dif

ference and cannot be so great as to produce an unjust discrimination

Id 45
The contention that the substantial equality of treatment contemplated

by sections 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act 116 was accorded since

complainants were extended full opportunity to avail themselves of
the lower rates by agreeing to the same condition which contract ship
pers had accepted is as unconvincing here as when used in support
of other kinds of unjust discrimination resulting from unfair condi

tions imposed by carriers upon shippers Under the statute the

complainants as members of the shipping public were entitled to have

theirshipments carried at the same rates as other patrons who received

identical service This right attached to each individual transpor
tation transaction as such and was not to be predicated upon any

condition imposed by respondent restricting complainants freedom of
choice as to what carrier or carriers they should elect to patronize
in connection with subsequent shipments Id 46

United States v Prince Line Ltd et al 220 Fed 230 distinguished
from Eden Mining Co v Blueflelds Fruit Steamship Co 1 U S S

841 Id 46
Case of Rawleigh v Stoomvaart et al 1 U S S B 288 distinguished

from Eden Mining Co et al v Blueflelds Fruit Steamship Co 1
U S S B 41 Rawleigh v Stoomvaart 288 290291

Contracts in Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman Bucknall SS Co 1

U S S B 242 distinguished from contract in the Eden Mining case
1 U S S B 41 Atlantic Ref Co v Ellerman Bucknall SS Co
242 252263

Complainant has been and is receiving frequent and satisfactory trans

portation service maintained with heavy investment by respondents
in a longdistance trade with the unqualified support of practically
all other shippers than complainant through the use of the contract
rate system in its simple form Complainant except as to rate is
accorded every advantage of such service similarly as are such other

shippers although it has the liberty of at any time patronizing any

competition destructive of the stability and regularity of such service
In return for the rate disadvantage which it incurs in the capacity
of a noncontract shipper there must in fairness be considered the

prospect not only of recoupment by complainant but of its obtaining
through the exercise of such liberty advantages in rates over those

shippers who have agreed to confine their shipments to the respond
ents Rawleigh v Stoomvaart 285 292
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The contractratepractice as a practice is not new and by implication
it must be said to have received approbative attention at the hands

of a committee of Congress after a lengthy and painstaking investi

gation of combinations and practices of carriers by water It has

presently almost universal practical application being used in multi

tudinous daily transactions by carriers the world over Like the

method of charging rates upon a weight or measurement basis and
in interstate trades the carloadlesscarload mode of rate making
it is a system of rate application which finds acknowledged adapta
bility in ocean transportation An important attribute of it is equal
ity of rate treatment as between large and small shippers By con

tracting with a group of lines under the contract system prevailing
in this trade the small shipper is assured of adequacy of service and

of receiving the same rate as that charged the large shipper of the

same commodity Id 292293
The Shipping Act which closely parallels the recommendations of the

legislative committee does not forbid the contractrate practice as

such Id 293
It is not persuasive that respondents practice is unlawful because of

absence of materially different service before and since inauguration
of such practice by them Manifestly a basic reason for the inau

guration of the contractratepractice was to secure protection to the
carriers of the established services maintenance of which required
heavy capital and overhead expenditures These considerations it
would appear justified adoption by the respondents of every reason

able measure such as the contractratepractice per se to assure the

stability of competitive conditions necessary for the continuance of the

regularity and frequency of service required by shippers in the trade

and which except for introduction of such practice might well have
become impossible Id 293

Rates assessed under contractnoncontractratesystem on black Lampong
pepper from theNetherlandsEast Indies to New York N Y and New

Orleans La not shown to be in violation of section 14 16 or 17 of
the Shipping Act 1916 Id 293

The contract contained in the schedule under suspension excludes car

riers from participating in the transportation under consideration
and creates a monopoly in favor of a competitor which is unlawful

Although contract rates may have served a useful purpose in the past
when intercoastal carriers freely engaged in rate wars their need
for intercoastal transportation is no longer apparent in the light of the
Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Intercoastal Rates on Silica Sand
From Baltimore Md 373 375

It is said the contractratesystem was adopted to obtain some degree
of stability in the rates Undoubtedly this was one of its effects
at least as to the rates on shipments of contracting shippers but
another effect of this practice is to exclude other carriers as may
offer from participating in the transportation of the contracted ton
nage In the Eden Mining case it was held that the exaction of

higher rates from complainants than from shippers who had agreed
to give the respondent their exclusive patronage subjected complain
ants to undue and unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage and
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CONTRACTS WITH SHIPPERSContinued

Exclusive PatronageContinued
constituted unjust discrimination between shippers It is true only
one carrier was there involved but to permit the members of the

Gulf conference to publish and charge rates depending upon the

execution of exclusivepatronage contracts would be permitting them
to do collectively what carriers individually are prohibited from
doing Two carriers were involved in the Menacho case and in prin
ciple the situation as to the Gulf carriers cannot be distinguished
from the one there involved Intercoastal Investigation 400 452

Contracts of the character in question do not constitute a transporta
tion condition as to warrant a difference in transportation rates

Id 452
It is cliar that when intercoastal carriers were not required to file

the rates charged shippers but only their maximum rates and car

riers freely engaged in rate wars the contractratesystem served a

useful purpose but conditions have been changed by the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 1933 which requires that unless specifically author

ized by the Department rates may not be changed on less than

thirty days notice to the public and also authorizes the Department
either upon complaint or upon its own initiative to suspend proposed
changes in the rates and enter upon hearings concerning the lawful

ness thereof Id 454
It will be noted that under paragraph 1 of the form of agreement

Calmar reserves the right to fix the maximum quantity to be car

ried on any of its vessels and that under paragraphs 3 and 6

thereof the shipper obligates itself to tender a certain minimum num

ber of carloads or tons In these respects the contracting shippers
are placed at a disanvantage as compared with noncontracting ship
pers for it is the right of shippers to ship in any quantity they
choose and the obligation of carriers to carry the quantity tendered

to them due regard being had for the proper loading of the vessel

and the available tonnage and such matter cannot be the subject
of contracts Id 454455

The practice of members of Gulf Intercoastal Conference to exact

higher rates and charges from shippers who have not executed so

called rate contracts with them than from shippers who have done

so for like intercoastal transportation is unlawful in violation of
sections 16 and 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 Id 463

The contractratesystems of Calmar and Shepard are in violation of
section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 and sections 16 and
18 of the Shipping Act 1916 Id 463

The Rawleigh case involved transportation in foreign commerce the
issues there are distinguishable from the issues here and that de
cision should have no controlling effect on intercoastal transportation
Id 467

Rawleigh v Stoomvaart et al 1 U S S B 285 and Gulf Intercoastal
Contract Rates 1 U S S B B 524 as distinguished Gulf Inter
coastal Contract Rates 524 529530

It is clear that the real purpose of the suspended rates and rule is

to prevent shippers from using the lines of other carriers and to dis

courage all others from attempting to engage in intercoastal trans

portation from and to theGulf Id 530
1 TT C lf i
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CONTRACTS WITH SHIPPERSContinued
Exclusive PatronageContinued

It should be understood that the Department is not sanctioning all

contractratesystems in foreign commerce Whether any such system
is lawful is a question which must be determined by the facts in
each case Id 530

The Department finds the contract system provided for in the scheds
under suspension not justified by transportation conditions in the

trade involved and unduly and unreasonably preferential and preju
dicial in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 Id 530

Allegation that defendants have established and are maintaining a sys
tem of exclusivepatronage contracts under agreements or under

standings not filed or approved pursuant to section 15 has not been

sustained Phelps Bros Co v Consulich 684 689
As stated in Gulf Intercoastal Contract Rates 1 U S S B B 524

with reference to contractratesystems in foreign commerce whether

any such system is lawful is a question which must be determined by
the facts in each case Id 639

Complainant found to be entitled to membership in the Adriatic Black

Sea and Levant Conference on equal terms with each of the defend

ants and the conference agreement and contracts found to result in

unjust discrimination and to be unfair as between complainant and

defendants and to subject complainant to undue and unreasonable
prejudice and disadvantage Id 641

That section 15 confers authority to regulate competition between

carriers in accordance with the needs of the service was stated by
the U S Supreme Court in the case of Swayne Hoyt Ltd et al

v United States 300 U S 297 305 We think there was

evidence from which the Secretary could reasonably conclude that

there was little need for a contractratesystem to assure stability
of service On the other hand there was substantial evi

dence from which the Secretary could infer that the contractrate

system would tend to give to the Conference carriers a monopoly by
excluding competition from new lines DollarMatson Agreements
750 755

COST OF SERVICE See also VALUE OF COMMODITY VALUE OF SERVICE
VOLUME OF TRAFFIC

Obviously there is objection to the application of data which are based

upon the cost of service of water carriers at large to the cost of service

rendered by the Metropolitan Steamship Line and the probative force of

evidence on this point is weakened by its generality Boston Wool Trade

Assoc v Eastern SS Lines 36 37
Greater cost of service due to more sailings would seem to be gross and to

be dissipated by greater tonnage carried American Peanut Corp V M

M T 78 81
The probative value of conclusion concerning cost is necessarily impaired by

absence of facts upon which it is based EagleOttawa Leather Co v

Goodrich Transit Co 101 105
Value is an important element of rate making but cost of service is also a

factor and hence it is often true that charges for transporting a cheap
article are greater in proportion to its value than charges for transport
ing a highgrade article Atlas Waste Mfg Co v Ny P R SS Co 195

196197
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COST OF SERVICEContinued
Depreciation in a countryscurrency is often followed by a compensating

increase in domestic prices and the general expenses of doing business
and had the carriers encountered such an increase in cost of services
furnished by them to the Canadian shipper there would exist one of the
main reasons by which carriers can justify exacting increased compen
sation from shippers Rates in Canadian Currency 264 277

The lack of evidence on the point does not warrant the assumption that

there is no difference in the cost of services to New York and Philadelphia
Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export SS Corporation 538 542

The value of respondents evidence in regard to the cost of service is neces

sarily impaired by the fact that no attempt was made to itemize all of

the cost factors also the failure to submit the underlying supporting data
from which the accuracy of the figures can be tested Nevertheless the

cost study affords ina general way a rough guide in view of the increased
operating expenses since 1934 and considering the fact that ordinarily
substantial additions should be made to outofpocket cost in order to

reflect all the cost that may be fairly allocated to the service plus a rea

sonable margin of profit to the carrier But even though the study were

unusually comprehensive and exact the cost developed thereby though
entitled to considerable weight could not be accepted as controlling since

due consideration must also be given to the value of the service to the

shipper Gulf Westbound Intercoastal Soya Bean Oil Meal Rates 554
560

As a general rule a maximum reasonable rate should in principle be no

lower than the cost of service to the carrier plus a reasonable profit and no

higher than the reasonable worth of the service to the shipper Id 560
The increases in respondents operating expenses for the first half of 1936

over 1933 would be more persuasive of Increased costs of operation gen

erally if in addition there had been shown for each year the volume of

revenue tonnage and the operating expenses and revenues so that the unit

cost per payable ton could be determined It may also be said in con

nection with protestunts showing of increased gross operating revenue

of respondents over the year 1933 that such statistics do not mean much

unless accompanied with a statement of the corresponding operating ex

penses and the return on the recorded property investment that is thereby
produced Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 608 621822

Itmust be recognized that operating costs have advanced hnd that increased
revenues to meet such costs are perhaps necessary But all cargo carried

should contribute its proper share and the burden imposed upon inter

state transpottation should not be greater than that imposed on traffic

moving in foreign trade Sugar From Virginia Islands 695 699
While the increases authorized in Commodity Rates Between Atlantic and

Gulf Ports 1 U S M C 642 were granted in recognition of the carriers

revenue needs such costs of operation must be fairly distributed over all
cargo transported Celotex Corporation v Mooremack Gulf Lines 789
792

CURRENCY See PREJUDICE

DAMAGES See REPARATION
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DEFERRED REBATES

In recent years the use of the practices set forth has become increasingly
prevalent due apparently to the growing realization by foreignflag op

erators of the vulnerability of our conferences which by the Shipping
Act 1916 are prohibited from using the deferredrebate system employed
almost universally in the export trades of other countries as a protection
against such competition Section 19 Investigation 1935 470 490

Payments to shippers of automobiles by W and M through A D T found

to have been an unjust device or means to obtain transportation of prop

erty by water at less than the rates or charges which would otherwise

apply and to have been unduly preferential in violation of section 16 of

the Shipping Act 1916 but not to have been deferred rebates within the

purview of section 14 of theact Payments to Shippers by W M SS Co
744 749

DELIVERY

The carriersundertaking is notonly to transport but also to deliver cargo
to consignees because transportation as the United States Supreme Court

often has said is not completed until the shipment arrives at the point
of destination and is there delivered Assembling and Distributing Charge
380 384

Although respondents admit it is their obligation to make proper delivery
of the cargo they urge that delivery beyond shipsside is a sephrate
operation the cost of which should be borne by the cargo This view con

flicts with that of the United States Supreme Court as expressed in

Brittan vBarnaby 62 U S 527 533 535 Id 384
Ifthe shipper pays for delivery at shipstackle and does not receive it but

instead is obliged by the steamship companies to take delivery from place
of rest on dock which delivery costs the carriers not more but less he

may not be compelled to pay an additional charge upon the assumption
that he has received an additional service The United States Supreme
Court his held that a carrier may not charge the shipper for the use

of its generalfreight depot in merely delivering his goods for shipment
nor charge the consignee of such goods for its use in merely receiving
them there within a reasonable time after they are unloaded It is not

within the power of the carriers by agreement in any form to burden

shippers with charges for services they are bound to render without any
other compensation than the customary charges for transportation Id
385

The record shows that it is impracticable for carriers to accept possession
or make delivery of general cargo at shipshook and if as used in the

rule shipstackle means shipshook the expense of moving such cargo
from and to point of rest on the dock when thht service is performed for

the convenience of respondents should be included in the intercoastal
rate Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 416417

When delivery is made to a lighter rail car barge river steamer or truck
for movement beyond the port the shipment ordinarily is checked by the

intercoastal carrier by number of cases or packages and general shipping
mark and there is no detailed sorting by any carrier other than by
Shepard A charge is imposed upon deliveries to trucks but there is no

charge when shipments are delivered to other conveyances There s also

a similarity of treatment in deliveries to a lighter whether for local de

livery or for a rail haul but the charge applies only upon the local de
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DELIVERYContinued

livery In this respect the rule is unduly prejudicial andpreferential
Intercoastal Segregation Rules 725 734

The rule requires the payment of charges by local consignees who perform
their own sorting or who employ warehouses to perform that service at

places other than the piers and who are willing to take delivery of their

shipments by general shipping mark with reasonable despatch within free

time Itforces those who have no need for and who do not request parcel
lot delivery to contribute to the expense incident to such delivery when it

is requested and performed In this respect the rule is unjust and

unreasonable Id 734

Shipments are tallied when received from the shipper and are checked

against the bill of lading when delivery is made at the port of discharge
This check is made for the carriersprotection as assurance that delivery
is being made of the entire billoflading quantity Some sorting on the

pier also is necessary to insure proper delivery of mixed shipments These
services performed for the convenience of the carrier in effecting normal

delivery should be included in the published rate Id 735
The rule applies to shipments discharged at all Atlantic and Gulf ports

Respondents presented no testimony regarding operating conditions at

ports of discharge other than New York and New Orleans Protestants
however presented testimony concerning conditions at other Atlantic and

Gulf ports showing that in many instances the charge would apply on

shipments that required no sorting as for instance where deliveries

are made in one lot by general shipping mark and where the cargo is

transferred to local warehouses for sorting It is reasonably clear

from Protestants testimony that the rule as it is now published gives
little if any consideration to the manner in which shipments are han

dled at the ports named above and that its operation will be unjust and

unreasonable Id 735
A carrier may not be required to perform extra handling on the pier or

extraordinary delivery of one shipment to numerous persons in parcel
lots but it may engage therein upon proper tariff authority and for rea

sonable compensation Parcellotdelivery may require somewhat different

handling on the pier than is ordinarily the case but it is improper to

assess any part of the cost thereof against a consignee who does not

request or receive extraordinary delivery Id 736
Gulf respondents referred to the constantly advancing wage scales for

stevedores and for pier labor but labor costs are incurred in ordinary
loading and unloading operations and it is not possible upon the record

to determine what proportion may be properly applied to special sorting
or extraordinary delivery services A scale of charges for parcellot
deliveries based upon pier labor alone is open to question in fact Protes
tants claim that basis is unreasonable on the theory that the sorting
service is not reasonably related to the service of delivery There is some

merit in that contention since for two sortings the charge would be 1

cent per 100 pounds or approximately 20 cents per ton Yet any number

of deliveries might be made without charge At San Francisco it was

testified that the extra cost of checking parcellot deliveries on west

bound traffic was 30 cents per ton and of piling canned goods on the pier

by kinds sizes brand grade or submark was 66 cents a ton It is doubtful

that costs in the Gulf or on the Atlantic seaboard are sufficiently lower to

1 U S M C
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DELIVERYContinued

successfully defend even the minimum charge under the rule Shippers
of enclosures in pool shipments protest the sliding scale on the ground
that buyers want to know their actual delivered costs This is not possible
when the total number of sortings which the entire shipment will require
is unknown to either shipper or consignee In general the Commission

is of the opinion that all costs involved in the service should be reflected
in the charge But since the principal justification for any charge lies

in the special delivery facilities the charge should be based on the

service of delivery and irrespective of the number of deliveries a uniform

charge should be made Id 736737
Practice of respondents operating to Atlantic coast ports in making deliv

eries by kind size brand and grade without charge while assessing a

charge for parcellotdeliveries by submark found unduly preferential and

prejudicial Id 737
Splitdelivery

Measure of adjustment necessary to effect removal of the undue prejudice
and preference determined Associated Jobbers of Los Angeles v

AmericanHawaiian SS Co 198 207208
The according to carload shipments which are splitdelivered at two

or more ports the same rates andor charges as are assessed similar

carload shipments delivered solid at one port will constitute undue

and unreasonable preference and undue and unreasonable prejudice as

between persons and descriptions of traffic Associated Jobbers of

Los Angeles v AmericanHawaiian SS Co 161 168
Refusal of defendants to provide splitdelivery service Atlantic coast

ports while providing such service in connection with the same

commodities at Pacific coast ports not shown to be violation of sec

tions 16 and 18 Paraffine Cos v AmericanHawaiian SS Co
628 629

No charge will be assessed against a straight shipment of one kind and

which consists of only one size brand or grade in fact under

rule 2 g such a shipment could not lawfully be delivered in parcel
lots either with or without charge But apparently it is respondents
intention to continue parcellot deliveries for as announced by
counsel upon the assessment of a charge tinder rule 54 any num

ber of parcellot deliveries of a single shipment will be made To

accord a greater privilege to a mixed shipment than is accorded
to a straight shipment Would constitute undue preference and preju
dice in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 The con

clusion therefore is inescapable that unlawfulness may result under

the tariffs as they are now published Intercoastal Segregation Rules
725 734735

The practice of respondents operating to Atlantiecoastports in making
deliveries prior to February 17 1938 by kind size brand and grade
without charge while at the same time collecting a charge for

parcellot deliveries by submark was unduly preferential to con

signees or other persons who received such deliveries by other than

submark and unduly prejudicial to those who took delivery by
submark in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 Id

734
DEPRESSED RATES SeeCoPLriTiorr
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DESIRABILITY OF TRAFFIC
A large volume of porttoport traffic consisting of a commodity which is

uniform in package adaptable and convenient for stowage desirable

from a labor standpoint low in value and entailing minor risk undoubtedly
requires the most substantial reasons to justify the higher rates projected
by the suspended tariff Wool Rates From Boston to Philadelphia
20 23

Wool is shipped in uniform bags or bales requires no specjal equipment and

only a minimum amount of attention in handling and is readily adaptable
for stowage with other shipments These facts are indicative of its

greater desirability as traffic from the standpoint of liability assumed by
the carrier for loss or damage Boston Wool Trade Asso v M M T 24

29
The publication and filing of a tariff imposes an obligation upon a carrier to

serve the ports or places named therein and a refusal to book cargo if at

the time space is available for the sole reason that more profitable bookings
are available elsewhere is not sanctioned by the Shipping Acts Sugar
From Virgin Islands 695 698

DETRIMENT TO COMMERCE See AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15 COMPETI

TION ITONCOMPENSATORX RATES

DEVELOPMENT RATES

The carriers have indicated their willingness to consider a reduction in the

rate if the complainant or anyone else will submit data Indicating a reas

onable possibility of developing business It is expected that conferences

willat all times give careful consideration to such requests and supporting
data Edmond Veil v Italian Line 395 339

While the ideal function of a reasonable rate is to facilitate the widest dis
tribution of a commodity the question of extending promotional rates for

that purpose rests primarily within the managerial discretion of the car

riers They are entitled to demand and the Commission has no alterna

tive but to prescribe or approve a maximum reasonable rate Eastbound

Intercoastal Lumber 608 620
DEVICES TO DEFEAT APPLICABLE RATES

The issuance by respondents of through bills and according through rates

for the two local transportation movements concerned in the proceeding
is prohibited by section 16 of the Shipping Act which makes unlawful the

furnishing by subject carriers of transportation at less than their regular
rates through false billing or by other unfair device or means Pablo Cal

vet Co v Baltimore Insular Line 369 371
Respondents publish carload and lessthancarload rates However some

of them consolidate lessthancarload shipments of some shippers and

make up what is known as pool cars which are split to effect delivery
This is an unlawful device for the purpose of defeating the lessthancar

load rate not only without proper tariff rate or rule but repugnant to a

rule to thecontrary contained in their own tariffs Intercoastal Investi

gation 400 449
It is clear that A D T was neither a common carrier a forwarder nor a

bona fide soliciting agent It was a dummy corporation promoted by offi

cers and ageufs of W and M through which certain shippers who were

owners of stock were given rebates in the form of stock dividends as an in

ducement to ship over W and M The practice enabled such shippers
to secure transportation at less than the rates which would otherwise ap

ply unjustly discriminated against shippers who were required to pay the

1 U S M C
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DEVICES TO DEFEAT APPLICABLE RATESContinued
regular tariff rate for the same service and constituted unfair competition
with other carriers engaged in the same trade Payments To Shippers by
W M SS Co 744 748749

The Commission regards any such form or device by which any part of the

freight rate paid for transportation is refunded to shippers as aviolation

of law which cannot be too strongly condemned Id 749
Payments to shippers of automobiles by W and M through A D T found

to have been an unjust device or means to obtain transportation of prop

erty by water at less than the rates or charges which would otherwise ap
ply Id 749

DIFFERENTIALS Sec also RATE STPucTURE
The theory that a carrier is justified in burdening a port with a differential

for the sole and only reason that the cost of operation from that port is

greater than from some other port is not concurred in it is obvious that

many elements such as volume of traffic competition distance advantages
of location character of traffic frequency of service and others are prop

erly to be considered in arriving at adjustment of rates as between ports
Port Utilities Commission of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 69

Decisions of the United States Supreme Court demonstrate the fallacy of

the contention that should continuance of differentials be countenanced
such action would be in contravention of article 9 section 1 of the Consti
tution of the United States which prohibits preferring a port in one State

over a port in another State Id 70
In the conference agreement as approved March 9 1934 there was no pro

vision for differential rates but members were advised by the Department
that the approval of the agreement without a provision for a rate differ

ential in favor of slow cargo vessels maintaining direct service to ports
covered by the agreement was without prejudice to any action that the

Department might take in the event that a carrier operating such a service

should seek admission to the conference Wessel Duval Co v Colom

bian SS Co 390 392
Under the prior conference agreement participated in by the complainant

and most of the respondents in the proceeding a rate differential of ten

10 percent was allowed in favor of vessels operated by complainant and

certain other lines in the conference The record shows that this differen

tial was agreed to by the conference to avoid a rate war to preserve sta

bility in the trade It is also shown that the Brazil River Plate and Ha

vana Steamship Conferences allow a differential as between cargo vessels

and passenger vessels The facts and circumstances under which these

particular differentials came into existence are not shown but in any

event the establishment of a system of differential rates by voluntary
action of these groups of steamship lines does not create a precedent in so

far as the initiation of such a system by government decree is concerned

Furthermore the establishment by the conference involved of different

rates for transshipment lines does not necessarily require the establish

ment of the same or any differential as between vessels affording direct

service Id 392
Atlantic and GulfWest Coast of South America Conference Agreement not

shown to be unlawful and an order by the Department requiring respond
ents to admit complainant to membership in the conference with a rate

differential found not justified Id 394
DIRECTION See REASONABLENESS
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DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE

Upon the record the reality as an emergency situation of discontinuance

by an oncarrier of its business enterprise is not shown nor is it apparent

why such discontinuance generally infrequent and foreknowledged cannot

be made by cancellation of the particular through route and joint rates

in the normal manner prescribed by the Commissionstariff regulations
The schedules should provide for notice to consignee or the person to

whom notice of arrival would be issued in the event the goods were

delivered at the billed destination of interrupted oncarrier service due

to oncarrier strike vessel accident or breakdown or other similar on

carrier emergency situation and that the goods will be held for disposition

by him at the transshipment port A revision of the rule concerned

which would remove the objections instanced and carry out as faras may

be the purpose of respondents is as follows Through joint rates named

in this tariff are applicable except when service of the participating on

carrier has due to strike vessel accident or breakdown or other similar
emergency situation been interrupted In the event of such interruption
the consignee or the person to whom notice of arrival would be issued

in the event the goods were delivered at the billed destination will be

mailed arrival notice in which specific reference will be made to the

existence of theoncarrier emergency situation and to this rule and upon

expiration of the freetime period applicable to cargo billed to the trans

shipment port as final destination the goods will be held at the trans

shipment port for disposition by the consignee consignor or owner thereof
as the case may be Rates charges rules and regulations applicable to

such goods will be those applicable under this tariff to cargo billed to the

transshipment port as final destination Intercoastal Joint Rates Via

OnCarriers 760 764
Upon brief the canal respondents question the Commissions jurisdiction

under any circumstances to order cancellation of the suspended schedules

involved in the proceeding Their argument in this relation refers to the

absence of any provision in the Shipping Act 1916 as amended similar

to paragraph 13 of section 1 of the Interstate Commerce Act Notwith

standing such absence pertinent provisions of the Shipping Act to which

respondents are amenable are absolute For example section 16 of that

act forbids respondents without qualification to subject any locality or

description of traffic to any uridue or unreasonable prejudice or dis

advantage in any respect whatsoever Whenever in a given case the facts

show undue and unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage it is the

Commissions duty under the act to order its removal In the instant

proceeding no facts are disclosed which tend to prove that the proposed
discontinuance of rates or services will result in undue or unreasonable

prejudice and disadvantage The record amply supports respondents
position that cancellation of the through routes and joint rates to Van

couver concerned are justified Westbound Intercoastal Rates to

Vancouver Wash 770 773774
DISCRIMINATION See also PRNJUDICE REASONABLENESS CONTRACTS WITH

SHIPPERS CARGO SPACE AUGOMMODATIONS

Rates on used pianos from New York N Y to Constantinople Beirut and

other Levantine ports not shown to be violative of section 17 of the

Shipping Act 1916 Eastern Guide Trading Co v Cyprian Fabre 188

191
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DISCRIMINATIONContinued

Section 17 of the statute is inapplicable to common carriers by water in

interstate commerce FirTex Inc Board Co v Luckenbach S S Co
258 258 Johnson Pickett Rope Co v Dollar S S Lines 585 586
Macon Cooperage Co v Arrow Line 591 591

Rule concerning declaration of terminal docks and acceptance of cargo by
carriers found unjustly discriminatory unfair and ambiguous Oakland
Chamber of Commerce v American Mail Line 314 318

As the parties to the agreement are not in any way connected with and do

not exercise any control over the terminals at which lower charges are

assessed no discrimination is attributable to them so long as they uni

formly apply at their own terminals the charges covered by their

agreement Terminal Charges at Norfolk 357 358
What constitutes discrimination is a question of fact to be determined in

each particular instance Eastbound Intercoastal Rates From DIt Vernon
360 362

A connecting carrier may not discriminate against another connection when

conditions are alike Otherwise it would coerce the public to employ one

competitor to the exclusion of another or deprive one competitor of business

which under freedom of selection by the public would be given to it and it

is a violation of law for an oncarrier to charge more on traffic inter

changed with one connection than with another when the service rendered

is substantially the same Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 440441
It is well settled that the existence of unjust discrimination and undue

prejudice and preference is a question of fact which must be clearly
demonstrated by substantial proof Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau

v Export S S Corp 538 541 H Kramer v Inland Waterways Cor

poration 630 M
Section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 applies only to common carriers by

water in foreign commerce Id 631 TriState Wheat Transp Council
v Alameda Transp Co 784 785

Defendants found to have unfairly treated and unjustly discriminated against
complainant in the matter of cargo space accommodations due regard
being had for the proper loading of the vessels and the available tonnage
Hernandez v Bernstein 686 691

DISMISSAL ON MOTION

Ulion complainantspetition proceeding involving alleged unlawful rates
on linen goods from Antwerp Belgium to New York N Y discontinued
Lesem Bach Co v 1 M M 232 233

Carrier admitted to conference proceeding discontinued Dollar S S Lines

v P 0262 263

Complainant joined with defendants in a petition requesting that the com

plaint be dismissed The removal of the difference in rates to which the

complaint was directed and the cancellation of the agreements attacked
render unnecessary further action by the Department Atlantic Refining
Cov Ellerman Bucknall S S Co 531 532

Petition to withdraw complaint and discontinue proceeding concerning
agreement between Cunard White Star Limited Bibby Line Limited
British Burmese Steam Navigation Company Limited and Burma Steam

ship Company Limited granted U S Lines Co v Cunard 598 599
Complaint alleging that rates on woolen worsted and wool mohair mixed

yarns from Atlantic to Pacific ports were and are unreasonable dismissed

upon motion of complainant and intervener Colorcraft Corporation V

AmericanHawaiian S S Co 651 652
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DISMISSAL ON MOTIONContinued

Complaint alleging agreement between members of the Intercoastal Steam

ship Freight Association and Gulf Intercoastal Conference to be unduly
and unreasonably preferential and prejudicial and unjust and unreasonable
dismissed upon motion of complainant Inland Waterways Corp v Inter

coastal S S Freight Asso 653 655
After the investigation was instituted upon petition of complainants the

complaints were dismissed Storage of Import Property 676 677

Proceeding instituted upon representations of the Government of Puerto

Rico that passenger fares and baggage charges of respondents for trans

portation between the United States and Puerto Rico were unduly

prejudicial and unreasonable and that tours were conducted through

agreements understandings or otherwise in such manner as to subject

the ports of Puerto Rico and persons located therein to undue prejudice
discontinued without prejudice upon petition of counsel for respondents
which was concurred in by counsel for the Government of Puerto Rico

Puerto Rican Passenger Fares and Baggage Charges 739 740
DISTANCE See also EARNINGS

The distance from Anchorage to Juneau Alaska is 1051 miles and from

Seattle Nash to Juneau is 880 miles but the rates from Anchorage to

Juneau are between 40 and 50 percent higher than from Seattle to Juneau

On routes of this great distance a difference of 171 miles of itself is not

regarded as sufficient justification for this disparity in rates Alaskan

Rate Investigation 1 11
Evidence tending to show that in different trades distanceto a large extent

is disregarded in rate making while admissible may or may not have

considerable probative force Failure to show similarity of conditions in

the trades in respect of cost of operation character of cargoes competi
tion and other matters derogates greatly from the value of evidence

Port Utilities Commission of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 7071
While often unimportant distance is nevertheless a definite factor for

consideration in determining the reasonableness of water rates Eagle
Ottawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co 101 103

Distance does not figure prominently as a factor in rates for water trans

portation Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 608 622
DIVERSION OF TRAFFIC

Even though some passengers may be diverted from other lines in the same

trade that result in and of itself would not make the suspended tariff

unlawful Passenger Classifications and Fares American Line S S Co
294 304305

Statements of record as to threatened diversion or the probability of future

diversions of traffic if the charges remain effective do not justify a finding
that the agreement is unlawful Terminal Charges at Norfolk 357 358

DIVIDENDS See a48o EARNINGS

Whether carrier earns dividends on its operations as a whole affords little

light upon tht question as to the reasonableness of a rate on a particular
commodity Indeed the rates on particular commodities may be unrea

sonably high and yet the carrier fail to realize a fair return from its

entire operations EagleOttawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co
101 106

DIVISIONS OF RATES
The reasonableness of the truck rates between San Diego and Los Angeles

is a matter within the jurisdiction of the Railroad Commission of the

TT AT r
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DIVISIONS OF RATESContinued
State of California and the findings of that Commission cannot be antlcl

pated by the Department Furthermore such rates have little if any

bearing on the reasonableness of rates subject to the jurisdiction of the

Department This observation also applies to protestantscomparison of
the division of through transshipment rates between carriers engaged hi

foreign and Atlantic intercoastal commerce Gulf Intercoastal Rates To

and From San Diego No 2 600 604
Protestants regard certain allowances and divisions granted by some of

the respondents out of their rate as an admission that such rate is not

too low For instance Calmar in its tariff SBINo 7 under the socalled

berthquantityallowance rule provides for reduction from the basic rate

on two berthings ranging from 50 cents to 352 for footage shipped
ranging from1100000 board feet to 5300001 board feet and over If

this is a legitimate inference to be drawn against Calmar it should not

be used to the disadvantage of other respondents who have not seen fit

to establish such a rule Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 608 617
DRAYAGE See LOADING AND UNLOADING

DUMMY CORPORATION See DEvicEs To DEFEAT APPLICABLE RATES

EARNINGS See also FAIR RETURN

Disparity in tonmile earnings over and above that sanctioned by the prin
ciple that such earnings should be more for a shorter than for a longer
distance should be explained American Peanut Corp v M M T
78 81

Ordinarily tonmile earnings from properly aligned rates decrease as dis

tance increases EagleOttawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co
101 103

The tonmile test employed by protestants is subject to the objection that

it excludes from consideration the stowage factors of the various com

modities and unduly emphasizes the matter of distance which does not

figure prominently as a factor in rates for water transportation East

bound Intercoastal Rates 608 622
The comparative earnings of the rates in issue form an instructive guide in

determining their reasonableness Id 622
EMBARGOES

It is desirable that close cooperation be maintained between the carriers

and the shippers with a view at all times to acquainting the latter with

the fact of proposed embargoes as in this way
I
onlyis it possible to

prevent unnecessary movement of freight to wharves and terminals

Increased Rates 1920 13 18
The right of a common carrier to declare an embargo when the circum

stances warrant such action is established as is also the fact that the

necessity for placing embargoes is a matter to be determined in the first

instance by the carrier On the other hand an embargo is an emergency
measure to be resorted to only where there is congestion of traffic or

when it is impossible to transport the freight offered because of physical
limitations of the carrier Boston Wool Trade Assoc v M M T
32 33

During the existence of the embargo the commoncarrier obligations of the

transportation company are suspended insofar as the embargo has

application and the reality of a situation sufficient to justify this suspen

sion of obligations is requisite if the embargo is to be justified Id 33
1 U S M C
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EMBARGOESContinued

During period of embargo commoncarrier status of respondent as respects
direct SavannahMiami service was nonexistent and tariff covering such

service was correspondingly inapplicable IC Helmly Furniture Co V

M M T 132 133
Establishment of embargo on iron and steel articles consigned to Lake

Charles La and BeaunontTex found justified Embargo on Iron and
Steel 674 675

EQUALIZATION See REASONARLENESS RAIL AND WATER RATES TARIFFS

EVIDENCE See also BURDEN OF PROOF FINDINGS IN FORMER CASES GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS RECORD AS BASIS OF FINDINGS RECORD IN OTHER PROCEEDINGS
SIMILARITY OF TRAFFIC ETC ADMISSIONS OF UNLAWFULNESS

If the tariff condition subjected complainant to undue discrimination his

knowledge or lack of knowledge of such condition is plainly immaterial

American Tobacco Co v C G T 53 56
A conclusion by the Board that the statute has been violated must be

predicated upon evidence that is concrete and directly pertinent to the

issues raised Rates in Canadian Currency 264 275
It is possible for practices long lawful to become unlawful due t0 changed

conditions but a showing of unlawfulness must be conclusive and definite

Id 281
The principal witness for Nelson thinks the proposed rates are compensa

tory but such opinion testimony without any supporting data is of little

value Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 335
It may be that the conclusions are based on specific facts bearing upon

the question of discrimination and prejudice but the Department cannot

accept such conclusions without an examination of the underlying facts
upon which they are based Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export
SS Corporation 538 541

EXCLUSIVID PATRONAGE See CONTRACTS WITH SHIPPERS
FAIR RETURN See also EARNINGS

The reasonableness of the rates depends largely upon whether they yield a

fair return upon the value of the carreiers property devoted to the public
eervice Alaskan Rate Investigation 1 4

Howsoever important to individual shippers testimony directed toward

specific situations conceived to be discriminatory or detrimental to their

respective interests is not illuminative in determining whether or not

proposed advances in rates as a whole are reasonable and will yield a

fair return or more than a fair return upon the value of the property
of the carriers devoted to the public service Increased Rates 1920
13 14

While the evidence submitted by the transportation company to the effect
hat its common carrier operations as a whole were unprofitable is

admittedly of value obviously this is not a controlling determinant of

rhe reasonableness of the particular rates in question Indeed rates on

particular commodities may be unreasonably high and yet the carrier
fail to realize a fair return from its entire operations Wool Rates From

Boston to Philadelphia 20 21
Whether carrier earns dividends on its operations as a whole affords little

light upon the question as to the reasonableness of a rate on a particular

commodity Indeed the rates on particular commodities may be un

reasonably high and yet the carrier fail to realize a fair return from its

entire operations EagleOttawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co

101 106
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FAIR RETURNContinued
The interest of the public demands that the carriers shall receive revenues

which will enable them to keep their fleets in good repair and maintain
efficient service Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 336

FIGHTING SHIPS

Defendants on brief after a review of court decisions on the subject of

fighting ships contend that a fighting ship is a vessel placed on berth out

of regular course at rates less than those charged on vessels regularly
scheduled by the carrier or carriers operating such vessels Inasmuch

as the cases on which defendants rely arose prior to the enactment of

the Shipping Act 1916 which itself as quoted above defines a fighting
ship the decisions in such cases are not necessarily controlling The

thing condemned however is clearly a device of some sort by means of

which carriers endeavor to drive another carrier out of business Seas
Shipping Co v American South African Line 568 578

The Shipping Act recognizes that a carrier may reduce rates below a fair

and remunerative basis with the intent of driving a competitive carrier

by water out of business without such action constituting the operation
of a fighting ship This is apparent when the fightingship prohibition
in section 14 is compared with section 19 of that act Id 579

Defendants not shown to have resorted to any device that involved the

operation of a fighting ship Id 579
Defendants not shown to have operated fighting ships from North Atlantic

ports of the United States to South and East Africa in violation of

section 14 of the Shipping Act 1916 Id 584

FINDINGS IN FORMER CASES
The Board cannot agree that conclusions arrived at in one case must be

accepted as constituting a precedent necessarily to be followed as of

binding authority in a subsequent proceeding where dissimilar facts are

presented Manifestly each complaint must stand on the facts disclosed

on its own record Rawleigh v Stoomvaart 285 291
An examination of the cases relied upon by defendants in support of their

denial of complainantsapplication reveals that such cases are distin

guishable from the instant case either from the standpoint of the issues

involved or the essential facts upon which the decisions rest Phelps

Bros v Cosulich 634 641
FLOATAGE See LOADING AND UNLOADING

FOREIGNFLAGCARRIERS
The membership of the North Atlantic conferences is predominantly foreign

This foreign membership with votes outnumbering by far those of the

American members dominates the tripartite conference and the rates

applicable to American commodities moving in American bottoms from

American ports The result is effective control by foreign lines of an

extensive portion of the commerce and much of the shipping of the

United States Manifestly in view of the responsibility imposed for the

upbuilding of an American merchant marine this situation calls for

unequivocal action Port Utilities Commission of Charleston v Carolina

Line 61 73
In recent years the use of the practices set forth has become increasingy

prevalent due apparently to the growing realization by foreignflagopera

tors of the vulnerability of our conferences which by the Shipping Act

1916 are prohibited from using the deferredrebate system employed al

l U S M C
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FOREIGNFLAG CARRIERSContinued
most universally in the export trades of other countries as a protection

against such competition Section 19 Investigation 1935 470 490
From the record in the investigation it is clear that there exist today and

have existed in the past conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
trade arising out of and resulting from competitive methods employed by

owners andoroperators of vessels of foreign countries and that the erects

of the worldwide depression upon our export trade have been intensified

by these competitive methods Id 498
As a result of the investigation the Department finds in accordance with

the report that conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade

exist arising out of and resulting from competitive methods and practices
employed by owners and operators of foreignflag ships Id 499

It is evident from the report and the Department finds that foreignflag
nonconference carriers by open or secret solicitation of freight on basis

of rates lower by specific percentages or amounts than the established

rates of other carriers American and foreign or on basis of any rate that

would attract business away from such other carriers or by threatened

rate reductions compel or seek to compel such other carriers to adopt

pooling ratedifferential or spacingofsailing agreements on their own

terms and have thus created conditions unfavorable to such other lines

and to shipping in the foreign trade these methods and practices of

foreignflagnonconference carriers the Department condemns as unfair

Id 501
FORWARDERS AND FORWARDING See also AGREEMENTS UNDER SEC

TION 15

Forwarders are subject to the Shipping Act 1916 and consequently agree

ments between carriers and forwarders fall within the purview of section

13 thereof Gulf Brokerage and Forwarding Agreements 533 534

Agreements regulating charges made for forwarding should state clearly

the forwarding services covered and should not include charges by

carriers for issuing ocean bills of lading or for performing other services

which it is a carriers duty to perform Id 534535
The agreements between certain carriers by water in foreign commerce and

other persons purporting to fix brokerage commissions and forwarding
charges cannot be approved Id 535

Although it may be proper for carriers to refuse to pay brokerage to any

broker who solicits for a competitor or receives brokerage from a com

petitor the Department Nvill not approve agreements under which the

forwarder whether also a broker or not would refuse to handle as a

forwarder shipments as to which routing by a competing carrier has

been specified by the shipper Id 535
FREE SERVICES See AAsoRrTioNs FREE TIME

FREE TIME See also ABSORPrroNS

The record is clear that certain respondents incur additional expense by

granting excessive free time This added cost results mainly from extra

tiering of cargo rehandling of shipments extra hire for clerk and addi

tional pier rental But some respondents testified that the privilege is

accorded at no additional expense The absorption by respondents of

the extra cost of this service is a valuable concession to those who are

advantaged by it and an unreasonable burden on respondents transpor

tation revenue Storage of Import Property 676 680681
1 U S M C
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FREE TIMEContinued

The furnishing of valuable free storage facilities to certain shippers and

consignees beyond a reasonable period results in substantial inequality of
r service as between different shippers of import traffic and is beyond the

recognized functions of a common carrier As a proper part of their

transportation service respondents should allow only such free time as

Y may be reasonably required for the removal of import property from
their premises based on transportation necessity and not on commercial
convenience Id 682

Free time allowed by respondents on import property at the port of New
York should not exceed 10 days exclusive of Sundays and legal holidays
Id 683

Respondents found to be engaged in unreasonable practices in connection

with the free storage of import property at the port of New York in

violation of section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 but not shown to be

engaged in unlawful practices in connection with the storage or delivery
of import property at the other North Atlantic ports involved in the

proceeding Id 683
Under respondents interpretation of the schedules in connection with free

time the allowance of different periods as between different consignees
would effect inequality of treatment as between shippers and permit
undue preference and prejudice in violation of section 16 of the Shipping
Act 1916 Intercoastal Joint Rates of OnCarriers760763764

FREQUENCY OF SERVICE

Contention that ports are subjected to undue and unreasonable disadvan

tage when vessels discharge direct is not persuasive in view of infre

quency of direct discharge and negligible amount of cargo so delivered

Everett Chamber of Commerce v Luckenbach 149 152
Some weight must be given by the Board to the resultant benefits to the

shipping public arising from a more frequent and regular service

Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman Bucknall SS Co 242 254
A difference in the price of intercoastal transportation attracts traffic to the

line naming the lowest rate This would be accomplished by the sugges

tions that rates begraduated according to frequency of sailing and time in

transit Such thing in effect would be placing a premium on infrequent
and slow service and a penalty on the line that would give the service

contemplated by law The incentive for investment in a line that would

give a modern efficient and economical service would be little if any

and the result would be calamitous Furthermore restrictions as to

time in transit from last point of loading to first port of discharge
utterly ignore the rights of shippers and receivers of goods located

elsewhere Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 428429
The need for regular services of the best type of ships for each particular

trade was recognized by Congress in the preamble of the Merchant Marine

Act 1920 which states that it is necessary for the proper growth of its

foreign and domestic commerce that the United States shall have a mer

chant marine of the best equipped and most suitable types of vessels

Section 7 of that act directs the Department to investigate and determine
what steamship services shall be established and the type size speed
and other requirements of vessels to be employed in such services and

the frequency and regularity of their sailings with a view to furnishing
adequate regular certain and permanent services Section 15 Investi

gation 1935 470 497
1 U S M C
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GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS
In a general investigation into the rates regulations and practices of com

mon carriers by water engaged in the transportation of property between

ports in the State of Washington and ports in Alaska testimony relat

ing to specific rates and localities would have been of little assistance in

arriving at a proper conclusion as to the reasonableness of the rate

schedules as a whole Alaskan Rate Investigation 1 8

Howsoever important to individual shippers testimony directed toward spe

cific situations conceived to be discriminatory or detrimental to their

respective interests is not illuminative in determining whether or not

proposed advances in rates as a whole are reasonable and will yield a

fair return or more than a fair return upon the value of the property
of the carriers devoted to the public service Increased Rates 1920 13

14
GRADUATED RATES See FREQUENCY of SERVICE

GROUPS AND GROUP RATES
Practice of limiting porttoport rates from pier to pier and refusing to

group on one hand all receiving and delivery points within the socalled

lfetropolitan Boston Switching District and on the other hand all

receiving and delivering points within the freelighterage limits and

waterfront locations of Philadelphia and to apply porttoport rates to and

from such points in connection with BostonPbiladelphia traffic found

not unreasonable or unduly prejudicial Boston Wool Trade Assoc v

M M T 24 31
The inevitable resultant of any grouping system is that there is always some

disparity between the distance from the various points in a group to a

common market Port Utilities Commission of Charleston v Carolina

Co 61 66
It is natural and consistent with recognized principles of rate structures

that the carriers should have in some manner grouped the ports on

the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States Id 66
Port groupings which have prevailed for a considerable length of time and

to which business has accustomed itself should not be disturbed except
for very strong and compelling reasons Id 67

Grouping of ports on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States
not shown to be unduly discriminatory or otherwise in violation of the

statute Id 67
As to the allegation that the rates in issue are unreasonable it should be

sufficient to state that the rates of intercoastal carriers including Calmar

and Shepard are grouped in such manner that generally the same rate
whether a terminal or joint rate applies between any point on the

Atlantic coast and any point on the Pacific coast Intercoastal Investiga
tion 1935 400 444

HANDICAP RATES See RATE STRUCTURE
HARTER ACT

Under the Harter Act it is the duty of carriers to issueocean bills of

lading or equivalent documents as a part of their commoncarrierservice

Gulf Brokerage and Forwarding Agreements 533 534
Provisions of the Harter Act the Bills of Lading Act and other statutes

should be construed as imposing upon carriers minimum not maximum

requirements Intercoastal Segregation Rules 725 736
1 U S M C
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HEARING See al8o RECORD As BASIS OF FINDINGS RECORD IN OTHER PROCEED

INGS DISMISSAL ON MOTION PROPOSED REPORTS

The Port Differential case 1 U S S B 61 has been referred to in an

evident effort to establish precedent for section 15 action by the Board
in the case before it It is obvious that the two cases are not parallel
The Board cannot predicate upon the present record either a disapproval
of existing agreements or a finding of lack of merit in complainantsattack

against them Not only respondents but the other member of the con

ference and not only complainant but all other shippers in the trade
and all ports which might be affected must first be accorded a full and

unmistakable opportunity to be heard upon the specific questions in
volved Atlantic Refining Cov Ellerman Bucknall SS Co 242

257
No representative of complainant appeared at the hearing As the stat

ute gives the right to a full hearing which includes the right to cross

examine witnesses and at the same time imposes the duty of deciding
in accordance with the facts established by proper evidence the com

plaint will be dismissed for lack of prosecution Tagit Co v Lucken

bach 519 519
Rates on some of the commodities and several others filed with the Inter

state Commerce Commission were suspended by that Commission Be
cause of the similarity of the issues the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion and the Maritime Commission arranged to hear the cases jointly
on the same record and oral argument was heard before both Commis
sions sitting together Commodity Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf
Ports 642 643

Inasmuch as the case was not submitted until three years after the hear

ing the parties were requested to express their attitude toward the desir

ability of a further hearing for the purpose of bringing the record down

to date In reply they indicated their willingness to stand on the
record as made San Diego Harbor Commission v American Mail Line
661 662

HEAVY LIFT CHARGES See ABSORPTIONS
HIGH SEAS

An examination of court decisions and authorities reveals that the term

high seas has been variously interpreted In some instances it has been
construed to apply only to the open ocean capable of international com

mercial use and in others to embrace rivers its meaning being deter

mined by the purpose to be accomplished by some particular statute

Bearing in mind that one of the primary purposes of the shipping act is
to regulate porttoport transportation between States and that in de

scribing the waters upon which such transportation should be regulated
Congress went so far as to include theGreat Lakes it is clear that Chesa
peake Bay is to be regarded as high seas within the meaning of the

act American Peanut Corporation v M M T 78 79 American Pea

nutCorporation v M M T 90 96
Federal and State decisions directly involving the character of Long Island

Sound under different statutes expressly hold that body of water to be

high seas Thames River Line 217 218
Applying the criterion enunciated by the United States Supreme Court in

U S v Rodgers 150 U S 249 that bodies of water of an extent which
cannot be measured by the unaided vision and which are navigable at

all times in all directions and border on different nations or States or

1 TT C AS n
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HIGH SEASContinued
people and find their outlet in the ocean as in the present case are

seas in fact however they may be designated and that the term

high seas in the eye of reason is applicable to the open unenclosed

portion of all large bodies of navigable waters whose extent cannot be

measured by onesvision and the navigation of which is free to all

nations and people on their borders by whatever names those bodies may

be locally designated the attributes of Long Island Sound unmistak

ably identify it as high seas Id 220
In every connection and for every purpose the regulatory provisions of the

Shipping Act are as applicable to the carrier engaged in transportation

over the waters of Long Island Sound as they are to other interstate

carriers operating elsewhere on coastwise waters Upon the decided

cases and in reason we consider that in every respect such an extensive

and important body of water as Long Island Sound is properly high seas

within the meaning of section 1 of that act Id 220
ILLEGAL RATES See also MAXIMUM RATES SHIPPING Aar 1916 INTER

COASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933

Rates on automobiles from Detroit Mich to Duluth Minn found to have

exceeded maximum rates on file MuirSmith Motor Co v Great Lakes

Transit Co 138 141142
Rate applied on shipments of mayonnaise from Baltimore Md to Tampa

Fla found to have been in excess of maximum rate on file Gelfand

Mfg Co v Bull S S Line 169 171172
Charges exacted on shipments of tin cans from Baltimore Md to Savannah

Ga found to have been in excess of maximum rate on file Lee Roy
Myers v M M T 192 194

Rates charged for transportation of automobiles from Detroit Mich to

Duluth Minn found inapplicable Oakland Motor Car Co v GLT Co
308 312

Rates on oak liquor barrels from Savannah Ga to Los Angeles Calif not

shown to be inapplicable unreasonable or otherwise unlawful Macon

Cooperage Co v Arrow Line 591 595
The misquotation of a rate by the agent of a carrier does not warrant the

exuction of a rate other than that applicable Texas Pacific Ry v

Mugg 202 U S 242 It also of itself affords no basis for a finding that the

rate is unreasonable or for an award of reparation by the Commission
C W Spence v PacificAtlantic S S Co 624 625

Rate on piling from Everett and Tacoma Wash to Wilmington Del found

applicable Id 626
Rate on pulpboard boxes pails and berry baskets in mixed carloads from

New York N Y to Pacificcoastports found inapplicable in certain

instances but not unjust and unreasonable and underebarges found out

standing on certain shipments Bloomer Bros Co v Luckenbach 692

694
Coated cotton cloth not shown to have been improperly classified Leather

Supply Co V Luckenbach 779 780
INDUSTRY PROTECTION OF See COMPETITION
INJURY See REPARATION

INSPECTION OF PROPERTY See also DuavFay

Protestants direct attention to court decisions which require merchandise

to beplaced on the pier properly separated so as to be open to inspection
by the owner That there is such an obligation upon a carrier is not

1 TT RM C
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INSPECTION OF PROPERTYContinued
open to question but the service required is not the separation of indi
vidual shipments but a separation of each shipment from the general
mass of cargo Intercoastal Segregation Rules 725 735

INTENTION OF SHIPPER See COMMERCE
INTERCOASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933

Carriers Subject
The term common carrier by water in intercoastal commerce for the

purposes of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 includes every com

mon and contract carrier by water engaged in the transportation for

hire of passengers or property between one State of the United States
and any other State of the United States by way of the Panama
Canal The oncarriers are common carriers by water engaged for
hire in the transportation of property Intercoastal Investigation
400 445

Girilwood Shipping Company not shown to be a common carrier by
Ntter in intercoastal commerce subject to the Intercoastal Shipping
Act 1933 Schedules of Girdwood Shipping Co 306 307

The record establishes clearly that Hammond Shipping Co Ltd is not

engaged in intercoastal commerce It therefore is not a common

or contract carrier in intercoastal commerce and is not subject to the

provisions of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 The existence of

its schedules holding itself out as a subject carrier when it admits

that it is not inthe trade and willnot accept cargo if offered amounts

to a false representation contrary to the letter and spirit of the law

Intercoastal Schedules of Hammond Shipping Co 606 607
Hammond Shipping Company Ltd found not to be a common or contract

carrier in intercoastal commerce Id 607
Tariffs

The Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 requires that schedules shall show

all the rates and charges for or in connection with transportation and

any rules or regulations which in anywise change affect or determine

any part or the aggregate of such rates or charges or the value of the
service rendered to the consignor or consignee No changes therein

may be made except by the publication filing and posting of new

schedules plainly showing the changes proposed to be made The

law directs the Department by regulations to prescribe the form and
manner in which schedules shall be published filed and posted and
to reject any schedule filed with it which is not in consonance with
law and such regulations Regulations have been issued pursuant to
this mandate Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 337

A motion was made that the suspension order be vacated on the ground
that it deprives shippers of rates and services which are not in viola

tion of any provision of law which the Department is empowered to
correct A motion to vacate the suspension order was also made based
on the ground that the rates and rules contained in the suspended
tariff are lawful in that the same have been permitted to the com

petitors of this respondent that the denial of the right of respondent
to quote such rates and rules is unduly discriminatory and is beyond
the powers of the Bureau and in violation of the Shipping Act of
1916 and acts amendatory thereto The powers of the Department
to suspend the operation of any schedules filed with it stating a new

individual or joint rate charge classification regulation or practice
1 TL C M r
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INTERCOASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933Continued

TariffsContinued

affecting any rate or charge and to enter either upon complaint or

upon its own initiative without complaint upon a hearing concerning
the lawfulness of such rate charge classification regulation or

practice are made clear by section 3 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 and the motions are denied Id 340

It is the policy of the law that every intercoastal route regardless of

how constituted and every service for or in connection with inter

coastal transportation shall have a published rate on file with the

Department Intercoastal Rates To and From Berkeley Calif 365

367
While under the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 no change may be made

in the published rates for intercoastal transportation earlier than

thirty days after date of posting and filing of the new rate with the

Department unless otherwise authorized by the Department this does

notmean that intercoastal rates are changed every thirty days Inter

coastal Rate on Silica Sand From Baltimore 373 374375
Language could not have made clearer the intent of the legislature

than as set forth in section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
This section imposes a positive duty on respondents As one of the

principal aims of the law is uniformity in treatment the requirement
of publication is to enable the shipper not only to ascertain from

examination of the tariff what the exact rates and charges are to

him but also to his competitor Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400
421

Every route must have a published rate on file with the Department
Id 440

It is a requirement of law that every carrier engaged in intercoastal

transportation shall publish post and file with the Department its

rates and charges for or in connection with such transportation
For this reason an understanding between carriers for interchange
of traffic does not and cannot make the line of one carrier to the

understanding a mere continuation extension or agency of the

other To permit this would tend to defeat the purpose of the act

that carriers not otherwise subject to the act shall when partici
pating in intercoastal transportation become subject to the act

Id 440
The requirement of prior notice as regards publication of reductions

in rates appears for the first time in the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 Id 444

The requirement that intercoastal carriers publish each terminal or

other charge privilege or facility granted or allowed and any
rules or regulations which in anywise change affect or determine

any part or the aggregate of the rates or charges or the value of

the service rendered to the consignor or consignee is contained in

section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Unless complied
with the shipper will be deprived of the paramount right the statute

gives to him to know the price of transportation and services for or

in connection therewith to him and his competitors Id 465
The law at present in effect not only requires such carriers to file the

rates which they charge for transportation from which they are

prohibited to depart but also prescribes an orderly manner for

ehanLyinr the rates ThiC inelndeCthirty days notice to the nublic
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INTERCOASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933Continued
TariffsContinued

and this department is given the power to suspend upon complaint
or upon its own initiative without complaint any proposed change

pending a hearing concerning its lawfulness Gulf Intercoastal
Contract Rates 524 528529

INTRASTATE See THROUGH ROUTES AND THROUGH RATES SHIPPING ACT

1916 INTERCOASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933
JOINT RATES See THROUGH ROUTES AND THROUGH RATES

JURISDICTION See SHIPPING ACT 1916 WAIVER OF REGULATIONS AND STAT

UTORY PROVISIONS REPARATION TARIFFS

LEASES

Defendant Norfolk Tidewater Terminals leases the terminals it operates
from the United States of America through the Commission Complain
ant in No 442 alleges breach by defendant of its lease in that at several
terminals in Norfolk no truck loading or unloading charge is assessed

Defendants breach of lease if any is not determinative of the issues
in No 442 Whether complainant uses the several terminals indicated
whether complainants competitors do so the manner of handling truck

traffic at these terminals and other details pertinent to such issues are

not disclosed Buxton Lines v Norfolk Tidewater Terminals 705 709
LEGAL RATES See ILLEGAL

LIGHTERAGE See LOADING AND UNLOADING

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS See REPARATION WAIVER OF REGULATIONS AND

STATUTORY PROVISIONS

LOADING AND UNLOADING See also ARSORPTIONS TARIFFS

Failure of carriers to adopt marginal track loading of hardwood lumber at

New Orleans or in lieu thereof to assume shippers expense of unloading

not shown to subject the Port of New Orleans to undue prejudice or

to give to the ports of Mobile Gulfport and Lake Charles undue pref
erence or to constitute an unjust and unreasonable regulation or practice

Foreign Trade Bureau New Orleans v Bank Line 177 185186
Unloading from rail cars drayage lighterage and floatage such as are

provided forby Rules 4 and 5 are not services that fall upon respondents

for they have no through route arrangements or joint through rates with

rail carriers Such expenses are incurred by them in their struggle to

attract traffic to their lines but such wasteful practices are not sanctioned

by law Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 414
That unloading from rail cars drayage lighterage and floatage are not

services that fall upon respondents applies with equal force as to loading
rail cars use of such cars and to transfer of rail shipments from and

to vessels of respondent Id 418
No limit is placed upon the amount of car unloading at Philadelphia or

top wharfage or car unloading at Baltimore or oncarrying charges

on shipments destined to Stockton or Sacramento absorbed by respondent
Also whether respondent calls direct or not at Oakland it there absorbs

terminal charges of 50 cents per ton and if it elects to make delivery

by barge at such place it absorbs the cost thereof without specifying such

amount Such rules are notinconsonance with law Id 419
MAILCONTRACT PAYMENTS

Neither the flag flown by a carrier nor the circumstance that it receives

financial benefits from mail contracts tends in any way to prove or

disprove that such carrier has been violating the regulatory provisions
of the ghinnin Aet Rates in Canadian Currenev 264 275
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MANAGEMENT See al8o CompETTTIoN
It is to be presumed that all carriers operate both prudently and with

a keen eye for net profits Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman Bucknall

SS Co 242 250
The Shipping Act 1916 was not intended as a substitute for the managQrial

judgment of carriers Joseph Singer v TransAtlantic Passenger Confer
ence 520 523

MANAGERIAL DISCRETION See MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT RATES

MAXIMUM RATES
A maximum rate is a carriers highest compensation for the performance

of a transportation service Intercoastal Rate Investigation 108 111
Report and order rescinded Intercoastal Rate Investigation 120 120

Charges of intercoastal carriers held not to be maximum rates within

meaning of section 18 of Shipping Act 1916 and schedules of the charges
held not to be tariffs of maximum rates within meaning of tariff regula
tions Intercoastal Rate Investigation 108 112 Report and order

rescinded Intercoastal Rate Investigation 120 120
The requirement of prior notice as regards publication of reductions in

rates appears for the first time in the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

Prior to that act no obligation rested upon carriers to give public notice

of such reductions The law only required the filing of maximum rates
fares and charges and prohibited carriers from demanding charging or

collecting a greater compensation except with the approval of the Board

and with 10 days public notice which requirement the Board had the

power to waive for good cause shown Intercoastal Investigation 1935
400 444

At the time referred tq by the witness carriers engaged in intercoastal

transportation were only required to file their maximum rates Nothing
in the law then in force prevented them from collecting compensation
for their services lower than such maximum rates Gulf Intercoastal

Contract Rates 524 528529
As a general rule a maximum reasonable rate should in principle be no

lower than the cost of service to the carrier plus a reasonable profit
and no higher than the reasonable worth of the service to the shipper
Gulf Westbound Intercoastal Soya Bean Meal Oil Rates 554 560

Respondents are entitled under the law to a maximum reasonable rate
or one that is not so high as to be excessive or extortionate and not

so low as to yield less than the cost of service plus a fair profit In
determining whether the proposed rates come within these bounds the

most important considerations are The probable effect of the rate upon
the flow of the traffic the element of risk involved the regularity and

volume of movement the value of the commodity the relation of the

rate in question to rates for comparable services the value of the service

to the shipper and the cost to the carrier of rendering the service

Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 608 620
MEASUREMENT See WEIGHT OR MEASUREMENT

MERCHANT MARINE ACTS
The underlying purpose of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 and Merchant

Marine Act 1928 as well as ot the loans authorized thereby is to pro
mote the public interest by affording aid in such manner as to result in

modern efficient and economical transportation service by water Such

service is a public necessity and anything to promote it is in the public
interest Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 428
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MERCHANT MARINE ACTSContinued
The need for regular services of the best type of ships for each particular

trade was recognized by Congress in the preamble of the Merchant

Marine Act 1920 which states that it is necessary for the proper growth
of its foreign and domestic commerce that the United States shall have

a merchant marine of the best equipped and most suitable types of

vessels Section 7 of that act directs the Department to investigate and

determine what steamship services shall be established and the type

size speed and other requirements of vessels to be employed in such

service and the frequency and regularity of their sailings with a view

to furnishing adequate regular certain and permanent service The

Americanflaglines who have asked the Department to establish rules

and regulations under section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act were

brought into existence as a result of this mandate of Congress The

ends sought by this legislation cannot be achieved and this policy will be

defeated unless destructive methods of competition can be prevented
Section 19 Investigation 1935 470 497

To meet the conditions described the Department is authorized and di

rected under section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act to make rules and

regulations affecting shipping in the foreign trade Id 498

Section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916 excludes from the regulatory pro

visions of that act every cargo boat commonly called an ocean tramp
This exemption of tramps from the regulatory provisions of the 1916 act

does not place any limitation upon the Department in its promulgation
of rules and regulations under section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act
1920 Id 498

Exceptions filed refer to Panama Refining Company v Ryan 293 U S

388 decided January 7 1935 and urge in substance that as Congress
has not set up any restrictions or standard the delegation of powers

under section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 transcends consti

tutional limits Other exceptions filed urge that as the Shipping Act

1916 does not specifically confer powers to require carriers by water in

foreign commerce to file tariffs and adhere to them such requirement

cannot be imposed by this Department in the guise of a rule or regula

tion Exceptions filed by Board of Commissioners of the Port of New

Orleans refer to legislation pending in Congress granting additional pow

ers over common carriers by water in foreign commerce and urge that

as the proposed legislation would amend section 19 by writing into the

statute the rules recommended in the proposed report no action should

be taken in this proceeding until such legislation has been disposed
of Some of the exceptions filed urge that the proposed rules if

adopted will unduly interfere with tramp operations and will bring
about an unduly rigid rate structure to the detriment of our commerce

in markets where this country competes with other countries In view

of the points raised in these exceptions the rules and regulations recom

mended in the report of the United States Shipping Board Bureau issued

on January 22nd will not be promulgated at this time Id 500501
Both complainant and one Of the defendants are part of the American

merchant marine and section 1 Merchant Marine Act 1920 contains

an admonition that ir the administration of the shipping laws there be

kept always in view the policy of the United States to do whatever

may be necessary to develop and encourage the maintenance of an

1 U S M C
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MERCHANT MARINE ACTSContinued
adequate privately owned merchant marine Seas Shipping Co v Amer

ican South African Line 568 583
As stated by the Department of Commerce in Seas Shipping Co v Amer

ican South African Line Inc et al 1 U S S B B 568 at 583

section 1 Merchant Marine Act 1920 contains an admonition that in

the administration of the shipping laws there be kept always in view

the policy of the United States to do whatever may be necessary to

develop and encourage the maintenance of an adequate privately owned

merchant marine DollarMatson Agreements 750 755
MINIMUM WEIGHTS

Carriers are permitted under the rule to call and accept freight in any
quantity from one shipper or supplier at docks located within confer

ence terminal ports other than the declared docks listed in clause L

of the rule The same rates apply from the undeclared as from the

declared docks but from the undeclared docks charges are assessed on

a minimum of 500 revenue freight tons or 500000 revenue feet of lumber
bolts cants piling poles andor logs 011 any additional cargo taken

for another shipper or supplier from the same undeclared dock in quan
tities less than the specified minimum an additional 1 per revenue

ton is charged In the northern district by exception carriers are per
mitted to load at such undeclared docks or make divisional rate arrange
ments on quantities less than the specified minima provided an addi

tional charge of 150 per revenue ton over the tariff rate is assessed
These provisions of the rule open the door to discrimination further

more on the face of it there is no justification for the extra charge of
1 on additional shipments taken at the same undeclared dock since

freight charges based on the specified minima are evidently considered

sufficient to compensate respondents for the call Oakland Chamber of
Commerce v American Mail Line 314 317

Although the carriers under the rule may call direct at nonterminal ports
for freight in any quantity from one shipper or supplier it is provided
that such cargo must be assessed on a minimum of 500 revenue freight
tons or 500000 revenue feet of lumber bolts cants piling poles andor
logs No such restriction however is placed on cargo moving from
nonterminal ports under the divisional rate agreements permitted under
the rule to meet the competition of direct calls by conference members
Vessels handling cargo by direct call at nonterminal ports from one

shipper or supplier subject to the minimum rate requirement set forth
above are permitted to accept any other additional cargo offering from
the same dock in any quantity on the same terms conditions and rates
provided in e 1 This provision of the rule is not free from

ambiguity It will be noted that while acceptance of additional cargo
is permitted the words same terms conditions and rates may mean

that for example a shipper or supplier other than the shipper or sup
plier of the first lot if offering 50 tons is assessed freight charges on

the basis of 500 tons What has been stated in respect of the 1 extra
on additional cargo from docks within conference terminal ports other
than declared docks applies here with equal force Id 317318

Rates based on a minimum weight so large as to be available only to one

shipper are not in consonance with section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916
which makes it unlawful for common carriers by water to make or give

1 U S M C
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MINIMUM WEIGHTSContinued

any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular

person or description of traffic in any respect whatsoever Intercoastal
Rates of AmericanHawaiian SS Co 349 351

If the suspended schedules are allowed to become effective there would
exist conflicting rates of 60 cents minimum 24000 pounds and 875 cents
minimum 40000 pounds for the same transportation Normally when
rates are published based on different minimum weights the higher rate
is made applicable in connection with the lower minimum weight West
bound Intercoastal Rates on Dates Figs Etc 352 354

Rates based on a minimum weight so high as to be available only to one

shipper have been found to violate section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916
Intercoastal Rates of American Hawaiian 88 Co et al 1 U S S B B
349 However the record does not disclose that there are shippers other
than the shipper hereinbefore referred to making intercoastal shipments

of silica sand for manufacture of glass and glassware to points on the
Pacific coast or that 500 net tons is too high a minimum on such com

modity Intercoastal Rate on Silica Sand From Baltimore 373 375
It will be noted that under paragraph 1 of the form of agreement Cal

mar reserves the right to fix the maximum quantity to be carried on
any of its vessels and that under paragraphs 3 and 6 thereof the shipper
obligates itself to tender a certain minimum number of carloads or tons

In these respects the contracting shippers are placed at a disadvantage
as compared with noncontracting shippers for it is the right of shippers

to ship in any quantity they choose and the obligation of carriers to
carry the quantity tendered to them due regard being had for the proper
loading of the vessel and the available tonnage and such matter can

not be the subject of contracts Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400
454455

MISQUOTATION OF RATES See ILLEGAL Rates
MIXED SHIPMENTS See also DELIVEST

The general mixing provision contained in rule 10 of the governing
classification originated in railroad transportation and has had the
sanction of the Interstate Commerce Commission over a long period of

years Armstrong Cork Co v American Hawaiian SS Co 719 724
Provision for mixed carload rates on shipments of floor coverings with

roofing and building materials from California ports to ports in Oregon
and Washington found unduly prejudicial and unreasonable Id 724

In according mixture privileges carriers should consider the nature of the

commodity the size of packages in which shipments are ordinarily made
and also other pertinent factors Intercoastal Segregation Rules 725
731

No charge will be assessed against a straight shipment of one kind and
which consists of only one size brand or grade in fact under rule 2

g such a shipment could not lawfully be delivered in parcel lots either
with or without charge But apparently It Is respondents Intention to
continue parcellot deliveries for as announced by counsel upon the
assessment of a charge under rule 54 any number of parcel lot deliveries
of a single shipment will be made To accord a greater privilege to a
mixed shipment than is accorded to a straight shipment would constitute
undue preference and prejudice in violation of section 16 of the Shipping
Act 1916 The conclusion therefore is inescapable that unlawfulness
may result under the tariffs as they are now published Id 734
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MONOPOLIES See also CONTRACTSWITH SHIPPERS AGREEMENTS UNDER SEC
TION 15

By contracting with a group of lines under the contract system prevailing
in the trade and at issue the small shipper is assured of adequacy of

service and of receiving the same rate as that charged the large shipper
of the same commodity So far from manifesting monopoly this arrange
ment is the very antithesis of monopoly W T Rawleigh Co v Stoom
vaart 285 292293

The contract contained in the schedule under suspension excludes carriers
from participating in the transportation under consideration and creates
a monopoly in favor of a competitor which is unlawful Intercoastal
Rate on Silica Sand From Baltimore 373 375

Respondent Grace Line Inc is the only conference line furnishing a direct

through service to ports on the west coast of South America but the

other six conference lines furnish frequent and regular service from

Atlantic and Gulf ports with transshipment at the Panama Canal under

throughroute and jointrate arrangements with lines serving the west

coast of South America During the year 1933 and the first 6 months
of 1934 these transshipment lines carried 65148 tons of cargo destined
to ports on the west coast of South America wNJrepresented 3066
percent of the entire movement by all conference lines during that period
The conference agreement has since been amended to allow the trans

shipment lines a rate differential and under the provisions of the con

ference contract shippers have the option of selecting the vessels of any
carrier which at time of shipment is a member of the conference It is
not apparent that the conference agreement confers a monopoly on re

spondent Grace Line Inc Wessel Duval Co v Colombian SS Co
390 394

Carriers are not justified in attempting to restrict traffic to move over their

lines As stated in Menacho v Ward 27 Fed 529 involving a substan
tially similar situation cited in Eden Mining Co v Bluefields Fruit
SS Co 1 U S S B 41 The vice of discrimination here is that it is

calculated to coerce all those who have occasion to employ common

carriers from employing sucn agencies as may offer

If it is tolerated it will result practically in giving the defendants a

monopoly of the carrying trade between these places Manifestly it is

enforced by the defendants in order to discourage all others from at

tempting to serve the public as carriers between these places Such
discrimination is not only unreasonable but is odious Intercoastal

Investigation 1935 400 452
The prohibition of discrimination means among other things that no

difference or distinction shall be made in rates that coerce the public
to employ one competitor to the exclusion of another or deprive one

competitor of business which under freedom of selection by the public
would be given to it and thus create a monopoly in favor of another

competitor Id 456
As stated in Intercoastal Investigation 1935 1 U S S B B 440

Furthermore carriers are not justified in attempting to re

strict traffic to move over their lines The prohibition of dis

crimination means among other things that no difference or distinction

shall be made in rates that coerce the public to employ one competitor
to the exclusion of another or deprive one competitor of business whieb

under freedom of selection by the public would be given to it and thus
1 U S M C
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MONOPOLIESContinued

create a monopoly in favor of another competitor Gulf lntercoastal
Contract Rates 524 529

In the regulation of conference agreements under section 15 the policy
of both the United States Shipping Board and the Department of Com
merce was to discourage agreements which established a monopoly in
favor of a competitor As stated in Intercoastal Investigation 1935
1 U S S B B 400 at 456The prohibition of discrimination means
among other things that no difference or distinction shall be made in
rates that coerce the public to employ one competitor to the exclusion
of another or deprive one competitor of business which under freedom
of selection by the public would be given to it and thus create a monopoly
in favor of another competitor Dollar Matson Agreements 750 755

MOOT CASES

The Pennsylvania Co v L N A C R Co 3 I C C 223 and other
cases are of one accord in reference to issues which have become moot

and the United States Supreme Court in U S v Hamburg American
239 U S 466 enunciates the established rule and pronounces the dis
position applicable in the proceeding before the Board Marginal Track
Delivery 234 238

Since the rate situations complained of have been adjusted the questions
presented are moot If the new adjustment is changed by tariffs here
after filed the remedies provided by the Shipping Act 1916 and Inter
coastal Shipping Act 1933 are available t complainants Canners
League of Calif v Alameda Trausp Co 538 537

After full hearing and submission of the case the Department on its own
motion instituted an investigation into and concerning the lawfulness
and the propriety of defendants tariffs remaining on file with the United
States Shipping Board Bureau Prior to hearing defendant voluntarily
canceled its tariffs and the proceeding was discontinued The ques
tions here presented therefore have become moot Argonant SS Line
v American Tankers Corporation 596 597

Respondents filed schedules canceling the suspended rate which schedules
were accepted for filing By the acceptance of such filing the question
of lawfulness of the suspended schedules becomes moot Eastbound
Intercoastal Gulf Sugar Rate 798 799

NATIONALITY OF CARRIERS

Neither the flag flown by a carrier nor the circumstance that it receives
financial benefits from mail contracts tends in any way to prove or dis
prove that such carrier has been violating the regulatory provisions of
the Shipping Act Rates in Canadian Currency 264 275

NATURAL ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES See PREJUDICE PROFIT
TO SHIPPERS

NONCOMPENSATORY RATES See also AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15

The Shipping Act recognizes that a carrier may reduce rates below a fair
and remunerative basis with the intent of driving a competitive carrier
by water out of business without such action constituting the operation
of a fighting ship This is apparent when the fightingship prohibition
in section 14 is compared with section 19 of that act Seas Shipping Co
v American South African Line 568 579

Whatever their immediate effect rates unremunerative or noncompensatory
are in the long run detrimental to our commerce for our commerce
embraces not only cargo moving but the instrumentalities employed In
moving such cargo Id 583
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NONCOMPENSATORY RATESContinued

Unremunerative and noncompensatory rates are detrimental to the com

merce of the United States Id 584
The only weapon apparently used by defendants is the reduction of rates

to a level unremunerative for themselves as well as for their competitors
and this the statute does not prohibit Id 584

As stated by the Department of Commerce in Seas Shipping Co v American

South African Line Inc et al x U S S B B 568 at 583 If the

existence of the agreement were the cause of the low rates the Depart
mentscourse of action would be reasonably clear Whatever their im

mediate effect rates unremunerative or noncompensatory are in the long

run detrimental to our commerce for our commerce embraces not only

cargo moving but the instrumentalities employed in moving such cargo

Both complainant and one of the defendants American South African Line
are part of the American merchant marine and section 1 Merchant

Marine Act 1920 contains an admonition that in the administration of

the shipping laws there be kept always in view the policy of the United

States to do whatever may be necessary to develop and encourage the

maintenance of an adequate privately owned merchant marine Dollar

Matson Agreements 750 755
NOTICE OF CHANGES See TARIFFS SHIPPING Aar 1916

ONCARRIER See SHIPPING Aar 1916 DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE TARIFFS

ONCARRYING CHARGES See LOADING AND UNLOADI

OPERATION
Transshipment is a matter of practical necessity in order that the westbound

operation may be completed before the eastbound operation begins It is
of course normally an important consideration to the carriers to have their

vessels bare of cargo before staridng to load for the eastbound voyage

Everett Chamber of Commerce vLuckenbach SS Co 149 152
ORAL ARGUMENT SeeHEARING

ORDERS

In some of the e ceptions to the proposed report it is stated that there are

carriers servinnlew York who have entered the import trade since the

proceeding was initiated and it is suggested that they may not be subject
to the order entered herein All persons subject to the Shipping Act 1816
whose operations come within the scope of the proceeding willbe expected
to conform their practices to the principles announced in the report Stor

age of Import Property 676 683
It is intimated by certain interveners that respondents may in effect nullify

the order by assessing merely nominal charges for storage after free time

This of course would plainly violate the spirit of the order but the Com
mission may not in advance impute to respondents a desire to defeat the
order through subterfuge Id 683

OTHER PERSONS See SHIPPINGACT 1916 TERMINAL FACILITIES AGREEMENTS

UNDER SECTION 15 TARIFFS

PARTIES
The record discloses that the Oakland Motor Car Co and Gray Motor Car Co

aretrade names under which MartinRosendahl and Duluth Auto Exchange
Inc respectively operated and that freight charges inDocket No 100 were

paid by Martin Rosendahl and in DocketNo 101 by Duluth Auto Exchange
Inc The filing of a claim in the trade name of an individual or a corpora

tion is a filing by the individual orthe corporation that operates thereunder

Oakland Motor Car Co v Great Lakes Transit Corp 308 310
TT C M 0
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PARTIESContinued
The claim was filed with the United States Shipping Board prior to the insti

tution of bankruptcy proceedings A trustee in bankruptcy may prosecute a

suitcommenced by a bankrupt prior to adjudication either by the institution

of a new action or by intervening in the proceeding commenced by the bank
rupt If however the trustee neither sues nor intervenes there is no

reason why the bankrupt himself should not continue the proceeding If

the trustee will not sue and the bankrupt cannot sue it might result in the

bankruptsdebtor being discharged of an actual liability It is believed

that the law does not contemplate such a result Hearing upon complaints
filed with the Board discloses the assessment and collection of illegal
charges in violation ofsection 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 Section 22 of

that act authorizes an award of reparation to the party injured Martin

Rosendahl was injured the moment he paid the charges and was the person

directly damaged by the collection in 1923 of the illegal rates His claim

accrued at once and the law administered by the Department does not

inquire into later events Id 310311
PASSENGER See ComjETmoN UNIFORMITY OF RATES ETC

PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE IN RATES
The reasonableness of rates cannot be determined by considering only

the amount of the percentage of increase which may indicate that the

former rates were too low rather than that the present rates are ex

cessive Alaska Rate Investigation 1 6
The fundamental question is whether the proposed rate is reasonable

regardless of the amount of the advance Gulf Westbound Intercoastal

Soya Bean Oil Meal Rates 554 560
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Defendants are engaged in the transportation of property by water be

tween Manila Philippine Islands and the United States and in respect
of such transportation are common carriers by water in interstate
commerce Johnson Pickett Rope Co v Dollar SS Lines 585 585

PILOTAGE See LOADING AND UNLOADING
POLICY See AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15
POOL CARS See DEVICES TO DEFEAT APPLICABLERATES

PORT DIFFERENTIALS See DIFFERENMLS

PORT PREFERENCE See CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
PRACTICE See also UNREASONABLENESS PREJUDICE

Practice of routing shipments via water from port of transhipment to

destination charging of same through rates thereon as for shipments
moving via rail from said transshipment port and refusal to absorb

wharfage charges State toll and war tax not shown to have been un

lawful Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 340
Owing to its wide and variable connotations a practice which unless

restricted ordinarily means an often repeated and customary action
is deemed to apply only to acts or things belonging to the same class

as those meant by the words of the law that are associated with it

In section 18 the term practices is associated with various words

including rates charges and tariffs Intercoastal Investigation
1935 400 432
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PREJUDICE See al8o REASONABLENESS DISCRIMINATION CONTRACTS WITH

SHIPPERS AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 15

In General
The manifest purpose of the provision of section 16 prohibiting undue

or unreasonable preference or advantage and undue or unreasonable

prejudice or disadvantage and the provision of section 17 prohibit
ing unjust discrimination between shippers is to require common

carriers subject to the statute to accord like treatment to all

shippers who apply for and receive the same service American
Tobacco Co v C GT 53 56

The discrimination inhibited by sections 16 and 17 is that which is

undue unreasonable or unjust Port Utilities Commission of

Charleston v Carolina Co 61 65
Issue of unjust prejudice would necessarily be confined to rates of

carrier serving both ports involved in rate comparison Americap
Peanut Corp v M M T 78 79

The standard by which to determine when an advantage to one or a

prejudice to some other is undue or unrasonable is not difficult
to determine Whenever it Is sufficient in amount to be substantial
and of importance to either the one receiving the advantage or to

the one suffering the prejudice it must be held to be undue or

unreasonable Assoc Jobbers of Los Angeles v AmericanHawaiian
SS Co 161 167168

Sections 16 and 17 of the act do not forbid all discriminatory prefer
ential or prejudicial treatment nor does section 14 declare un

lawful all contracts based on the volume of freight offered To

bring a difference in rates within the prohibition of these sections
it must be shown that such a difference is not justified by the

cost of the respective services by their values or by other trans

portation conditions Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman Bucknall
SS Co 242 250

Not all preferences and advantages are condemned by law but only
those that are undue or unreasonble Intercoastal Investigation
1935 400 444

The record does not show that the preference or advantage to the

Sacramento shippers or the prejudice and disadvantage to shippers
using complainantsterminals if any resulting from the rates

under consideration is of the character condemned by law Un

doubtedly an effect of the rates in issue was to deprive complPig
ants of revenue they formerly received from the handling of the

traffic involved at their terminals but this alone does not con

stitute a violation of the law the Department enforces Id 444
The Shipping Act 1916 prohibits unjustly discriminatory rates be

tween shippers and the giving to any particular person of any
undue or unreasonable preference or advantage or the subjecting
of any particular person to any undue or unreasonable prejudice
or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever Section 19 Investiga
tion 1935 470 495

It is well settled that the existence of unlawful preference and prej
udice is a question of fact to be clearly demonstrated by substantial

proof As a general rule there must be a definite showing that
the preference and prejudice complained of is undue and unrea

sonable in that it actually operates to the real disadvantage of
1 U S M C
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PREJUDICEContinued
In GeneralContinued

the complainant To do this it is of primary importance that

there be disclosed an existing and effective competitive relation

between the prejudiced and preferred shipper H Kramer Co v

Inland Waterways Corp 630 633
An underlying purpose of the Shipping Act 1916 is to prevent every

form of favoritism based upon the relations of the shipper with the

carrier as a customer and to place all shippers the large and small
the steady and occasional upon a plane of equality in the right to

service For this reason that act condemns and makes unlawful

every regulation device or subterfuge which undertakes to give to

anyone an advantage based upon conditions other than those inher

ing in the transportation itself and alone Intercoastal Investigation
1935 400 451452

Section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 prohibits any common carrier by

water either alone or in conjunction with any other person directly
or indirectly from allowing any person to obtain transportation for

property at less than the regular rates then established and enforced

on the line of such carrier by means of false billing false classifica

tion false weighing false report of weight or by any other unjust

or unfair device or means That section also prohibits any such

carrier from making or giving any undue or unreasonable preference
or advantage to any particular person locality or description of

traffic in any respect whatsoever or subjecting any particular person

locality or description of traffic to any undue or unreasonable preju
dice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever Section 17 of that

act prohibits carriers in foreign commerce from demanding charg

ing or collecting any rate or charge which is unjustly discriminatory

between shippers or ports and requires every sueh carrier to establish

observe and enforce just and reasonable regulations and practices
relating to or connected with the receiving handling storing or

delivering of property These provisions of law place an obligation
on every common carrier by water in foreign commerce to make its

rates public and available on equal terms to all shippers Section 19

Investigation 1935 470 501502
In view of the competitive situation the cancellation of the joint rates

involved would result in undue and unreasonable preference and ad

vantage to Oakland and Richmond and shippers there located and

undue and unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage to Berkeley

and Emeryville and shippers there located in violation of section 16

of the Shipping Act 1916 Intercoastal Rates To and From Berkeley

Calif No 2510 512
It is well settled that the existence of unjust discrimination and undue

prejudice and preference is a question of fact which must be clearly

demonstrated by substantial proof As a general rule there must

be a definite showing that the difference in rates complained of is

undue and unjust in that it actually operates to the real disadvan

tage of the complainant In order to do this it is essential to reveal

the specific effect of the rates on the flow of the traffic concerned

and on the marketing of the commodities involved and to disclose an

existing and effective competitive relation between the prejudiced

and preferred shipper localities or commodities Furthermore a

1 U SM C
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PREJUDICEContinued
In GeneralContinued

pertinent inquiry is whether the alleged prejudice is the proximate
cause of the disadvantage Manifestly the general representations
made by witnesses for complainant do not afford convincing proof of

the alleged disadvantages under which they and other interests at

Philadelphia operate or that the rate situation is solely responsible
therefor Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export SS Corp
538 541

Prejudice to one shipper to be undue must ordinarily be such that it

shall be a source of positive advantage to another California Pkg
Corp v AmericanHawaiian SS Co 543 545

The language of section 16 forbidding any undue or unreasonable

prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever is specifically
directed against undue preference and every other form of unjust
discrimination against the shipping public Armstrong Cork Co v

Hawaiian SS Co 719 723
Practices

Practice in apportioning available space in vessels not shown to be

unduly prejudicial to shippers of wool and related articles or unduly
preferential of shippers of other commodities Boston Wool Trade

Assoc v M M T 32 35
It is evident that the purpose of Congress in enacting the provision of

section 16 prohibiting undue or unreasonable preference or advantage
and undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage and the provi
sion of section 17 prohibiting unjust discrimination between shippers
was to impose upon common carriers within the purview thereof the

duty of charging uniform rates to all shippers receiving a similar

transportation service Eden Mining Co v Bluetields Fruit SS
Co 41 45

The exaction of higher rates from complainants than from other shippers
for like service subjected complainants to undue and unreasonable

prejudice and disadvantage and constituted unjust discrimination

between shippers Id 48
Charges exacted for transportation of collect shipments found unduly

prejudicial and unjustly discriminatory to extent they exceeded pre

paid charges on like shipments from and to same ports plus such

additional costs as respondent was compelled to absorb over and above

those accruing in connection with prepaid shipments American

Tobacco Co v C GT53 57
Rate adjustment on tratlic from North Atlantic South Atlantic and

Gulf ports to foreign destinations not shown to be unduly prejudicial
or unjustly discriminatory Port Utilities Commission of Charleston

v Carolina Co 61 71
Rule applying arbitraries to Everett Bellingham and Olympia Wash

and Astoria Oreg riot shown to subject those ports to undue and

unreasonable disadvantage Everett Chamber of Commerce v Luck

enbach SS Co 149 153
Issuance of an order requiring change in the currency practices of car

riers not warranted Rates in Canadian Currency 264 281
The imposition of the 30cent charge at Los Angeles which is not imposed

at San Francisco measured by the transportation standards as

referred to in the Illinois Central Railroad case falls squarely within
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PREJUDICEContinued
PracticesContinued

the type of preference and prejudice which section 16 of the Shipping
Act condemns Assembling and Distributing Charge 380 387

Schedule of proposed changes in classification of passenger accommo

dations and fares on vessels operating between New York N Y and

San Francisco Calif not shown to be unduly preferential and preju
dicial or unjust and unreasonable Passenger Classification and

Fares American Line SS Corp 294 305
Refusal by defendants to pay commissions to persons other than their

authorized agents on passenger tickets and orders for transportation
purchased for customers for passage on defendant lines not undue

preference or prejudice Joseph Singer v TransAtlantic Passenger
Conference 520 523

The uniformity of treatment contemplated by the Shipping Act is a

relative equality based on transportation conditions only Philadelphia
Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export SS Corp 538 541

Rates from San Diego Calif to the Orient and rules regulations and

practices with respect thereto found unduly prejudicial San Diego
Harbor Commission v American Mail Lines 661 669

Rules pertaining to segregation of cargo by intercoastal carriers in

PacificAtlantic or PacificGulf of Mexico trade found unduly preju
dicial and preferential and unreasonable Intercoastal Segregation
Rules 725 737

Rates Commodities Service

Rates on cigars from Philadelphia Pa to Pacificcoastports not shown

to be violative of section 16 or 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 as alleged
York County Cigar Mfrs Assoc v AmericanHawaiian SS Co 209

212 The maintenance of rates on blacksmith coal and farm products
from Puget Sound ports to Juneau Alaska lower than rates from

Anchorage Alaska to Juneau is unduly preferential to Puget Sound

ports and unduly prejudicial to Anchorage Alaska Rate Investiga
tion 1 1112

Rates on green coffee from Colombia South America to New York N Y
and Boston Mass found unduly preferential and prejudicial and

unjustly discriminatory Commonwealth of Mass v Colombian SS
Co 711 716 Fact that western packers are awarded A lower rate

on eastbound canned coffee than complainant pays on like shipments
westbound is not sufficient to sustain allegation of undue prejudice
Calif Pkg Corp v AmericanHawaiianSS Co 543 545

Rates on cotton linters and cottonseedhullfiber or shavings from Gal

veston Tex to New York N Y and from Houston Tex to Philadel

phia Pa not shown to be in violation of section 16 or 18 of the
Shipping Act 1916 Thomas G Crowe v Southern SS Co 145 148
Anyquantityrate on cotton piece goods and cotton factory products from

Atlantic and Gulf ports to Pacific ports not shown to be unduly
prejudicial or unreasonable Ames Harris Neville Co v American
Hawaiian SS Co 765 769

Rate on FirTex from Portland Oreg to Boston Mass New York N Y
and Philadelphia Pa not shown to be unreasonably prejudicial or

unjust or unreasonable FirTex Ins Board Co v Luckenbach SS

Co 258 261
1USMC
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PREJUDICEContinued
Rates Commodities Service Continued

Rates on leather from Montague Muskegon and Grand Haven Mich
to Chicago Ill not shown to be unduly prejudicial EagleOttawa
Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co 101 106

Schedules proposing to change effectivedate rule in connection with
eastboundintercoastal lumber rates found unduly prejudicial Inter

coastal Lumber Rate Changes 656 660
Rates on shipments of case oil from United States to South African ports

not shown to be unduly or unreasonably prejudicial or unjustly dis

criminatory Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman Bucknall SS Co
242 255256

Rates on olive oil and general cargo from Italy to Philadelphia Pa not
shown to be unduly preferential or prejudicial or unjustly discrimina

tory Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export SS Corp 538
542

Rate on prepared roofing paper from Baltimore to Miami not shown to
be unduly or unreasonably prejudicial Continental Roofing Mfg
Co v B C SS Co 74 77

Rates on peanuts from Norfolk Va to Baltimore Md Philadelphia Pa
New York N Y and Boston Mass not shown to be unduly prejudi
cial American Peanut Corp v M M T 78 84

Carriers practice in establishing and maintaining rates from New Or
leans on clean rice originating at interior Louisiana points and des
tined to Puerto Rico designed to extend to such traffic the same or

lower through rate as for transportation of clean rice via Lake Charles
and thence by other carriers to Puerto Rico not shown to be violative
of section 16 or 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 as alleged Lake
Charles Board of Commissioners v N Y P R S S Co 154 157

Rate on scrap iron from New York N Y to Buenos Aires Argentina not
shown to be unjustly prejudicial to exporter from United States as com

pared with foreign competitors R A Ascher Co v Int Freighting
Corp 213 216

The record shows no undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage to
complainant or unjust discrimination of the Shipping Act on its ship
ment of goatskins to Italy Edmond Weil Inc v Italian Line 395
398

The Virgin Islands Company contends that the maintenance of a lower
rate from Puerto Rico than from Virgin Islands is unduly prejudicial
to it and other shippers However the only carriers transporting sugar
from Virgin Islands do riot operate in the Puerto Rican trade and there
is no evidence that they control the rates from Puerto Rico Sugar
From Virgin Islands 695 699

Rate on wheat in bulk in lots of 500 tons or more from Pacific ports to
Gulf ports not shown to be violative of section 16 or 18of the Shipping
Act 1916 New Orleans Board of Trade v Luckenbach S S Co 346
348

Rates on wool mohair camel hair and alpaca hair between Boston
Mass and New York N Y found unjust and unreasonable for the
future but not in the past and not unduly preferential or unduly preju
dicial Boston Wool Trade Assoc v Eastern S S Lines 36 39
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PREJUDICEContinued

Rates Commodities ServiceContinued

Rates on wool and related articles and local carload rates on all commod

ities between Boston Mass and Philadelphia Pa found not unduly

prejudicial Boston Wool Trade Assoc v M M T 24 30
Undue prejudice is not shown when the carriers serving the alleged pre

ferred point do not serve or participate in routes from the alleged
prejudiced point Calif Pkg Corp v States S S Co 546 547

The duty which the law places upon every common carrier to serve all

members of the public upon equal terms has been evaded by many car

riers subject to the Departmentsjurisdiction Seas Shipping Co v

American South African Line 568 580
PREPAYMENT OF CHARGES

It was respondentsfundamental right to demand and receive payment of

freight charges as a condition precedent to transportation American

Tobacco Co v C GT 53 55
PROFIT TO SHIPPERS See also REASONABLENESS

While the testimony of witnesses concerning their probable net profits under

increased rates is admittedly of value the effect upon theshippersbusiness

is not conclusive as to the reasonableness of rates Alaska Rate Investiga

tion 1 7
Reasonableness of rates is not to be gauged by the ability or inability of

shippers to market their products with profit Atlas Waste Mfg Co v

N Y P R SS Co 195 196

Complainant bears transportation charges and all of its coffee is sold on

a delivered basis Certain competitors maintain coffee roasting and pack
ing plants on the Pacific coast Wholesale prices of the leading brands are

the same and complainant shows that subsequent to the increase in the

westbound rate of approximately 37cents on each case the selling price of

its coffee was reduml 12 cents a case which reduction complainant
described as a competitive price feature uninfluenced by the level of

the intercoastal rate Since the westbound rate was increased complain
ant has absorbed the increase asserting that it is not possible to pass the

21cent difference in freight rates on to the buyer Commercial and eco

nomic conditions of this character however cannot be made the basis of a

finding that carriers rates are unlawful Calif Pkg Corp v American

Hawaiian SS Co 543 545
The Commissionsonly duty with respect to the rates in issue is to inquire

whether they are in accordance with the provisions of the Shipping Act

1916 and related acts It cannot require of carriers the establishment of

rates which assure to a shipper the profitable conduct of his business The

carrier may not impose an unreasonable transportation charge merely

because the business of the shipper is so profitable that he can pay it

nor conversely can the shipper demand that an unreasonably low charge

shall be accorded him because the profits of his business have shrunk to a

point where they are no longer sufficient Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber

608 623
The effect of a rate upon commercial conditions whether an industry can

exist under particular rates are matters of consequence and facts tending

to show these circumstances and conditions are always pertinent But

they are only a single factor in determining the fundamental question
A narrowing market increased cost of production overproduction and

many other considerations may render an industry unprofitable without
1 U S M C
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PROFIT TO SHIPPERSContinued

showing the freight rate to be unreasonable Eastbound Intercoastal

Lumber 608 623
While complainant may encounter economic and geographical disadvantages

in selling its products in the East the law does not contemplate the

equalization of natural advantages and disadvantages through an adjust
ment of freight rates Paraff9ne Companies v AmericanHawaiian SS Co
628 629

To be reasonable the rule should as far as possible meet the commercial
necessities of the shipper as well as recognize the operating problems of the
carrier but neither should be controlling Intercoastal Lumber Rate

Changes 656 659
PROMOTIONAL RATES See DEvEwPAEnT RATES

PROPORTIONAL RATES

If the instant increases should be denied the carriers would be confronted

with the unnatural and objectionable situation of having porttoport rates
which would be lower than their proportional water rates between the

same ports on traffic handled in connection with rail lines Increased

Rates 1920 13 17
While recognition is given to the fact that the cost of handling local

traffic is generally greater Than the cost of handling through traffic

and due weight is accorded statements that the proportional rates are

maintained for competitive reasons and do not afford a profit over and

above the cost of service rendered they fall short of furnishing a satis

factory explanation of the great excess of the local over the proportional
rates Further in regard to statements that the proportional rates on

wool are not remunerative it should be observed that the disparity
between such rates and those alleged to be unreasonable strongly indi
cates that unduly high rates are exacted for the transportation of local

traffic for the benefit of through interstate traffic Boston Wool Trade

Assoc v Eastern SS Lines 36 389
While recognizing that comparison of local porttoport rate with water

component of through railandwater rate is of some value yet it is

also recognized that standing alone a difference between such rates

cannot be considered as determinative of lawfulness or unlawfulness of

local rate Manifestly widely dissimilar conditions enter into estab

lishment and maintenance of these two classes of rates Continental

Roofing Mfg Co v B C SS Co 74 7677
Proportional of 41 cents as compared with 55cent porttoport rate and

in connection with other factors has bearing upon the reasonableness

of latter rate considering that the services rendered in regard to both

are necessarily similar in many respects Continental Roofing Mfg
Co v B C SS Co 114 118

The fact that the tariff rules of the Department specifically permit the

publication of proportional rates supports respondents view that the

publication of such rates is permissible But this in no way relieves

respondent from the mandate of the law that its rates for transportation
must not be violative of the Shipping Acts Proportional Westbound

Intercoastal Rates on Cast Iron Pipe 376 378

PROPOSED REPORTS

After hearing and subsequent to service of tentative report dismissal

without prejudice is precluded by the provision of section 24 requiring
1 U S M C
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PROPOSED REPORTSContinued
entry of report stating conclusions decision and order in every investi

gation in which a hearing has been held New Orleans Assoc of Com

merce v Bank Line 177 186
Exceptions to examiners proposed report were received by the Depart

ment seven days after time for filing exceptions provided for by Rules

of Procedure Accordingly rejected Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and

From San Diego No 2 600 600
Complainants exceptions to examiners proposed report on further hearing

not seasonably filed and rejected Ames Harris Neville Co v American

Hawaiian SS Co 765 765
RAIL AND RAILWATER RATES

There is such a manifest difference between transportation via rail and

via water that rail rates cannot be regarded as a proper criterion or

measure of water rates Wool Rates From Boston to Philadelphia 20

21 Boston Wool Trade Assoc vM M T 24 29
The conditions compelling absorption by respondent of terminal charges

at Boston and Philadelphia in connection with through railandwater

traffic do not apply with equal force to its local traffic Boston Wool

Trade Assoc v M M T 24 30
The equalization of railandwater rates from central freight association

territory to foreign destinations through various ports is manifestly a

matter beyond the scope of the Boardsjurisdiction Port Utilities Com
mission of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 71

That rail rates are not to be regarded as a criterion or measure of water

rates has been affirmed American Peanut Corp v M M T 78 84
There is a tendency for complainants in regulatory proceedings before the

Board to so rely upon decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission

as to give too little consideration to the fundamental differences between

transportation by rail and transportation by water The unit of trans

portation by rail is a car with a capacity of a relatively few thousand

pounds The unit of transportation by water is a ship and the ships
involved have an average cargo capacity of around 7500 tons The

comparative ease with which a railroad by dropping or adding cars

can adjust its operations to slight fluctuations in tonnage moving is

obvious Moreover railroads are semimonopolistic in character and in

any given competitive field relatively few in number while operators
of vessels in foreign commerce of the United States may at any time and

without warning be subjected to most severe competition by tramp vessels

of any nation or by vessels chartered by shippers with large quantities
of cargo to be transported The exigencies of ocean transportation are

many and largely peculiar unto such transportation They cannot be

neglected by the steamship operator if he is to survive nor can the

Board in arriving at its decisions fail to consider them Atlantic Refin

ing Co v Ellerman Bucknall SS Co 242 253
The joint railandocean rates and railbargeocean rates are not under

the control of the Department Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400

456
Porttoport rates of lines subject to the Panama Canal Act porttoport

rates used in combination with rates of rail carriers for application on

shipments moving over through railandwater routes and joint railand

water rates are not subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission The

Interstate Commerce Commission has prescribed rates of the types de
l TT Q M 0
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RAIL AND RAILWATER RATESContinued
scribed above and respondents position is that since none of the proposed
rates exceeds such prescribed rates or rates related thereto the proposed
rates before this Commission do not exceed maximum reasonable rates

While this argument may be persuasive it is not controlling Commodity
Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports 642 644

The Commission has no jurisdiction over the railandwaterrates Id 645
In rail transportation the date a car is delivered for transportation deter

mines the rate to be charged Since delays in securing equipment for rail

carriage are negligible as compared with those encountered in water

transportation there is no necessity for an effectivedaterule in connec

tion with rail rates Intercoastal Lumber Rate Obanges 656 659
RATE COMPARISONS See REASONABLENESS PREJUDICE UNIFORMITY OF

RATES VALUE OF COMMODITY
RATE DEFINED See also CHARGES DEFINED

A rate is a carrierscompensation for the performance of a transportation
service Intercoastal Rate Investigation 108 111

A rate is the net amount the carrier receives from the shipper and retains

Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 431
RATE DIFFERENTIALS See DIFFERENTIALS

RATES PRESCRIBED BY INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

The Interstate Commerce Commission has prescribed rates of the types
described and respondents position is that since none of the proposed
rates exceeds such prescribed rates or rates related thereto the proposed
rates before this Commission do not exceed maximum reasonable rates

While this argument may be persuasive it is not controlling Com
modity Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports 642 644

RATE STRUCTURE
In the great public interest it would seem obvious that rate structures

should be so made as to permit the flow of traffic to pass through as

many ports as the economies of transportation and distribution will

allow Port Utilities Commission of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 71
The record makes clear that the conference rates on file are the offspring

of provisional compromises forced by carrier competition They do not

adjust to any other system of rate making The rates of Shepard and

Calmar were made with relation to the conference rates and are equally
defective Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 411

The handicap list which only appears from a study of individual items in

Agent Thackarastariff SBINo 4 embraces commodities as to which
after several months of trading and by way of compromise it was agreed
the B lines would charge 25cents per 100 pounds less than the A

lines Such understanding and the further understanding that the A
lines would not operate south of Philadelphia Pa are said to have ef

fected a fairly even distribution of cargo volume between the two classes

of lines In arriving at such understandings no consideration whatso

ever was given to the rights of shippers or ports For instance shippers
of commodities in the handicap list have alternative rates while this

privilege is denied shippers of related or analogous commodities not in

the list ports south of Philadelphia and shippers from such ports are

denied A line services and alternative rates on commodities named in

the list and on eastbound transportation the same rate is charged from

all ports on the Pacific coast on commodities named in the list regardless
of the line performing the service Id 412
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RATE STRUCTUREContinued
In the making of the tariffs consideration should be given among other

things to the cost of service rights of shippers and transportation and

traffic conditions Id 463
The practices condemned in the report as unfair not only prevent the

maintenance of a reasonable and stable rate structure vital to the wel

fare of American shippers and Americanflagcarriers but they also open

the door to violations of the regulatory provisions of the Shipping Act

Section 19 Investigation 1935 470 500
Neither the Commission nor any of its predecessors has prescribed or ap

proved a general maximum rate structure for application between Gulf
and North Atlantic ports Present rates have been established volun

tarily apparently on the basis dictated by competitive conditions and with

little regard to the establishment of a scientific rate structure Com

modity Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports 642 644
REASONABLENESS See also PuDfCE DIsCRimiNATION FAIR RETVSN

PROFIT To SmPPERs DIvISIONS OF RATES PEncENTAQE OF INCREASE IN RATES
SImrEARITY OF TRAFFIC ETC UNIFORMITY OF RATES LTc TARIFFS NON

COMPENSATORY RATES

In General

The fundamental obligation of carriers under the Shipping Act is to

charge only such rates as are just and reasonable Alaska Rate

Investigation 1 4
As section 18 relates to carriers in interstate commerce exclusively

its requirements have no application for foreign respondents Bos

ton Wool Trade Assoc v General SS Corp 49 51
Section 18 applies to interstate rates charges and practices of common

carriers by water as distinguished from rates charges and practices
in connection with the transportation of freight from ports in the

United States to ports in foreign countries Port Util Com of
Charleston v Carolina Co 61 65

As section 18 of the statute concerns carriers engaged in interstate

commerce exclusively its inhibitions regarding unjust andunreason

able rates and charges have no application to carriers engaged in

through transportation from foreign countries to destinations in the

United States notwithstanding part of the through transportation was

between ports in the United States Boston W T Assoc v Oceanic

SS Corp 86 87
Section 18 has application to carriers in interstate commerce only
W T Rawleigh Co v Stoomvtart285 286

Where the issue as to the justness and reasonableness of rates attacked

is pitched upon a comparison of such rates with the rates on another

commodity the complainant to prevail must establish that the rates

on such other commodity are themselves reasonable and fair York

County Cigar Mfgrs Assoc v Am Haw SS Co 209 210
Section 18 of the Shipping Act imposes upon carriers the obligation of

establishing and observing just and reasonable rates and tariffs

Although the acts which the Department administers do not define

just and reasonable rates and tariffs it is well established that a

rate may be so low as to be unreasonable and thus unlawful The

proposed tariffs do notmeet the requirements imposed by the statutes

and are unlawful Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co326 336337
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REASONABLENESSContinued
In GeneralContinued

The complaint alleges a violation of section 18 of the Shipping Act but

that section does not cover foreign commerce Edmond Weil v

Italian Line 395 398
Ordinarily the voluntary establishment of a rate raises presumption

of its reasonableness but such inference does not necessarily follow
when there is no movement under such rate Gulf WB Intercoastal

Soya Bean Oil Meal Rates 554 560
Respondents are entitled under the law to a maximum reasonable rate

or one that is not so high as to be excessive or extortionate and not

so low as to yield less than the cost of service plus a fair profit
Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 658 620

When rates or charges are increased for a short period and then volun

tarily reduced there is established a prima facie presumption that

the increased rate or charge was unreasonable to the extent that it

exceeded the subsequently established rate H Kramer Co v Inland

Waterways Corp 630 632 Whatever the cause of the delay in

making the reduction it does not relieve defendants from their obli

gation under section 18 to establish observe and enforce just and

reasonable charges Id 633
Rate voluntarily established and maintained for a period of time ex

ceeding two years was prima facie reasonable and a 56percent increase

therein must be justified Sugar from Virgin Islands 695 697
The voluntary reduction of a rate without other supporting facts and

circuinstauces does not warrant the inference that the rate prior to

the reduction was unreasonable but complainant did not rely solely
upon such reduction Amn Norit Co v Agwilines 741 743

Section 18 contemplates that tariffs filed pursuant thereto shall serve as

information to shippers and others interested regarding available all

water routes between interstate ports as well as rates or charges for or

in connection with transportation over such routes Sugar from

Virgin Islands 695 700
Rates Factors Commodities Suspension Service

The bulk of a commodity is one of the principal factors for consideration

in constructing a rate for transportation by water and great weight
should be attached to this factor in a determination of the reasonable
ness or unreasonableness of such a rate It is manifest however that

additional factors such as value revenue and others are to be

considered which may negative the presumption of reasonableness

arising from a calculation based upon the element of bulk alone Bos

ton w rAssoc v M M T 24 26
Manifestly the element of bulk as between two classes of peanuts is

entitled to consideration Amn Peanut Corp v M M T 78 83
Space is an important factor which carriers by water may properly take

into consideration in fixing their rates Isaac S Heller v Eastern
158 160

Rates found to be unjust and unreasonable for the future but not in the

past The period during which the assailed rates were applicable was

one of rapidly changing values and costs and of varying commercial

and transportation conditions Boston Wool Trade Assoc v M M

T 24 30
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REASONABLENESSContinued
Rates Factors Commodities Suspension ServiceContinued

The mere fact that the rate in the reverse direction is substantially
lower does not justify a finding that the rate under attack is unreason

able or in any other way detrimental to our commerce Edmond Weil
v Italian Line 395 399

Rates on automobiles accompanied by passengers from New York N Y
to Portland Maine and from Boston Mass to New York N Y not

shown to be unjust or unreasonable Isaac S Heller v Eastern 158
160

Rate on brass ingots from Chicago to Los Angeles Harbor found applic
able but unjust and unreasonable H Kramer v Inland Waterways
Corp 630 633

Canned goods include goods in glass containers Gelfand v Bull 169

170
Rates on activated carbon from Jacksonville to New York found un

reasonable Amn Norit Co v Agwilines 741 743
Rate on ground roasted coffee from Brooklyn to Pacific coast ports not

shown to be unreasonable or unduly prejudicial Calif Pkg Corp v

Am Haw 543 545
Rates on cotton waste from New York N Y to San Juan and Agua

dilla P R not shown to be unjust and unreasonable Atlas Waste

Mfg Co v N Y P R SS Co 195 197
Rates on hardwood flooring from Mobile Ala to Tampa Fla not

shown to be unjust or unreasonable Biltmore Flooring Co v Lake

Giltedge SS Co 134 137
Rates on furniture and carpet paper from Savannah Ga to Miami

Fla not shown to have been unjust or unreasonable I C Helmly
Furn Co v M M T 132 133

Rates on grapefruit and grapefruit juice from Jacksonville and Tampa

Fla to Pacific coast ports not shown to be in violation of the Shipping

Act 1916 California Pkg Corp v States SS Co 546 548
Rates on iron and steel rivets from Boston Mass to New York N Y

found unreasonable Judson L Thomson Mfg Co v Eastern SS

Lines 58 5960 Rates on leather from Montague Muskegon and

Grand Haven Mich to Chicago Ill found unjust and unreason

able EagleOttawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co 101 106
Generically the material involved is pyroxylin coated cotton cloth but

the fact that it is further processed to give the effect of leather

removes it from the general classification and subjects it to the rate

applicable on artificial or imitation leather Leather Supply Co v

Luckenbach SS Co 779 780
Rate on paper towels from New York N Y to Cristobal C Z not

shown to be unjust or unreasonable Dobler Mudge v Panama

R R SS Line 130 131
Rate on scrap paper from Atlantic ports to New Orleans not shown to be

unlawful Celotex Corp v Mooremack Gulf Lines 789 793
Rates on peanuts from Norfolk Vo to Baltimore Md Philadelphia

Pa New York N Y and Boston Mass in certain instances found

unjust and unreasonable American Peanut Corp v M M T 78

84
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REASONABLENESSContinued

Rates Factors Commodities Suspension ServiceContinued
Rate on iron pipe and elbows from New York N Y to Miami Fla

not shown to have been unjust or unreasonable Bonnell Elec Mfg
Co v Pacific SS Co 143 144

Rate on roofing and building materials from Baltimore Md to Miami
Fla found unjust and unreasonable prior but not subsequent to

June 1 1925 Continental Roofing Mfg Co v B C SS Co
114 119

Rates on Manila rope from the Philippine Islands to the United States

not shown to be unreasonable or unduly prejudicial Johnson Pickett

Rope Co v Dollar SS Lines 585 590
A 56percent increase in the rate on sugar has not been justified and

the increased rate is unjust and unreasonable Sugar From Virgin
Islands 695 699

Rate on raw sugar from the Virgin Islands to the United States found
unjust and unreasonable but not unduly preferential or prejudical
Id 700

Rates on switch boxes with interior fittings from New York N Y to

Los Angeles and San Francisco Calif and Portland Oreg not

shown to have been unjust or unreasonable TrumbullVanderpoel v

Luckenbach SS Co 126 129
Rate on wallboard from New Orleans to Atlantic ports found unreason

able Celotex Corp v Mooremack Gulf Lines 789 792793
Rate on bulk wheat from Pacific ports to Atlantic and Gulf ports found

not unduly and unreasonably prejudicial and preferential but unjust
and unreasonable Rate on sacked wheat from Pacific ports to

Atlantic and Gulf ports not shown to be unlawful Rules and regu
lations applicable to transportation of wheat from Pacific ports to

Atlantic and Gulf ports not shown to be unlawful TriState Wheat

Transp Council v Alameda Transp Co 784 788
Rates on pressed wood insulating board from Portland Oreg to Atlantic

and Gulf ports of the United States not shown to be unreasonable or

unduly prejudicial Dant Russell v AmericanHawaiian SS Co
781 783

Rates fares and charges of carriers operating between Norfolk Va and
Atlanticcoastports north thereof between Norfolk and New Orleans
La between New Orleans and the Mexican border between ports on

the Great Lakes between New York and the Canal Zone between

New York and the Virgin Islands and between New York and Puerto
Rico authorized to be increased Increased Rates 1920 13 18

Schedules proposing reductions in rates between Atlantic and Pacific

ports found not justified Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326
341

Schedules proposing increases and reductions in westbound intercoastal

rates with certain exceptions found justified Id 343
Schedules proposing to cancel socalled terminal rates from Mount Ver

non and Stanwood Wash to intercoastal destinations on the Atlantic

coast found justified Intercoastal Rates From Mount Vernon 360

363
Schedules proposing joint rates for transportation of property between

Berkeley or Emeryville Calif and points on the Atlantic coast with

1 U S M C
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REASONABLENESSContinued
Rates Factors Commodities Suspension ServiceContinued

transshipment at San Francisco Calif found justified Intercoastal
Rates To and From Berkeley 365 368

Schedules proposing to make certain change in the rates for through
transportation between San Diego Calif and ports on the Gulf of
Mexico found justified Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and From San

Diego 516 518
Schedules proposing to cancel through routes and joint rates for trans

portation of freight from Atlanticcoast ports to Vancouver Wash
found justified Westbound Intercoastal Rates to Vancouver Wash
770 774

The Commission acting under authority of section 18 of the Shipping
Act 1916 withheld approval of schedules proposing to increase rates
on cotton grain and grain products paper bags wrapping paper pulp
board wallboard canned goods binder twine charcoal bones and bone
meal from United States ports on the Gulf of Mexico to North Atlantic
ports of the United States and on scrap or waste paper from North
Atlantic ports of the United States to United States ports on the
Gulf of Mexico Commodity Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports
642 642

Schedule proposing reductions ineastbound intereoastal rates on oranges
lemons and grapefruit not justified Intercoastal Rates of Nelson
SS Co 326 345

Schedules proposing to reduce westbound intereoastal rate on dates
figs and peel of citron grapefruit lemon or orange found not justi
fied Westbound Intercoastal Rates on Dates Etc 352 354

Schedules proposing to increase rates on luinber and products thereof
from United States Pacificcoast ports to United States ports on the
Gulf and Atlantic coast not shown to be unlawful Eastbound Inter
coastal Lumber 608 623

Proposed rates on commodities from United States ports on the Gulf of

Mexico to North Atlantic ports of the United States and on scrap
paper from North Atlantic ports of the United States to United States
ports on the Gulf of Mexico found justified Commodity Rates
Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports 642 645

Schedules proposing proportional rates from Charleston S C and Sa

vannah Ga to Pacific coast ports on castiron soil and pressure pipe
originating at Birmingham Ala and other designated inland points
inthe Birmingham District not shown to violate any provision of

the Shipping Act 1916 Proportional Westbound Intercoastal Rates
on Cast Iron Pipe 376 379 a

Schedules proposing to increase rates on old brass radiators from United
States Pacific coast ports to United States Gulf and Atlantic coast

ports found unreasonable Old Brass RadiatorsEastbound 670
673

Schedule proposing to reduce rate for transportation from Baltimore
to Alameda Los Angeles Harbor Oakland and San Francisco Port

land and Seattle and Tacoma of silica sand in bulk in lots of not

less than 500 net tons for manufacture of glass and glassware not

justified Intercoastal Rate on Silica Sand From Baltimore Md
373 375
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REASONABLENESSContinued

Rates Factors5Commodities Suspension Service Continued

Proposed schedules containing optional discharge provision on shipments
of soap and soap products from Boston Mass to Pacific coast ports
found not justified Intercoastal Rates of AmericanHawaiian SS

Co 349 351
Schedules proposing rate for transportation from New York Harbor to

Pacific coast ports on soda ash and caustic soda minimum weight
1500 net tons originating at Wyandotte Mich and moving as a

unit by water to New York Harbor found not justified Id 351
Schedules proposing to increase the rate on soya bean oil meal from

United States Gulf ports to United States Pacific coast ports found
justified Gulf Westbound Intercoastal Soya Bean Oil Meal Rates
554 561

Proposed rate on binder twine from United States ports on the Gulf of
Mexico to North Atlantic ports of the United States and proposed
rate with respect to the effective date of rate changes on grain milled

in transit have not been justified Commodity Rates Between At

lantic and Gulf Ports 642 645
Proposed advances in rates on wool and related articles from Boston

Mass to Philadelphia Pa not shown to be reasonable and not justi
fied Wool Rates From Boston to Philadelphia 20 23

No duty rested upon respondent under section 18 to protect direct

service rates shown in tariff as against higher joint rates via its

line and Clyde Steamship Company I C Helmly Furniture Co v

M M T 132 133
Rates and charges for intercoastal transportation from and to Sacra

mento California equal to those contemporaneously maintained for

intercoastal transportation from and to terminals at Oakland Ala

meda and Richmond Calif not shown to be unreasonable unduly

preferential or prejudicial or otherwise unlawful Intercoastal In

vestigation 1935 400 463
Schedules proposing to cancel all rates for through intercoastal trans

portation of frelght between San Diego and United States ports on

the Gulf of Mexico transshipped at Los Angeles Harbor Calif and

to San Diego from points on the Mississippi River and other inland
points transshipped at New Orleans and at Los Angeles found not

unlawful Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego No 2
600 605

Schedules proposing to change by qualification existing schedules gov

erning the application of through routes and joint rates provided
therein for the transportation of freight from Atlantic to Pacific

coast ports found not justified Intercoastal Joint Rates Via On

Carriers 760 764
Practices

Practice of accepting only as lessthancarload traffic and applying
lessthancarload rates to shipments of wool and relatedd articles not

shown to be unjust or unreasonable Boston Wool Trade Assoc v

MiIT 32 35
Method of measurement of castiron pipe or rate charged on shipments

thereof from ports in continental United States to Manila P Inot

shown to have been unreasonable U S Pipe Foundry Co v

Tampa InterOcean SS Co 173 176
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REASONABLENESSContinued
PracticesContinued

Rates regulations and practices of common carriers by water engaged
in the transportation of property between ports in the State of
Washington and ports in Alaska not shown to be unreasonable
Alaskan Rate Investigation 1 7 12

Rule that except as otherwise provided in tariff 1 rates named in
tariff apply only on shipments from one shipper forwarded on one

ship covered by one bill of lading from one loading terminal at one

loading port consigned to one consignee at one discharging terminal
at one discharging port 2 not more than one arrival notice one

delivery order and one freight bill will be issued to cover each ship
went 3 each freight bill must be paid in full in a single payment
by either shipper or consignee 4 carriers will not act directly
or indirectly as agents of shippers or consignees in the assembling
or distribution of freight by signing separate receipts for parts of a

single shipment when such separate receipts are in the name of
more than one shipper or by any other means whatsoever not
shown to be unlawful Intercoastal Segregation Rules 725 737

Schedule proposing changes in intercoastalportequalization rule found
not justified Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 345

The fact that carriers serving New York do not call at Boston does
not justify requiring those carriers that do call at that port to make
a higher charge Commonwealth of Mass v Colombian SS Co
711 716

RECORD AS BASIS OF FINDINGS See also HEARING

Following hearings where all parties have had full opportunity of pre
senting all relevant facts consideration must as a matter of fairness
and expediency be restricted to testimony and exhibits produced of
record by the parties at the hearing Additional statements and figures
contained in exceptions must therefore be excluded Eastern Guide
Trading Co v Cyprian Fabre 188 191

The 37cent rate on wallboard was increased after the hearing to 41 cents
or approximately 10 percent Counsel for defendants stated at the

argument that they were unwilling that the issue as to the lawfulness

of the increased rate be considered upon this record Therefore the

Commissionsfindings are based strictly upon the record as made and

no opinion is expressed as to the propriety of the 10percent increase
Celotex Corp v Mooremack GulfLines 789 793

RECORD IN OTHER PROCEEDINGS
Record of testimony taken at hearing may be available for every appro

priate use in any future related proceeding brought upon complaint or

initiated by Board Marginal Track Delivery 234 239
REGULATIONS OF OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

Manifestly the Board in administering the regulatory provisions of the

Shipping Act applicable to carriers engaged in interstate commerce is not

bound by regulations promulgated by other Federal agencies having dis

tinctly different functions to perform Thames River Line 217 219
REPARATION

Denied Boston Wool Trade Assoc v M M T 24 31
Complaint dismissed Boston Wool Trade Assoc v M M T32 35
Denied Boston Wool Trade Assoc v Eastern SS Lines 36 40
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REPARATIONContinued

As was said in Pennsylvania Railroad Co v International Coal Mining

Co 230 U S 184 which involved reparation under a practically identical

statute The statute gives a right of action for damages to the injured

party and by the use of these legal terms clearly indicated that the

damages recoverable were those known to the law and intended as com

pensation for the injury sustained It is elementary that in a suit at

law both the fact and the amount of damage must be proved And al

though the plaintiff insists that in all cases like this the fact and amount

of pecuniary loss is a matter of law yet this contention is not sustained

by the language of the act nor is it well founded in actual experience
Eden Mining v Bluefields Fruit SS Co 41 47

It cannot be inferred from the language used in section 22 that compensa

tion for other than the actual damage incurred is to be granted Id

47
While the fact of discrimination in violation of provisions of the Shipping

Act may be proved and found accordingly in respect to awarding repara
tion under section 22 of the act for injury alleged to have been caused

by such discrimination the fact of injury and the exact amount of

pecuniary damage must be shown by further and other proof before

relief may be extended Proof of unlawful discrimination within the

meaning of the act by showing the charging of different rates from

shippers receiving the same service does not as a matter of course

establish the fact of injury and the amount of damage to which the

complainant may be entitled by way of reparation Id 4748

Complaint dismissed Id 48
Carriers not shown to have agreed to absorb wharfage charge However

there was an agreement to absorb insurance which was not carried out
and up to the time of hearing reimbursement for premiums paid by

consignees had not been made In the circumstances if the amounts

referred to have not been refunded appropriate claim should be presented
to carriers who should thereupon adjust the matter promptly Boston
Wool Trade Assoc v General SS Corp 49 52

Found due Judson L Thomson Mfg Co v Eastern SS Lines 58 60
Found due American Tobacco Co v C G T 97 100
Found due EagleOttawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co 101 107
Found due Continental Roofing Mfg Co v B C SS Co 114 119
Complaint dismissed TrumbullVanderpoel Elec Mfg Co v Luckenbach

SS Co 126 129
Complaint dismissed I C Helmly Furn Co v M M T 132 133

Complaint dismissed Biltmore Flooring Co v Lake Giltedge SS Co 134

137
Found clue MuirSmith llotor Co v G L T C 138 142 Russell S

Sherman v G L T C 187 187
Complaint dismissed Bonne Elec llfg Co v Pacific SS Co 143 144

Complaint dismissed Issac S Heller v Eastern SS Lines 158 160
Found due Gelfand Mfg Co v Bull SS Line 169 172
Found due Lee Roy Myers Co v M M T 192 194
Complaint dismissed R A Ascher Co v International Freighting Corp

213 216
Complaint dismissed Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman Bucknall SS Co

242 256
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Complaint dismissed FirTex Ins Board Co v Luckenbach SS Co 258

261
Complaint dismissed W T Rawleigh Co v Stoomvaart 285 293
The shipments were received at Duluth Minn on October 12 19 and 24

1923 The record does not disclose the dates charges on the respective

shipments were paid Parties however have stipulated that the date

of receipt of each shipment was substantially a few days prior to the

date charges on each such shipment were paid By this stipulation re

spondent has admitted that the informal complaints were filed within the

statutory period prescribed by section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 Oak
land Motor Car Co vG LT C 308 309410

Hearing upon complaints filed with the Board discloses the assessment

and collection of illegal charges in violation of section 18 of the Shipping
Act 1916 Section 22 of that Act authorizes an award of reparation
to the party injured Martin Rosendahl was injured the moment he paid

the charges and was the person directly damaged by the collection in

1923 of the illegal rates His claim accrued at once and the law admin

istered by the Department does not inquire into later events Id 310
311

Respondent contends that inasmuch as it has not been proved that com

plainant bore the charges on the shipments involved an award of repara

tion is not in order A showingofpayment of the charges by complainant
is sufficient Id 311

The record does not show the exact dates the charges on the respective ship
ments were paid and it appears parties are unable to definitely determine

such dates In view of the stipulation entered into that shipments were

received a few days prior to the date charges on each shipment were

paid it is found that interest shall be computed from the first of the

month next succeeding the date the shipments were received Id 312
It is found that complaints sufficiently verified to warrant recognition as

sworn complaints within the purposes of the statute were filed within

the statutory period and that the claims presented therein are properly
before the Department for action Id 312

Found due Id 812
Complaint dismissed Edmond Weil v Italian Line 395 399
Complaint dismissed California Pkg Corp v AmericanHawaiian SS

Co 543 545
Inasmuch as there is no evidence that the Shipping Act has been violated

no grounds exist upon which to base an award of reparation Seas

Shipping Co v South African Line 568 579
Complaint dismissed Id 584

Complaint dismissed Johnson Pickett Rope Co v Dollar SS Lines 585

590
Complaint dismissed MacnCooperage Co v Arrow Line b91 595
Defendant denies that the rate charged was unreasonable or otherwise

unlawful but is willing to pay the reparation sought on the theory

that complainant was forced to pay the high rate through no fault

of his own The Commission has no authority under the law to award

reparation except upon a showing of violation of the Shipping Acts

C W Spence v PacificAtlantic SS Co 624 627

Complaint dismissed Id 627
1 U S M C
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REPARATIONContinued
Proof ofaviolation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 supported

by proof of damage resulting directly therefrom is a prerequisite to

an award of reparation H Kramer Co v Inland Waterways Corp
630 633

Found due Id 633
Complainant fails to establish the extent of its injury An order will be

entered assigning the case for further hearing solely with respect to

the measure of complainants injury Hernandez v Bernstein 696

691
A reparation basis is not to be found in the expectation or promise that

a reduced rate would be established or in the carriers subsequent
voluntary reduction of a rate and a mere reduction raises no pre

sumption that the former rate was unreasonable While a voluntery

reduction does not preclude an award of reparation if the prior rate

was unreasonable this has not been shown Bloomer Bros Co v

Luckenbach SS Co 692 693
Found due American Norit Co v Agwilines 741 743

Complaint dismissed Leather Supply Co v Luckenbach SS Co 779

780
The right of a governmental body to waive its rules and regulations differs

materially from the right to waive provisions of an act conferring

upon it jurisdiction of the subject matter This distinction is clearly

outlined by the court when it says The line of division must be kept
a sharp one between the function of a statute requiring the presenta

tion of a claim within a given period of time and the function

of a regulation making provision as to form The function of the

statute like that of limitations generally is to give protection against
stale demands The function of the regulation is to facilitate re

search This holding was reaffirmed in U S v Garbutt Oil Co 302

U S 528 Reliance Motor Car Co v G L T C 794 795

Section 22 clearly requires that a complaint be sworn to when filed and

the Commission has no power to waive this requirement Reliance

Motor Car Co v GL T C 794 796

Section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended requires that com

plaints be sworn to when filed which filing must occur within two

years from the time the cause of action accrues in order to enter an

award of reparation Reparation on claims not meeting these require

ments is barred and with respect to such claims the complaint is

dismissed for lack of jurisdiction Id 797

RESHIPMENT See also THROUGH ROUTES AND THROUGH RATES

As illustrated by the consignment of annato seed the contract of carriage

was completed at New York and any further carriage of complainants

shipments involved a new and independent transportation transaction

The advantages complainant seeks are manifestly not in any respect
demandable of respondents as a matter of right It follows that re

pondents refusal to rebill and apply lower through rates on the re

shipped cargo concerned cannot be considered to deprive complainant
of any right or privilege to which it is entitled Moreover the issuance

by respondents of through bills and according through rates for the

two local transportation movements concerned in this proceeding is

prohibited by section 16 of the Shipping Act which makes unlawful

thefurnishing by subject carriers of transportation at less than their
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RESHIPMENTContinued
regular rates through false billing or by other unfair device or means

Pablo Calvet Co v Baltimore Insular Line 369 371
RISK

Wool is shipped in uniform bags or bales requires no special equipment and

only a minimum amount of attention in handling and is readily adaptable
for stowage with other shipments These facts are indicative of its greater
desirability as traffic from the standpoint of liability assumed by the car

rier for loss or damage Boston Wool Trade Assoc v M cat M T 24 29
Data indicating that the amount paid insettlement of claims for loss and dam

age to shipments of wool exceeded that paid with respect to claims for loss
and damage to shipments of boots and shoes and cotton piece goods must be
viewed in the light of the vastly greater volume of wool handled Id 29

RIVER CARRIERS See INTERCOASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933

ROUTING
Carriers not shown to have been obligated to forward via rail from port of

transshipment shipments covered by bills of lading which did not specifi
cally provide for rail routing Boston Wool Trade Assoc v General SS

Corp 49 5051
Manifestly the rule that a shipper is required to pay only the rate chargeable

via the route which his goods are transported is predicated upon the exist
ence of alternative routes with differences in through rates Id 51

SEAL OF NOTARY PUBLIC

If the absence of the seal is fatal complainantsclaims are barred and the
carrier will be permitted to retain the amount of the overcharge collected
to which it is not justly entitled Under the circumstances of these cases
such a ruling would result in a miscarriage of justice and is believed to be

unwarranted Oakland Motor Car Co v GLT C 308 311
SEGREGATION CHARGES See ABSORPTIONS

SERVICE See also CONTRACTS WITH SHIPPERS MERCHANT MARINE ACTS DIs

CONTINUANCE OF SERVICE STABILITY OF RATES AND SERVICES ABSORPTIONS

Expeditious service is an element of weight bearing upon value of service
EagleOttawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co 101 105

The carriersundertaking is not only to transport butalso to deliver cargo to

consignees because transportation as the United States Supreme Court has

said is not completed until the shipment arrives at the point of destination
and is there delivered Assembling and Distributing Charge 380 384

It is not within the power of the carriers by agreement in any form to burden

shippers with charges for services that they are bound to render without

any other compensation than the customary charges for transportation
Id 385

A difference in the price of intercoastal transportation attracts traffic to the

line naming the lowest rate This would be accomplished by the sugges
tions that rates be graduated according to frequency of sailing and time in

transit Such thing in effect would be placing a premium on infrequent and

slow service and a penalty on the line that would give the service contem

plated by law The incentive for investment in a line that would give a

modern efficient and economical service would belittle if any and the

result would be calamitous Furthermore restrictions as to time in transit

from last point of loading to first port of discharge utterly ignore the rights
of shippers and receivers of goods located elsewhere Intercoastal Investi

gation 1935 400 428429
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SERVICEContinued
Some weight must be given to the resultant benefits to the shipping public

arising from a more frequent and regular service AM Ref Co v Eller

man B SS Co 242 254
The need for regular services of the best type of ships for each particular trade

was recognized by Congress in the preamble of the Merchant Marine Act
1920 Section 19 Investigation 1935 470 497

SHALLOWWATER POINTS
The act makes no distinction whatsoever between points on deep water and

points on shallow water Intercoastal Rates To and From Berkeley 365

367
It is the duty of carriers to establish rates between points that they serve

For this purpose the law does not distinguish points on shallow water from

points on deep water and the amount of the rate can not be measured by
the depth of the water Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 444

The law draws no distinction between shallowwater points anddeepwater
points Id 445

SHIPPING ACT 1916 See also HIGH SEAS ILLEGAL RATES INTERCOASTAL SHIP

PING ACT 1933 MERCHANT MARINE ACTS NATIONALITY OF CARRIER PHILIPPINE

ISLANDS

Interpretation Jurisdiction

Carriers for traffic and business reasons may do many things which they
can not legally be compelled to do Port Util Com of Charleston v

Carolina Co 61 71 Atl Ref Co v Ellerman B SS Co 242 255
The Board has no power to compel carriers operating out of Canada to

quote in sterling and it is at least questionable whether the Board

could compel carriers operating out of the United States to quote rates

in the currency of any other country than the United States Rates

in Canadian Currency 264 278
It is recognized as a general rule that remedial and procedural statutes

are to be construed liberally with a view to the effective administration

of justice Oakland Motor Car Co v G LT C 308 311312
There is clearly much need for stability in rates and shipping conditions

inour foreign trade and for more adequate machinery to aid in enforc

ing the various regulatory provisions of the 1916 act Section 19 Inves

tigation 1935 470 502
At the original hearing allegations of unlawfulness were made with re

spect to agreements filed by defendants and approved by the Board

Since the complaint contained no reference to the agreements the

Board held that issue was not properly before it for determination

AU Ref Co vEllerman B S S Co 531 532
The Shipping Act recognizes that a carrier may reduce rates below a

fair and remunerative basis with the intent of driving a competitive
carrier by water out of business without such action constituting the

operation of a fighting ship This is apparent when the fightingship
prohibition in section 14 is compared with section 19 of that act The

fightingshipprohibition does not condemn rate reductions per se but
makes it unlawful to use a vessel in any particular trade whether
in interstate or foreign commerce for the purpose of excluding pre

venting or reducing competition by driving another carrier out of said

trade whereas section 19 provides that if any common carrier by
water in interstate commerce reduces its rates below a fair and

remunerative basis with the intent of driving out or otherwise injur
IrrcATr
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SHIPPING ACT 1916Continued

Interpretation JurisdictionContinued

ing a competitive carrier by water the carrier cannot increase its

rates unless after hearing the Department finds that such proposed
increase rests upon changed conditions other than the elimination of
said competition Broadly speaking the Departments powers over

carriers ininterstate commerce are considerably greater than those

overcarriers in foreign commerce yet tinder section 19 any common

carrier by water in interstate commerce which reduces its rates below

a fair and remunerative basis with the intent of driving out or other

wise injuring a competitive carrier by water is merely forbidden to

increase such rate unless after hearing the Department finds that

such proposed increase rests upon changed conditions other than the

elimination of said competition Section 14 makes no distinction

between fighting ships in interstate commerce and fighting ships in

foreign commerce and the broad interpretation of the term fighting
ship which complainant seeks is not compatible with the provisions
of section 19 just quoted Seas Shipping Co v American South

African Line 568 579
Inasmuch as no violation of section 14 has been shown and because of

the fact that the commerce involved is not between foreign ports the

provisions of section 14a of the Shipping Act 1916 are not applicable
Id 579

However disastrous to all concerned a rate war in our foreign commerce

may prove the Congress has not given the Department the power to

terminateitId 584
Any movement between points within the same State is not subject to

the Departmentsjurisdiction unless it constitutes part ofa through
route movement in interstate or foreign commerce Gulf Intercoastal

Rates To and From San Diego No 2 600 605
The Commissionsjurisdiction extends only to local porttoport trans

portation Commodity Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports 642

645
Upon brief the canal respondents question the Commissionsjurisdiction

under any circumstances to order cancellation of the suspended sched

ules involved in the proceeding Their argument in this relation refers

to the absence of any provision in the Shipping Act 1916 as amended
similar to paragraph 18 of section 1 of the Interstate Commerce Act

Notwithstanding such absence pertinent provisions of the Shipping
Act to which respondents are amenable are absolute For example
section 16 of that act forbids respondents without qualification to

subject any locality or description of traffic to any undue or unreason

able prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever Whenever

in a given case the facts show undue and unreasonable prejudice and

disadvantage it is the Commissionsduty under the act to order its

removal Westbound Intercoastal Rates to Vancouver Wash 770

773774
It is necessary for an administrative body to comply strictly with an

act of Congress delegating to it jurisdiction over any given field

As a general rule when jurisdiction is conferred by statute every

act necessary to such jurisdiction must affirmatively appear If the

statute is not complied with jurisdiction does not exist If one of

the mandates of the statute is that complaints brought under it be
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SHIPPING ACT 1916Continued

Interpretation JurisdictionContinued
sworn to when filed one that is not so sworn to is not such a com

plaint as the statute requires and is not therefore sufficient to give
to the Commission jurisdiction of the subject matter Section 22

clearly requires that a complaint be sworn to when filed and the

Commission has no power to waive this requirement Complaint
dismissed Reliance Motor Car Co v G L T C 794 796

Parties Subject Requirements See also BROKERS AND BROKERAGE CON

TRACT CARRIERS FORWARDERS AND FORWAREING TERMINAL FACILITIES

TRAMPS

Regulatory provisions of the act apply to BaltimoreNew York steamship

Co a common carrier by water engaged in the transportation of prop

erty between Baltimore and New York BaltimoreNew York SS

Co 222 223

Regulatory provisions of the act apply to Bayside Steamship Co a

common carrier by water engaged in the transportation of property
between Los Angeles Harbor and San Francisco on the one hand

and Puget Sound ports on theother Bayside SS Co 224 225
Regulatory provisions of the act apply to North Pacific Steamship

Line a common carrier by water engaged in the transportation
of property from San Francisco to Aberdeen and Hoquiam Wash

North Pacific SS Line 227 229
Regulatory provisions of the act applied to Coast Steamship Co

engaged in transportation between San Francisco and Portland

Oreg and Coos Bay Coast SS Co 230 231
There is nothing in the law or elsewhere that would prevent carrier at

present from operating fourteen vessels and thereby maintain more

frequent sailings Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 334
335

The right to initiate rates inheres in the carriers Such rates may be

changed by them unless in doing so they violate the law Intercoastal

Rates From Mount Vernon 360 362
There is no requirement in the Shipping Act that rates and practices

of carriers engaged in any particular trade shall be those which

carriers in another trade must observe and therefore the fact that

respondent observes a practice respecting returned cargo different

from that of carriers in other trades in and of itself does not establish

a violation of the Shipping Act Edmond Veil v Italian Line
395 396

Persons engaged in the business of furnishing wharfage docks ware

house or other terminal facilities in connection with a common carrier

by water are subject to the Shipping Act 1916 Section 16 thereof

makes it unlawful for any such person to subject any particular

person which term includes a common carrier by water in intercoastal

commerce or any particular locality or description of traffic to any

undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect what

soever Section 17 of that act imposes upon such persons thtobliga
tion of observing just and reasonable practices relating to or con

nected withtle receiving handling storing or delivering of property
Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 436

It is the right of shippers to ship in any quantity they choose and the

obligation of carriers to carry the quantity tendered to them due

I TT C Xf V
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SHIPPING ACT 1916Continued
Parties Subject RequirementsContinued

regard being had for the proper loading of the vessel and the available

tonnage Id 454455
The act does not require operators of piers and wharves to file their

rates and schedules with the Commission nor is there any statutory
requirement governing the time of notice of their changes Phila

delphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Philadelphia Piers 701 702
Defendants to the extent they own or operate wharves and piers in

connection with interstate or foreign waterborne commerce wholly
exclusive of rail transportation are other persons subject to the

act as defined in section 1 thereof Id702
Defendant Southern Railway Company contends that its terminal facil

ities are subject solely to the jurisdiction of the Interstate Com

merce Commission Section 1 paragraph 3 of the Interstate Com

merce Act defines the term railroad to include among other things
all terminals and terminal facilities of every kind used or necessary

in the transportation of property designated in such act Defendant
urges that section 33 of the Shipping Act 1916 which prohibits con

struction of any provision of the Shipping Act to affect the power

or jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission removes any

basis upon which our jurisdiction might rest Apart from providing
terminal facilities for its rail traffic defendant Southern Railway

Company is engaged in the business of furnishing wharfage and

other terminal facilities in connection with common carriers by water

subject to the Shipping Act 1916 as amended on traffic transported
exclusively k y water or by water and truck Defendantsbusiness

in relation tb the latter traffic is separable from its function as a

rail carrier 6d in our view is not a matter as to which the man

date of section 33 of the Shipping Act 1916 is applicable Buxton

Lines v Norfolk Tidewater Terminals 705 706
Prior notice by defendants of the changes in the assailed charges regu

lations and practices effective April 1 1937 is indicated to have

been furnished complainants and all others interested in such

changes Without passing upon the adequacy of such notice the

Commission desires to make the observation that ample notice should

be given of rate changes by other persons subject to the act Id

707
SHIPPINGINSTRUCTIONS See BiLLs of LADING

SIMILARITY OF TRAFFIC SERVICES CIRCUMSTANCES AND CONDI

TIONS

The probative force of evidence regarding revenues on wool and other

commodities such as shoes and cotton piece goods is considerably im

paired because of the dissimilarity of these commodities from a trans

portation standpoint Wool Rates From Boston To Philadelphia 20

21
The fallacy of basing rates solely upon relative bulk and weight when the

commodities are greatly dissimilar in other important respects is appar

ent Evidence in justification of increases in rates ranging from 8 to 81

percent upon the ground of the relatively greater displacement of space

by wool and mohair than by articles which are products of a high degree

of manufacture of much higher value and which require far greater
care inhandling isnotconvincing Id 2223
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SIMILARITY OF TRAFFIC Continued

Prejudice to shippers and relceivers of wool cannot be predicated upon the
charges for transporting other products which differ essentially in char

acter from wool and supply widely dissimilar demands Boston Wool
Trade v M Sr M T 24 30

To determine questions of undue and unreasonable prejudice and dis
advantage and unjust discrimination it is pertinent to consider whether
the services furnished differed American Tobacco Co v C G T 53
56

Unless conditions incident to handling and transportation warranted

higher charges discrimination within the contemplation of the statute
is established Conversely such conditions to justify higher charges
must have resulted in some detriment to carrier comparable in degree
to amount of higher charges Id 56

Rates in particular trade may not be required to be adjusted on basis
obtaining in other trades in which there may be present entirely dif
ferent circumstances and conditions with regard to cost of operation
character of cargoes competition and other matters Port Utilities
Commission of Charleston v Carolina Co 61 70

Totally different conditions arising in water transportation as compared
with railroad transportation should not be lost sight of in considering
question of responsibility for discrimination where common carriers by
water possessing ability among other things to shift vessels from
one port to another voluntarily meet and enter into definite agreement
that differentials against certain ports shall be such and such and that

none of the carriers no matter from which ports they operate shall

depart from those differentials while a party to such agreement Id
70

Evidence tending to show that in different trades distance to a large
extent 1s disregarded in rate making while admissible may or may
not have considerable probative force Failure to show similarity of
conditions in the trades in respect of cost of operation character of
cargoes competition and other matters derogates greatly from value of
evidence Id 7071

Contention on one hand that because parity rates from different ports
are accorded certain commodities carriers should be compelled to grant
parities on other commodities and contention on the other hand that

carriers should eliminate all parities overlook the great difference in
circumstances surrounding parity and nonparity commodities and dif

ferent operating conditions with respect to the districts involved Id
71

Carriers custom of separating for ratemaking purposes their westbound

from their eastbound operations is defensible in view of recognized
dissimilarity of operating conditions in eastbound and westbound trades
Everett Chamber of Commerce v Luckenbach S S Co 149 153

There being nothing tending to show that the circumstances surrounding
the trades and the carriers engaged therein are comparable the proba
tive value of the evidence is essentially impaired Atlas Waste Mfg
Co v New York Porto Rico S S Co 195 196

Controlling circumstances vary in different trades The number of loading
ports the number of discharging ports the types of cargo and the
proportions of each type to the differnt ports of loading and discharge
et cetera Atlas Waste Mfg Co v N Y P R S S Co 195 196

1 I7 S M C
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SIMILARITY OF TRAFFIC---Continued. 
There Is no evidence that the returned bales of goatskins are represen· 

tatlve ot the type which are eXpOrted trom the United -States; - tbUll 
precluding adequate comparison ot respondent's westbound weight rate 
with Its eastbound measurement rate. Edmond Well v. ltaHan Line, 
395 (397). 

The competition whlcb a shlpper'faces is not limited to shipments moving 
on the same vessel with' his shipment, and the posslb111t1es at discrlm· 
inatlons, preferences, and prejudices are not removed by giving the 
same rates to all shippers of the same commodU.y on the same vessel 
Section 19 Investigation, 193.'5, 470 (495). 

Protestants contend that on GnU tndftc the rate factors added to make 
through rates from and to outports adjacent to San Francisco, Calif., 
Seattle, Wash., and other ports located on tbe Pacific coast al'E! less than the 
rate factors added to make through rates from aod to San Diego. No 
evidence was submitted with respect: to operating conditions at such 
other outports, and ttre record will not support a finding with respect 
thereto. Gulf In��reoastal 'Rates To and From San Dieg<l, 516 (518). 

To justify an order compelling exact equality of rates, a complainant must 
show a substantial slmUarlty I n  the conditions surronnding. the trans
portation under the rates sought to be equalized. Among the factors 
to be considered are: The value of the service to the Shipper, the Inter· 
est of the carrier, the relative \·olume ot traftlc, the relative cost ot the 

. sen· ice, the competition as between carriers, and the advantages or dis
advantages wh'lch Inhere In tbe natural or acquired position ot the 
Shippers or locallt,le8 concerned. Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau c. 
Export SS. Corp., 5S8 (541-542). 

Reference to the rates witbout a Showing ot similarity of transportation 
conditions does not prove unreasonableness of the higher rate on canned 
coffee. Id. (542). 

Comparison of rates of one carrier witb rates of carriers In other trades 
1s of Uttle value In the absence of a showing of similarity of transporta· 
tlon conditions. California Pkg. Corp. c. States SS. Co., 546 (MS). 

The meagre evidence as to similarity of traffic and transportation condi
tions aJrecting the compared rates minimizes the importance that shoUld 
be attach'ed to the comparison. Gulf Westbound Intercoastal Soya Bean 
Oil Meal Rates, 554 (SW). 

The rates complained" of are alleged to be unjust and unreasonable as com· 
pared with defendants' rates on many other commodities from the Phil· 
ipplnes to the United States. The commodities referred to do not com
pete with, and in no instance are they analogous to, rope. They vary 
In cbaracter, volume of movement, value, and stowage, and, by comparison, 
are of Uttle or no belp In determining the reasonableness at the rates 
complained at. Johnson Picket Rope Co. v. Dollar SS. Lines, 586 (539). 

Oonslderlng the special circumstances and competitive conditions which 
Induced the rate referred to, In a different trade, It Is of Uttie, It any, 
evidentiary value In determining the reasonableness of the rates com
plained of. Id. (589). 

Reference Is made by protestants to lower rates on lumber to foreign 
destinations a·nd to charter rates trom British Colnmbia to North At
lantic ports. Obviously such rates do not attord proper compariso08 
wIth those in Issue in the abElence of a Showing of s.ImUarlty ot trana-

lU.S.M.C. 
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SIMILARITY OF TRAFFICContinued

portation conditions and the circumstances under which they were made

Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 608 617

Loading conditions at the respective ports are not materially different from

conditions which existed at the time the 16cent rate was in effect and

in the absence of evidence that despatch in Puerto Rican ports has im

proved over 1936 or that facilities at St Croix are not so favorable as in

that year the difference in loading conditions of itself does not warrant

an increase in the rate The 16cent rate voluntarily established and

maintained for a period of time exceeding two years was prima facie

reasonable and a56percent increase therein must be justified Sugar

From Virgin Islands 695 697
The Virgin Islands Company contends that the maintenance of a lower rate

from Puerto Rico than from the Virgin Islands is unduly prejudicial to

it and other shippers in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916

However respondents American Caribbean Line Inc and Bermuda and

West Indies Steamship Company Ltd the only carriers transporting

sugar from the Virgin Islands do not operate in the Puerto Rican trade

and there is no evidence that they control the rates from Puerto Rico

While the Ocean Dominion Steamship Corporation and American Carib

bean Line carry sugar from Cuba transportation conditions in that trade

are different from those existing in the Virgin Islands trade Conse

quently there is no basis for a finding of undue prejudice Id 699
The circumstances and conditions attending defendants terminal services

on the rail boat and truck traffic concerned are substantially dissimilar

This dissimilarity warrants corresponding dissimilarity of charge regu

lation and practice Buxton Lines v Norfolk Tidewater Terminals 705

710
SPACE See REASONABLENESS CARGO SPACE ACCOMMODATIONS

SPLITDELIVERIES See DELIVERY

STABILITY OF RATES AND SERVICES See also AGRFFMENTS UNDER SEC

TION 15 CONTRACTS WITH SHIPPERS

Shippers need rate stability in order to conduct their business on sound

principles Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 336
It is said the contractratesystem was adopted to obtain some degree of

stability in the rates Undoubtedly this was one of its effects at least as to

the rates on shipments of contracting shippers but another effect of this

practice is to exclude other carriers as may offer from participating in

the transportation of the contracted tonnage Intercoastal Investiga
tion 1935 400 452

Stability of rates and services is of vital importance to exporters in making
quotations for our export markets Section 19 Investigation 193 470

491
The use of the cutrate methods prevents stability Furthermore their

effect is cumulative and sooner or later they result in complete demoral
ization of shipping conditions in the trades in which they are used Id

491
In order to protect the buyer c i f prices must be maintained over a

period of time They cannot be revised to correspond with the fluctua

tions in freight rates which exist under the conditions described in the

report Id 493
1 U S M C
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STABILITY OF RATES AiJD SERVICESContinued
It is the history of merchant marines that where stability of rates existsservices become more regular and frequent and faster ships are introduced

with special equipment to serve the peculiar needs of individual trades
The testimony of shippers shows that such services are necessary to fill
the needs of modern trade but to make these improvements and maintain
regular services carriers must be able to count on a steady flow of com
merce at stabilized rates In the absence of these two closely related
factors carriers cannot afford to schedule sailings for definite dates in
advance and at frequent and regular intervals Id 496497

There is clearly much need for stability in rates and shipping conditions in
our foreign trade Id 502

By law intercoastal carriers are forbidden to make or give any undue or
unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular person locality or

description of traffic in any respect whatsoever or to subject any particu
lar person locality or description of traffic to any undue or unreasonable
prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever The Department is
given the power either upon complaint or upon its own initiative without

complaint to enter upon a hearing concerning the lawfulness of any sched
ule stating a new individual orjoint rate or charge or any new individual
or joint classification regulation or practice affecting any rate or charge
and to suspend the operation of any such schedule for a period not longer
than four months Such provisions of law afford to shippers reasonable

rate stability Gulf Intercoastal Contract Rates 524 530
STATE TOLL DEFINED

State toll is not a transportation charge but a charge upon cargo levied by
State authorities to provide revenue for the maintenance of wharves
Boston Wool Trade Assoc v General S S Corp 49 52

STORAGE See FREE TIME ABSORPTIONS

tiTOWAGE See EARNINGS

SUBSIDIZED LINES See MAILCONTRaCrPAYMENTS
SUSPENSION See INTERCOASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933

TARIFF REGULATIONS See also TARIFFS

The law directs the Department by regulations to prescribe the form and

manner in which schedules shall be published filed and posted and to

reject any schedule filed with it which is not in consonance with law and

such regulations Regulations have been issued pursuant to this mandate

Intercoastal Rates of Nelson S S Co 326 337
The fact that the tariff rules of the Department specifically permit the pub

lication of proportional rates supports respondents view that the publica
tion of such rates is permissible But this in no way relieves respondent
from the mandate of the law that its rates for transportation must not be

violative of the Shipping Acts Proportional Westbound Intercoastal

Rates on Cast Iron Pipe 376 378
TARIFFS

In General See also TRANSIT ILLEGAL RATES ABSORPTIONS

A tariff is a System of rates and charges Intercoastal Investigation

1935 400 431
That tariffs are but forms of words and that in the exercise of its

powers to administer the shipping acts the Department can look

beyond the forms to what caused them and what they are intended

to cause and do cause is well established Id 432
1 U S M C
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TARIFFSContinued
In GeneralContinued

The usual basis of rate publication in steamship operation is an

amount per cubic foot or per 100 pounds whichever produces the

higher revenue to the carrier Other than in the coastwise and

intercoastal trades no instance is disclosed where rates are published

by steamship companies on the carload and lessthancarload basis

Ames Harris Neville Co v AmericanHawaiian SS Co 765 768
It should be clear that there cannot be a maximum tariff any more

than there can be a maximum practice as such terms are used

in the section under consideration Intercoastal Investigation 1935
400 432

The issuance of an order terminating the secrecy which surrounds the

rates of carriers will enable shippers and others injured by the viola

tions to make more effective use of the remedial procedure established

by the Shipping Act and the Rules of Practice Section 19 Investiga

tion 1935 470 500

By alternative note of respondentstariffs S B 12 and S B 19 reading
Wherever the official classification basis makes a lower charge than

on basis of commodity rates class rates will apply calculation

of charges upon officialclassification basis correctly interpreted made

class rates as applied to entire weight of shipment the maximum

rates on file MuirSmith Motor Co v G L T C 138 141
The Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 requires that schedules shall

show all the rates and charges for or in connection with transporta
tion and any rules or regulations which in anywise change affect or

determine anypart or the aggregate of such rates or charges or the

value of the service rendered to the consignor or consignee The

purpose of the law is the publication of rates charges rules and

regulations in such manner as to enable the consignor or consignee
to see for himself the exact price of transportation No changes

therein may be made except by the publication filing and posting
of new schedules plainly showing the changes proposed to be made

The law directs the Department by regulations to prescribe the form

and manner in which schedules shall be published filed and posted
and to reject any schedule filed with it which is not in consonance

with law and such regulations Regulations have been issued pur

suant to this mandate The suspended tariffs fail to meet the

requirements of law and such regulations in material respects In

tercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 326 337

Shepardstariff SBINo 1 contains a portequalization rule in prin

ciple the same as other such rules hereinbefore condemned This

carrier does not separately state each terminal charge Its terminal

rules like the rules in the other tariffs under consideration are

limited to absorptions of or allowances for terminal and other

services performed by others Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400

418
No limit is placed upon the amount of car unloading at Philadelphia

or top wharfage or car unloading at Baltimore or oncarrying

charges on shipments destined to Stockton or Sacramento absorbed

by respondent Also whether respondent calls direct or not at

Oakland Calif it there absorbs terminal charges in the amount of

50 cents per ton and if it elects to snake delivery by barge at such

rrAM 0
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TARIFFSContinued
In GeneralContinued

place it absorbs the cost thereof without specifying such amount

Such rules are not in consonance with law Id 419
Respondents permit storage of property load and unload lighters rail

cars or trucks handle property between such equipment and their

own vessels absorb storage wharfage dockage handling lighterage

trucking and toll charges without proper tariff authority or fail to

collect charges for segregation heavy lifts or pool cars in accord

ance with their tariffs in violation of section 2 of the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 1933 Id 462
The socalled portequalization rules contained in the tariffs of respond

ents are unlawful in violation of section 2 of the Intercoastal Ship
ping Act 1933 Id 463

Complainant contends that its shipments were interstate shipments
within the meaning of item 40 a of the tariff of emergency charges
filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission identified as Agent
LE Kipps I C C No A2611 and that an emergency charge of

25 cents provided under part 4 group 521 of that tariff was appli
cable and should have been applied to its shipments Item 40 a
provides that Where a shipment moves via an allwater

route the linehaul emergency charge will be if a carload shipment
10 percent of the linehaul transportation charges but not

more in any case than the linehaul emergency charge which would

be applicable if the shipment moved allrail from and to the same

points That provision has application only to shipments moving
via routes of carriers subject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate

Commerce Commission with which the tariff was filed It is not

applicable to the shipments in issue Since such a provision does

not appear in the tariff of defendants on file with the Commission
the charge of 5 cents assessed and collected under item 85 supple
ment 36 to defendants joint tariff SBINo 4 was legally applicable
H Kramer Co v Inland Waterways Corp 630 631

In connection with defendants contention that they offer a special
service in the carriage of bulk wheat it should be noted that the

private mills and elevators served are named in their tariffs and

thus are regular berths for loading and discharging wheat Tri

State Wheat Transp Council V Alameda Transp Co 784 787
Parties Subject Filing Notice Service

The filing requirement of section 18 of the act is not applicable to an

other person subject to this act Thames River Line 217 220
The act does not require operators of piers and wharves to file their

rates and schedules with the Commission nor is there any statutory

requirement governing the time of notice of their charges Phila

delphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Philadelphia Piers 701 702

Respondents have engaged or are engaged in transportation each as a

contract carrier by water in intercoastal commerce without proper

tariffs on file with the Department in violation of section 2 of the

Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Intercoastal Investigation 1935
400 463464

Respondent not shown to be a common carrier by water in inter

coastal commerce subject to the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
1 U S MC
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TARIFFSContinued

Parties Subject Filing Notice ServiceContinued

An order will be enteredstriking the suspended tariffs from the

Departmentsfile Schedules of Girdwood SS Co 306 307
It cannot too strongly be stressed that failure of a carrier whether

contract or common to properly publish and file its rates is as

serious a violation of the act as its failure to observe such rates

after they have been published and filed Intercoastal Investiga
tion 1935 400 461

As long as the words contract carrier remain in the statute if is

the dirty of every contract carrier to file tariffs as contemplated by
the act The filing of copy of the charter by the charterer does

not satisfy such filing requirement Id 468
Rules requiring the filing of schedules of export rates by common

carriers by water in foreign commerce prescribed Section 19 In

vestigation 1935 470 502503
The Department finds that respondent is not a common or contract

carrier by water in intercoastal commerce An order will be en

tered striking its intercoastal tariff SBINo 2 from the files of

the Department and discontinuing the proceeding without prejudice
to the filing of schedules at such future time as respondent may

enter intercoastal commerce Intercoastal Schedules of Hammond

Shipping Co 606 607
The record establishes clearly that Hammond Shipping Company Ltd

is not engaged in intercoastal commerce It therefore is not a

common or contract carrier in intercoastal commerce and is not

subject to the provisions of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
The existence of its schedules holding itself out as a subject carrier

when it admits that it is not in the trade and will not accept cargo
if offered amounts to a false representation contrary to the letter

and spirit of the law Id 607
As reference to paragraph 3 of section 18 shows the tenday notice

is not applicable to reductions in rates nor is such notice in any

case required by the Board Thames River Line 217 221
Until revised tariff was filed respondent in so far as it engaged in

transportation of property at class rates did not comply with

paragraph 2 of section 18 of the Shipping Act and rule 15 of the

Boardstariff regulations North Pacific SS Line 227 229
A tariff which purports to publish through routes but does not show

as participating therein a carrier which forms a necessary link is

in direct contravention of the provisions of the statute Inter

coastal Rates From Blount Vernon Wash 360 362
Language could not have made clearer the intent of the legislature

than as set forth in section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 This section imposes a positive duty on respondents As

one of the principal aims of the law is uniformity in treatment
the requirement of publication is to enable the shipper not only to

ascertain from examination of the tariff what the exact rates and

charges are to him but also to his competitor and failure of a

carrier to properly publish fileand post all of its rates and charges
for or in connection with intercoastal transportation and the rules

which in anywise change affect or determine any part of such

rates or charges is as serious a violation of law as its failure to

1 TTCMV
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TARIFFSContinued
Parties Subject Filing Notice ServiceContinued

observe strictly such rates charges and rules after they have been

properly published and filed Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400

421
If in connection with intercoastal transportation a terminal or other

charge is made or a privilege or facility is granted or allowed or a

rule or regulation in anywise changes affects or determines any

part or the aggregate of the rates fares or charges or the value of

the service to the passenger or shipper it must be stated separately
in the tariff of the carrier regardless of who makes the charge
grants or allows the privilege or facility orapplies the rule or regu

lation Id 434
The failure of respondents to comply with the obligation imposed upon

them by section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 to publish
every charge and absorption of the character mentioned materially
affects the integrity of the published rates for transportation Id

435
Every route must have a published rate on file with the Department

Id 440
The requirement of prior noticeyas regards publication of reductions

in rates appears for the first time in the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 Prior to that act no obligation rested upon carriers to give

public notice of such reductions The law only required the filing of

maximum rates fares and charges and prohibited carriers from de

manding charging or collecting a greater compensation except with

the approval of the Board and with ten days public notice which

requirement the Board had the power to waive for good cause shown

Id 444
The tariffs containing the rates under consideration were filed within

the time limit prescribed by law and the rates and charges therein

contained are the only rates and charges which the two respondents
may legally charge or collect Id 445

It cannot too strongly be stressed that every transportation service

or service in connection therewith must be clearly shown in the

tariff before a carrier may lawfully engage therein and this applies
with equal force to services for which a charge is made as well as

to services for which no charge is made and that failure to prop

erly publish file and post all the rates and charges for or in con

nection with transportation and the rules which in anywise change

affect or determine any part of such rates or charges is as serious

a violation of law as the failure to observe strictly such rates and

charges after they have been properly published and filed A penalty
is prescribed by law as heavy for one violation as for the other

Id 447448
It should be clearly understood that respondents may not legally absorb

charges of any character whatsoever or perform any service of any

nature free of charge or otherwise for or in connection with inter

coastal transportation unless and until proper provisions have been

made in the tariff Id 449
The rates charges rules and regulations which every common carrier

by water in intercoastal commerce is required to file and post are

those between intercoastal points on its own route and
1USMC
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TARIFFSContinued
Parties Subject Filing Notice ServiceContinued

between intercoastal points on its own route and points on the route

of any other carrier by water Calmar is not a common carrier

by water engaged in intercoastal transportation from and to Gulf

ports Such ports are not on its own route nor has it established

through routes for intercoastal transportation with any other carrier

by water from and to such ports The filing of such rates charges
rules and regulations in issue are not those contemplated by the

act and respondent should be required to cancel them Id 450
A carriers formerly members of the United States Intercoastal Con

ference obligated themselves not to participate in intercoastal trans

portation from or to points south of Philadelphia However they are

parties to Agent Thackaras tariffs which published without routing
restrictions rates and charges from and to such points The record

shows that they are not engaged in such transportation and each

such carrier should be required to cancel the rates and charges be

tween points not on its route or on the route of any other carrier by
water with which it has not established through routes Id 450

The filing of rates and charges by carrier for transportation of property
between all ports on the Gulf of Mexico from Tampa Fla to Corpus
Christi Tex both inclusive and ports on the Pacific coast and simi

lar rates and charges named by other carriers between intercoastal
points as to which no transportation service is maintained is not in

consonance with section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

Id 463
At the time referred to by the witness carriers engaged in intercoastal

transportation were only required to file their maximum rates Noth

ing in the law then in force prevented them from collecting compensa
tion for their services lower than such maximum rates Gulf Inter

coastal Contract Rates 524 528529
Section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 provides that unless

shorter notice is authorized new schedules shall become effective not

earlier than thirty days after date of posting and filing thereof with

the United States Shipping Board now the United States Maritime

Commission The tariff involved was filed August 31 1935 within this

requirement of the statute The fact that it was not posted at origin
ports does not invalidate the rates published therein C W Spence v

PacificAtlantic SS Co 624 626
The publication and filing of a tariff imposes an obligation upon a

carrier to serve the ports or places named therein and a refusal to
book cargo if at the time space is available for the sole reason that

more profitable bookings are available elsewhere is not sanctioned by
the Shipping Acts Sugar From Virgin Islands 695 698

Section 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 contemplates that tariffs filed

pursuant thereto shall serve as information to shippers and others

interested regarding available allwater routes between interstate

ports as well as rates or charges for or in connection with the trans

portation over such routes Tariffs naming rates for service which

does not exist are meaningless and the filing thereof amounts to false

representation contrary to the letter and spirit of the law Id 700
1 U S M C
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TARIFFSContinued
Parties Subject Filing Notice ServiceContinued

Prior notice by defendants of the changes in the assailed charges regu

lations and practices effective April 1 1937 is indicated to have been

furnished complainants and all others interested in such changes
Without passing upon the adequacy of such notice the Commission

desires to make the observation that ample notice should be given
of rate changes by other persons subject to the act Buxton Lines V

Norfolk Tidewater Terminals 705 707
The services performed by terminal companies on eastbound shipments

for which a charge of 5 cents per 100 pounds is collected includes the

mailing of arrival notices The mailing of arrival notices to the con

signee shown in the bill of lading is clearly a duty of the carrier for

which an extra charge is not proper and since the actual sorting and

delivery of shipments upon which the charge is assessed is performed
by the carrier there appears a lack of any service by these agencies
which would warrant its collection Other than for deliveries at At

lanticcoastports by submarks there is no tariff authority for such a

charge Under section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 the

duty of publishing filing and posting all such charges rests upon

respondents Intercoastal Segregation Rules 725 733
Other CarriersRates of

To hold that a shipper must look beyond the tariffs of the carrier offering
him a service to ascertain the rate would be to put the shipper under an

onerous obligation not imposed upon him by law The inclusion of any

provision in a tariff which makes the amount of the charge dependent

upon the measure of a rate published in tariffs of some other carrier

and more so when such tariffs arenot filed with this Department can

not too strongly be condemned Intercoastal Rates of Nelson S S Co

326 339
The record makes it clear that the rule is impossible of application unless

the rates from the point of origin to the port of exit and to other At

lantic ports served by intercoastal carriers are first determined From

point of origin to port of exit shipments generally move by rail or

truck The rates of rail or truck carriers are not a part of the tariff in

question nor are otherwise filed with the Department As stated in

Intercoastal Rates of Nelson Steamship Co 1 U S S B B 326 dealing
with a similar rule Tohold that a shipper must look beyond the tariffs
of the carrier offering him a service to ascertain the rate would be to

put the shipper under an onerous obligation not imposed upon him by

law The inclusion of any provision in a tariff which makes the amount

of the charge depend upon the measure of a rate published in tariffs of

some other carrier and more so when such tariffs are notfiled with this

department cannot too strongly be condemned Intercoastal Investi

gation 1935 400 415416
The inclusion of any provision in a tariff which makes the amount of the

charge dependent upon the measure of a rate published in tariffs of

some other carrier cannot too strongly be condemned Id 447

Agreements With Shippers With Other Carriers

The law prohibits special arrangements between shippers and carriers

unless the terms thereof are fully disclosed inthe tariff Id 416
1 U S M C
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TARIFFSContinued
Agreements With Shippers With Other CarriersContinued

The rate and minimum weight in the tariff afford the only legal basis

upon which freight charges may be collected and any agreement to the

contrary cannot be sanctioned by the Department Id 455
It cannot too strongly be stressed that the terms and conditions of the

tariff may not be waived or changed by private agreement with ship

pers Id 456
It is a requirement of law that every carrier engaged in intercoastal

transportation shall publish post and file with the Department its
rates and charges for or in connection with such transportation For

this reason an understanding between carriers for interchange of

traffic does not and cannot make the line of one carrier to the under

standing a mere continuation extension or agency of the other To

permit this would tend to defeat the purpose of the act that carriers not

otherwise subject to the act shall when participating in intercoastal
transportation become subject to the act Id 440

In Intercoastal Investigation 1935 1 U S S B B 400 455 it was

found that under the provisions of the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 the rate in the effective tariff affords the only legal basis upon
which freigbt charges may be collected any agreement to the con

trary notwithstanding C W Spence v PacificAtlantic S S Co
624 626

Ambiguity Uncertainty Conflict

It is true that tariffs must be construed strictly and that wherever

they are ambiguous the doubt should be resolved against carrier

Nevertheless a fair and reasonable construction must be given The

terms in question must be construed in the sense in which they are

generally understood and accepted commercially Shippers cannot

be permitted to avail themselves of a strained and unnatural con

struction Thomas G Crowe v Southern S S Co 145 147
A principle of tariff construction is that tariffs should be specific and

plain The Boardstariff regulations throughout direct the carriers

to this end and provide that tariffs filed and kept open to public
inspection in compliance with section 18 of the statute shall be

explicit Gelfand Mfg Co v Bull S S Line 169 170
Where a question of tariff interpretation is in issue indefiniteness and

ambiguity of tariff provisions which in reasonableness permit of

misunderstanding and doubt by shippers require interpretation of

such provisions against the carrier Id 170171
Carriers are permitted by the rule to call for and load freight in any

quantity from one shipper or supplier at docks located in ports or

places other than the terminal ports listed in clause L Each

carrier is also permitted to make divisional rate arrangements equal
izing direct loading at such ports or places by other conference

members All such shipments are stated to be subject to additional
rates in accordance with the regular recognized cost of transb rring
cargo from nonterminal port dock to the terminal dock of thecarrier
The quoted matter is ambiguous and indefinite How the regular
recognized cost is to be determined is not stated Between a given
nonterminal port and a terminal dock there may be several methods
of transportation with widely varying costs Furthermore a con

ference carrier may serve several terminal ports and it is not indi
I TT 0 wr AN
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TARIFFSContinued

Ambiguity Uncertainty ConflictContinued
cated to which of the several terminal docks the recognized cost

will be assessed Oakland Chamber of Commerce v American Mail

Line 314 317
Although the carriers under the rule may call direct at nonterminal

ports for freight in any quantity from one shipper or supplier it is

provided that such cargo must be assessed on a minimum of 500

revenue freight tons or 500000 revenue feet of lumber bolts cants

piling poles andor logs No such restriction however is placed
on cargo moving from nonterminal ports under the divisional rate

agreements permitted under the rule to meet the competition of direct

calls by conference members Vessels handling cargo by direct call

at nonterminal ports from one shipper or supplier subject to the

minimum rate requirement set forth above are permitted to accept

any other additional cargo offering from the same dock in any quan

tity on the same terms conditions and rates provided in e1
This provision of the rule is not free from ambiguity It will be

noted that while acceptance of additional cargo is permitted the
words same terms conditions and rates may mean that for ex

ample a shipper or supplier other than the shipper or supplier of the

first lot if offering 50 tons is assessed freight charges on the basis of

500 tons What has been stated in respect of the 1 extra on addi

tional cargo from docks with conference terminal ports other than

declared docks applies here with equal force Id 317318
Rules which do not disclose the cost of the service or the specific amount

to be absorbed clearly open the gate to rebates undue preferences
and prejudices prohibited by law Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS

Co 326 340
The suspended schedules would have the effect of naming three con

flicting rates 51 43 and 40 cents on a minmum weight of 30000
pounds Under a familiar rule of construction the lowest of such

rates would be legally applicable Such legally applicable rate would

be in excess of 27 percent under the lowest competitive rate Tariff

conflicts of the characterlleredescribed should be avoided Id 343
From the rule or exceptions or proposed exceptions or from the

remainder of the tariff it is impossible to ascertain the legally applic
able rates The Department would not be warranted in permitting
to become effective exceptions to the rule the purpose of which is

to multiply the defect which has been condemned hereinbefore Id

345
Respondents admit that the proposed exceptions may lead them into

difficult complications but direct attention to the fact that they have

it in at carriersoption This means that the carrier would be the

sole arbiter of the application of the proposed exception The excep

tion as proposed would create uncertainty on the part of competing
shippers and lend itself to practices condemned by law Intercoastal

Rates of AmericanHawaiian SS Co 349 351
Ifthe suspended schedules are allowed to become effective there would

exist conflicting rates of 60 cents minimum 24000 pounds and 875

cents minimum 40000 pounds for the same transportation Nor

mally when rates are published based on different minimum weights

the higher rate is made applicable in connection with the lower mini
TT C4 wr n
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mum weight The record presents no justification for the reversal

of this ratemaking plan Conflicts of this character should be

avoided In such circumstances the rate which results in the lower 1
charge applies and the higher rate based on the higher minimum

weight would never be applied It therefore has no place in the

tariff The Department cannot lend approval to such conflicts in

rates Westbound Intercoastal Rates on Dates Etc 352 354
It is the purpose of carriers to continue the rate of 1135 cents on the

grade of seed used for planting purposes and to establish the new

rate of 55 cents on the grade of seed used for human consumption
Inasmuch as the application of the proposed rate is also unrestricted

and would govern on a carload of any grade of seed offered for

shipment if allowed to become effective an anomalous tariff situation

would becreated which the Department is not warranted in permit
ting Eastbound Intercoastal Rates on Squash Seed Carloads 355

356
In spite of the provisions of section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act

rule 2 of Agent Thackarastariff SBINo 4 provides Except as

otherwise provided herein rates named herein apply from ships
tackle at Intercoastal loading port to ships tackle at delivering
carriers discharging port via routes set forth herein and do not

include Tolls Wharfage or other Accessorial or Terminal charges
Nowhere in the tariff is the term ships tackle defined The

record shows that at some points this expression means the end of
the ships hook while at other points it means place where goods
rest on the dock Whether a charge for the movement of goods
between shipshook and point ofrest is collected from the shipper
or absorbed liy the carrierit is governed by local meaning of that
term Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 413

The tariff does not specify the established loading or receiving term

inals As some of the ports embrace a considerable shore line where

numerous terminals are located from the tariff it is impossible for

the shipper to determine the exact place at which the transportation
begins or ends Furthermore a tariff rule such as contained in para

graph b which does not specifically disclose the particular require
ments a shipper must meet that the written agreement there con

templated be executed inevitably leads to inequality between shippers
Id 413414

From the tariff the shipper knows the minimum charge for the service

in question but the maximum charge does not appear therefrom

Id 414
Rules which do not disclose the specific amount absorbed even if the

charge is one that properly may be absorbed defeat the legally
established rate and unwittingly open the door to rebates Id

414
The tariff does not define the term ships tackle Inferentially it

may be gathered from the rules that ships tackle is the same

as shipshook but because of the confusion this term has created
the law will be best served by making its meaning clear in the tariff
Id 416
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From the exceptions to the rule it will be observed an absorption in

excess of 3 cents per 100 pounds is permitted at Chester Pa but

the tariff does not indicate the limit to such absorption At New

York Dollar and Panama Pacific and at Philadelphia Grace apply
a maximum equalization of 6 cents per 100 pounds up to 250 net tons

on iron and steel articles In the case of a shipment in excess of

that quantity the shipper will be charged 6 cents per 100 pounds
less on the first 250 net tons than on the remainder of the weight of

the shipment and should two shippers make two separate shipments

aggregating in excess of 250 net tons neither one could tell what the

charges would be to 4im Id 416

Paragraph e of the rule provides for port equalization in principle
the same as provided for in rule 9 of Agent Thackarastariff SBI

No 4 Port equalization is also practiced by respondent on east

bound traffic rule 3 e of its SBItariff No 2 From these

rules it is not possible for a shipper to state what the rates or

charges will be and what was stated in respect of the portequaliza
tion rule in Agent Thackarastariff applies here with equal force

Id 417
Another rule contained in Shepardstariff which fails to meet the re

quirements of law is that contained in first amended page 70 reading
as follows Ports marked are not regular ports of loading Cargo
will be accepted for loading at such ports only when accompanied

by permit issued by carrier or carriers agents Application for per

mit may be made to any office of the carrier or carriersagents

Permit if issued will be in the form shown below This rule does

not disclose the requirements a shipper must meet before a permit
is issued to him Such rule lends itself to defeating the law which

makes it unlawful for any carrier to make or give any undue or

unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular person lo

cality or description of traffic in any respect whatsoever or to sub

ject any particular person locality or description of traffic to any

undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect
whatsoever Id 420

Members of the Gulf conference publish what are termed tariff rates

and contract rates As both rates are published in the same tariff
these terms are misleading Id 451

The tariffs filed by each respondent fail to show plainly the places be

tween which freight is carried or to name all the rates and charges

foror in connection with transportation between intercoastal points
on its own route or between intercoastal points on its own route and

points on the routes of other carriers by water with which it has

established through routes for intercoastal transportation or to state

separately each terminal or other charge privilege or facility

granted or allowed or the rules and regulations which change af

fect or determine such aforesaid rates or charges or the aggregate
of such aforesaid rates or charges or the value of the service

rendered to the consignor or consignee in violation of section 2 of

the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Each respondent should be re

quired to amend its tariffs as to show plainly among other things

a all the rates for the transportation between points on its own

1 TT S M C
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route or between points on its own route and points on the route

of each carrier by water with which it has established through routes

for intercoastal transportation b the specific terminals between

which each rate applies c each service such as storage handling

piling of lumber wharfage lighterage barging segregation stencil

ing pool cars and heavy lifts rendered to the consignor or con

signee d the charge for each such service e each absorption

or allowance made specifying the service for which it is made entire

amount for such service and precise portion thereof absorbed or

allowed Id 461462
The exception is based on the ground in substance that requiring pub

lication of specific terminals between which the rates apply will re

sult in loss of revenue to respondents At present intercoastal rates

apply from or to such indefinite places as San Francisco Bay Los

Angeles Harbor or New York Harbor These terms are too

broad cover many miles of shore line and include many terminals

not accessible to ocean carriers From the tariffs shippers cannot

state the particular point at which their cargo is received or deliv

ered by the carrier The requirement referred to is contemplated

by law for the protection of the shipper as well as the carrier As

respondents are free to designate in their tariffs as many terminals

public or private as they wish the contention does not appear to be

well founded Id 465
Afurther criticism of the rule is that it results in an undisclosed rate

to the shipper Knowledge of the details of shipments subject to the

rule is necessary to determine the actual rate charged The dis

closure of such information however is unlawful under section 20

of the Shipping Act 1916 Transportation of Lumber Through Pana

ma Canal 646 6496W
Lumberberthquantityallowance rules found to violate section 2 of

the Intercoastal Shipping Act1933 in that they do not show def

initely all the rates and charges for or in connection with the

transportation of eastbound intercoastal lumber Id 650
Tariff rules which are indefinite and ambiguous are unlawful under

section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Intercoastal

Lumber Rate Changes 656 658
Tariff provisions should be responsive to the requirements of the

general public Armstrong Cork Co et al v AmericanHawaiian

SS Co et al 719 724
Where the specific provision differs from the general mixing rule

maintained by defendants special justification for it should be

shown particularly where as here the provision was established

for the benefit of one shipper and results in rated disparity and

disadvantages detailed Id 724
Requirements of carriers in respect to billoflading descriptions must

be of general application to all classes of shippers and shipments

otherwise undue preference and prejudice will result It apparently
is the intent of respondent that all shipments must be similarly

described but the rule does not state whether the contents of each

lot in a poolcar shipment submarked must also be described in

detail It is not clear whether each submarked lot must also be
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separated by kind size brand or grade and if so whether changes
shall be assessed in accordance with the rule For these reasons
the rule is ambiguous and therefore unlawful Intercoastal Segre
gation Rules 725 734

The suspended schedules do not specify that the charges to be assessed

and the rules and regulations determining such charges are these

applicable at the port of transshipment They contain no reference

to free time notwithstanding respondents intention that periods
comparable in character to free time are to elapse between arrival

of the cargo at the transshipment port and assessment of storage
or other terminal charges In both of these respects the schedules

fail to comply with the requirement of section 2 of the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 1933 that schedules shall specify all terminal or

other charges privileges allowed and any rules or regulations
which change affect or determine the charges or the value of the

service rendered Furthermore under respondents interpretation of

the schedules in connection with free time the allowance of different

periods as between different consignees would effect inequality of

treatment as between shippers and permit undue preference and

prejudice in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916

Intercoastal Rates via OnCarriers 760 763764

Complainants on brief advocate no change in the present rules and

regulations applicable on wheat except for a suggested minor cor

rection of Item 514 of Agent Williams eastbound SBINo 3 which

permits the vessel to unload on overtime at ships discretion and

shippersexpense There is testimony that this creates uncertain

ties as to shippers costs and discrimination against bulk wheat
since other commodities on the ship probably may and could be

discharged on straight time But there is no evidence that the

rule operates to unduly prefer or prejudice any person locality or

description of traffic TriState Wheat Transp Council v Alameda

Transp Co 784 788
TERMINAL FACILITIES See also BERTHING

It is the duty of carriers to provide adequate terminal facilities and as

any shipper is entitled to make use of the rates from and to Emeryville

respondents are expected immediately to meet this obligation at that

place Intercoastal Rates To and From Berkeley 365 368
Requiring every common carrier by water in intercoastal commerce to pub

lish post and file schedules showing all the rates fares and charges for

or in connection with transportation stating separately each terminal

or other charge privilege or facility granted or allowed and any rules

cr regulations which in anywise change affect or determine any part

or the aggregate of such aforesaid rates fares or charges or the value

of the service rendered to the passenger consignor or consignee is in

contemplation ofthe obligation that rests upon each such carrier serving a

point to provide adequate terminal facilities This obligation is one that

may be fulfilled by the carrier itself or through an agency Intercoastal

Investigation 1935 400 435
Persons engaged in the business of furnishing wharfage dock warehouse

or other terminal facilities in connection with a common carriei by water

are subject to the Shipping Act 1916 Section 16 thereof makes it un
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lawful for any such person to subject any particular person which term

includes a common carrier by water in intercoastal commerce or any

particular locality or description of traffic to any undue or unreasonable

prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever Section 17 of that

act imposes upon such persons the obligation of observing just and rea

sonable practices relating to or connected with the receiving handling

storing or delivering of property Although such persons are not in

eluded in the order instituting the investigation it is not amiss to men

tion the fact of record that Cilco Terminal Co Inc the only terminal

facility at Bridgeport Conn is owned by the City Lumber Co a re

ceiver of lumber at that place Although the terminal company accepts

and handles all commodities it refuses to accept or handle lumber con

signed to the competitors of its parent organization This results in a

violation of law Id 436
In procuring terminal facilities carriers should make proper arrangements

to safeguard the obligations imposed upon them by law Such obligations
The Department does not have the power to waive Id 465

In connection with defendants contention that they offer a special service

in the carriage of bulk wheat it should be noted that the private mills

and elevators served are named in their tariffs and thus are regular
berths for loading and discharging wheat TriState Wheat Transp

Council v Alameda Transp Co 784 787

TERMINAL RATE DEFINED

A terminal rate is that between two intercoastal points when the entire

transportation service is performed by a single carrier Intercoastal

Rates To and From Berkeley and Emeryville Calif 365 367
If single carrier performs the entire transportation service between two

points the rate is a terminal rate Intercoastal Investigation 1935

400 440
THROUGH ROUTES AND THROUGH RATES See also COMMERCE

Respondents operating beyond Seattle assume the rates for transportation
of Skagit River Navigation Trading Co as part of their operating
expenses In addition Panama Mail Steamship Co and States Steam

ship Co assume as an operating expense the rates for transportation
of the line performing the service from Seattle to San Francisco This

is done on the theory that if the transportation service were performed

by them directly the cost thereof would be charged to operations The

through bills of lading which are issued by respondents operating be

yond Seattle only show the name of the issuing carrier and do not

disclose the name of any other carrier participating in the transporta
tion This method of constructing through rates is not sanctioned by

the Department Intercoastal Rates From Mount Vernon Wash 360

362
A through route contemplates a through rate which may be the sum of

separately established factors or an amount jointly published by all

the carriers participating in the transportation The cancellation of a

joint rate does not in and of itself cancel the through route If the

established through routes from Mount Vernon or Stanwood to inter

coastal destinations on the Atlantic coast are to be continued the car

riers participating therein must comply with the requirements of section
2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Id 363
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If a through route has been established by two or more carriers the

law contemplates the establishment of through rates which may be

the sum of separately established factors or an amount jointly pub
lished by all the carriers participating in the transportation Inter

coastal Rates To and From Berkeley 365 367
The act makes no distinction whatsoever between points on deep water

and points on shallow water The Berkeley Transportation Co is a

common carrier by water It is true its operations are limited to points
on San Francisco Bay but by joining in through routes and through
rates for intercoastal transportation as proposed it becomes subject to

the act Id 367
The issuance by respondents of through bills and according through rates

for the two local transportation movements concerned in the proceeding
is prohibited by section 16 of the Shipping Act which makes unlawful

the furnishing by subject carriers of transportation at less than their

regular rates through false billing or by otherunfair device or means

Pablo Calvet Co v Baltimore Insular Line 369 371
If a through route has been established and two or more carriers perform 1 II

the transportation service the rate is a through rate which may be hr
the sum of separately established factors or an amount jointly pub J

lished by all the participating carriers Intercostal Investigation 1935
400 440

There is no provision in the law for the establishment of through rates

by absorbing the terminal rates of another carrier for the purpose of

establishing through rates for a through route composed of two or more

carriers over which route no joint through rate has been fixed by agree

ment Id 440
A through route is an arrangement express or implied between connecting

carriers for the continuous carriage of goodsfrom the originating point

on the line of one carrier to destination on the lineof another Through

carriage implies a through rate This through rate is not necessarily

a joint rate It may be merely an aggregation of separate rates fixed

independently by the several carriers forming the through rate as where

the through rate is the sum of the locals of the several connecting

lines or is the sum of lower rates otherwise separately established by

them for through transportation Ordinarily through rates lower than

thesum of thelocals are joint rates Id 445446
Carriers are not required to establish joint through rates for intercoastal

transportation but when they voluntarily do so their cancellation de

pends upon whether or not such action violates any provision of law

Intercoastal Rates To and From Berkeley No 2510 512
In view of the competitive situation the cancellation of the joint rates

involved would result in undue and unreasonable preference and ad

vantage to Oakland and Richmond and shippers there located and undue

and unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage to Berkeley and Emeryville

and shippers there located in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act

1916 Id 512
It is desirable to point out that carriers maintaining through routes and

joint rates are expected to furnish reasonable service to the public Gulf

Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego No2600 605
In the absence of a through route a movement on local bills of lading be

tween Los Angeles and San Diego becomes intrastate Any movement
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THROUGH ROUTES AND THROUGH RATES Continued
between points within the same state is not Subject to the Departments
Jurisdiction unless it constitutes part of a throughroute movement in
interstate or foreign commerce Id 605

Schedules proposing to change by qualification existing schedules governing
the application of through routes and joint rates provided therein for the
transportation of freight from Atlantic to Pacific coast ports found not
justified Intercoastal Rates via OnCarriers 760 764

Schedules proposing to cancel through routes and joint rates for trans
portation of freight from Atlantic coast ports to Vancouver Wash found
justified Westbound Intercoastal Rates to Vancouver Wash 770 774

TIME IN TRANSIT See SERVICE
TRAMPS

Section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916 excludes from the regulatory provisions
of the act every cargo boat commonly called an ocean tramp This
exemption of tramps from the regulatory provisions of the 1916 act does
not place any limitation upon the Department in its promulgation of rules
and regulations under section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 As
defined earlier in the report a tramp Is a carrier transporting on any one
voyage cargo supplied by a single shipper only under a single charter
party or contract of affreigbtment The best example of such a carrier
is the tanker The rules and regulations proposed under section 19 of
the Merchant Marine Act 1920 exempt for the present the tramp as so
defined for the reason that the evidence of record in the investigation
does not show that competitive methods employed by such carriers in
our export trades have produced conditions unfavorable to shipping
Much of the cargo lifted by these tramps is in bulk therefore the pro

posed rules and regulations exempt transportation of cargo loaded and
carried in bulk without mark or count Section 19 Investigation 1935
470 498499

TRANSIT

Transit is granted by rail carriers and has no application in connection
with movements by water unless the shipments move as through ship
ments from interior country points of origin to final destination The
Commissions jurisdiction extends only to local porttoport transporta
tion and on such traffic the rate is that published in the tariff in effect
at time of shipment Commodity Rates Between Atlantic and Gulf
Ports 642 645

Proposed rule providing that as to flour milled in transit the rate will
be that In effect on date of forwarding the flour from the transit point
irrespective of the date of shipment into the transit point is not ap
proved and should be cancelled Id 645

Proposed rule with respect to the effective date of rate changes on grain
milled in transit has not been justified Id 845

TRANSPORTATION See SERVICE

TRANSSHIPMENT See OPERATION
TRUCK RATES

The reasonableness of the truck rates between San Diego and Los Angeles
is a matter within the jurisdiction of the Railroad Commission of the
State of California and the findings of that Commission cannot be

anticipated by the Department Furthermore such rates have little if
any bearing on the reasonableness of rates subject to the jurisdiction

1 U S M C
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of the Department Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego
No 2 600 604

UNIFORMITY OF RATES ETC
Unjustness and unreasonableness of a given rate is not proved by merely

showing that a lower rate existed over the line of another carrier
Bonnell Elec Mfg Co v Pacific SS Co 143 144

While it appears to be fairly well established that rooms Located in the
stern of a ship are generally rated lower than first class there are
exceptions to this general practice and it may be fairly stated that
there has been a long existing lack of uniformity in classification as
between passenger vessels and likewise as between passenger accommoda
tions on the same vessels The particular classification under which
a passenger travels is based on more than location and type of state
room it includes as a very important element the character and extent
of the service in connection with the stateroom accommodations and the
service on the ship generally including the extent to which a passenger
may enjoy the freedom of the ship Passenger Classifications and Fares
American Line SS Corp 294 302

Although it is true that under the proposed tariff some rooms that may
be compared with rooms on the new Grace Line ships are reduced in
price whereas under the existing tariff the price of these particular
rooms is approximately the same as similar rooms on the Grace Line

ships this difference in price does not necessarily make improper the
rating of these rooms by either line The difference may very well be
compensated for by difference in ships appointments service length of
trip as well as other considerations For instance it is admitted that
the Grace Line ships are newer and more modern than respondents
ships and the Grace Line itinerary is longer and more attractive Id
303

An order by the Department requiring respondents to admit complainant
to membership in the conference with a rate differential found not

justified Wessel Duval Co v Colombian SS Co 390 394
It is in the public interest that respondents operating between points on

the Atlantic coast and points on the Pacific coast establish and maintain
uniform rates and charges for intercoastal transportation between such
points Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 462

Although the proposed conclusion is that uniformity in the rates and charges
is in the public interest there is nothing in the report compelling re
spondents to observe uniform rates and charges Id 466

VALUE OF COMMODITY See also COST OF SERVICE VALUE OF SERVICE

A scale of rates on Alaskan copper ore graduated according to the values
of the ore is recommended to carriers for their earnest and early consid
eration Alaskan Rate Investigation 1 8 9

Value is a factor properly to be considered by carriers in the determination
of rates for their service hut where two commodities are practically
identical in transportation characteristics and are directly competitive
any difference in the values of such commodities should be appreciable

and substantial in order to justify the application of higher rates on
the one than on the other Thomson Mfg Co v Eastern S S Co 58
59
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VALUE OF COMMODITYContinued

While one of the factors for use in the consideration of the justness and

reasonableness of a given rate value when standing alone is not deter
minative Dobler Mudge v Panama R RS S Co 130 131

Value is an important element of rate makingaking but cost of service is also

a factor and hence it is often true that charges for transporting a

cheap article are greater in proportion to its value than charges for

transporting a highgrade article Atlas Waste Mfg Co v N Y P R
S S Co 195 196197

The comparisons unsupported by evidence of value of commodities value

of service volume of movement and other factors commonly considered
in determining maximum reasonable rates are of little proliative force
Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego No 2 600 604

VALUE OF SERVICE See also COST OF SERVICE VALUE OF COMMODITY SERVICE
Expeditious service is an element of weight bearing upon value of service

EagleOttawa Leather Co v Goodrich Transit Co 101 105
Value of service to a shipper is of course one of the recognized factors

for consideration Assoc Jobbers Mfrs v AmericanHawaiian S S

Co 198 207
Value of service is of course one of the elements the Board must consider

in any rate proceeding Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman Bucknall

S S Co 242 252
Complainant may be correct in contending that the value of the service

to the shipper At New York is greater than to the shipper at Phila

delphia but in this instance it is due largely to the fact that New York

is the first port of call Philadelphia Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export
S S Corp 538 542

raven though thestudy were unusually comprehensive and exact the cost

developed thereby though entitled to considerable weight could not be

accepted as controlling since due consideration must also be given to

the value of the service to the shipper Gulf Westbound Intercoastal

Soya Bean Oil Meal Rates 554 560
The value of the service to the shipper in a general sense is the ability to

reach a market at a profit Id 560
As a general rule a maximum reasonable rate should in principle be no

lower than the cost of service to the carrier plus a reasonable profit and

no higher than the reasonable worth of the service to the shipper Id

560
The comparisons unsupported by evidence of value of commodities value

of service volume of movement and other factors commonly considered

in determining maximum reasonable rates are of little probative force

Gulf Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego No 2 600 604
The value of the service to the shipper in a general sense is the ability

to reach a market at a profit Where as in the industry concerned
f a s prices are less than the cost of production it is obvious that the

failure to inarket at a profit cannot be attributed to the cost of trans

portation The present rate has permitted a steadily increasing volume

of lumber to reach the eastern markets at prices which the industry
evidently considers profitable in the sense that they make it possible to

liquidate capital investments which is said to be preferable to shutting
down operations entirely Eastbound Intercoastal Lumber 608 620

It is only in measuring value of service that consideration may be given to

the competition that protestants meet in the eastern markets with lumber

IUSMC
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VALUE OF SERVICEContinued
from Canada Russia the South and elsewhere because the Commission
has no authority to reduce a rate primarily to protect an industry from

foreign or domestic competition Id 620621
It is true that the active market competition from other lumberproducing

regions has a limiting effect upon the value of the service to protestants
Furthermore the availability of relatively cheap rail transportation and
water transportation at lower charter rates tendsto lessen the worth of

respondents services Just what weight should be given to these factors
is difficult to determine Id 621

Direct service especially when more frequent and faster than transship
ment service ordinarily increases the value of the service to the shipper
Commonwealth of Mass v Colombian SS Co 711 715

VERIFICATION OF COMPLAINTS See REPARATION SHIPPING ACT 1916

VOLUME OF TRAFFIC

The record does not disclose any justification for requiring the carriers to
reduce the minimum amount of tonnage for which a ship will move to

a private dock below the present minimum of 25 tons Alaskan Rate In

vestigation 1 10
Manifestly it costs more to handle several small shipments issue separate

shipping receipts make separate waybills and expense bills and separate
entries in accounts than it costs to handle one large shipment of the

same commodity shipped byone consignor to one consignee Id 10
It appears that if the 25tonminimum for which a ship will move to a

private dock were reduced theshipsw0uld be seriously delayed by calling
at various landing places for small shipments necessitating more cir

cuitous routes of travel and resulting in decreased efficiency of operation
Id 11

The large and regular movement of wool by the carrier from Boston to

Philadelphia is of importance in a consideration of the reasonableness

of the rates proposed over those now in effect Wool Rates From Boston

to Philadelphia 20 23
The volume of movement or any other single factor should not dominate

other factors necessarily entering into a determination of what is a rea

sonable rate to be applied for the transportation of a particular com

modity Boston Wool Trade Assoc vM M T24 27
Volume of movement is an important consideration in connection with

commodity rates TrumbullVanderpoel Elec Mfg Co v Luckenbach

SS Co 126 128
Volume of Traffic is undeniably a prime factor in constructing watertrans

portation rates Everett Chamber of Commerce v Luckenbach SS Co
149 152

Contention that ports are subjected to undue and unreasonable disadvantage
when vessels discharge direct is not persuasive in view of infrequency
of direct discharge and negligible Amount of cargo so delivered Id 152

Contention that arbitraries on cargo transshipped subject ports to undue

and unreasonable disadvantage is not supported in view of slight amount

of such cargo and practical competitive conditions which carriers have to

meet in order to participate in carriage of the traffic Id 152153
Carriers are permitted under the rule to call and accept freight in any

quantity from one shipper or supplier at docks located Nvithin confer

ence terminal ports other than the declared docks listed in clause Lof

the rule The same rates apply from the undeclared as from the de
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VOLUME OF TRAFFICContinued
clared clocks but from the undeclared docks charges are assessed on a

minimum of 500 revenue freight tons or 500000 revenue feet of lumber
bolts cants piling poles andor logs On any additional cargo taken for

another shipper or supplier from the same undeclared dock in quantities
less than the specified minimum an additional 1 per revenue ton is

charged In the northern district by exception carriers fire permitted to

load at such undeclared docks or make divisional rate arrangements on

quantities less than the specified minima provided an additional charge
of 150 per revenue ton over the tariff rate is assessed These provi
sions of the rule open the door to discrimination furthermore on the

face of it there is no justification for the extra charge of 1 on adds

tional shipments taken at the same undeclared dock since freight charges
based on the specified minima are evidently considered sufficient to com

pensate respondents for the call Oakland Chamber of Commerce v

American Mail Line 314 317
Although the carriers under the rule may call direct at nonterminal ports

for freight in any quantity from one shipper or supplier it is provided
that such cargo must be assessed on a minimum of 500 revenue freight
tons or 500000 revenue feet of lumber bolts cants piling poles andor
logs No such restriction however is placed on cargo moving from non

terminal ports under the divisional rate agreements permitted under the
rule to meet the competition of direct calls by conference members Ves
sels handling cargo by direct call at nonterminal ports from one shipper
or supplier subject to the minimum rate requirement set forth above
are permitted to accept any other additional cargo offering from the
same dock in any quantity on the same terms conditions and rates pro
vided in e 1 This provision of the rule is not free from ambiguity
It will be noted that while acceptance of additional cargo is permitted
the words same terms conditions and rates may mean that for example
a shipper or supplier other than the shipper or supplier of the first lot

if offering 50 tons is assessed freight charges on the basis of 500 tons
What has been stated in respect of the 1 extra on additional cargo from
docks within conference terminal ports other than declared docks applies
here with equal force Id 317318

It will be noted that under paragraph 1 of the form of agreement Calmar
reserves the right to fix the maximum quantity to be carried on any of
its vessels and that under paragraphs 3 and 6 thereof the shipper obli
gates itself to tender a certain minimum number of carloads or tons In
these respects the contracting shippers are placed at a disadvantage as

compared with noncontracting shippers for it is the right of shippers to

ship in any quantity they choose and the obligation of carriers to carry
the quantity tendered to them due regard being had for the proper load

ing of the vessel and the available tonnage and such matter cannot be
the subject of contracts Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 454455

From an exhibit introduced by respondent it appears that no intercoastal

shipments moved under the rates involved between March 9 and April 8
1935 and that shipments moving thereunder between the lastmentioned
date and June 8 1935 aggregated only 219 tons But the persuasive force
of this exhibit is greatly lessened by the fact that McCormick Steamship
Co asked interested shippers not to use its line it having announced its
intention to cancel its rates with Berkeley Transportation Co Inter

coastal Rates To and From Berkeley 510 512
1 U S M C
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VOLUME OF TRAFFICContinued
The comparisons unsupported by evidence of value of commodities value

of service volume of movement and other factors commonly considered

in determining maximum reasonable rates are of little probative force
Intercoastal Rates To and From San Diego No 2 600 604

With respect to the element of low volume of tonnage available at San

Diego relied upon strongly by defendants it would appear that the pres

ence of the arbitrary has been an influential factor in discouraging the

flow of traffic therefrom and that the establishment of a minimum of 500
tons applicable to San Diego cargo would assure sufficient volume to

warrant the removal of the arbitrary Defendants acknowledge that 500
tons is a reasonable quantity for which to shift a vessel and complainants
have no objection to the observance of that minimum However such a

minimum should be based on the volume of all cargo offered It should
not be restricted to apply to one shipper or to one item of cargo San

Diego Harbor Commission v American Mail Line 661 669
VOLUNTARY RATES See REASONABLENESS
WAIVER OF REGULATIONS AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS See also

SHIPPING ACT 1916
The requirement of prior notice as regards publication of reductions in rates

appears for the first time inthe Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Prior

to that act no obligation rested upon carriers to give public notice of

such reductions The law only required the filing of maximum rates
fares and charges and prohibited carriers from demanding charging or

collectinga greater compensation except with the approval of the Board

and with 10 days public notice which requirement the Board had the

power to waive for good cause shown Intercoastal Investigation 1935
400 444

It is hardly necessary to state thatthe provisions of the Intercoastal Ship

ping Act 1933 and those provisions of the Shipping Act 1916 governing
common carriers by water in intercoastal commerce also apply to contract

carriers in intercoastal commerce Such provisions of law the Depart

ment may notwaive Id 458
In procuring terminal facilities carriers should make proper arrangements

to safeguard the obligations imposed upon them by law Such obligations
the Department does not have the power to waive Id 465

The right of a governmental body to waive its rules and regulations differs

materially from the right to waive provisions of an act conferring upon it

jurisdiction of the subject matter This distinction is clearly outlined by

the court when it says The line of division must be kept asharp one

between the function of a statute requiring the presentation of a claim

within a given period of time and the function of a regulation making pro

vision as to form The function of the statute like that of limitations

generally is to give protection against stale demands The function of the

regulation is to facilitate research This holding was reaffirmed in U S

v Garbutt Oil Co 302 U S 528 Reliance Motor Car Co v G L T C

794 795
Section 22 clearly requires that a complaint be sworn to when filed and the

Commission has no power to waive this requirement Id 796

Complainants urge that the second and third sentences of the rule consti

tuted authority by administrative sanction of a6month period in addition

to the2year period specified by the statute and that due to these sen

tences those of the informal complaints which were verified and filed as
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WAIVER OF OF REGULATIONS AND STATUTORY PROVISIONSCon
formal complaints within such6month additional period are to be consid

ered as complying with the statute Even though complainants interpre
tation of the sentences referred to be accepted as correct it is clear that

any such extension was unauthorized and void The Shipping Board mani

festly had no authority to enlarge its statutory jurisdiction by adoption of

a rule of the meaning contended for by complainants Id 796797
WAR RATE See COMPETITION

WAR TAX

War tax on shipments is not a transportation charge It is levied upon the

transportation charge as such and section 501 of the Federal revenue act

specifically provides that it shall be paid by the person paying for the

services or facilities rendered Boston Wool Trade Assoc v General SS
Corp 49 52

WASTEFUL PRACTICES See ABSORPTIONS

WEIGHTORMEASUREDIENT
The record does not justify a conclusion or decision that the practice of

assessing freight charges on theweightormeasurement basis is unjust or

unreasonable or that the application of an exclusive weightbasis even if

practicable on the Alaskan routes would be more equitable or satisfactory
to shippers generally Alaskan Rate Investigation 1 1012

The widely established practice of water carriers in charging for transporta
tion of bulky articles upon measurement rather than upon weight basis is

set forth by respondent Dobler Mudge v Panama R R SS Line 130

131
The manner of expressing rate is not seen to have affected the reasonable

ness thereof Isaac S Heller vEastern SS Lines 158 160
The usual basis of rate publication in steamship operation is an amount per

cubic foot or per 100 pounds whichever produces the higher revenue to the
carrier Ames Harris Neville Co v AmericanHawaiian SS Co 765

768
WHARFAGE See also ABSORPTIONS

No limit is placed upon the amount of car unloading at Philadelphia or top
wharfage or car unloading at Baltimore or oncarrying charges on uhip
ments destined to Stockton or Sacramento absorbed by respondent
Whether respondent calls direct or not at Oakland Calif it th6re absorbs

terminal charges in the amount of 50 cents per ton and if it elects to

make delivery by barge at such place it absorbs the cost thereof without

specifying such amount Such rules are not in consonance with law

Intercoastal Investigation 1935 400 419
General testimony to the effect that wharfage charges are a burden on

foreign commerce is not proof of their Unlawfulness Philadelphia Ocean
Traffic Bureau v Philadelphia Piers 701 704

Pier usage and handling charges at Hampton Roads and regulations and

practices in connection therewith not shown to be unduly prejudicial
and regulations and practices not shown to be unreasonable Buxton Lines
v Norfolk Tidewater Terminals 705 710
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